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Abstract
Throughout the literature addressing im/politeness, there is an assumed relationship between
an individual, their talk or conduct in interaction, and the potential for negative evaluations of that
talk or conduct by other individuals. This literature assumes that any negative evaluation of talk or
conduct in interaction is attributable to the source of that talk or conduct. It remains tacitly assumed
that this attribution can be made because the source is exercising their agency in producing that talk
or conduct. Problematically, the understanding of agency and how it effects evaluations of
impoliteness has been left unscrutinised to date. This thesis addresses this gap and explores how the
effects of exercising of agency on the ways in which evaluations of impoliteness arise in interaction
are achieved.
The discursive turn in im/politeness research argues that the analysis of impoliteness requires
the researcher to attend to the participants’ evaluations of impoliteness. That is, the analysis of
evaluations of impoliteness needs to rest on the participants’ evaluations, and not those of the
researcher. As such, the methodology of this thesis is to analyse the ways in which participants
exercise socially-mediated forms of agency in making such evaluations. The data for this thesis is
drawn from three different forms of relational networks (a closed community of practice, strangers
getting acquainted, and a public social network) which are achieved across three different modes of
communication (face-to-face talk, email interactions, and online polylogues in social media). The
thesis is grounded in interactional pragmatics, which draws from ethnomethodology, membership
categorisation analysis and conversation analysis ontologies and epistemologies to inform the
analysis of the data.
The analysis shows that across all three of these modes of communication, the patterns by
which people exercise their agency are very similar. These similar patterns are particularly evident
when orienting to and evaluating impoliteness in interaction. Firstly, participants tend to align and
affiliate with a first speaker in order to avoid placing evaluations of impoliteness onto the
interactional record. Next, there is a level of variability of evaluations within interaction which
suggests that people’s ability to predict other people’s responses to and evaluations of their social
actions is more limited than might be commonly assumed. Finally, this thesis shows that participants
often exercise their agency in taking particular footings thereby constituting particular
configurations of the participation order. Such deployment often occurs when someone claims the
position as a ratified participant, and also occurs when participants hold a producer accountable for
being impolite. In sum, this analysis shows that the exercising of agency is an important area for
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theorising impoliteness, in particular, in relation to attributing accountability for evaluations of
impoliteness in interaction.

Keywords
Accountability, agency, evaluation, impoliteness, ethnomethodology, membership
categorisation analysis, conversation analysis
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem statement
Why is it that some criticisms are easily laughed off, even though the barb hits home? Why is
it that it is possible to dis-attend to some critical discussions, but not others? Can accountability for
impoliteness (offence) be attributed to individual agency? One reason may be that in some cases
individuals can opt into being offended, that is, they can choose to be offended, while in a very
similar interactional situation, those same individuals could opt out of being offended; they could
choose to not be offended. To display offence is a social action, which means people may choose to
perform or not, depending on the situation. This ability to choose is often considered to be a feature
of people exercising their agency in performing an action. An understanding of agency necessarily
leads to the exploration of people’s ability to control their actions, including the way in which
evaluations surface or not in the interactional record.
There is general consensus that when facing putatively impolite circumstances, the
participants might evaluate the conduct as impolite. What has arguably not been considered is that
the participants are opting into displaying this evaluation rather than just displaying it as a matter of
course. This represents a serious gap in research on evaluations of impoliteness. Seemingly these
evaluations are empowered by an individuals’ agency, but the exercising of agency in this way has
not been considered. It could be the case that participants have the ability to opt into, or out of,
evaluations of impoliteness using the same innate ability they use to select items on a menu: agency.
Throughout this thesis, it will be shown that people can (but need not) choose to display that
they are offended, and moreover, that such displays or indications of offence are carefully fitted to
particular interactional trajectories. This ‘opting into’ being offended seems to be achieved through
an individual exercising their agency in performing social actions, including evaluating each other.
Impoliteness may be viewed as an evaluation of some talk or behaviour and its source. Therefore, at
times impoliteness itself is evidentially mediated by an individual’s agency along with other factors
that have been identified in impoliteness research, such as perceived intentions, perceived social
norms and the like.
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1.2 Aim
The aim of this thesis is to investigate the ways that participants exercise their agency in
making evaluations of impoliteness in interaction. Describing the motivations for making those
choices, or the types of options available at the moment of choosing is outside the scope of this
research, however it is believed that these motivations might be informed by research into face, face
work and rapport management (Bousfield, 2008; Dobs and Garcés-Conejos Blitvich, 2013; GarcésConejos Blitvich, 2013; Spencer-Oatey, 2005). This thesis focusses on describing what displaying
offence or evaluating impoliteness looks like in interaction, and on the features of interaction which
are used to suppress, divert, exacerbate and reflect negative evaluations of talk or conduct in
interaction.

1.3 The thesis format
Chapter two will discuss the im/politeness literature in an attempt to situate this current
theorisation of agency with respect to impoliteness research. Central themes from this literature that
are important in this thesis include the division between the first order and second order analysis of
politeness, the move toward interaction analysis, the finding that evaluations of impoliteness are not
in binary opposition to those of politeness, and the suggestion that within some modes of
communication, evaluating impoliteness may itself be a social action.
Alongside this discussion of the im/politeness literature is a brief discussion of the
ethnomethodological, conversation analysis and membership categorisation analysis paradigms. As
the literature indicates a need to analyse data from a participant-centric perspective, these
paradigms usefully constrain analysis to what the members themselves are doing. Building on this
literature, the questions of what does “being offended” look like in interaction, and how do
participants orient to, suppress, or dis-attend to offence when it happens are considered.
Chapter three shows how agency is theorised within the philosophical domain and teases out
the ontologies and epistemologies underpinning anthropological linguistic, sociolinguistic and
psychological work on agency. This chapter sets the ground work for an analysis of the effects of
agency within impoliteness evaluations. Within this chapter, it is claimed that the exercising of
agency may be analysed through careful analysis of the participation order and associated footings.
In Chapter four, the methodological concerns for the collection and analysis of the data are
discussed. These concerns come from the positioning of this analysis within the first order approach
to impoliteness research, and is further restricted due to the use of ethnomethodology, membership
13

categorisation analytic and conversation analytic ontologies. These ontologies are interactional
frameworks for analysis which prefer the data collection of “naturally occurring data”, the type of
data which would have occurred even if the analyst was not able to attend the recording moment. In
this chapter, the main hypotheses are also presented
Chapters five, six and seven are devoted the analysis of three distinct datasets. Each chapter
analyses the interplay between evaluations of impoliteness, and the exercising of agency, finding
that there is a direct link between the attribution of accountability for impoliteness and an
individual’s exercising of agency. Chapter five explores traditional co-locative, co-temporal talk in
interaction which takes place between strangers. This “getting acquainted” data shows that there
seems to be a preference for doing “being not-offended” in interaction, potentially because it
interferes with progressivity and comity within the conversation. Chapter six explores email
interaction between a closed community of practice in which there is arguably an abundance of
“non-polite evaluations” (Haugh and Bousfield, 2012) achieved through verbal jousting, jocular
mockery, teasing, banter and goading. These emails show that within a closed Community of
Practice whose membership is fixed, and whose action trajectories tend to incorporate non-polite
interactions, there is still the possibility that participants claim “being offended”. This supports the
original finding that people can opt into being offended. In Chapter seven, the data under analysis is
taken from online polylogues from Facebook and Jezebel which all orient to the “fit mom
controversy”1. It is clearly indicated that attributions of accountability for negative evaluations
correspond with the deployment of the participant order. In order for people to claim “being
offended”, they necessarily do so from a ratified participation footing.
Chapter eight is the discussion chapter. The main findings from the three data chapters are
discussed here in light of three central themes: interaction, evaluations of impoliteness, and the
exercising of agency. The key claims in this chapter are that the preference for “being not offended”,
the variability in evaluations of impoliteness within verbal jousting contexts, and the deployment of
the participant order are all instances where the participants can be seen to exercise their agency.
The fact that participants are exercising their agency in casting, suppressing, orienting to, ignoring or
exacerbating evaluations of impoliteness, gives rise to some degree of unpredictability in interaction.
In the final chapter, chapter nine, the concluding remarks summarise the main findings from
the thesis. Key findings include that the participant order is interactionally important and is often
oriented to by participants themselves in “doing being offended”, that the preference to not display

1

The Fit Mom Controversy indicates the Facebook submissions, and surrounding media attention, of
Maria Kang in 2012 and 2013. The case is discussed more thoroughly in data chapter seven and on the website
Know Your Meme.
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offence is featured in the design of turns differently across different modes of communication, and
that negative evaluations seem to be selected, rather than thrust upon interactants.
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Chapter 2

Surrounding literature, ontologies and analytical

frameworks for interactional impoliteness analysis
As discussed in the introduction, it seems that people are able to opt into or out of being
offended. Individuals can thus be seen to exercise agency in choosing whether or not to be
offended. This raises two questions: firstly, what is impoliteness, and how is it achieved? Secondly,
what is agency, and how does it affect evaluations of im/politeness? This chapter will explore the
first of these questions, while Chapter 3 will investigate the second question.
The main aim of this chapter is to position this analysis of impoliteness within the surrounding
literature, ontologies and epistemologies of im/politeness research. A separation between
politeness and impoliteness will be shown, indicating that impoliteness need not (and ought not) be
considered in binary opposition to politeness, that is, when there is no politeness, there must be
impoliteness. This binary assumption (a lack of politeness is impoliteness) is an over-generalised
assumption. The general tenets of discursive research will be invoked through asking the question,
“who is this impolite for: the researcher or the participant?”. Finally it will be shown that an
investigation of impoliteness needs to take into account the participants’ perspective, which is
termed the first order perspective.
In order to address this relationship, this chapter will first look at the literature on construals
of impoliteness. Then it will show that politeness and impoliteness are not binary opposites, but
rather sets of evaluations which occur in interactions. It will be shown that impoliteness might best
be perceived as a negative evaluation of talk or conduct which occurs due to a breach of expected
behaviour, wants, or a perception of the moral order (Culpeper, 2011b, p. 23). Of particular
importance for this chapter is a discussion of the first order and second order traditions in
im/politeness research. It will be shown that the first order tradition is strongly supported by
epistemologies and ontologies of ethnomethodological, conversation analysis and membership
categorisation analysis frameworks.

2.1 Introduction
The field of impoliteness research is linked with that of politeness research. Politeness research
began with Brown and Levinson’s ([1978] 1987) politeness model, and Leech’s (1980) politeness
principles. These early works have been described as the first wave of politeness research (Fraser,
1981). These early models were critiqued and changed with findings from other researchers like
Spencer-Oatey (1993) and Watts, Ide and Ehlich (1992), which led to a discursive turn after the critique
by Eelen (2001). Where previous theories discussed politeness as a concern for the speaker, the
16

discursive turn argued that it is a concern for all of the participants. Also, the discursive turn posits that
the role of the analyst is to unpack the politeness as the participants are construing it, that is a
distinction between first order politeness (participant perspective) and second order politeness (the
analyst’s perspective). Politeness research expanded to include analysis of cross cultural interactions
(Matsumoto, 1988; Sifianou, 1992a). These studies showed that the earlier Anglo-centric notions of
politeness were mismatched with other cultural understandings (Leech, 2007). More recent trends in
politeness research have led to a focus on the influence of modes of communication on politeness and
impoliteness concerns (Darics, 2010; Hardaker, 2010; Locher, 2010; Maíz-Arévalo, 2015; Upadhyay,
2010). Additionally there have been some moves to de-conflate politeness and face concerns in light
of interactional findings (Haugh and Schneider, 2012; Haugh and Watanabe, 2009). This thesis is not
focused on the issues of face, though it is clearly a concern used to motivate why individuals claim
evaluations of impoliteness in interaction. This present thesis is focused on impoliteness itself, and
follows Haugh and Schneider (2012) and Haugh and Watanabe (2009) in not conflating im/politeness
with face.
The discursive turn caused a methodological shift in the field. It shifted the politeness
researcher’s attention away from second order theorising (the analyst’s perspective), and toward an
analysis of members’ methods2. This discursive turn (Eelen, 2001; Watts et al., 1992) posits that
im/politeness was a matter of judgement and evaluation displayed by particular people when
interacting within particular language and cultural frames (Locher and Watts, 2005, 2008; Mills, 2003,
2009; Terkourafi, 2005, 2008, 2012). This turn away from designating speaker politeness and toward
discursive politeness not only separated politeness concerns from face (Bargiela-Chiappini and Haugh,
2009; Haugh, Kádár, and Mills, 2013; Haugh, 2003, 2010, 2012), but also questioned the relationship
between politeness and impoliteness (Culpeper, 2011b, 2012; Eelen, 2001; Locher and Watts, 2005,
2008; Watts, 2003). Rather than dealing with the subjectiveness of the production of polite utterances,
the discursive turn suggested that the evaluation of the production was key.
This chapter is aimed at firstly positioning this study in reference to other im/politeness based
studies. Then to discussing the feature of CA and EM analysis that are predicted to add insight into
the first order analysis of impoliteness. Finally, this chapter will indicate how this study constructs
the individual vis-à-vis evaluations of impoliteness, specifically how an individual’s agency impacts
not only their interactive production in a speaker role, but also their evaluation of that construction
from a hearer role.

2

Members’ methods is a key term in Ethnomethodology (EM). This term orients to the linguistic and
paralinguistic strategies that participants use in an interactive encounter which are deployed in a way to show,
reify, designate, indicate, orient to and display that participant’s membership in the ongoing activity. As such,
the analysis in EM is specifically geared towards “members doing members’ work”, herein members’ methods.
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2.1.1 Politeness theory’s beginnings
The body of work in the field of pragmatics and sociology devoted to politeness and
impoliteness (im/politeness) started in earnest with Lakoff’s discussion of a Politeness Maxim
(Lakoff, 1973), and was furthered by Leech’s Politeness Principle (1983). Both were informed by the
Gricean view of meaning which focuses on a general expectation of behaviours underpinning
conversation. In conversations, participants were theorised as expecting particular behaviours.
When the behaviours were breached or the expectations were flouted in some way, implicatures
were deemed to have arisen. If the expectations regarding politeness were breached, impoliteness
arose as an implicature.
A model showing how the Gricean “cooperative principle” interacts with expectations and
appropriacy can be found in the work by Lakoff (1973). The cooperative principle suggests that
participants are generally acting cooperatively when engaging in interaction. It suggests that one
must, “Make your contribution such as required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted
purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged (Grice, 1975. p 45). Lakoff’s
original work was discussing the relationship between language and gender (especially the way
females behave), and she noted that politeness was a chief concern in gender issues. Lakoff added
the term politeness to the cooperative principle suggesting that when in conversation, interactants
must ‘be polite’ by not imposing, giving options, and being friendly. Lakoff’s model of politeness was
expounded by the politeness rule, and formulated in parallel to Grice’s Cooperative Principle (CP).
“If the speaker’s principal aim is to navigate somehow or other among the respective statuses
of the participants in the discourse indicating where each stands in the speaker’s estimate, his aim
will be less the achievement of clarity than an expression of politeness, as its opposite” (Lakoff,
1973, p. 296)
A distinction arises here that clarity of expression works in opposition to politeness concerns.
Lakoff makes implicit a binary between politeness and impoliteness, implying that where there is
one, the other is not. In this view, impoliteness was seen as a lack of politeness. This implication
privileges analysis of the speaker’s actions, as it is the speaker who has to navigate options in
creating of their input to control politeness.
Although the focus so far has been on the speaker’s input into conversation, Leech (1980)
drove an important point that the hearer is as necessary as the speaker. He makes clear that both
the speaker and the hearer make affordances for each other. Yet, Leech centred the analysis of
politeness concerns onto the speaker’s output. He offered a broader model for politeness which
included the sub-maxims tact, generosity, approbation, modesty, agreement, and sympathy. Each of
18

these sub-maxims are reflective of the speakers concern for the hearer, and are posited as being
accessible to the speaker in formulating their talk (Leech, 1983). They are discussed as a positive and
negative effect, where a speaker would maximise the positive and minimise the negative effects that
their behaviour has on the hearer. In presenting these maxims, Leech isolated the beneficial
relationship a polite individual has with their hearer. For example, in the generosity maxim, the
speaker maximises benefit for the recipient, and minimises benefit for themselves.

2.1.2 Brown and Levinson: a move toward face threatening acts (FTA)
In 1978 (republished in 1987) Brown and Levinson made a claim that politeness was actually a
concern about face3 (1987a). Their analysis hinged on face concerns and the ability for a speaker to
mitigate face threat through choosing different strategies to counter potentially face threatening
acts (herein FTA). Brown and Levinson discuss politeness as a linguistic construct achieved through
the deployment of linguistic strategies and their relative indirectness, much in the same way that
Lakoff represented politeness in terms of “not imposing”, “giving options” (cf. negative face) and
“being friendly” (cf. positive face) (Brown and Levinson, 1987a; Lakoff, 1973). In their model,
politeness was discussed as an effect of mitigation of FTA, suggesting that the more indirect
linguistic strategies were more polite. Brown and Levinson make the claim that many interaction
was in some way potentially face threatening. Brown and Levinson specifically constructed their
speaker as an agent. Not only was their “speaker” able to choose particular strategies for performing
an FTA, but also their construct, the “model person”, was explicitly identified as a rational agent who
would “choose means that will satisfy their ends” (1987a, pp. 59). It is important to note that Brown
and Levinson suggested that the construction of a model person (MP) was problematic, and they
assessed their model person as “tongue in cheek”, showing that the MP construal was a “wilful
fluent speaker of a natural language” (Brown and Levinson, 1987a, p. 58). This shows that although
Brown and Levinson posit a model persons, they themselves acknowledge that such a model is not a
true model of actual persons.
Some academics have criticised the Brown and Levinson model as being too Anglo-centric,
leading to the misidentification of face and politeness concerns across cultural divides. These
academics make a case that the Brown and Levinson (1987) approach might not accommodate for
non-Anglicised cultural aspects of politeness, especially in languages other than English, and

3

Face is a concept borrowed from Goffman (1955, p. 338-343) where he suggests “The term face may
be defined as the positive social value a person effectively claims for himself by the line others assume he has
taken during a particular contact.” This is not the same definition that Brown and Levinson (1987) term, but it
is noted as the groundwork that they attempted to further in their work.
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criticised specifically how the concepts of power, social distance and relative weight of speech acts
may or may not be culturally relevant in all societies (Gu, 1990).

2.1.3 Criticism of Brown and Levinson and alternative models
The face-centric politeness model proposed by Brown and Levinson has become a leading
model in politeness literature. However, many academics have disagreed with its fundamental
claims about face and its inability to account for cultural differences. For example, Matsumoto
(1988) analysed Japanese interaction showing that an individual is inherently a member of a
community, and not always dealt with as an individual agent. She criticised the Brown and Levinson
(1987) model for overemphasising the notion of individual freedom and autonomy, and ignoring the
interpersonal aspect to face issues. Gu (1990), using Chinese data, suggested that a concern about
autonomy, imposition and face threat, as posited by Brown and Levinson (1987) are not necessarily
regarded as face concerns in Eastern cultures. Leech (2007) also argued for an East-West divide to
politeness understandings, designating culture as a factor in politeness concerns. Gu (1990) also
connects politeness with moral societal norms, rather than just an individual’s orientation to one’s
own self-image (cf Eelen 2001. p. 11) Gu (1990) suggests that participants (at least in the Chinese
data) are cognizant of both their own face wants, and the face wants of the society in which they are
operating.
Blum-Kulka (1987, 1990) similarly moved to suggest that face wants are not just individualistic
concerns. She suggested that cultural norms and corresponding cultural scripts for politeness are
culturally determined and therefore difficult to unpick with the Anglo-centric Brown and Levinson
model. Spencer-Oatey (1993, 2005) furthers this re-analysis of face concerns and showed that they
are culturally relative. She produced a model which directly challenges some of the claims made
about the Brown and Levinson (1987) model. A separate move more recently has seen an attempt to
unpack face concerns away from politeness, construing them as separate issues (Bargiela-Chiappini
and Haugh, 2009; Haugh and Hinze, 2003; Haugh, 2008a, 2013a). For instance, Haugh (2013a)
suggests face goes beyond threats to individuals’ self-image and needs to also be theorised in terms
of an awareness of one’s position in a network of relationships and that the individual can be
associated with groups as well as individuals. Haugh (2009) suggests that face and face-work should
be a focus of research in their own right, a position championed by several other earlier works
(Arundale, 1999,
p. 6; Locher and Watts, 2005; Spencer-Oatey, 2000, 2005).
It is Spencer-Oatey’s work that provides a main alternative to the Brown and Levinson (1987)
face-centric model (Spencer-Oatey, 1993, 2000, 2002, 2008). In her work, Spencer-Oatey attempts to
unpack the negative face concerns of Brown and Levinson (1987), and return to Goffman’s
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understanding of face as “the positive social value a person effectively claims for himself [sic] by the
line others assume he has taken during a particular contact” (Spencer-Oatey, 2008, p. 13). As such,
she levels a claim directly at the Brown and Levinson’s model that “positive face [a desire for
approval] has been underspecified, and that the concerns that identify as negative face issues [a
desire for autonomy] are not necessarily face concerns at all” (Spencer-Oatey, 2008, pp. 12–13).
Rather, she shows that “the term ‘face’ seems to focus on concerns for the self, whereas rapport
management suggests a greater balance between self and others” (Spencer-Oatey, 2008, p 13).
The Spencer-Oatey rapport management model (2000, 2008) offers an orientation to face
concerns and a corresponding orientation to sociality rights and obligations. This alleviates the need
to attend to the descriptions of fact threat which Brown and Levinson (1987) suggested. As such, the
analytical thrust moves away from face concerns, and looks at how the rights and obligations of an
individual are being performed within the context they are interacting. The main thrust of this
theory is the orientation of analysts toward the motivations and influences that lead to evaluations
of im/politeness, rather than singling out linguistic strategies as politeness concerns, as was done in
Bwodn and Levinson 1987). As such, analysis of interactional goals as well as how those goals are
achieved (through linguistic marking, strategies etc.) should be coupled with an understanding that
interaction is both relational and transactional (2008, p. 17). It is not therefore only the linguistic
domain that is important in politeness concerns, but also the illocutionary domain, discourse
domain, participants’ domain, stylistic domain and non-verbal domains.
Subsequent theorisation in politeness research moved towards a social normative discussion of
politeness. The crux of this work is that perceptions of appropriacy or expectations in interaction are
bound by socially normative behaviour (termed social norms, or norms). Fraser (1990) and Janey and
Arndt (1985; 1992) suggested that politeness is best analysed as the deployment of tact or an
interpersonal repertoire used in accomplishing politeness goals. Fraser (1990) critiqued the socially
normative suggestions about the conversational maxims (Grice 1975) and face saving views of
politeness, pointing out that they under-specified what politeness was. However he maintained that
face was indeed a key issue in politeness theorisation. These works put forward a notion that
politeness was more than just norms of interaction (Eelen 2001; Mills 2003).
At this time there was a suggestion that the first order and second order politeness perspectives
were actually separate analytical concerns. Watts, Ide and Ehlich (1992) helped lead this discursive
turn in politeness theory by suggesting that there were two distinct perspectives in the analysis of
politeness, that of the researcher (second order perspective) and those of the participants (first order
perspective). In a summary critique of politeness, Eelen (2001) warned that discussing politeness in
terms of solely discursive means (norms and intention generated analysis) greatly under-estimated
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the variability in the data. He pointed out that norms were based on averages of behaviour or a
statistical calculation of the most common set of actions within a group, which naturally ignores
outliers. It was concerning to Eelen that these outliers were being set aside in a search for norms,
when it was clear that these outliers themselves were a source for insights in politeness. Eelen (2001)
called for a data-centric approach that unpicked the interaction in which the politeness or impoliteness
arose. He suggested that the analytical frame for analysing such interactions would require a thorough
understanding of the variability of evaluations as well as the norms of behaviour for those participants.
Clearly then, the analytical tool for both collection and analysis of data needed to be closer to a first
order perspective (the participants’ perspective) rather than the second order perspective (the
analysts’ perspective), otherwise there was no way to account for the variability in evaluations within
the data

2.1.4 Politeness analysis
These initial, theories discussed in 2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.1.3, construed politeness as an overt,
observable phenomena occurring between people and nestled somewhere in their linguistic
production. An assumption is made that politeness was clearly signposted through indirect language,
and that politeness was a feature of language which was within the control of the speaker’s turn design
(Brown and Levinson, 1987a; Leech, 1983). Analysis of politeness hinged on sociopragmatic variables
such as power, social distance and weight of imposition (Brown and Levinson, 1987). Additionally,
there was a separate social dimension that accounted for face-work (Holmes, 1990; Holmes and
Schnurr, 2005). This limited sociopragmatic distinction was found to robustly indicate politeness
concerns in Anglo-centric analysis, but was not distinct enough to deal with other cultural features. In
cross-cultural politeness analysis, this power, social distance and weight of imposition analytical model
was set aside. A move was made toward analysing of individuals’ rights and responsibilities and a
shared understanding of social identity (Spencer-Oatey, 1993, 1996, 2000, 2011). The identity of
individuals became the focus of analysis, rather than a summary analysis of the social context in which
the interaction was taking place. Identity became a chief concern.
Understanding that an individual was somewhat different from (but reflective of) a social
context, gave rise to an analysis of cross-cultural interaction. A move toward looking at language
practices took place focusing on linguistic constraints inherent in the language system itself (speech
acts, honorifics and the so called Tu/Vous pronoun marking) (Haugh and Hinze, 2003; Horie, 2012;
Mühleisen, 2011; Okamoto, 2011; Scollon and Scollon, 2001). A discussion of politeness saliency
(normally through a specific marking in the language code) and a subsequent attempt to deal with the
prosodic structure of romance languages found that the linguistic structure, the markedness of some
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features, like participant deixis and pronoun reference (Margutti, 2007; Wortham, 1996), aids in the
saliency of impoliteness evaluations for the researcher (Culpeper, Bousfield, and Wichmann, 2003;
Culpeper, 2005, 2011c). It was shown that prosodic contours of language had an associated
relationship with im/politeness meaning.
These ongoing studies have indicated that politeness is marked within the language of people;
that is, the part of the language code that is discursively set up to mark politeness concerns may be
inherent in the linguistic ‘encoding’ (in a semiotic sense) of politeness in interaction. Enfield (2007) is
not a politeness researcher, but suggests that marking or markedness comes about relative to a
default reading of some language. Although Enfield (2007) was talking about specific person reference
in Lao, his observations about markedness remain at issue here in the analysis of impoliteness. “The
existence of defaults for usage minimized processing by providing a single, ever-present opt-out. By
contrast, a marked (that is, pragmatically marked) referential formulation is defined as an expressive
departure from the default” (Enfield, 2007, p. 98). An analysis of pragmatic marking throws up the
question whether the creation of non-default language is actually a site for politeness analysis, termed
politic by Watts and Locher (2005, 2008), or whether politeness is only a site of syntactic or typological
concerns. Problematically, if the im/politeness analysis is actually an investigation into the departure
from the default, then its findings cannot be isolated solely to the markedness of language. It is not
suggested here that markedness need be the only concern for im/politeness research, only that the
models being used over rely on the markedness. Analysis of typology that answers the question of
how language x displays im/politeness as part of the language code (for example the Tu/Vous
distinction), or how impoliteness is encoded in language x (for example through markers like swearing
or insults) is a peripheral concern for im/politeness research. It is suggested that markedness is clearly
a site for im/politeness research, but that it is the lack of such marking which makes salient a breach
of expectations leading to impoliteness. Such lack of marking may constitute a breach of linguistic
concerns which in turn gives rise to im/politeness concerns.

2.1.5 Discursive politeness
In 1992, Watts, Ide and Ehlich highlighted that politeness research had tended to be discussed
either in light of the Brown and Levinson (1987) approach, looking at linguistic strategies relative to
the social dimensions surrounding the interaction, or in terms of the conversational contract (Arndt
and Janey, 1983) and maxim based view (Leech, 1978). They suggested that both of these analytical
perspectives suffered from an overly etic approach where the analyst used their own intuitions in
defining what was polite. Although this approach had clearly produced outcomes in the past, Watts,
Ide and Ehlich (1992) suggested that this second order approach neglected how the participants
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themselves evaluated im/politeness. In their terms, this alternative, participant-centric approach
was a “first order approach” to im/politeness. This gave rise to the discursive turn in politeness
research.
A central publication in the discursive turn comes in the form of a critique of earlier politeness
research. Eelen (2001) published a critique of the politeness research which hailed a major
departure from the Brown and Levinson (1987) theorisation. Later work helped to analyse the first
order/second order distinction further (Haugh, 2012). Eelen (2001) criticised the overly formulaic,
second-order-centric analysis of politeness, suggesting that variability in the evaluations of
politeness suffered from an overreliance on a conceptualisation of social norms. In this way, the
actual local interactively co-constructed understandings of politeness gave way to a statistical
bleaching of the data. Social norms were only conceptualised as the social mode, or most regularly
used linguistic expressions. Additionally, he moved to suggest that politeness was not necessarily
just about linguistic resources, but also about the resources within an evaluation available to the
recipient of a turn. This situated the politeness away from a speaker-centric notion, pushing it clearly
into a discursive notion. Eelen (2001) was clear to point out that although evaluations essentially
operate within a response turn (a hearer-centric notion), it was not appropriate to ignore the
speaker as it is the production of the speaker which is evaluated as im/polite. As such, it is an
interaction between the two that co-constitutes the evaluation of im/politeness (Arundale, 1999),
ergo discursive-politeness.

2.1.6 Features that are discussed in discursive im/politeness
2.1.6.1 The frame-based view
One discursive model is the frame based model supported by Terkourafi (Terkourafi, 2005,
2008, 2011). The frame-based view investigates conventionalised forms of linguistic im/politeness
expressions within social contexts. It is posited that a frame is a “combination of the information
about the situation[al] [content] with information about the appropriate use of language therein”
(Terkourafi, 2005, pp. 112–113). It is suggested that conventionalised forms of language often reoccur within the same context of interpretation, and therefore some patterns may be discernible
within in the re-occurring frames of reference. Specifically recoverable in the frame-based view is the
relationship between specific contexts and regular expressions. This patterning suggests that in
some contexts, participants may engage in predictable (frame-based) behaviour which may give rise
to expectations from other interactants. In meeting or breaching these frame-based expectations,
evaluations of politeness or impoliteness may arise. The suggestion here is that unmarked
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interactional input is only unmarked in that frame of reference, yet might be marked in an
alternative frame.

2.1.6.2 Communities of practice
A common topic of discussion in discursive im/politeness literature is that of communities of
practice (CofP) (Mills, 2003; Wenger, 1996). Where the frame-based view focused on the context of
interpretation and the conventionalised expressions found in those frames of interpretation, the
CofP model focuses more on the participants themselves. A community of practice is a group of
individuals who commonly come together for a particular purpose, and are guided by particular
forms of behaviour because of the purpose and those participants who are present. Wenger (1996)
suggests communities of practice are groups of people who share a concern or a passion for
something they do and learn how to do it better as they interact regularly . A CofP is isolated to one
group of participants conducting one type of behaviour (for example, performance meetings
between managers and employees). Different business meetings within a single company may take
slightly different forms due to the topics discussed, participants in attendance and the goals of the
meeting. Yet there might be trends of behaviour within that single company across all of these
meetings. As such, norms of behaviour in one CofP may be invoked in another CofP because of the
participants’ knowledge of the other meetings that they have attended for that company. For
example, the manager may have a particular format for a meeting, and they would be entitled to
behave in those particular ways. The CofP model suggests that a regularised set of interactional
behaviours among these participants will reinforce a set of normative behaviours to become
established (Wenger 1996). Additionally, as each individual will come into a new CofP with several
other CofP behaviours already in place (Mills, 2011), participants are able to draw on more than one
set of norms. Norms of behaviour are analysable relative to the CofP in which those behaviours are
being conducted, as well as the regular set of normative behaviours which those participants may
bring from other CofP. When coming across a new set of practices (e.g. meeting with a new
manager), a participant may draw on known CofP practices in order to behave with that new
environment. CofP analysis therefore constructs an individual as a social construct of all social
encounters in which they regularly participate, but also as constructive of any other CofP in which
they find themselves.

2.1.6.3 Relational order
The original first order/second order distinction posited by Watts et al. (1992) may have been
suggesting that the emic (insider) view is the first order, and the outsider view is the second order.
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However, Watts et al’s (1992) discussion of first order politeness (P1) and second order politeness
(P2) (see section 2.1.6.4) tends to be focused on the lexemes ‘polite’ and ‘politeness’, in that polite is
something that the participants themselves might use where politeness is something that the analyst
discusses. The distinction between the two perspectives seems to be linked to the emic-etic
perspectives (Watts, 2003, pp. 27–31), rather than the first-order/second-order model posed by
Haugh (2012). What is clear is that the P1/P2 model is able to account for a more nuanced
participant framework than is available in the Watts (2003) model.
A distinction can also be made about politeness and impoliteness as part of a continuum of
meaning (Locher and Watts, 2005, 2008; Watts, 2003). The Locher and Watts continuum model
suggests that impoliteness and politeness are not in a binary distribution, but rather in a relative
distribution with the relational work being engaged in within the context of interaction. The key
distinction they make is between the social markedness (rather than just the linguistic markedness)
of the im/politeness suggesting that there is a difference between positively marked behaviour,
negatively marked behaviour and unmarked marked behaviour (termed politic behaviour). This
distinction was made suggesting that some socially polite markers are not part of the linguistic code,
yet other markers are. Social polite markers (both explicit and implicit) used in excess of a situated
expected level (politic) are theorised to give rise to politeness, but it is suggested that if too many
markers were used, then the behaviour could be considered over polite and evaluated as impolite.
Similarly, if too few markers were used, less than the expected situated level (politic), then
impoliteness or rudeness could be evaluated. A clear diagram was produced to distinguish this point
(Figure 1).
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Figure 2.1.6.3. Locher and Watts 2005 Polite Behaviour

2.1.6.4 The 1st and 2nd order distinction in im/politeness research
One line of inquiry in the discursive practices of im/politeness theorisation deals directly with
the construction of identity of individuals (and their subjectivity). This encompasses the treatment of
the first order and second order perspectives. Watts, Ide and Ehlich (1992) originally made the
distinction in terms of politeness by attempting to clarify whether the analyst was analysing their
own evaluation of politeness or that of the participants. This prompted a line of inquiry into
interactional methodologies attempting to drive accounts for politeness specifically from the
participants’ perspective.
The division between the first order and second order (the emic and etic, politeness1 and
politeness2, face 1 and face 2 perspectives) has been shown to be quite complicated (Haugh 2012).
Firstly, the analyst’s perspective effects their perspective of data. Each analyst has a set of
understandings which they bring to bear on any data they investigate. These include their
perceptions of how things ought to be, how they regularly appear in their own lives, and how they
appear within the communities of practice to which they personally belong. Secondly, the analytical
tools used to unpick the perspectives of locally established participants are notoriously difficult to
use well. Lastly, there is some amount of conflation between the perspective of the analyst and that
of the participants in interaction. The insider’s perspective (especially their linguistic resources)
necessarily affects the analyst’s view (and nomenclature), and may in turn limit the analyst’s
observations of specific linguistic resources (Culpeper, 2011; Haugh, 2012).
Although the perspectives of the insider and the analyst have always had an effect on each
other, they are not always mutually exclusive (Haugh, 2012, p. 123). An oversimplification of data
arises when orienting to the two perspectives as a clear cut case of one versus the other. The first
order perspective encompasses participant and non-participant perspectives as well as the more
theoretic emic and etic (insider and observer) notions. Similarly, the second order perspectives may
encompass not just the analyst’s perspective, but also the lay observer, i.e. what the lay person
describing the interaction sees as im/polite. Presented in Figure 2 is a cline along which the
perspectives of each participant can be found relative to their position within the interaction order
under analysis (cf. Haugh, 2012, pp. 122–123).
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Figure 2.1.6.4. Deconstructing the first/second order distinction (Haugh, 2012)
In developing figure 2, Haugh (2012; further unpacked in Kádár and Haugh, 2013) sought to
inform the current theorisation of the discursive framework as more complex than simply a first
order and second order distinction. This model points to the etic and emic perspectives both nestled
under the first order category. The first order perspective, in the Haugh model, is clearly reflecting
the distinctions made by Pike (1967, cited in Haugh, 2012, pp. 7–9) where non-participant/etic
observers are construed as using their own emic structures to understand the emic structures of the
participants.
If an analyst uses a first order perspective to ground their research, it is imperative that the
data gathered represents the layperson’s perspective (as an insider and participant). The data
therefore needs to be as naturalistic as possible (Schneider, 2012, p. 1029). The analyst must
attempt to “reduce, as far as possible, the influence of [the analyst’s] preconceptions on what [they]
hear and see” (Gardner, 2004a, pp. 267–268). By reducing the influence of the researcher on the
data as much as possible, and analysing the interactional achievement conducted in interaction
itself, the analyst will get a clearer look into how members do “members’ work” and how
participants achieve interaction. That is, membership in an interaction is achieved through particular
activities by the participants of that interaction, and the focus of the analysis needs to be toward
those activities which are produced in the effort of displaying membership in that interaction. The
analytical perspectives established in the ontological paradigms of ethnomethodology (EM),
membership categorisation analysis (MCA), and conversation analysis (CA) (discussed below) are
ultimately parallel to the first order perspective’s desire to analyse interactions in this way. As such,
the tools of EM, MCA and CA are used in the gathering, transcribing and analysis of interactionally
co-constructed data in this thesis. The next section will briefly illustrate the work done in the fields
of EM, MCA and CA, and focus on how they intersect with the first order perspective of
im/politeness research.

2.1.6.5 Interactional turn in discursive politeness
Most theoretical understandings of politeness pivot around the assumption that the
producer/speaker was the one who created something which was evaluated as im/politeness. Eelen
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(2001) made the point that in solely focusing on the producer, the analyst is ignoring the recipient.
This current research focusses on the co-construction made between the productive and receptive
ends of an interaction. The evidence for any claim about impoliteness therefore comes from analysis
of the interactional achievement performed by participants. This nuanced analysis is termed “the
next turn proof procedure” (Hutchby, 2008, see section 2.2.2.2).

2.1.7 Impoliteness
During the discursive turn, politeness (a positively valanced evaluation) and impoliteness (a
negatively valanced evaluation) were construed as not in a binary relationship. Rather politeness and
impoliteness were seen as sets of evaluations which may be described along a continuum. This
understanding led to a line of research focused on negative, and non-positive, valanced evaluations
of behaviour (cf. non-polite evaluations in Haugh and Bousfield, 2012). Ground-breaking work by
Kienpointer (1997), Kotthoff (1996), Culpeper (Culpeper, 1996, 2005, 2008, 2010, 2011; Culpeper et
al., 2003), Bousfield (2007b, 2008), and Archer (2008) paved the way for the discussion of
impoliteness as a field of its own removed from politeness. Some key findings about this distinction
came from the observations that impoliteness evaluations achieve different outcomes to politeness
evaluations (Hutchby, 2008; Kienpointner, 1997). Impoliteness was evidenced as a nuanced
evaluative concern locally managed by participants with its own constraints that were separate from
politeness constraints.
Culpeper, Bousfield and Wichman (2003) described impoliteness in terms of the intentions of
the speaker and the perceived intentions attributed to the speaker by the hearer. Bousfield (2008)
suggests that the intentions of a speaker (or the perception of their intentions) are the feature that
drives participants’ evaluations of impoliteness. If the speaker says something potentially impolite,
then the hearer perceives that as impolite (either actual, perceived or misunderstood impoliteness)
if and only if they believe that the speaker intended to be impolite. Bousfield’s work has found that
there are indeed situations where the intentions or perceived intentions of an utterance give rise to
perceptions of impoliteness (2007, 2008). This avenue of discussing intended impoliteness relies on
the analyst’s understandings of impoliteness (second order politeness research), yet hinges on an
underspecified meaning of intention (Haugh, Allan, and Jaszczolt, 2012; Jaszczolt, 2002) and puts
impoliteness evaluations squarely in the hands of the hearer.
Contrastively, Culpeper (2005) argued against intentions as the sole mediator for evaluations
of impoliteness. Culpeper found that the evaluations of impoliteness do not always hinge on intent,
intentions or perceived intentions of a speaker (Culpeper, 2010, 2011) but rather how the moral
order (Garfinkel, 1996) is locally established and construed. Similar work in mock-impoliteness (a
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non-genuine impoliteness evaluation) shows that impoliteness need not be intentional as it can give
rise to the solidarity work (Bernal, 2008; Dynel, 2008; Furman, 2012; Haugh and Bousfield, 2012;
Haugh, 2010a; Martin and Sullivan, 2013; Norrick, 1994; Rowen, 2010; Rowen and Haugh, in press).
These insights showed that impoliteness is an evaluative label attributed by participants which
display construals of other participants’ talk and behaviour.
The concern more recently has been how to unpack impoliteness evaluations to account for
the variability of evaluative labels subsumed by it. For example, impoliteness might include social
activity evaluations such as teasing, insulting, and criticising, all of which might be negatively
evaluated, but which might not necessarily give rise to issues of offence. In following the ongoing
evolving understandings of impoliteness in the field, and of the evolving understandings of
politeness through the discursive lens, Culpeper (2011) defined impoliteness in terms of attitudes
towards behaviours. He makes the following definition of impoliteness which will used up by this
current work.
Impoliteness is a negative attitude towards specific behaviours occurring in specific
contexts. It is sustained by expectations, desires and/or beliefs about social organisation,
including, in particular, how one person’s or a group’s identities are mediated by others in
interaction. Situated behaviours are viewed negatively - considered ‘impolite’ – when they
conflict with how one expects them to be, how one wants them to be and/or how one thinks
they ought to be. Such behaviours always have or are presumed to have emotional
consequences for at least one participant, that is, they cause or are presumed to cause
offence. Various factors can exacerbate how offensive an impolite behaviour is taken to be,
including for example whether one understands a behaviour to be strongly intentional or not.
(Culpeper, 2011, p 23)
Impoliteness is taken as a negative attitude which is potentially reflective of one’s own
perception of (group) identity. As such, it is possible that evaluations of impoliteness are indicative
of a perception that one’s own identity or rights (i.e. Spencer-Oatey’s sociality rights) are being
challenged.
Politeness and impoliteness arguably exist along a cline of evaluations, where the purely
positive (polite) and purely negative (impolite) are at polar extremes, but where the rest of the cline
is distributed amongst as yet unclear evaluations. This thesis positions itself in the pursuit of first
order empirical findings of impoliteness. It uses the next turn proof procedure to investigate
impoliteness construals which show the interactional achievement of negative attitudes. It
investigates the evaluations of impoliteness from an interactional perspective and as such, requires
the use of a first order perspective analytical toolkit, such as those found in the EM, MCA and CA
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paradigms. This current study is not a purely EM, MCA nor CA project. Rather it uses the findings
from these fields to help investigate the nuanced co-constitution of impoliteness in interaction. As
such, this project is ontologically a social constructionist study into impoliteness, informed by CA,
MCA and EM findings.
These next sections will investigate the EM, MCA and CA paradigms to highlight the main
findings which affect this thesis.

2.2 Ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis
Ethnomethodology, following Garfinkel’s early work in members’ work, is a “reworking of
Durkheim’s lived immortal, ordinary society” where members undertake work in interacting and that
work is visible for an analyst within the interaction itself (Garfinkel, 1967, pp. 5–6). Garfinkel’s
ethnomethodology hopes to deal with “preposterous problems” or look for “the alternate
procedural descriptions of achieved and achievable phenomena of order [...] of populations that
staff their production” (Garfinkel, 1996, p.5). That is, EM looks for the way that participants embody
their everyday interactional order. Similarly, this thesis investigates the embodiment of evaluations
of impoliteness, looking specifically at the interactional order that produces the evaluations
themselves. In short, the concept of investigating members’ methods for achieving evaluations of
impoliteness is borrowed from EM.
Expanding on Garfinkel’s original ethnomethodological paradigm, Sacks (1992) investigated
specifically at how members create and deal with membership categories (Stokoe, 2012). Sacks was
also a proponent of interactional analysis. He was one of the main instigators who sparked the
analysis of talk in interaction, combining Garfinkel’s paradigm with Goffman’s turn-based analysis (an
analysis of the turn by turn construction of interaction), creating the project now known as
conversation analysis (herein termed CA). He was assisted greatly in his early endeavours by
Schegloff and Jefferson who together published the ground breaking studies that established several
key interactional features giving insight into understanding interactional achievement in general
(Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson, 1974; 1977; Sacks and Schegloff, 1979)
In these works, ‘talk’ is not restricted solely to a lay understanding of talking, but rather refers
to any medium through which ‘talk’ is achieved (writing, telephone calls, video conferencing, faceto-face interaction, interviews and so on). These methodological tools are situated within the first
order (from a politeness perspective). This perspective deals with how talk projects evaluations of a
speaker (termed expressive politeness 1), or how that talk is perceived and socially evaluated
(termed classificatory politeness 1) by the interactants themselves.
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This method enables analysis of how interaction is achieved rather than why it is done. EM
(and the methodologies associated) is not an interpretive enterprise but a descriptive one (Garfinkel,
1996, p. 8). This means that the findings are restricted to what the members are doing and what is
achieved through these “doings”.
For a more nuanced analysis, I use the findings of CA and EM analytical paradigms to inform
claims I make about the ongoing inferable meanings in interaction. While CA and EM can unpack the
interactional trajectory of an ongoing activity type, I draw from pragmatics and politeness theory to
unpack the evaluations that are being achieved. Without this CA-informed extrapolation, the
analysis would only be able to discuss how interaction is being achieved and perhaps indicate
linguistic phenomena being recruited in interaction. It would not be able to explain the ongoing
politeness evaluations beyond an over-privileged talk about “talk”. It is clear that the majority of
impoliteness evaluations in talk are done implicitly, and impoliteness implicatures require a strong
grounded methodological paradigm to unpick the nuanced interactional achievement of turns at
talk. The search for members’ work is an attempt to unpack the talk and conduct of participants in
order to highlight the interactional norms. Such theorising centres on the realm of second order
analysis (an analysts’ perspective of the members’ work) as informed by the first order observations
(Haugh, 2012, pp. 122–123). This project perceives that the use of first order data analysis is more
productive when used to support second order analysis. This project is therefore best termed EM,
MCA or CA informed rather than an EM, MCA or CA project. The rest of this section will discuss the
tenets of the EM and CA analytical paradigms which have been shown to lend themselves to the
analysis of impoliteness.

2.2.1 EM and CA research
An important caveat must be proffered before discussing the EM, CA and MCA ontologies.
This current work is ultimately focused on im/politeness research. Im/politeness is not a concern for
CA or MCA unless it appears within the interaction under analysis (which it rarely does). EM is
interested in im/politeness but only in the sense of investigating the way that participants enact
such concerns. As such, the actual work in this thesis is not that of EM, CA or MCA per say. Although
it uses EM and CA techniques, it makes further analytical claims beyond the scope of their
ontologies. As such, this work is EM, CA and MCA informed.

2.2.1.1 EM
Ethnomethodology is a radically social constructionist ontological paradigm looking into
members’ work and members’ methods. Originally pioneered in work by Garfinkel (1967), the aim of
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EM is to “find, collect, specify, and make observable the local endogenous production and natural
accountability of immortal familiar society’s most ordinary organizational things in the world, and to
provide for them both and simultaneously as objects and procedurally, as alternate methodologies”
(Garfinkel, 1996, p. 6 emphasis in original). EM therefore is devoted to the first order perspective
looking for how participants make themselves participants, and attempts to unpack the work
required to show that they are members of that interaction. That is, EM is predominantly focused on
members’ methods for achieving whatever is being achieved in their membership at that time,
termed members doing members’ work.

2.2.1.2 MCA
One paradigm that lends much of its early formulation to Sacks and the EM paradigm is
membership categorisation analysis (MCA). MCA, like EM, is devoted to members’ methods, but
specifically exposes the member created categories of persons, investigates how they are made
manifest, how these categories are used in doing particular actions, and how those categories make
salient a set of evaluations of members of that category.
Original work on membership categorisation was initiated in a lecture by Sacks, “The baby
cried. The mommy picked it up” (Sacks, 1992). This argued that activities are recognisable as
features of particular categories of individuals and as such the members of that category are able to
be delineated through those actions (Schegloff, 1992). The phrase, “The baby cried. The mummy
picked it up” displays several key features of MCA theory. Firstly, binary pairs of categories (such as
baby and mummy) exist, which saliently co-index the same superordinate category (termed device)
of “family”. In using “baby” followed by the term “mommy”, it is hearable that the mommy is the
mommy of that baby, and that a relationship between them is presumed or hearable through the
co-naming of these categories. Second, the existence of category devices makes salient other
categories of which the original category is a member. For example, the category “mummy” is
hearable as being a part of the device female. Lastly, and of particular importance for impoliteness
research and this project, the issuing of “the baby cried” makes hearable a feature of the category
“baby” in that members of the category “baby” are known to undertake the action “cry”. It is
hearable that the baby crying is in keeping with the category baby, and as such, the category-bound
action of crying is tied to the category baby. Such tying of categories and category bound actions
(termed category-bound predicates in some literature) affords the use of a category action to be
recruited in place of a reference term for that category. As such, attending to someone crying may
invoke the category “baby”, a typical method of casting of someone to a negative membership
category, a known impoliteness strategy (Culpeper 1996). It is possible that casting
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someone within the category “Bogan4” (Rowen, 2010; Rowen, in press.) may in fact be oriented to as
the casting of a negative evaluation of that person. In using a negative membership category, the
caster is co-referencing both the membership category and the evaluation of that category.
Therefore, the evaluation of the casting of a categorisation, and the category which is cast are
potential sites for an inference that impoliteness is being achieved through unwanted membership
category attribution.
Work using MCA has been somewhat limited (Antaki and Widdicombe, 1998; Antaki and
Horowitz, 2000; Antaki, 2012a, 2012b). Recent work by Stokoe (2012) has taken up the mantle of
MCA in an attempt to gain academic rigor and traction in light of Schegloff’s (2007) critique. Yet
several pieces of work have used the MCA theoretical paradigm to good effect to show the
indexation of membership devices, membership categories and tied membership predicates as a
method of members doing categorisation (Higgins, 2007; Housley and Fitzgerald, 2002; Pendersen
and Smithson, 2010; Schegloff, 2007; Stokoe, 2003). The reimagining of MCA (Stokoe, 2012;
Whitehead, 2012) has developed and presented a model for MCA methodology using similar
interactional and turn-based sequence analysis in unpacking membership creation and indexation.
This move has been seen as a distinct step away from the prior questionable methodological moves
of MCA, which suggested the MCA did not use rigorous analytical procedure (see discussion in
Schegloff, 2007a; Schegloff, 2007b), into empirically based analysis of interactional achievement (see
Whitehead, 2012). The MCA work of particular interest to this current project includes the
indexation of in-group and out-group membership, the projecting of membership through
categorisation bound predicates (activities), claims to membership and denials of membership in
interaction. Much of this hinges on Culpeper’s (1996) distinction that attribution of negative
membership categories is a strategy for impoliteness. Other areas of interest for im/politeness
research includes the MCA work on binary pairs of categories and category relationships which have
a strongly implicit relationship with the categories presented in interaction.

2.2.2 CA
Conversation Analysis (CA) has arguably detached itself from the EM paradigm (Gardner,
2004), but unequivocally owes some of its empirical rigor to the EM focus on members’ work. CA
analysts, since the 1960s, have created a body of work which highlights how interaction is
conducted, and most importantly, some of the recurrent patterns in talk-in-interaction that enable
participants to accomplish social actions and activities. Particular findings of note include the

4

Bogan is a category of individuals, and a pejorative term for that group in Australian parlance, see
Rowen, R (in press) Cultural Keywords.
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discussion of the turn taking system in everyday talk (Sacks et al., 1974), the system of transcribing
interaction, most notably traceable to one designed and used by Gail Jefferson (Heritage and
Clayman, 2010d; Jefferson, 2004), adjacency pairs and sequence organisation, turn design and
preference organisation (Pomerantz and Heritage, 2013; Pomerantz, 1984; Stivers, 2008), and
institutional talk (Gardner, 2004a; Heritage and Clayman, 2010b, 2010c; Heritage, 1998). Key points
of the CA project’s findings that may impact on impoliteness research include preference design,
adjacency and sequencing, turn taking features, repair work, and work particularly focused on
teasing. Such a focus on the work of members coupled with the Goffman focus on interactional
achievement achieves a backbone for claims of co-construction and co-constitution that are made in
analysing data (see also Arundale, 2010).

2.2.2.1 Turn taking
A fundamental claim of CA is that interaction is achieved in a relatively methodical way. One
of these methodical features is that interactants involve themselves in turn taking (Sacks et al.,
1974). Turn taking is based on a series of observations in an early paper by Sacks, Schegloff and
Jefferson (1974), which indicated that overwhelmingly, in talk-in-interaction, one person talked at a
time, overlapping between turns was minimal (in their data), turn beginnings were seen to be very
precisely timed to the end of the prior turn, turns tended to be comprised of units (built up of a
combination of both grammar and intonational units), and that predominantly the shifting of turn
taking and turn allocation occurred very regularly. The turn taking rules suggested in 1974 show a
relatively predictable pattern of orientation to the act of taking turns by participants. Although this is
true for most conversation, later work in institutional interaction showed that particular contextual
constraints limited one or more features of the turn taking system so as to accomplish institutional
goals. For instance, further research into courtroom and classroom interaction has found different
types of turn taking occurring, and makes clear institutional variations in the turn taking rules. It is
predicted that ongoing methodical turn taking relative to the institutional variation might be
perceived as politic behaviour by participants (Locher and Watts, 2005; Watts, 2003), where
breaches of that variation have the potential to be evaluated as impolite.
Turn taking analysis makes relevant the concepts of transition relevance place, or turn
relinquishing positions (TRP) and turn construction units (TCU). At the projected end of a turn, turn
change might take place. It may be that the original speaker relinquishes the floor, or attempts to
maintain the floor in various ways. As such, the findings from the CA field indicate a highly regular
pattern in turn taking and speakership changes. These findings also give rise to findings about pauses
and overlaps as indicators of claims to speakership.
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In impoliteness research, the aim is to distinguish whether the turn taking itself has in any way
caused a problem or negative assessment to occur (see Hutchby, 2008). Impoliteness may be
evaluated if one participant elects themselves into a speakership role at a point when speakership
transition was not available. By unpacking the turn taking strategies involved in the exchange, an
analyst might uncover a breach in turn allocation which might have given rise to impoliteness
evaluations. I predict that interactional rights (or breaches of rights) may become manifest if turns
are taken away from allocated speakers, and that turn taking and institutional variations in turn
taking are a key element in interactional achievement, and therefore a site for analysis for
im/politeness researchers. Findings regarding turn taking are discussed later in the discussion,
chapter 8.

2.2.2.2 Adjacency and sequencing
It is possible to analyse conversation as a sequence of turns building on a base adjacency pair,
and in so doing, one will find that particular pair parts occur in particular orders. This understanding
of adjacency and sequencing is of particular importance to im/politeness. In interaction there is an
assumption that an impolite social action is adjacently followed by an evaluation of that social action
as impolite. What has been found by CA is that negative evaluations are not necessarily made locally
adjacent, but may be made through later talk, potentially in other contexts; that is to say that
evaluations of impoliteness may not necessarily contiguous (Jefferson, Sacks, and Schegloff, 1987) to
the ongoing interaction. Additionally, some research has looked at emotive impact of evaluations
(Blum-Kulka, 1987, 1990; Işik-Güler and Ruhi, 2010; Mills and Babrow, 2003; Smith, 2013) and has
led to a finding that evaluations of impoliteness are more salient than evaluations of politeness.
One key point involving impoliteness and conversation analysis is the third turn. The prior
hypothesis of problematic work around sensitive issues leads to the need to analyse the third turn.
When a first turn projects a type conforming second turn (see section 2.2.2.3), and that type
conforming second seems to occur, the evidence for the appropriacy of that second turn must be
found in the turn following (the third turn). Problematically, in Schegloff’s (2007) terms, a third turn
is a particular type of turn expansion or turn assessment placed in third position to complete the
ongoing sequence or project a new sequence. In this case, the third turn may actually be a new first
turn (the beginning of a new sequence). However, in producing a new sequence, the producer is
orienting to the close of the prior sequence. This itself may be evidence of a successfully projected
prior turn.
Adjacency and sequencing are key findings about interactional work. The noticing that one
person’s turn makes locally relevant the requirement of a particular next turn. This gives rise to a
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description of preference responses, alignment and affiliation and stance taking. The simplest
example of this is that in asking a question, one makes locally relevant that the question be
answered. In this example the question would be perceived as the first pair part and the answer the
second pair part. CA findings indicate that in social action, turn sequences tend to be built around
adjacency pairs, but that they do not always appear close to each other in adjacent turns. This
finding of turn adjacency is such a firm tenet that most of the analytical traction in CA (as well as EM,
MCA and Discursive Psychology) rest on the analysis of the next turn. A simple principle has sprung
up around this tenet, called “the next turn proof procedure”. That is, the evidence for the projection
of a current turn ought to be found through analysis of the next adjacent turn. It is not simply
enough to say that any “next” turn is always going to be the adjacent turn as there is the possibility
that the next turn involves an insertion sequence consisting of such actions as repairs, assessments,
and schisms (parallel, concurrent interaction achieved by a splitting of parties according to the topic
of exchange, two groups of participants talking about different things, yet physically part of the
same interactive space). What is meant by next turn proof is that the adjacent turn will appear
relatively close to the current turn (if not in next position) and will indicate alignment or
disalignment with the current turn. Such indications give rise to evidential claims about how the
current turn is being treated in interaction, which is a key motivator for any interactional analysis.

2.2.2.3 Preference in turn design
Preference in interactional analysis is the cause for much debate. It tends to be confused with
the cognitive feature akin to desire or want, yet in interaction it refers to features of turn design and
ongoing projects. Turn design is a term that points specifically to the linguistic and paralinguistic cues
put together to produce a turn. Projectability is a term that points to the adjacency feature of
interaction. First turns of particular types tend to be responded to with second turns of a conforming
type, that is, a type conforming response. For example, questions project answers, assessments
project assessments, complaints project agreements. In instances where the responding turn type is
non-conforming to a particular first turn, some amount of turn design may indicate that there is an
acknowledgement that the responding turn is non-type-conforming. An example might be that in
inviting a friend to a party, the friend takes their time in responding, prefaces their turn with hedge
markers, offers grounding evidence as to why they cannot attend the party, and finally offers a
decline to the invitation. Such features of non-type-confirming response design are discussed in
speech act literature as pre-decline adjuncts to the head act (Blum-Kulka and Olshtain 1984).
Preference design in CA can be separated into two major fields. The first field encompasses
turn design features (Pomerantz, 1984; Pomerantz and Heritage, 2013). The second field deals
with
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preference in relation to ongoing social actions (Stivers and Rossano, 2010; Stivers, 2008). There is
overlap between these two fields, especially when the turn design features present as orientation to
the ongoing action, but this brief introduction will discuss them separately. This overlap tends to be
problematic in the literature because the same term “preference” refers to two very separate
features of talk in interaction.
Preference (turn design) reflects findings similar to those of early politeness research pioneers
that an orientation to the perceivable negative evaluation of one’s input leads to a marking of that
orientation (a potential reflection on the discussion of indirectness) (Brown and Levinson, 1987).
That is, in attempting to mitigate face threat accompanied with non-type-conforming responses, the
respondent chooses particular linguistic features (hedging, pauses, and grounders). This type of
preference research has found that turn design reflects orientations to their own input as potentially
evaluated as negative (or positive) by other participants. Although this sounds cognitive in its
theoretical base, this is solely based on an observation of the turns themselves. In essence, the claim
is that longer response turns which include hedging markers, pauses, a series of false starts.
Grounding of evaluations, may be analysed as turns showing dispreferred turn design. Turns which
are realised without such features, normally quite short, and orienting to the social action quickly
and un-problematically, may be analysed as preferred turn design.
These preferred turn design features are indicative, therefore, of international trouble,
sensitivity or delicacy in the interaction. If these dispreferred turn design features appear in a turn, it
is likely that it is responding to some prior as being problematic (dispreferred response design). As
with other CA findings, this preference feature of turn design needs to be analysed within locally
situated interaction, yet may be a clear indicator for impoliteness research as an orientation to
potential evaluations of impoliteness. It is also noted that these features of turn design features
relate not only to second pair parts (responses) but also to first pair parts (e.g. dispreferred request
formats).
Preference may manifest with similar linguistic and paralinguistic patterns as discussed above.
CA has shown that these two types of preference are different both in the turn design of individuals,
and in the methodological paradigm used to analyse their features. Social action preference is an
analytical discussion (second order) of the stance that participants are taking toward an ongoing
social action. Are they orienting to and accommodating for the ongoing social action (alignment), or
are they not (disalignment) (Stivers, 2008). Alignment is therefore not just the orientation to,
acceptance of, and support of an ongoing social action, but also a social action in itself, as the
recipient participant needs to produce a type conforming response (either in terms of format or
action category response) in order to align. This kind of alignment (Stivers, 2008) it not solely based
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on linguistic cues, rather it is informed by the sequential and adjacent orientation of turn types
relative to the prior projecting turn. If somebody makes a request, an aligned response (action
category conforming response) would be either an acceptance or a refusal. In the turn design of that
response, there may be pauses, restarts, and hedges which may indicate dispreferred turn design.
These two findings of preferred response but dispreferred turn design indicate that there may be
problematicity in the response, leading to further analysis.
A less contentious term in CA is affiliation (although still problematic when discussed in terms
of stance). Affiliation is the orientation to, acceptance of, and support of some prior producer’s
claims. This may be reflected in the discussion of epistemic stance and the epistemic engine
(Heritage, 2012; Raymond and Heritage, 2006), emotive stance, attitudinal stance and moral stance.
(Dis)affiliation is achieved through the (non)acceptance of a prior claim. If someone were to claim
that they liked Michael Jackson, and the response was a negative assessment of Michael Jackson
himself, the response would be termed disaffiliative. If the response were to change the course of
conversation and ask, “what are the Jackson children doing now?” it would be “disaligning”, as the
latter would interrupt the progressivity of the activity of assessing Michael Jackson.
Preference as social action (including the discussion of turn design, alignment, affiliation and
stance in general) is perceived as informing impoliteness research in several ways. Such
interactionally achieved actions demonstrate like-mindedness, following the ongoing talk,
supportiveness, and levels of interest in what the other is saying. If any of these features are
breached or suspended in any way, it is possible that orientations to problematic work is
forthcoming (Pomerantz, 1984). If problematic work does happen, especially talk around delicacy
and sensitive topics, I predict that perceptions of impoliteness may arise. Such impoliteness will
occur as a result of perceivable inappropriate responses to a sensitive issue. Findings in this vein are
found in Chapter 5, section 3; Chapter 6, section 3.5; Chpater 7, section 2.3.2.

2.2.2.4 Repair
Repair and repair work are topics of analysis not just in CA, but in linguistics and education as
well. Repair work is completed in order for the participant to address misunderstandings,
misproducings or mishearings, and is often performed in the turn most adjacent to the problem
source. One key finding in CA is that the preference design for repair work tends to show that repair
initiators occur as close to possible to the problem source
There are several types of repair work defined by which interlocutor performs the repair
initiator and which interlocutor performs the repairing turn. These are named self/other initiated,
self/ other repair. Interesting for impoliteness research is that there is a preference for self-initiated
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repair work (Bolden, Mandelbaum and Wilkinson, 2012). No matter who performs the repair
initiator, the floor is often left open for the one who performed the problem source to fix their turn.
Although repair itself is not necessarily a site for the study of impoliteness (rather the study of
miscommunication, misunderstanding, or misproduction), repair initiators might indicate an
interactional problem. Such requests for clarification or repetition may be indicative of disaligning
with an ongoing social act and may be dealt with as its own problem source. When repetition is
requested, it is predicted that negative evaluations may ensue especially if a repair is not
forthcoming. As such, an evaluation of the interactional failure indicated by repair initiation may be
an indicator of impoliteness at least from the position of the producer of the apparent
misunderstanding.

2.2.2.5 On possibles
One mostly overlooked feature of interaction in early politeness theory was the lack of
acknowledgement that two interactants could have diverging understandings. However, Haugh
(2015) pointed to this as a common feature of interaction, and it is similarly supported by findings in
conversation analysis. One of the pioneers of the conversation analysis project, Schegloff (2006),
suggested that it is possible to find examples of evaluations in talk-in-interaction which manifest
contrary to one’s own evaluations. That is, the interpretation of the other participant diverges from
that of the speaker and for a moment, more than one possibility needs to be entertained
simultaneously in interaction. This is a common problem addressed by social actions such as repair,
but may also be a feature of ongoing talk as well. Schegloff (2006) stresses that his noticing of this
diverging understanding is not an attempt to “introduce cognitive notions” into the CA paradigm
(Schegloff, 2006, p. 141), rather, to show evidence that it is possible for interaction to produce more
than one ‘value’ of ‘X’, and that the interactants may negotiate the accepted value. Once the
accepted value is reached, the interaction continues, but there is no need for an accepted value to
be reached. Interactants can co-construct diverging interpretations (Haugh, 2008). Theoretically
then, it is contestably possible, that the individual making the evaluation of impoliteness could recall
such an evaluation even though that evaluation was never made on record. It may be that such nonrealised evaluations are actually recallable by the participant. The individual may, after reviewing the
social interaction where impoliteness may have been evaluated but left covert, be able to reevaluate impoliteness in a similar way to that in the original interaction. This reviewing of the
original interaction may be able to assist the interactant to recall the evaluations made in the
original interaction (Gass and Mackey, 2000; Mackey and Gass, 2005), or alternatively to attend to
the interaction in a similar way as was originally done (cf. Pomerantz, 2005, 2012).
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2.3 Position summary
The actual words and behaviours used to display an evaluation in interaction are chosen by
the evaluator in order to (to some extent) shape the potential understandings of their evaluations by
other participants. A recipient shapes their linguistic input locally and therefore constructs their
interactional evaluation locally as well. Im/politeness therefore is a locally established evaluation
which may (but need not) be co-constructed and put on record.
In order to more accurately measure the evaluations of interactants, a specific method of data
collection, transcription and analysis techniques are required that maintain the first order
perspective throughout the analytical work. One such paradigm, which will be used for this current
project, is informed by the work in CA and surrounding EM, MCA paradigms. Such work looks
specifically at interactionally achieved impoliteness concerns that arise between participants,
situating this study within the first order politeness paradigm.

2.4 Interface between im/politeness, pragmatics and sociology
The ongoing im/politeness literature has been affected by two major fields: pragmatics and
sociolinguistics. Original discussion of politeness from Lakoff and Leech were couched within Gricean
pragmatics (see discussion of the cooperative principle in Grice, 1975). Other pragmatically situated
theories inform other avenues of politeness research (Carston and Powell, 2008; Martínez-Camino
and Pérez-Saiz, 2012). These theorists elaborated on pragmatic principles, suggesting that people
communicated with a secondary target of being polite, and were constrained by particular features
of the context and understandings of the cooperative principle or relevance.
Brown and Levinson’s work, although theorising the notion of politeness in a similar way to
Leech, uses a re-formulation of Goffman’s notion of face and face work (Goffman, 1981) to
elaborate a different motivation for politeness. They presented politeness as a social achievement
vis à vis a desire to be approved of and not be encroached upon. Brown and Levinson’s (1987)
politeness theory was constructed relative to a sociologist’s understanding of interaction which
elucidated the interactional contextual variables of power, distance and their effect on politeness.
Goffman came from a philosophical and sociologist background, and focused on the interactional
achievement of conversation, although his canon was much more diverse.
Further movements in im/politeness are often able to be traced back to pragmatics,
sociolinguistics or a combination of the two. For example, a recent move by Terkourafi (2012)
discusses politeness as a perlocutionary effect of speech acts. The discussion of locution, illocution
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and perlocution are testaments to the speech act analysis paradigm closely associated with the
pragmaticians Austin and Searle (Austin, 1962; Searle, 1975). A large amount of politeness literature
is couched in an analysis of speech act formulae from different speech communities (Brown and
Levinson 1987; Holtgraves, 1997; see also work in Bayraktaroğlu and Sifianou, 2001). Also, the
discussion of the adjustments of the understanding of power and distance by Spencer-Oatey (1996)
may be a testament to both the pragmatic school and the sociolinguistic influence.
This present work will look into the phenomena of impoliteness, primarily using both
pragmatic and interactional analysis, although the discussion of identity construction and agency
necessarily comes from a more sociological paradigm. Additionally, when engaging in the act of
emailing, a participant may attach documents, like photographs, along with text. Such attaching of
additional documents may give rise to a further interactive sequence. In using the CA tools, the
interactions between the submission itself, and the comments to that submission, can be scrutinised
within a sequential framework. As such, this present work is a multi-disciplinary attempt to construct
impoliteness evaluations as affected by an individual’s ability to exercise their agency.

2.5 Summary
The ongoing discussion of im/politeness has come to a definition that treats it as an evaluation
of the participants. According to the Culpeper definition, impoliteness is a “negative attitude toward
specific behaviours” (2011, p 23). If the field defines the key point of analysis as being an evaluation
of behaviour, then the data and analyses must be collected and conducted with the aim of
illustrating any evaluations which are made relevant. In order to gather data which shows such
negative attitudes and the evaluations of individuals of behaviour as negative, the EM, MCA and CA
paradigms will be used.
EM, MCA and CA use a thoroughly first order approach for theorising, collecting data and
analysis. This perspective is parallel with the claims by im/politeness researchers to focus as much as
possible on the situated local achievement of participants rather than theorising from an elevated
position as a researcher (Davies et al. 2007).
The linguistic notions of hierarchy, honorifics and pronouns can be indicators for politeness
concerns. Using incorrect honorifics or pronouns may give rise to evaluations of offence. However,
this is not the sole site for politeness or impoliteness. Im/politeness is seen as an evaluative label
cast by interactants onto the interaction itself. The casting may occur due to a person’s
understanding of that input not meeting their expectations of linguistic input at that time, or may be
part of a norm of interaction. Yet even these conceptualisations do not wholly encompass the
complexity of im/politeness evaluations.
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Impoliteness is a complex notion. It has been shown that the conceptualisations of it, if
culture-centric in nature, will not be able to explain all of its instantiations. It works differently across
cultures, societies and even communities of practice. Although it is discursive in nature, there are
some indications that it is analysable in interaction, especially when using an EM/MCA/CA lens. It is
the focus of this current project search for instances of evaluations of impoliteness, and it is believed
that if these instances do not match directly to a situated interactional norm, then such instances
may be unpredicted. Such unpredictability could then be further analysed as examples of an agent
exercising their agency in not evaluating interactions along the same lines as the local situated norms
entail.
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Chapter 3

Agency

In the previous chapter, the literature surrounding politeness research and the analysis of
impoliteness were explored. Generally speaking, the historically situated discussion of politeness
tended to focus on an analysis of the speaker’s production to look for cues and strategies which
could be determined as im/polite. A shift in scope for im/politeness research occurred when the
discursive tradition argued that the analysis of politeness tended to be researcher-centric, and
suggested that a more participant-centric (first order) approach was needed. This shift also showed
that politeness and impoliteness are not binary distributions of evaluations (Eelen, 2001). Rather,
impoliteness constitutes its own group of negative evaluations and associated labels attributed to
talk or conduct in interaction. That is, impoliteness was an evaluation of talk or conduct, and
occurred when a participant evaluated the talk or conduct as a breach of expectations, wants or the
perception of the moral order. In order to meet the needs of the first order perspective, it was
suggested that an interactive ontology and epistemology is beneficial in order to meet the
requirements of analysis situated within a first order politeness paradigm. Such interactive
paradigms can be found in the traditions of ethnomethodology (EM), conversation analysis (CA) and
membership categorisation analysis (MCA). EM, CA and MCA analysts consider what it takes for
members to be heard as doing particular or plausible actions, and give insights into the methods that
participants use to achieve these orientations.
This chapter will add to this exploration within the first order approach and investigate the
agency of individuals, and agency’s construal within impoliteness research. Agency will be shown to
be related to accountability and the attribution of accountability that is necessarily part of the
evaluation process, linked intrinsically with impoliteness evaluations. Agency has been shown to be
related to the participation order (Haugh, 2013b, Mitchell and Haugh, 2015). Different participant
footings (see section 3.3.1 below) are ascribed with the social entitlements to claim and attribute
accountably for impoliteness. Additionally, agency is shown to be an inherent feature of much of the
construal of individuals’ choices, as it is often the case that accountability for (in)action is evaluated
alongside the belief that the participant could have acted otherwise (the could do otherwise or CDO
constraint). This means that when evaluations of impoliteness arise in interaction, the evaluator
might have other possible evaluations they could display rather than claiming being offended. It will
be shown that participants choose to be (not) offended.
Initially, the chapter will investigate how agency is construed in the philosophical tradition.
Agency is often invoked when discussing action. Action is construed as problematic in its own right
as there are actions we perform, and actions which happen to us, like the action of a leg raising
when a doctor tests our reflexes by hitting below the knee with a hammer. Actions, in which the
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participant has some control of the outcome, are an instance of the exercising of agency, where the
other types of action, where such control of outcomes, are less clearly examples of the exercising of
agency. Leading from this, I will indicate a relationship between the construal of impoliteness in
interaction and the exercising of agency. That is, attributing accountability for impoliteness is
tantamount to choosing to be offended. Finally, the chapter will explore the relationship between
the exercising of agency, attributions of accountability and the participant order. It will be shown
that some negative evaluations (such as those associated with “being offended”) are only ratified
when the evaluator positions themselves within specific footings and participant statuses (such as
the footing of “target” or “principle”).
This chapter is essentially designed as a literature review of agency, however it is also
designed to lead the reader into the types of phenomena that will be investigated within the thesis.
In this way, this chapter is not solely a literature review chapter, but also an initial methodology
chapter, a pre-method chapter if you will.

3.1 The ongoing academic discussion of agency
“Let us not forget this: when I raise my arm, my arm goes up. And the problem arises: what is
left over if I subtract the fact that my arm goes up from the fact that I raise my arm?”
Wittgenstein (Jaeger, 1973)

Wittgenstein initially addressed the difference between something that “I do” (e.g. I raise my
arm) and something that “happens to me” (my arm rises). This stems from a long treatment of
“action” (moral action, in Hegel’s terms) by philosophy as a difference between actions and
happenings (Hegel, 2003 [1910, 1931], pp. 363-364). Philosophy had long been interested in the
description of action as a causative occurrence. That is, an action may be termed “determined or
undetermined” depending on how that action is classified within a “structure which limits an agent
and his or her actions” (Barker, 2003, p. 448). In unpicking the definition of action in this way, both
the identity of the agent and the social impact surrounding them must also be unpacked in terms of
that action. A main thrust of this philosophical treatment (as Wittgenstein posits above) is the
question, “what is the cause of action?”. If the agent is doing the action, then it is determined, but
philosophy needed to unpick what “doing” an action consisted of.
In unpicking this “doing”, the philosophers also unpicked the individual. Some work in
philosophy argued that action by an agent is often combined with reason, and that teasing out
reason’s effect on action is pivotal to understanding the action itself. Kant suggested that “the role
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of practical reason is namely to supply rational, efficient means for the attainment of the things we
want” (Bell, 2003, p.734). Similarly, Hegel and Marx both argued that society’s effect on action is
tantamount to the understanding of action. To describe the action one needs to understand the
surrounding context in which that action is situated. Society (social order) and the underlying moral
tenets of that society (moral order) tend to be constitutive of, and in turn constitute, action. That is,
the social and moral order constrain potential action by allowing only some types of action at
particular times. Yet social and moral order is constrained by the actions that individuals perform.
Actions are mediated via the social context in which they are produced, and in turn actions help to
build up that social context. The underlying assumption for this is that individuals are social beings,
impacted upon and impacting on the society in which they act. Both Hegel’s “Geist” and Marx’s
“Universal Class” treated humans as social beings organised to act together and brought up the
question, “is the action of these entities of their own volition, or is that action simply an artefact of
the structure surrounding their action?”. Humans then were only treated as accountable for their
actions if they acted on their own ‘free will’ without the constraints of society. Yet, in order to
motivate these actions, humans required a reason to act. From some perspectives, the actors were
self-directed, and acted in order to enforce or gather power over other actors and agents. Nietzsche
described these inherent self-directed desires, suggesting that someone chooses their action based
on selfish desires or a “will to power” (2002). Importantly, an agent has the ability to choose which
action they perform, and this choice is motivated (ultimately) through selfish desires. In Nietzsche’s
philosophy, Kraft was the primordial strength able to be exercised by anyone who possesses it (akin
to what is here termed “agency” (see Duranti’s 2004, 2008 definition below)), and Macht is the
channelling of Kraft for creative purposes. This theory of agents (and agency) may have been based
on earlier work by Schopenhauer (1962) during his work on the will to live of dying people.
Some philosophers have also made a distinction between voluntary and involuntary action.
Voluntary action is an action caused by choice, while non-voluntary action is one which need not
have been performed, unless the agent had chosen to do it (White, 2005). In this way, accountability
can be attributed to the agent in performing a voluntary action, as they could have performed
otherwise (the “could do otherwise” or CDO constraint)(Bishop, 1989). Yet other philosophers
maintain that action may be causally explained by “citing a choice or a character trait” (White, 2009).
Ahern (1999, 2001) posits that no action is free from some amount of social influence, and that
agency must therefore be considered as “the socially motivated ability to act” (Ahern, 2001).
Kant suggested that for an action to be an act of will (attributed to a particular moral agent,
a moral action) three conditions needed to be met. 1) the action needs to be a genuinely moral
action, 2) not merely conforming to a moral principle but rather a means to implement a moral
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principle, and 3) must be performed freely by an autonomous agent. In this way, the action could be
attributed to the agent as a moral action. Yet, even this definition requires a construct of an
autonomous agent (free, able to exercise self-control, and able to be held responsible for that
action) (Anderson and Bell, 2010). This model of both moral action and the autonomous agent are
reflected in Duranti’s (2004, 2008) definitions of agency (see below).
One description of action comes from the syntactic roles of the agent and the undergoer. A
role, in Hollis’ terms (1996), “is standardly defined as a set of normative expectation attached to a
social position” (p. 388). In this way, the constructs of speaker and hearer in linguistics strongly reify
the expectation that the speaker does speaking, and the hearer does hearing. Yet (as discussed later,
in section 3.3.1, inherent problems with attribution of accountability), this may not be as clear cut in
interaction. It may be clearer to suggest that one of the facets of speakership is the orientation to
one’s own production (producer) or whether the speaker is orating the production of another
producer (utterer). These understandings, of the nuanced orientations (termed footings) one has
regarding their production (rather than their role as speaker), give greater insight into how that
participant enacts their role as speaker relative to what they are saying. It may not, therefore, be
clear if a speaker is indeed always accountable for their talk, unless the speaker’s footing is unpacked
as well (see section 7.1.2).
However, in Wittgenstein’s scenario above, the agent makes their arm go up, yet they could
have their arm raised, which unties that agent from that action. In that scenario, when ones’ hand is
raised, the individual is not accountable for the raising. In the initial scenario, it is the individual who
raises their hand who is accountable for the raising because there is no other force acting on their
arm other than their free will. Problematically, free will is not always a clear cut case of
accountability attribution, and yet it is this accounting for one’s freedom that affords the accounting
of responsibility to some extent. If, however, the arm is raised by a different force (a puppet master
pulling on a string, for example) then the arm’s raising could be philosophically dealt with as
deterministic. Ultimately then, the discussion of where the accountability is attributed in the hand
raising case lies somewhere in the difference between the enactment of free will and determinism.
However, this does not begin to answer the complexities within the linguistic fields; namely, how
does social action work when using words? That is, there is an omnirelevant set of questions in
language exchanges such as, “what is s/he doing?” and “what does s/he mean?” (Sidnell, 2009).
In the field of impoliteness, a similar question can be raised which also has its nature in the
difference between free will and determinism. That is, “what is the link between the behaviour that
is evaluated as being impolite, and the individual that performed that behaviour?”, and “how is it
that we can hold that individual accountable for being impolite?”. If the discursive turn in politeness
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links much of the analysis to social or interactional norms, then where is the accountability for
impoliteness attributed? Also, if impoliteness is solely a matter of intention attribution, is there ever
a space where one’s actions could be governed by deterministic constraints like norms?
One of the links that has long been discussed between an action and accountability is an
individual’s agency. Agency can be thought of generally as the socially mediated capacity to act
(Ahearn, 2000, 2001). In impoliteness terms, the impolite action (behaviour, utterance) is performed
by an agent (who may or may not become accountable for that behaviour/utterance), and a
separate agent (the recipient) may exercise their agency in attending to and responding to that
behaviour/utterance. In other words, impoliteness invariably involves at least two agents, both of
whom may exercise their agency. The first instance of exercising of agency, then, is the producing of
an utterance, and the second instance of the exercising of agency is the recipient attending to and
evaluating that utterance. The attending to and evaluating of an utterance is separate to the
responding to it. The response would be the third instance of exercising agency in interacting with
another.
In producing an utterance, the speaker makes relevant a set of linguistic and non-linguistic
constraints. Those linguistic constraints help to limit the potential inferable meaning within the
utterance. According to the co-operative principle (Grice, 1975) and the Relevance Theory principle
of ostention (Sperber and Wilson, 1986), the act of uttering makes relevant a need to evaluate that
utterance due to a relationship between the utterer and the recipient. In turn, the recipient makes
meaning of the utterance through several steps (including isolating particular referents in the world,
making sense of the language, making sense of the syntax and so on).
In attending to some talk or conduct, the recipient treats the utterance as a noticeable
action. However, in order to make available any evaluation of that talk or conduct, the recipient
must put that evaluation on-record, or noticeably off-record. The second exercising of agency comes
in the form of putting the evaluation on-record (or not). Yet as has been noted (Haugh 2013; Kádár
and Haugh, 2013; Haugh 2015) alternative evaluations may obfuscate an impolite evaluation,
positioning it within implicatures, or left off-record entirely. There is no need for someone (when
faced with something they perceive as impolite) to claim that they were offended or evaluate that
action as impolite. The evaluation may remain off the interactional record. The question that needs
to be asked is “what could alternative evaluations of impoliteness look like given that participants
are able to exercise their agency in responding to impoliteness?”.
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3.1.2 The innateness of agency
What seems to be taken for granted by impoliteness literature is that evaluating itself is an
action. Making evaluations of talk and conduct therefore constitutes agency in a way so primal that
it is hard to recognise (Agha, 2007). Evaluating involves several social, cognitive and interactional
steps; each step is itself an action. In order to deal with agency properly, academics have tended to
tread a deeply theoretical second order approach to action. This current project uses interactional
evidence to unpick the exercising of agency in interaction relative to evaluable impoliteness. This is a
second order approach which uses first order evidence to prime its claims – a key facet of the
ethnomethodological paradigm, and interactional linguistics in general.
It is very clear that impoliteness is able to be dealt with in reference to intention and volition
(Bousfield, 2007a, 2008). Locke (Locke and Frankfurt, 1975; Locke, 1974) helps to unpick rudeness as
being intentional, unintentional and non-intentional.
What might be argued with some show of plausibility is that any action
which is unintentional or non-intentional will be so under some description,
where there is some other description of that action under which it is intentional:
I may insult you unintentionally, but I intentionally utter the words which insult
you… Absent-minded or unconscious action, even some habitual actions, may be
performed without the agent realizing he is acting at all, and hence without his
intending to act. Waving my hands as I talk, jangling the keys in my pocket as I
listen impatiently to someone else, biting my nails – these are all the things I do,
actions I perform, but in all probability not things I do intentionally, no matter
how they are described. (Locke, 1974, p. 25)
Locke makes reference to a difference between one “description of an action” and another
in much the same way that Wittgenstein did earlier. It is possible to conceptualise these different
descriptions as referring to different interactional roles of an action. One person may attribute
accountability for offence onto the speaker because of what they said, while another person,
hearing the exact same thing, might not attribute accountability for offence. Instead, that other
person, hearing the same utterance, might attribute an evaluation of insightfulness or plain speaking
onto that same speaker. It is therefore not the producer of the action who is performing the
“evaluation of impoliteness”, rather the recipient of the action which is, in turn, evaluated as such. It
seems more prudent then to shift the gaze from the producer of impoliteness, onto the recipient of
it, to see how they deal with it interactionally.
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Additionally, Locke makes clear that in performing an action A, the agent might also be
performing action B. The agent is fully willing to accept accountability for action A, but not for the
action B (as this may not have been part of her intended action). As such, the attribution of
accountability for impoliteness may be negotiated through a positioning by the producer of the
action relative to their desire to be accountable for that action. The producer footing coupled with
an ancillary evaluator footing may negotiate the accountability for offence through attributing
accountability (there are further examples of this in Chapter 7 when discussing The Maria Kang
situation/Fit-Mom controversy). In this way, intention is a device used to attribute accountability for
impoliteness, rather than a device used to attribute impoliteness itself.
Locke finally says that there are actions which are just these types of actions. These actions
could be theorised as akin to the discursive tradition’s norms of behaviour. There are some norms of
behaviour which occur just because they occur, not because they were intentional. The agent for
these norms might not be the individual themselves, but rather the situation that they find
themselves in or their habitus built up for that situation. Either way, the accountability for
impoliteness falls away from the producer, and onto some kind of social sphere. That is, their action
is socially mediated to some extent. In offering this, it is possible to predict that attributions of
accountability for impoliteness may be negotiated through the directing of attention to the incipient
norms of action. There are examples of this in Chapter 6 when discussing goading in email
interaction. In this way, norms of behaviour are also a device able to be used to negotiate
accountability, rather than a device to attribute impoliteness.

3.2 Current understandings of agency across fields
As explored above, agency can be understood as relative to concepts like intention, norms,
volition and, most importantly, of accountability. Initially, agency can be conceptualised through
Ahearn’s (2000; 2001) definition: agency is the “socially mediated capacity to act”. This frames
agency as deeply rooted in the interaction and the context of interpretation, as well as the incipient
interactional projects which the participants are co-constituting.
Anthropological linguistics sees agency as slightly more refined, projecting not only a social
mediation aspect, but also accounting for the linguistic markings in language use. It is from here that
this project’s definition of agency comes. Duranti (2004b) presents this definition to clarify his
position about what agency is:
Agency is here understood as the property of those entities (i) that have some
degree of control over their own behaviour, (ii) whose actions in the world affect other
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entities’ [actions] (and sometimes their own), and (iii) whose actions are the object of
evaluation (e.g. in terms of their responsibility for a given outcome) (p. 453).
Later, Duranti suggested a definition of agency that indicated the direction of the
“evaluating” toward either practical, aesthetic or moral points of view.
Entities are said to have agency, if they (1) have some degree of control over their
own behaviour, (2) engage in actions that affect other entities (and sometimes their
own) and (3) are evaluated from a practical, aesthetic, and moral point of view for what
they do and how they do it. (Duranti, 2011)
In this definition, the action of a participant can be said to be “their action” when they can
be seen to have control over that action, that action affects others, and that action and its effects
can be evaluated in particular directions. In impoliteness research, the direction of interest to us is
the moral point of view. If an action is evaluated from a moral point of view, and is evaluated so as
to have breached the moral responsibilities of that participant, then they might be evaluated as
impolite.

3.2.1 Linguistic marking of agency
In Latin, agency was used to refer to present action: “Agency, from the Latin, agentia: the
present participle of the verb to do, or act (Agency. (n.d.). Retrieved August 22, 2016, from
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/agency). It is therefore appropriate to situate agency
in relation to action, which is in turn often framed in time.
Grammatical studies define the agent as a marked participant in a clause relative to a
particular verbal structure and the verb semantics5. The agent is a marked subject in relation to the
effect they have on a patient, and the complexity of factors that stem from the verbal requirement
to select a number of participants. A clear example comes from the linguistic discipline of functional
grammar (Halliday, 1994) and consists of similar clauses marked differently for agency (p. 169).
(1) The glass broke
(2) The glass was broken
(3) She broke the glass

5

Verb semantics include the verb features such as active/static, case, transitivity and many other
features. Verbs can be classified in such a way as to make distinct their semantic properties akin to agency
inflection. One such set is devised by Wood (2011).
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Even though an agent is not a participant in (1) or (2), there is reference to an actor through
the verb semantics of the verb break. For this kind of verb, there is an identified need for both an
agent and a patient, the breaker and that which is broken, possibly because of the active state of the
verb and its punctuate or telic act. However, the participant slots around the verb can be filled to
describe the action in such a way as to offer no agent (done through the marking of the verb in past
tense (1) and as passive (2)). In (2), the reference to an agent can be retrieved due to the passive
construction, but the actual marking of the agent itself is missing as the ‘by’ phrase is left unfilled. In
(3), the agent of the action break fills the subject slot, she. English verbs have the ability to mark
agency in participants through indexing volition and syntactic roles. This line of linguistic inquiry is
able to isolate particular descriptions of clauses as selecting various amounts of agents (differing
levels of transitivity) (Duranti 2004, Hopper and Thompson 1980, 2001), descriptions of verbs with
differing abilities to select agents for the actions they describe (Van Valin and LaPolla, 1997), and
language types through the nominative-accusative, ergative-absolutive and stative-active language
forms, termed the encoding of agency (Duranti 2004: 459-460). In impoliteness, the performance of
agency is also of interest, as the ego-affirming and the act-constituting agency (Duranti, 2004b, pp.
454–459).

3.2.2 Attribution of accountability to agents within legal fields
In fields other than linguistics, agency has different roles in action and accountability
attribution. In legal fields, agency is specifically conceptualised to clearly indicate responsibility for
the occurrence of an action. Agency exists as a pivotal term in the legal professions, where it is
important to clearly define the responsibilities of a person or persons in order to delineate blame,
liability and negligence due to the outcomes of an action, and therefore the actor of that action
needs to be clearly indexable. Merriam Webster's Dictionary of Law cites several legal definitions of
agency including agency by estoppel, agency coupled with an interest; exclusive agency, express
agency, implied agency, ostensible agency, special agency, universal agency, independent agency
and regulatory agency. Each of the definitions seem to contradict the scholarly understanding of the
term “because the everyday definition of agent involves acting on behalf of someone else, not
oneself” (Ahearn, 2000, p. 12). Similarly, acting in place of another is also taken up by the Oxford
English Dictionary, which implies that an agency (the establishment, office, building or company) has
the power, knowledge and ability to undertake an acting role for another.
The OED further defines agency in terms of an individual:
1.

The faculty of an agent or of acting; active working or operation; action, activity.
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2.
3.

Working as a means to an end; instrumentality, intermediation.
Action or instrumentality embodied or personified as concrete existence.
In each of these definitions, the agent is one who does something, and this doing is

facilitated by this property, agency. Agency is instrumental to action (definitions 2 and 3 above). In
performing an action, the contextual roles of actor, worker, operator and officer are all imbued with
agency. Agency is therefore not only the action itself, but also the ability to act (Swann, Deumert,
Lillis, and Mesthrie, 2004, pp. 7–8) as supported by the possible roles where someone can be a
“doer” (Thomas and Wareing, 1999, p. 189). It can be seen that agency is instrumental to action
available to a doer when acting for themselves or for another. Therefore, when theorising agency, it
is not only the actions of an actor that must be accounted for, but also the instrumentality that
agency affords the actor in performing the action and the beneficiary of that action (if the action is
performed on behalf of another). Legal definitions of speech empower it with the ability to injure as
well (Butler, 1997). If agency empowers speech, speech must be an action. If speech has the ability
to injure, the interpreting of speech must also be an action. Herein I will work from an assumption
that an evaluation is an action, and therefore an evaluation is empowered by and subject to agentic
influence.

3.2.3 The instrumentality of agency
The Oxford English Dictionary definition (above) suggests that “[a]gency is … instrumentality
personified as concrete existence”. There is a distinct link between the means to act and existence;
an individual who possesses agency exists. It would be folly, however to suggest the inverse
definition, for example “an individual without agency does not exist”. Agency equalling existence
undermines Descartes’ "cogito ergo sum" (I think therefore I exist) or Lyons’ (1982) “loquor ergo
sum” (I speak therefore I exist), but feeds into Duranti’s (2004) "loquor, ergo agens sum" (I speak,
therefore I am an agent). It is in speaking that one may mark themselves as an interactant and, in
doing so, also mark their ability to speak (see also Danziger, 2010, p. 204). To take Duranti further, it
can be presupposed that in acting, any speakers can affect others. This notion that actions and
outcomes of action affect others supports im/politeness theorisation that participants in interaction
have the ability to affect each other, attack face and cause interactional problems.
This is not to suggest that an entity who does not act does not have agency; quite the
opposite. An entity who opts to not act is exercising their agency in not acting. Agency is the innate
ability to act, and non-action (especially when that non-action is perspicuously relevant) is itself an
action. Where the context and social situation offers a choice to an individual to act or not, the
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decided option and behaviour is the artefact of the exercising of agency. If one chooses not to act,
one is still an agent. The accountability for acting (or not) still falls on the one who acted (or not).
One way to discern the relationship between the agent and their context is to investigate
work by Wood (2011) and comments by Terkourafi (2012). Terkourafi makes mention of agency as a
speaker’s ability to act in direct reference to socially appropriate behaviours (Terkourafi, 2012). She
suggests that "the speaker's agency is backgrounded in favour of social constructions embodied in
local conventions and norms", implying that agency is socially mediated and the action which is
performed may run parallel to local conventions and norms but is not a part of it. Wood (2011),
actively discusses agency in terms of a force "that makes hermeneutic behaviour possible" (Wood,
2011, p. 138). In terms of impoliteness being an evaluation, the act of attributing such evaluations is
necessarily hermeneutic by nature. Wood’s framing of agency categorises it as autopoisis; an
individual’s own traits defined away from those traits informed by convention. He suggests that
agency is “individual will shaped by the external environment ... simultaneously acting upon the
environment and conventions, thereby reshaping them” (p. 138). Wood accepts that the individual
exists in a reflexive relationship with society where both influence each other and are influenced by
each other.

3.2.4 Agency reflected in linguistic structure
Syntax and semantics are both areas of linguistic research where features of agency have
been described. As mentioned earlier, agency does manifest as part of the verb semantics (the
inherent meaning of the verb) and is often inflected in syntax and morphology. Linguists in typology
and sociology have noted that in ergative/absolutive languages, like Basque, an agent of a transitive
verb is marked differently to subjects of intransitive verbs (Ahearn, 2001; Halliday, 1994; Van Valin
and LaPolla, 1997). This means that agency is inflected when a subject affects a patient (the
undergoer of an agentic action in linguistic terminology). Ahearn (2001) suggests that the agentic
marking in syntax in no way corresponds to "more" or "less" agency' (p. 122), but also suggests that
"grammatical categories predispose speakers to attribute agency more often to certain kinds of
subjects" (p. 123). This implies that agency is only attributable to certain kinds of grammatical
subjects in a [+/- agency] distinction.
Linguistic anthropology presents agentic marking in a far more detailed way. Wood (2011),
for example, suggests that "it is not so much what a speaker is doing that is at issue, but what the
person is doing to or with another" (p. 146). Wood (2011) discusses how semantic marking in English
verbs is able to mark agency, direction of action and power implicitly. In picking these markers out of
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his data, he offers 13 groups of English verbs, each of which marks agency in separate directions,
instrumentalities or in relation to the context. Group 1 marks the projective ability of the agent to
affect another participant (for example to persuade, argue or seduce), whereas group 13 implies
reciprocal agentive acts by two or more agents (discuss, agree and share). What is clear from these
groupings is the ability for English to index agency implicitly. Agency manifests linguistically beyond
Ahearn’s [+/- agency] with markings for weight of agency, direction, power and other facets.
Further, instances of grammatically marked agency have been presented by Basso (1992) and later
Duranti (1997), confirming the importance of marking agency as one of the key parameters of
transitivity (Duranti, 1997, pp. 193-197). Later, Duranti (2004) directly contradicts Ahern (2001)
suggesting agency is relative and scalar. Agency is not bound by the binary to act or not, but rather is
invoked through a nuanced scale between the two, whereby the social pressures have more or less
impact on the social action being performed. This position is also supported by Wood (2011). He
says "There is substantial evidence that agency plays an important role in the grammatical
organization of the world's languages" (Duranti 2004: 460), and goes further, showing examples from
Samoan, Guaraní, Lakhota, Acehnese and Lhasa Tibetan which display differing levels of agentic
marking.
Another syntactic discussion about the realisation of agency in grammatical form is made in
the categorisation and classifications of 'the macro role tier' and 'semantic agency'. The macro role
tier is a superordinate grouping of noun phrases (NP) according to the insight that "the relation
between semantic roles and syntactic positions is not random" (Jackendoff, 2007, pp. 202–203; cf.
also Van Valin Jr. and LaPolla, 1997, pp. 139–142). An agent is marked in the first macro role,
expressed in a subject position, so subjects are coded agents. Semantic agency is taken up by Dowty
(1991) as a marking by verbs and clauses for the amount of agency or causation or change of state
involved in their meanings (p. 601). This is strongly supported by Wood’s (2011) finding of 13 verb
classes for agency. Dowty also offers a list of “contributing properties for the ‘agent [sic]’” in
differentiation for those of the ‘patient [sic]’ (1991, p. 572) suggesting that agents are separable
from patients not only in syntax, but also semantically. The agent proto-role consists of properties
including volitional involvement, causing an event or change of state in another participant, all of
which are described by Duranti (2004) as key elements of agency.
This tangential look into grammatical agency noted the salience of agentic marking in English
and other languages. When a participant evaluates an utterance, they are able to assess the amount
of agentic marking present. In their next turn, they may make available their evaluation of the
speaker’s accountability for their prior turn (but need not). These features may be found in the
linguistic structure of the utterances.
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It has been found that particular linguistic forms could support or undermine a person’s
agency, which may be conflated with discussions of positive face value and their fundamental
personal entitlements (Spencer-Oatey and Franklin, 2009; Spencer-Oatey, 1996, 2005, 2008).
Indicating and supporting someone’s ability to make choices free of external pressure may be one of
the facets to face work. As Haugh (2015) has suggested, there is a conflation between concerns for
politeness/impoliteness and those related to face. Face-work concerns are not discussed in this
current work. An attack on a person’s agency could also be further evaluated as impoliteness due to
the suppression or removal of someone’s ability to make choices and in turn be analysed along the
lines of Culpeper's impoliteness model (Culpeper, 1996).

3.3 Agency and im/politeness
Different ontologies deliver differing perceptions of agency and its affective and effective
factors. Agency has been framed as the "socio-culturally mediated capacity to act" (Ahearn, 2001, p
112; cf. Barker, 2003), the ability to affect the self and others through action (Duranti, 2004), the
"effect of power [of particular subjects]" (Butler, 1997, p. 139), as an emergent factor of interaction
(Zidjaly, 2009, p. 196), and also the temporally constructed engagement by actors which both
reproduces and transforms different structural environments (Emirbayer and Mische, 1998).
Feminist theory once perceived agency as resistance or freedom, but more recently sees it as selfactualisation, the ability to act on free-will or a modality of action (Frank, 2006; Mahmood, 2005).
Agency is also interrelated to notions of identity and the self (see Duranti, 2004) and is perceived to
be inherent to humans (McElhinny, 1998, p. 181). Whether agency is a capacity, an ability, a factor, a
cause or effect, or a modality of an individual, it is attributed to action.
Additional to the theorising of agency itself, the surrounding literature has shown a need to
theoretically construct the understandings of action when using such terminology. Actions afforded
by agency have been shown to be constrained by socio-cultural or inter-personal contextual
influences (Ahearn, 1999, 2001; Ashmore, Wooffitt, and Harding, 1994; Barker, 2003; Fisher, 1995a,
1995b, 1999; Frank, 2006; Wlodarczyk and Wlodarczyk, 2008; Wood, 2011; Zidjaly, 2009).
However, ontology constrains the definition of action. For example, Ahearn is informed by an
anthropological structuralism perspective, devised by Giddens (1979, 1984), and situates agency
(as a socially mediated capacity to act) in light of that surrounding ontology. The main philosophy
that this framework espouses is "the understanding that people's actions are shaped (in both
constraining and enabling ways) by the very social structures that those actions then serve to
reinforce or reconfigure" (Ahearn, 2001, p. 117). This viewpoint implies that the actions of an
individual are
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solely backgrounded by social norms, but that these actions may either reinforce or reconfigure
these norms. Such a framework reinforces the notion of unpredictable action, but is unable to
predict the 'actions that reconfigure' the socio-cultural norms (Ahearn, 2001, p. 119).
Throughout the literature, agency is theoretical and described more from a second order
approach than a first order approach (etic over emic) (clearly because of its theoretical nature). It is
constantly reconstructed to support differing notions of action by differing theorists under differing
circumstances studying different phenomena, and at times this reconstruction leads to confusion of
its scope between academics. Most of these problems come about because the different theorists
do not share their ontologies or epistemologies. The problem in this approach seems to be an
ontological construction of the individual which is positioned relative to agency and a seemingly
conflicting set of surrounding terminology. Ahearn (2001), Gergen (1999), and Fisher (1999) highlight
the vacillation of agency using the terms of free-will, natural agency, social agency, and resistance.
These terms require unpicking from each separate ontology and lead to complex debates around
whether agency is marked or unmarked, a matter of resistance to a socially mediated existence or
not, or whether agency is simply a capacity of an individual to select some option from a range of
options, that is, to choose. The theoretically simple discussion of “choice” is also problematic, due to
ontological compartmentalisation of both the capacity to choose, and the ability to balance choice.
This leads to the need for academics, who refer to agency, to supply a clear definition of what their
scope of agency is relative to their ontological stance. Importantly, Ahearn (2000, 2001) clearly
points to these problems and shows that any academic who uses the terms “agency” and “agent”
needs to clearly specify what they mean by them, their own specific ontological assumptions relative
to the terms, and the construct of the entity which bears the term. This current work follows both
Ahearn’s (2000, 2001) distinction of socially mediated capacity to act, as well as Duranti’s (2004)
distinction of a property of individuals (discussed below in this section).
Current discussion of the effects of agency may use the term agency and relate it to an
individual's propensity to act, but are unable to clearly define it. Wood (2011, p. 138) comes close to
a definition, suggesting a broad nature of agency relative to environmental structure impacting and
impacted by action, but chooses to focus on its manifestations in line with Emirbayer and Mische
(1998). However, Emirbayer and Mische (1998) are sociologists who define agency as the
"temporally constructed engagement by actors of different structural environments" (p. 970) which
agrees further with Callon (Callon, 1991, in Ashmore et al., 1994, p. 735) that "agency cannot be
disassociated from the relationship between actors". Agency is therefore interactively constructed.
This constructed model does not fit with Wood's (2011) autopoiesis model, as he implies that it is a
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variable which shifts from person to person and not conventional (p. 138) rather than an
interactively constructed concern.
Duranti (2004) defines agency as a property of an entity which becomes apparent when
some action has been performed. That is, the analytical traction for agency in data comes post facto
rather than a priori, yet agency is theorised as innate. In exercising their agency to perform some
action, the entity is aware of (at least some) an effect that their action can have. This is in parallel to
Brown and Levinson’s (1987) reflective agent (indexed as the means-end foci of individuals in
interacting with other individuals) suggesting that in any selection of FTA mitigation strategy, the
individual can account for im/politeness concerns in situ. Lastly, Duranti’s definition makes a clear
point about accountability. Any entity that exercises their agency is aware that their action is
available for evaluation. That is, they may become accountable not only for the action that they
perform, but also for the affect that their action may have. In this way, in establishing the identity of
interactants as having agency, the accountability for action (and the outcomes that actions have) is
always compared relative to the interactant’s perceived accountability. Is that participant
accountable for their actions and do they know that they are? This seems to be an ongoing theme in
im/politeness research.
Later work has seen Duranti shift the third part of the definition to account for the
evaluations that appear; “(iii) [entities are] evaluated from a practical, aesthetic, and moral point of
view for what they do and how they do it” (Duranti 2011: 156). Accountability in this revised
definition is directed specifically toward where the account for action is placed; either on the
practical, aesthetic or moral action another has performed. There is a presupposition that an
actor/agent has access to some understanding of how their recipient(s) may perceive their action in
terms of practicality, aesthetics or morality. There is also an understanding that in knowing this, the
actor/agent will adjust their production to meet (to some extent) these predictions. This is
consequential behaviour which adjusts evaluations of own behaviour in light of projections of
further evaluations. In im/politeness research, there is a solid basis here to posit the construction of
interactional input from an interactional paradigm. If it is understood that others undertake social
actions and, as such, project behaviour onto the recipient (in terms of alignment), the recipient’s
behaviour may be adjusted to account for such potential projections (as either aligning or disaligning
with the locally co-constructed ongoing social action). That is, production is adjusted to alleviate
negative evaluations and reinforce comity in interaction (Haugh 2015).
In im/politeness research, im/politeness is a description of a set of evaluative labels which
we are able to attribute to interactions. This project is framed within the interactional pragmatics
and ethnopragmatic paradigms where the interaction is the key site for meaning, and where this
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attribution of labels can be more thoroughly analysed. In this way, the evaluative label which is
made manifest in interaction is up for negotiation and is primarily locally co-constructed. If a baldon-record account of impoliteness is made on record, then the attributed evaluative label (whether
positive or negative) may become the site for interactive work in the projected interaction. That is,
holding someone accountable as impolite, may project further evaluations of impoliteness by either
the recipient or the producer of talk or conduct. This means that the attribution of an impoliteness
evaluation may be situated as a second position account of some prior turn, but it may itself be
treated as a new first turn account, projecting a responding evaluation.
The systematic teasing out of the interactive achievement of impoliteness empowers both
the speaker role and the hearer role with agency to attribute accountability for the impoliteness.
That is, both the speaker and the hearer are “agents” as they both have the ability to exercise
agency in performing their locally established role. It seems therefore that the evaluation in
response to a putatively impolite utterance, or turn, is the best site to tease out the first turn of an
impolite evaluation. However, as the hearer has the ability to construct their evaluation of
impoliteness, it might be the second or third response that makes salient a negative evaluation
being possible during some prior turn. It is the researcher’s disciplined back-analysis that may
uncover the prior or prior-to-prior impolite turn. The methodological power from interactional
analysis (ethnomethodology and conversation analysis) comes from a systematic analysis to find the
first potential site of an evaluation of impoliteness, and work forward to see how evaluations of offrecord impoliteness (or other interactional work) is achieved by the participants themselves.

3.3.1 footings and inherent problems with attribution of accountability
Accountability for impoliteness and the attribution of that accountability is a key site
where evaluations of impoliteness are concerned. Behaviour is performed, and a recipient of that
behaviour evaluates it. The evaluation may be a negative evaluation and might be attributed the
label “impolite”6. The accountability for the impolite evaluation is able to be directed at the entity
who performed that action because they are perceived as the agent of that action. Yet, in the data of
this project, accountability for impoliteness is directed to other places, such as society, norms of
interaction and general understandings, and this may help to entirely or partially shift the agentic
centre and accountability for impoliteness away from the entity performing the action and onto
another entities. One function that is used to shift accountability in this way is the negotiation of the
6

However, as Culpeper (2011) and others point out, there is more than one label that is attributed to
interaction which carry a negative polarity and the function of the impoliteness (in situ) is of import to the
analyst rather than just the accounting.
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interactive framework footing (Goffman, 1981a; Haugh, 2013b, 2014). When a producer makes a
linguistic contribution to an ongoing interaction, they are the agent of their talk. They are the one
who is accountable for producing what they said, yet it may be that they are not the principal of that
production. That is, they might not be the participant who is held accountable for what they say. For
instance, in quoting another person they are being framed as the principal for that particular string
of words. In this way, the producer is not the principal. The interactive framework and relative
footing for that production is negotiable in attributing accountability for impoliteness. It becomes a
pivot for the attribution of accountability for utterances, in that some footings can have
accountability directed at them, but not others. The principal is accountable for the design of the
talk, and the producer is accountable for putting that talk on record.
The roles of speaker and hearer are generally accepted as participancy roles in
conversation, populated by the interlocutor who is speaking, and those who are listening during any
instantiated moment of talk. The interactive framework (Goffman, 1981b) is a way of unpacking the
footings that these individuals are occupying during that conversation. These footings (see section
3.3.1.1) further unpack the position that the interlocutors populate relative to their production,
accountability for production, and topic of production. Goffman suggested that the producer of
language need not be accountable for its production. They may cite another producer, or simply be
an interactant accountable for the relay of information. As such, the principal is the footing which is
accountable for the linguistic construction, where the utterer is simply the footing which utters the
production. The co-producer footing is occupied by an interactant who acts on behalf of another,
but is not the principal for its production, such as a translator.

3.3.1.1 Footings, participation framework and participation order
Academic work has moved to unpack the interactive framework more clearly by dealing
with the footings in terms of speakership and ratify-ability in the current discourse. Both Levinson
(1988) and Verschueren (1999a) make a distinction between the utterer and the source. The utterer
is a vocal channel through which some production is made, but they are not accountable for the
production itself, only its oration. The source need not be the utterer (a speech writer for example),
but they too might not necessarily be accountable for the production. Rather, it is the principal who
is accountable for the production. They point out that there is no guarantee that the one producing
the utterance (through whatever medium they use) is the one responsible for that utterance (author
or source). Further to this, there is no guarantee that the one who authors some utterance is
actually the one who is principal for it, or held accountable for any meaning derived from that talk.
There is a conflation between the speaker of an utterance and the one who is responsible for that
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utterance. As suggested in Levinson (1988), Verschueren (1999) and Mitchell and Haugh (2015), such
a conflation is one of the beneficial reasons to unpack the speaking participant’s participation order
and investigate how they orient to their own accountability. (Verschueren (1999) posits an example
where it would be virtually impossible to discover who the actual source of a particular piece of
information is, and therefore who is ultimately responsible (the footing of source or principal) for the
information or decisions made. In doing so, he offers a complex model of voices. Voices can be used
to show that within the footing of utterer, there are several potential sources of information, and
that those sources may be several steps removed from the moment of uttering (occurring at
previous moments of interaction within other contexts of interpretation). In using such a complex
model of the participant order, it is clear that the footings model of Haugh (2013) (see figure below,
Figure 3) is not exhaustive. Rather the participant order is a skeleton framework from which the
interactionally achieved footings can be discussed. As such, the model is part of a complex analysis
of participant status from which interactional achievement and interpersonal evaluations may be
analysed vis-á-vis the “complex array of production and reception footings, the co-constitution of
which is itself a morally implicative activity in interaction” (Haugh, 2013, p.11).
Another difference between the Verschueren (1999) model and the Haugh (2013) model is
the participant status of presence. Haugh makes a pivotal point defining the difference between a
presence and an interpreter. In Haugh, the interpreter is the footing responsible for developing their
own interpretations of talk and behaviour. The role of presence in Verschueren’s analysis, simply
refers to anyone in the vicinity of the utterance with the ability to become engaged in the event
(1999, p. 82), but who might not become involved. In this way, an overhearer who has opinions
about an utterance, but does not make such opinions known, would be claming the footing of
interpreter, but not into that of accounter. These two footings do not need to co-occur. Additionally,
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footings are not co-terminus, and they need not all be identifiable for all utterances.

Figure 3.3.1.1. Types of participation footings (Haugh, 2013b, p. 62)
The key work influencing this analysis in this thesis comes from Haugh’s recent work on the
participation order (Haugh, 2013b; Kádár and Haugh, 2013). Haugh furthers previous work by
acknowledging the lack of a participant order for the recipient end, and offers a recipient’s model
which reflects that of the production model offered in previous works (Bell, 1984; Bruxelles and
Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 2004; Goffman, 1981a; Levinson, 1988). The model (see figure 3) includes the
producer footing of ‘figure’ or topic (the one who may feature as the figure of the talk/interaction),
as well as the recipient footing of recipient (the one receiving/perceiving the utterance and their
relative interactional footing to the interaction in question), interpreter or interpreters
“who can develop their own understanding of the talk ... the accounter or
accounters who (explicitly or tacitly) hold the principal responsible [for the interpreter’s
understandings of talk (and conduct)] ... and, finally, ... a potential target when the
character [of the talk/conduct] is co-present, or when an utterance is attributed to
someone other than the speaker” (Haugh, 2013b, p. 11).
This current analysis is aimed at using this model to analyse how the responses to
impoliteness reflect and reproduce an orientation to the participant framework, and to see whether
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there are particular social actions made accountable through some of these footings which are not
available to other footings.
This acknowledgement of the interactive framework unpacks one of the sites where agency
can be unpicked. The agency of the principal is more at stake than that of the utterer when there is a
distinction between them, and yet there are examples where the utterer wears the brunt of
responsibility simply due to the uttering itself (cf. Bousfield, 2008). Similarly, the agency of a ratified
participant is more at stake than that of an unratified participant. Both producer-ship and receiptship are sites where agency can be found being exercised.
Importantly, suggesting that everyone possess an innate ability to act, does not always
guarantee that everyone, including the accounter and producer, will be one held accountable for
their action. The accountability for action seems more readily described through unpacking the
interactive framework that is locally constructed. However, if one person’s action affects another,
there may be a projection of such accountability. In fact, as is seen in many areas of the discursive
turn in politeness research, actions are mediated (to a certain extent) by the context (social,
interactional, cultural, linguistic, emotional, and so on) that one is acting in. For example, in
particular social interactions with certain participants who are relatively positioned for age,
differences in relative power to affect the other and other social dimensions, particular markers may
adorn the language to mark those dimensions.
Other, non-intentional forces might arise which have the ability to constrict a person’s
actions, and restrict their ability to do (or not do) particular actions. One of these forces can be seen
to be issues regarding face and face work7. In theorising agency, it is necessary to elaborate a state
where the actor could have done otherwise, the could do otherwise (CDO) condition. In Bishop’s
(Bishop, 1989) philosophical discussion of agency, he specifically tried to account for the
responsibility for an action by pinning it to two central competing concepts of natural agency and a
causal theory of action.
Natural agency suggests that some actions are controlled by some other feature of biology,
and that a person is not the agent of such an action. Such actions include the uncontrolled kicking
response when the doctor tests the reflexes. The theorisation of natural agency accounts for such
actions. Natural agency leads to theological debate about the control of one’s god over one’s actions
and other theological concerns, such as the omnipresent impact of society on one’s actions. If
natural agency was always in effect (even for social actions), individuals could not be held
accountable for their actions. There is no way that they could have done otherwise as the
omnipresent agent has controlled their actions. If this were true, they would be able to refute their

7

Face and Face concerns/work are noted here but are not taken up in this current project.
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accountability for all of their actions, deferring their agency (and therefore accountability) onto
some omnipresent agent.
Several works in the academic fields of sociology and anthropology have shown that natural
agency is not always in effect. There are clearly grounds to suggest that the action of recoiling a
hand when it gets burnt is a natural response. The natural agency concern is an impacting factor on
social actions, but not an all-inclusive controlling factor on performance of action. Individuals are
held accountable for their actions not only because of a CDO constraint, but because they are
presumed to have made a choice about what action to perform. It was their own volition that was
enacted to perform some actions. As such, agency and the exercising of agency is the theoretical
cognitive ability that enacts accountability. Without agency, no actor could be accountable for their
actions.

3.4 Evaluations as an action
3.4.1 Accounting for agency in impoliteness interactions
Agency tends to be incorporated in discussions of action. In Duranti’s terms, agency becomes
available either through the language (performance), or through the way it is dealt with in
interaction (encoding) (2004, p. 454). As social actions are afforded by the exercising of agency, and
evaluations are an example of social action, evaluations must also be afforded by agency.
Impoliteness is theorised as an evaluation of some behaviour. Where this evaluation arises is
not so much the point, but that the evaluation is present, even cognitively (non-socially witnessed,
off-record) is still of import. So to deal with the actual evaluation that is arrived at, it is necessary to
also describe the act of evaluating.
Culpeper’s (2011c) example of his daughters talking helps clarify the relationship between
evaluations of impoliteness and agency:
1
2

A:
B:

do you know a::nything about yoyos?
that’s mean

As pointed out by Culpeper, turn 1 is not problematic unless the intonation is accounted for.
When it was said, daughter A puts emphasis on “anything”, elongating the “a” and making that word
louder than the surrounding words. Marking this word anything gives rise to a negative implication
that daughter A believed daughter B actually knew nothing about yoyos (Seedhouse, 2004). Turn 1 is
treated as an accusation or criticism of B (the first evaluative action) by A. Turn 2 is an evaluation of
A’s prior turn by B, casting that turn as ‘mean’, and subsequent casting of A also as ‘mean’ (the
second evaluative action). The impoliteness evaluation is situated somewhere within the second
turn, and this evaluative action is directed at the principal of the first turn, A.
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What remains for the analysis is to account for how B came to an evaluation that A was
“mean”. In making the evaluation “that’s mean”, B is casting A’s action as problematic. It is possible
that B evaluated the unwanted negative implication from line 1 that B knows nothing about yoyos.
However, the link between the evaluation of what is said, “that’s mean” and the principal, A,
remains theoretical. There is a link between the evaluation “mean” and the prior turn, “do you know
anything about yoyos”, but there is no link between the evaluation “mean” and the prior principal,
unless that principal is an agent of their utterance. That is, A is the principal for turn 1, and therefore
A is accountable for an evaluation (and attribution of the evaluation “mean”) of that turn.
What agency helps to do is access a link between the individual, A, what they say, “do you
know anything about yoyos”, the evaluation of what was said, “impoliteness”, and the accountability
for the negative evaluation. A must be perceived as exercising their agency in producing their turn
(line 1), and as such is responsible for the actions that they perform (the speaking, taking both the
utterer and producer footings), and also accountable for the outcomes that their actions create (the
principal footing), including the evaluations that others have of those outcomes (“that’s mean”). B
must be able to attribute several properties to A in order to make the assessment that she is
“mean”. B must believe that A is able to control their actions in some way and that those actions
have consequences. Additionally, B must ascribe A with a certain amount of foresight in order to
perceive that her actions have the consequence of being perceived as “mean”. Finally, B must
believe that their uttering of “that’s mean” constitutes their own action of holding A accountable for
their prior turn (line 1) (cf. felicity conditions Austin, 1962). B positions herself as a ratified recipient,
the target of the utterance (the one about whom the comment is being made), and occupies both
the interpreter and accounter footings in holding A accountable for an evaluation of “mean”.
This example shows that the evaluation, “that’s mean”, relies on several assumptions about
the participation framework and the other participant’s agency. The evaluation can only be made if
the implicature is directed at B. That means that B must be the target of the utterance in line 1. In
deploying a counter criticism of A, B says “that’s mean”. This necessarily requires B to orient to A as
the principal for the prior turn, and to themselves as a ratified recipient of the implicit criticism, “you
know nothing about yoyos”. Finally, in order to attribute accountability to A for being “mean”, B
must recognise that A said something negative, and that it was directed at B. B therefore, in
evaluating the utterance as “mean”, casts A as the one who exercised her agency in saying turn 1,
and also, exercised her agency in being “mean”. Therefore, in order for B to evaluate A as “mean”,
she must accept that A is an agent, and that B is a ratified participant in their interaction (namely the
target of the negative implicated premise).
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3.4.2 Impoliteness and agency
As agency is defined as a capacity to act, it is inherent to interlocutors within their capacity
of being interlocutors, and as such the evaluations of impoliteness are driven by the attribution of
accountability and the participant’s agency. The intersubjective nature of interaction reinforces an
agency constructed individual who is positioned to interact with another such individual. Therefore,
agency is assumed in both participants. It is a factor that empowers an individual to perform actions
yet remains invisible except in grammatical marking in particular languages (see the work on agentic
marking in verbs and inflectional systems of language, Wood 2001; Duranti 2004; 2008).
Within interactional analysis, there is a common suggestion that the clearest site for the
analysis of agency is in the first pair part (Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson, 1974; Schegloff, 1995). It
is here, in the first pair part that the ensuing action is projected and the agency of the producer is
clearly indicated in the beginning of such a project. In spite of this overall assumption that the first
turn may be the strongest site for the exercising of agency, it may not be the clearest site for the
unpacking of interactional achievement of the attribution of accountability. Clayman (2013) shows
that there are several instances in second positions where the exercising of agency becomes an
observable feature. One such action is in alternative action selection, indicated through turn
initiators oh, look and well. That is, the second position turn is disaligning with the projected action
from the first turn, and the second position participant is actively shifting the projected action away
from the first turn’s projection. This is an exercising of agency in disaligning with the action
trajectory of the prior turn.
The response to a first pair part, the second pair part, is potentially the site where
evaluations of impoliteness are found. The first pair part becomes the impoliteness source, and the
evaluative turn becomes the assessment of that source. Additionally, as the site where the recipient
expresses their approval or disapproval of the prior speaker’s opinion (affiliation or disaffiliation),
the second pair part is clearly more highly indicative of agentic activity than is the first pair part.
There are two manifestations of agency that the study of impoliteness needs to be
interested in compiling: the idiocentric agency fed by individual habitus, and the socio-normative
agency fed by iterative patterning in social contexts that amount to correct behaviours. To analyse
interactive data, the model of impoliteness must be broad enough to treat evaluations as more than
just a positive or negative valence, rather it needs to account for sustained expectations, desires and
beliefs of the participants evaluating impoliteness. Such a model presents itself through the work of
Culpeper (2008, 2011b, 2011c, 2012). Alongside a perceived attack to a person's agency, this thesis
will suggest that an individual is able to evaluate (instrumented with agency) a speaker's input as
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impolite, and that a hearer is able to evaluate impoliteness with the same means that they are able
to produce an utterance. That is, agency informs their footing as the recipient just as it informs their
footing as the producer. Agency affords evaluation. In order to show this, it is necessary to identify a
definition of agency which will accommodate for idiosyncratic agency (agency influenced by an
individual's experiences), social agency (agency influenced by socially normative action, accepted
ways of acting espoused through a community) and account for possible mixing of the two.
Culpeper (2010) presented a grounded, flexible and useable definition of impoliteness which
clearly informs this current study.
Impoliteness is a negative attitude towards specific behaviours occurring in
specific contexts. It is sustained by expectations, desires and/or beliefs about social
organisation, including, in particular, how one person's or group's identities are
mediated by others in interaction. Situated behaviours are viewed negatively when they
conflict with how one expects them to be, how one wants them to be and/or how one
participant … causes or are presumed to cause offence. Various factors can exacerbate
how offensive an impolite behaviour is taken to be, including for example whether one
understands a behaviour to be strongly intentional or not. (2010, p. 3233)
Culpeper makes a point of noting that "situated behaviours are viewed negatively when they
conflict with...how one wants them to be" (2011: 68). However, at times, a person may want to view
situated behaviours as negative. The previous distinction between normative and novel situations
suggested that in some novel situations, a hearer is bound to a particular evaluation given a static
frame, comprising of a set community of practice and accomplishing a set social activity. However,
this thesis will suggest that even in such restricted contextual and intertextual environments, the
recipient still has the ability to evaluate the producer as impolite, even when no “impoliteness”
source is available. Additionally, the recipient has the option of not evaluating impoliteness, even
when an impoliteness source is clearly available and openly analysable in some prior turn.
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3.5 Agency summary
Participants have agency. In having agency they have both the knowledge and the skill to
control their actions in such a way as to orient to the context of interaction. In interacting with other
agents, a participant understands (possibly sub-consciously) that their actions may have an effect on
the other participants and that due to that, they control their actions (linguistically, paralinguisically
and behaviourally). There is a level of prediction available here where the producer of an utterance
can predict what kinds of effects they may have, and control their input in such a way as to limit the
unwanted effects and heighten the wanted effects. In having such control over their actions, an
individual exercises their agency to control what they are held accountable for.
With this, it is possible to manipulate and negotiate interactionally what one is held
accountable for. This manipulation and negotiation is a co-constructed aspect to evaluation where
the evaluator may project a particular label, and the producer may attempt to deny, edit, shift blame
or adjust that evaluation if it is of an unwanted polarity (either negative or positive). Such shifting is
also empowered by one’s agency as the response to a social action is itself a social action.
Participants can do several things to manipulate and negotiate their accountability for
impoliteness. They may shift (or attempt to shift) the principal for offence from themselves onto
another as such negotiating the interactive framework. Suggesting that society is responsible for a
negative evaluation attenuates the accountability a producer has for offending their recipient.
Additionally, by putting the negative evaluation off record or implying it, the producer gives
themselves an out. They can negotiate accountability for impoliteness due to the implicit or offrecord nature of the evaluation.
There are several ways for participants to displace accountability for impoliteness. This project
is oriented to looking at several methods for doing such displacement and negotiation of
accountability. Given that accountability is the key concern in this project, there is an understanding
throughout this analysis that the participants are exercising their agency in negotiating
accountability.
This chapter has investigated the notion of agency, and how it may correspond to the
participant order. Agency is an innate, socially mediated capacity to act (Ahearn, 2001). As such,
social pressures impact on the possible utterances and responses that are preferred for that context.
These preference design features might show up with thorough interactional analysis, which means
that the orientation to the social context of interaction is itself a manifestation of the exercising of
agency. Additionally, claiming a position in a participant order for both the self and others is an
example of exercising agency. These footings seem to have different rights and entitlements
attributed to them, and as such, the agency of an individual in each of these positions might be
exercised differently. Finally, the exercising of agency in evaluating impoliteness consists, of the
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attribution of accountability for that impoliteness. That is, actor-agents are held accountable when
producing blame (Pomerantz, 1978), and the one casting the blaming must also be exercising their
agency in attributing that accountability.
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Chapter 4

Methodology

The previous chapters have investigated the surrounding theoretical construction of
impoliteness, interaction and agency. Impoliteness research is interested in investigating several
linguistic and non-linguistic features that give rise to impoliteness evaluations. It has been found that
that the first order approach is well placed to investigate a participant’s own evaluations of
impoliteness. These moves imply that ontologies such as CA have an important role in the analysis of
co-constructed impoliteness. It was shown in chapter 3 that the innate ability to act, agency, is tied
to attributions of accountability, which in turn were shown to be of primary importance to
impoliteness research. The attribution of accountability for impoliteness evaluations is a key feature
of interaction that agency helps to highlight, because it makes a salient link between the producer,
what they say, the evaluation of what they say, and the subsequent accountability for that
evaluation back onto the producer or source of the talk or conduct.
This chapter will describe the data and hypotheses which have driven this research. It will
discuss the hypotheses for this thesis, the data collection, analysis tools, and describe the scope of
the interactional domains analysed in this thesis. It has been shown that EM, CA and MCA ontologies
rely on natural data and as such the data is collected from natural interactions. Natural data is that
which would have occurred otherwise, even if the researcher did not attend the recording moment
(Koven, 2014: 509; cf. Potter and Hepburn, 2005 and Potter, 2002). The data sets used include
getting acquainted talk between strangers (Haugh, 2011; Mitchell and Haugh, 2015; Svennevig,
1999), short message emails between members of a closed community of practice (Mitchell, 2015),
and computer mediated communication (CMC) data arising from the “fit mom controversy” (Don,
2013; Stewart, 2013). These natural data collections give insight into the exercising of agency across
three temporal domains of interaction, and across written and spoken communication, gendered
conversations (see the email data in chapter 6), and within communities of practice (CofP).
In the first section, the hypotheses for this study are discussed. As this study’s aims are
descriptive in nature, the hypotheses assume that the features of evaluating impoliteness will be
present in the data, and will be tied (in some respect) to the exercising of agency. Then, in Sections
4.2 and 4.3 the ontological approach and natural data collection will be introduced. Section 4.4 will
make the claim that the use of interactional data is useful across computer mediated
communication, but that the distinction of turns of talk might not be appropriate. Rather, the term
‘move’ will be recruited from similar CMC research (Bou-Franch, Lorenzo-Dus and Blitvich, 2012;
Lorenzo-Dus, Garcés-Conejos Blitvich and Bou-Franch, 2011). Finally, the data collection of followup interviews will be introduced. Such interview data requires careful analysis, as they are
examples of
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their own independent architectures of intersubjectivity, and as such the findings from these
interviews only help to support findings from the natural data.

4.1 Introduction for the methodology of this study.
This study aims to identify and analyse orientations to impoliteness which recipients make
manifest in interaction. The site of analysis is situated squarely in the first order perspective as the
participants’ own orientations to such evaluation activity are central to the analysis. Because of this,
the data collection method and analytical framework also need to be centred on the first order
perspective. It has been suggested in Chapter 2 that the EM, MCA, and CA paradigms are so situated,
and so these paradigms will inform the current analysis. Although data set 1 (face-to-face data) is a
collection of semi-natural recordings, data set 2 (email interactions) and 3 (Facebook and Jezebel
website comment chains) are post-facto data collection. As data sets 2 and 3 are from text based,
computer mediated communication (CMC) mediums (email and social media), interactional analysis
is less straightforward, as it is difficult to link two turns as adjacent. In response to this, the model of
“moves” is invoked (see section 4.3.1. below). These data sets clearly show an architecture of
intersubjectivity, however they are only partially co-temporal, and the participants are not colocative (Psathas, 1995).
It is predicted that recipients have an ability to produce on-record evaluations (those made
manifest through linguistic and non-linguistic forms) which may vary in attitudinal stance regarding
what would be considered a negative evaluation. That is, when something impolite is produced as a
prior turn, it does not guarantee that the recipient will treat it as such in a following turn.
Participants are predicted to have an ability to make manifest (or not) evaluations of non-politeness
and impoliteness which are not reflexive of a socially cognitive evaluation. The participant is
considered to have agency, which they exercise in attributing accountability for im/politeness
evaluations. As such, there is a degree of unpredictability to whether on-record evaluations of this
type are indeed created, or left off-record.
A socio-cognitive evaluation of non-politeness may be made on-record as an evaluation of
“doing politeness” or doing “being appropriate”. Such on-record evaluations may be used to
suppress any negative evaluation available in that interactional moment. It is believed that this
ability to adjust on-line evaluations specifically signals participants’ ability to exercise their agency in
making their evaluations public, and in reflexively orienting to their own accountability for producing
such an evaluation.
It has been shown that there are ‘norms of interaction’ and ‘perceptions of intent’ available in
interaction relative to evaluations of im/politeness (see section 2.7.1 above). It is believed that this
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exercising of agency helps to explain the unpredictable factor to interactionally achieved
evaluations. This predicts an amount of variability in evaluations which a deferral to norms or
intention would naturally suppress. This in turn parallels the suggestion made by Eelen (2001) in his
critique of politeness research that the variability in the data of im/politeness is much larger than
the variability which norms based research would account for. It is this variability in evaluations of
impoliteness which will give greater insight into the strategies deployed in dealing with impoliteness
in interaction. As such, part of the aim of this research is to look for and describe the variability
which occurs in sets of data, rather than account for a norm of evaluation.

4.1.1 Research questions for this study
This study focuses its analysis toward the unpacking of three main research questions.
1) How does accounting for agency affect the analytical findings in impoliteness research?
a. That is, what does the exercising of agency look like in data, and
b. What analytical traction does agency grant the analyst of impoliteness?
2) How does the analysis of the agency of individuals aid in untangling the variability of
evaluations of impoliteness?
3) What are the limitations of the scope of agency when it comes to evaluations of
impoliteness in interaction?

A prediction has been made that some instances of non-politeness (or impoliteness)
evaluations will be manifest in the data or that in interacting with other people, there will be some
recourse to adjust on-line evaluations. This prediction is made due to the nature of the participants,
who are all Australian English speakers, and the nature of Australian English interactions (Goddard,
2006, 2012). According to Goddard, Australian English speakers tend to interact using non-serious
activity types alongside more formal activity types (2006, 2012). For example, Goddard shows that
such non-serious can be seen during an instance of mockery where a fan shouted at Martina Hingis
(a well known tennis player) while she was winning a match, shouting “lift your game Martina”
(2012).
It is also predicted that the adjustment of evaluations will be available in the data itself,
showing an orientation to an individual’s own accountability for what they say. Such data may be
found either in the collection of the interactional data itself, or in follow-up interviews. To ground
these predictions in CA, a return to Schegloff’s (2006) discussion about 'possibilities' is in order. He
finds that, in doing negotiations in particular, at times during the talk in interaction, it is necessary
for an interlocutor to hold two or more possible meanings for talk concurrently. When one
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participant starts a repair of another's understanding, the interactants must be juggling both the
"intended" meaning of the utterance and the "misperceived" meaning of the utterance. I believe
that such juggling would also be available in orienting to, or orienting away from evaluations of
impoliteness in interaction. This study is not necessarily interested in only manifested possibilities,
but also in those that are not manifest and kept off-record.
Evaluations may present verbally or non-verbally within the interaction between people, or as
orientations to things which can be oriented to, termed orientables (Goodwin and Goodwin, 1987;
see Goodwin and Heritage, 1990 for a discussion of "assessables" in interaction), in the follow-up
interviews. However, when there is a cognitive evaluation of impoliteness, there is no guarantee
that it will be socially manifested (cf. Locher and Watts, 2005, 2008; Watts, 2003 for a discussion
about markedness of im/politeness). Such evaluations have the potential to be perceived negatively
(Haugh, Davies, and Merrison, 2011; Haugh and Bousfield, 2012; Haugh et al., 2013; Haugh, 2010a,
2013b; Inagaki, 2011), yet may remain off-record in interaction. It is not the scope of this project to
explain why such evaluations remain off-record, rather to explain that such off-record treatment is a
matter of the exercising of agency of an individual. It is predicted that people choose to exercise
their agency in making covert any evaluations of non-politeness (or impoliteness), or to make overt
evaluations of non-politeness which do not reflect their cognitive evaluations. That is, the
evaluations made on-record need not reflect the socio-cognitive evaluations that individuals make in
interaction. People can say they are not offended when they are, and vice versa (Merrison, 2016)

4.2 Analytical tools
4.2.1 CA as an analytical tool
The tools used for this project stem from the EM, MCA and CA traditions of interactional
analysis and discourse studies. The robustness of the findings from CA have become generalisable
across many disciplines due to the amounts of data and thorough analysis required to produce CA
accounts of the data. According to ten Have,
CA tries to provide analytic descriptions of the organization of (inter)action, abstracting from
the 'contents' of those (inter)actions. Therefore, CA has been characterized by Schwartz and Jacobs
(1979) as a kind of 'formal sociology', as have been the sociology of Simmel, ethnomethodology, and
the approach taken by Erving Goffman. (ten Have, 1997)

CA is inherently focused on natural interactions. Natural interactions can be considered those
occurring in natural environments where the data meets the “dead researcher test” (Potter, 2002).
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That is, the data would have occurred anyway, even if the researcher never arrived to make the
recording. The recording is only collecting audio or video from interaction that would have occurred
anyway. A main focus of early CA analysis was toward the simple interactional practices which
interactants abide by in achieving interaction. Simply put, what is it that the interactants do in order
to achieve interaction? Through careful teasing out of phone call and interactional data, several such
rules were found. These include turn taking, adjacency and sequencing of talk (Sacks, Schegloff, and
Jefferson, 1974). It has been shown that particular norms of interactional practice (like turn taking)
are salient to researchers in natural data. Problematically, the CA project only exposes the
interactional achievement of the ongoing and projected social actions. It is a hypothesis that at least
some impolite evaluations might not be a produced on-record, rather that they are implied, left offrecord, or disattended to altogether. The problem arises that the conversation analysis tool, when
used by itself, is not broad enough in scope to deal with those evaluations that are not part of the
interactional record (c.f. Haugh, 2015)
The email data and the Facebook comments data were collected post interaction, and as such,
meet the dead researcher test. The face-to-face ‘getting acquainted’ data is a recording of people
getting acquainted. There is a potential that some of these participants may have met naturally (as
some participants are friends of the researcher), but this potential is only hypothetical. The
participants were strangers, coming together to chat with other strangers and be recorded, yet the
social activity (getting to know each other) is a natural-like activity. However, these participants
came together at the time of the recording solely for the purposes of the recording, and as such this
data is not natural (it fails the dead researcher test).
In marked interaction, displaying tokens of error, repair, or mismatching of perceptions may
make salient some practices which are being adhered to or broken. Such marked moments of
interaction have also been indexed in im/politeness literature as places where im/politeness is
salient for a researcher.
In this way, the data sets were chosen to both adhere to the CA paradigm desire for talk-ininteraction, and other forms of interaction (namely written CMC forms) which do not directly
conform to CA’s paradigm, but which show a clear architecture of intersubjectivity between
participants. According to Heritage (1998), interaction holds in contexts where co-locative, cotemporal participants communicate, which shows an architecture of intersubjectivity. While the
face-to-face data is clearly interactive, the email or Facebook data show less co-locativity and less
co-temporality. Yet, these participants in these text based interactions are co-constructing an
architecture of intersubjectivity, and as such, are indeed interacting.
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In terms of the email data, the participants are non-co-locative, as they are emailing from
their respective workplaces. However, due to the minimal duration between the emails and a trend
showing that overly long and short response times seem to indicate some amount of preference (cf.
Rendle-Short, 2015), email interactions of this kind (short message email interactions) are at least
partially co-temporal (Mitchell, 2015). Facebook replies, however, display participants who are nonco-locative (participants’ locations are unknown, however the replies are made in English, Chinese,
Thai and Arabic scripts), and clearly non-co-temporal (the date and time stamping of participants’
responses show sequential positioning, but not temporal positioning relative to other responses).
Even without co-temporal and co-locative positioning of participants, this data is still
indicative of an architecture of intersubjectivity. There are clearly indications of sequential
positioning of moves relative to prior turn (see section 2.2.2. above). Also, when the body of
respondents are treated as participating in interaction, their responses show alignment, affiliation
and projection practices that would be seen elsewhere in face-to-face interaction. Participants
orient to projected actions like criticisms, make interactive moves to align with and affiliate with
ongoing projects and stances, and as such, these data sets are still interactions of natural-like data.
As they are not “talk-in-interaction”, they are problematic to the CA analytical method. It will be
shown, however that the orientation to “moves” rather than “turns” will facilitate interactional
analysis.
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4.2.2 Participant order and footings

Figure 4.2.2. Haugh (2013) Participation order
This model, presented by Haugh (2013) and Kádár and Haugh (2013) is a reanalysed model of
the participant framework, originally posed by Goffman (1981). The model comprises three main
sections. The production footings, the reception footings, and the reception statuses for the
recipient.
In the production statuses, there are the footings of figure, principal, author and producer.
The figure is invoked when the speaker is talking about themselves, and they become the topic of
the conversation. The principal is the footing to which accountability is cast. It is often the principal
which is evaluated negatively in instances of impoliteness, for example. The author is the footing
which is responsible for the particular construction of talk. In a film, the writers are the author, and
the actor is termed the producer, essentially they are the utterer and potentially the principal for the
words that the writer authors. Finally, the orator or utterer, is the footing which acts to put the
utterance onto the interactional record.
In the reception statuses there are the target, accounter, interpreter and recipient. The target
is the recipient who is the topic of conversation, and corresponds to the footing figure. The
accounter is the footing which puts onto the interactional record, an evaluation of some prior talk or
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conduct. The accounter corresponds to the principal producer footing. The interpreter is the footing
responsible for the construal of evaluations. It might occur that the interpreter is not a ratified
participant, and the accounter then becomes their mouthpiece. Finally, the recipient (and their
participancy status) are the final footing.
The reception statuses tend to be the more discuss elements of the participant order. Each
reception status corresponds to a more or less ratified addressee. A direct addressee is more ratified
than a side participant. Then there are the (un)ratified participants, each less ratified in status, the
bystander, listener-in and eavesdropper. One of the main discussions that Haugh (2013) generated
about this participant order was a claim that perhaps, in some contexts, these unratified participants
might be seemingly addressed recipients. Within the Culpeper (2005) discussion around the game
show “the weakest link” it was suggested that impolite utterances were constructed as
entertainment for the audience members. In terms of participant status, audience members are
seemingly part of a listener-in recipient status, however they are clearly part of the ratified
audience.

4.3 The data sets, participants and ethics considerations
The collection of data for this study has posed significant challenges. Firstly, there is a
constraint on the requirement for “natural data” (Goodwin and Heritage, 1990; Psathas, 1995;
ten Have, 1997), and secondly, the data requires features of interaction. The problems stemmed
from the desire to analyse impoliteness as evaluations made in interaction and to account for the
impoliteness in terms of the agency afforded the participant within the social sphere that the
interaction occurs.
In order to explore hypothesis 1, a. “what does the exercising of agency look like in data?”, the
analysis in this project cannot be limited to only one interactional domain. As such, data from three
different domains have been collected. One set of interactions from face-to-face getting acquainted
interactions, one from email interactions within a closed community of practice, and the last from
the comments and replies to comments in Facebook and Jezebel webpages. In collecting this
broader data, this project hopes to explore what exercising of agency looks like within the data of
face-to-face communication, informal email communication and in online comments on social
media.
The exploration of hypothesis 2 and 3 will come from the findings of the data. It is predicted
that the data sets will show some conformity in the exercising of agency, but at the same time, show
distinct differences due to the different modes of communication. Also, it is predicted that the email
and online polylogue data will show differences to the face-to-face data, as they are written forms of
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communication, and participants are not purely co-temporal nor co-locative. The features of CMC
data may show that the turn design and affiliation and alignment features of turns may manifest
impoliteness evaluations differently to the co-temporal and co-locative face-to-face data.

4.3.1 The separate data sets
This study uses three separate data sets of interactional data. The first data set comes from
‘getting acquainted’ interactions between Australian English speaking participants. The second data
set comes from email interactions between four Australian English speaking males. The third data
set comes from submissions and comments to those submissions made on Facebook and Jezebel,
both of which are social media platforms. Each data set explores the exercising of agency from
within different participant networks (strangers, a closed community of practice, and an open
community), and across different modes of communication (face-to-face interaction, emailing, and
submissions and comments to submission). They explore the mediums of talk in interaction, text in
interaction, and static text (comments) with an interactional structure based on moves (Bou-Franch
et al., 2012; Lorenzo-Dus et al., 2011) rather than turns (Sacks et al., 1974).
Within different participant networks, it is predicted that achieving interaction may be difficult
and has a high propensity for failure, yet still remains within the CA tolerance for natural
communication data. These participant networks include strangers (getting acquainted interactions,
chapter 4), tightly knit communities of practice (short message email interactions, chapter 5), and a
loosely knit society of interaction (Facebook comments as interactive moves, chapter 6). Although
distinct interactive landscapes exist within each of these data sets, all participants are invested in
singular shared action trajectories at least in terms of participant intentionality. Within the getting
acquainted interactions, the participants are invested in doing “getting acquainted”, an arguably
naturally occurring action trajectory between strangers. Similarly, the short message email
interactions show a strong alignment between participants on entertainment as an action trajectory.
The participants here, although close friends, need to manage their interactive input so as to
maintain entertainment as a project above other putative evaluations, such as insults or complaints.
Finally, the Facebook response data all stem from one specific public Facebook profile. All the
participants are oriented to the same interactional trajectory of commenting on and evaluating one
specific Facebook post. Although the participants here are all intentionally directed at the same
action trajectory, they make available very different evaluations of the original Facebook post.
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4.3.2 Ethics approvals
In order to maintain the natural interaction status of the data and align it with the CA
methodological constraints, manual control of participants was limited. Participants for the getting
acquainted interactions were sought firstly from appropriately aged University students (Griffith
University Ref No: LAL/16/10/HREC). Participants for the short message email interactions were
already a part of a closed community of practice. The data was collected in line with the relevant
ethics approval (Griffith University Ref No: LAL/03/12/HREC).
One main challenge with this email data set was to gather the data with minimal impact on
the data itself. This was achieved through the archiving of the email chains when each thread of talk
had come to an end for a period of several months. The data collection process involved the
systematic cutting and pasting of the emails (all errors maintained), their author’s details, and the
subject lines. Each email body was then copy-pasted into a new transcription document in time
order with the emails received before and afterward which had the same subject line. The archived
data included significant amounts of identifying material which clearly indicated the participants,
their position in a company, and the company they worked for. All of this material was removed and
replaced (where relevant) with the pseudonyms Allan, Brian, Chris and Damien. At times when the
participants themselves index each other using only their initial, the replaced pseudonym initial was
used instead (A, B, C and D).
Facebook data from a public Facebook site was gathered according to ethics approval.
According to communication with the Human Research Ethics Committee at Griffith University, the
collection of publically available, non-private Facebook data did not require ethical approval. As
such, the Facebook data collection was not bound by ethical considerations. Any Facebook member
has access to this data, and as such, it is not in a private domain and is not restricted by ethical
concerns. However, identifying comments, links and geographical features, cities, countries and
states have all been scrubbed from this data collection. Although the HREC team at Griffith
University do not believe this data collection poses a risk to privacy or ethical consideration, it may
be problematic that the authors of this data could be found. It is requested that no such identity
search is conducted by the readers of this thesis. In other Facebook analysis of private data,
pseudonyms and identifying remarks were removed (Maíz-Arévalo, 2013, 2015).
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4.3.3 Data set one: getting acquainted interactions
The first data set comes from partially contrived, face-to-face “getting acquainted”
interactions and some follow-up interviews conducted with some participants. They are partially
contrived in that if the researcher had not been present, the communication between the
participants would not have occurred. The social action of getting acquainted is herein considered
natural-like as the general social action of getting acquainted is actually what is being achieved in
these recordings (Haugh, 2011; Svennevig, 1999).
Within the face-to-face data, participants who do not know each other are interacting directly
for the first time. Two separate recording events were conducted using two separate pools of
participants, and these events were recorded as the first and second recording protocols (due to
different bodies of participants). There is no community of practice between these participants and
their shared knowledge is limited to either being students at university (first recording protocol) or
being associated with one of the researchers (second recording protocol) or members of the
Australian English speaking community (arguably a society of practice). The participants were
selected on the basis that they all oriented to being first language that as all participants share the
same first language, that they also share the practices of “getting acquainted”. Some amount of
social sharedness is arguably at play, as all participants were selected from Australian English
speakers (AusE) and all from either a Brisbane-based university, or from associates with the
researchers. It is suggested here that a society of practice may be at play. A society of practice is a
group of practitioners (like a community of practice) who often participate in particular behaviours
together, but those practices are not limited to a single context (like a meeting) rather operate at
the level of societal action (driving a car in Australia, for example). In this way, all participants draw
from a similar language and geographical pool of information when performing social actions.
Some of these recordings were followed up with participant interviews. Segments of the
original recording were played back to the participants, and their orientations to them were
solicited. Selections from the original recording were chosen which displayed either problematic
talk, or some orientations to impoliteness (see Culpeper 1996). The participants were asked nonleading questions to guide them to recount and re-evaluate the original interactions. Such reevaluations give rise to the claim that putative evaluations may have been available to the
participant, but not put on the interactional record at that time. The interviews act as a separate
interactional framework to the original recordings. As such, they are not examples of what the
participant was recalling of the prior recording incident, rather they are an orientation to the
interviewer and the context of the interview itself (Pomerantz and Heritage, 2013; Pomerantz,
2005;
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Spradley, 1979). Any orientations to the prior recording incident were treated as possible
interpretations. Each of these alternate possible interpretations give insight into the potential for
other realisations of interaction (cf. Haugh and Chang 2015). They were not treated as the actual
original evaluations.
In addition to the lack of an a-priori community of practice, these getting acquainted
interactions are inherently private. That means that the only ratified participants of this interaction
include the participants themselves and the researchers. This stands in stark contrast to the public
nature of the Facebook data (see Chapter 7). This getting acquainted data therefore will be
considered semi-private given that the participants understand that it will be used for research
purposes.

4.3.4 Data set two: short message emails
Data set Two is a collection of short message emails between friends. The four male friends all
participate in the emailing practices from their respective work places. None of them share a
workplace, though Allan, and Chris have both worked at Brian’s workplace in the past. Both the
intimacy of the participants, and the workplace email filters contribute to the emailing practice.
The participants in this second data set are a tight knit, closed community of practice (CofP),
such as those occurring in workplace interactions (Graham, 2007; Holmes, Marra, and Vine, 2012;
Schnurr, 2009), whose primary activity is emailing each other for entertainment. The participants
email each other in an effort to achieve entertainment, and pursue planning actions for future rockclimbing related events. One main joint social action trajectory of these emails is verbal jousting and
jocular mockery, a form of entertainment impoliteness work (cf. Culpeper 1996, 2011). As the emails
are usually written and sent from their workplaces, there are clear indications of the community of
practice of the participants interacting with the community of practice of their workplaces.
This group is effectively a closed CofP, as no new participants have ever been able to become
permanent members. Even though there are attempts to add new participants at times, new
membership is never sustained beyond a few weeks, and these participants never become ongoing
participants.
Although verbal jousting practices permeate all levels of interaction in these emails, the
workplace control over emails is always a concern, and is frequently referred to as a mitigating
factor. For example, swearing and curse words are not tolerated by the respective workplace filters,
which delete emails containing such words before they are sent or received. This generates an
automatic email to both the email sender and its intended recipient to say that inappropriate
wordage was spotted. Participants therefore have adjusted the spelling of their swearing and curse
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terms so as to bypass these filters. This shows a constant awareness of the workplace as a ratified
audience for the interactions, and can be seen as an example of the exercising of agency in order to
maintain the ability to swear and curse despite workplace filters. These participants are opting in to
swearing and not allowing the workplace to intervene in such practices.
The four participants are members of a long-running, social, community of practice (Mills,
2003, 2011), Given the understandings of CofP, and how participants interact within and across
different contexts, it is predicted that these participants have access to differing strategies, social
norms, knowledge and assumptions from their differing CofP (differing workplaces), as well as
shared strategies, social norms, knowledge and assumptions which they share as friends engaged in
chatting. In the getting acquainted data, participants are assumed to share the pragmeme (Mey
2001) of “doing getting acquainted” (the social activity), whereas, this group of participants
participating in different social activities (teasing, organising, and socialising). In being members of
several CofP simultaneously, there is a potential that participants will use linguistic cues only
available for in-group members. In these cases, only those members of the relevant community of
practice will be able to access the emergent meaning, terms, social cues, and norms, making the
data rich with coded referents and implicatures. Examples of these strategies are available in the
frequent stylised swearing, abuse, jocular framing, chastisements and coded referents.
These participants regularly interact with mocking, teasing and verbal jousting behaviour. Due
to this feature of their talk, it was hypothesised that there would be a higher likelihood of
impoliteness evaluations being put on-record. This data set was therefore an excellent site for the
analysis of what the exercising of agency looks like when the “social norm” is to be non-polite. This
analysis is also hypothesised to give insight into the variability available in interactional data
(considering the norm for such non-polite interactions). These participants co-construct membership
categories and mockables (my term) for each other in almost every email chain. For example, Allan is
often mocked as being overweight, Brian for his eating habits, Chris about his dealings with women
and Damien for the way he deals with the emailing in general. By indexing these (and other) shared
constructions of each other, the participants participate in in-group indexation and co-construct
future topics of mockables. This data set is used because it is believed that this high prevalence of
mocking will display individuals’ evaluations of non-politeness, and show them exercising their
agency to accommodate for the potential impoliteness of the mocking turns.
These email interactions give insight into CofPs which use non-politeness practices (Haugh,
2012). The preferred evaluation of these goading practices are not negative, yet they could not be
considered polite. As such, these participants actively engage in normative non-politeness. In
impoliteness research terms, this would be intentional impoliteness (Culpeper 1996, 2003; Bousfield
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2008). Enacted non-politeness is therefore not reflective of intentions, as the nature of the
impoliteness here is inherently intentional. It is best to describe the goading practice as part of an
entertainment corresponding to humour, community engagement and sharedness (Culpeper 1996).
The analysis was supported by follow-up interviews, just as for the face-to-face data of data
set one. Due to the small number of participants in this CofP, all were able to give follow-up
interviews8. The main focus of the interactional analysis is to look for sites of potential impolite
evaluations and see how interactants negotiate evaluations at these sites. The follow-up interviews
are intended to gather orientations to alternative possible interpretations/evaluations of the original
interactions. Again, like the face-to-face data, the difference between the on-record analysis of the
interactions and the evaluations made post-facto in the follow-up interviews gives rise to a claim
that participants might have exercised agency in putting some evaluations off-record.
These emails are designed for entertainment. The participants frequently use in-group
membership markers and verbal jousting to accomplish entertainment. Verbal jousting is seen in the
language games that are played where one participant may be defeated by another, leading to a
pecking order in the group (Butler, 2006; Decapua and Boxer, 1999). The CofP maintain the verbal
humour as a form of entertainment, and as such, all members agree to engage in such humour, to
some degree. This CMC data is not co-locative, but as the emails are often received in very quick
succession, the data could be termed as partially co-temporal. Other CMC does not have this
partially co-temporal feature, such as Facebook and Jezebel posts, like those in data set Three.

4.3.5 Data set three: social media posts: the Maria Kang incident
Data set Three consists of a collection of social media posts, submissions and comments. The
original source comes from Facebook, and a supporting response source was found on Jezebel. This
data is considered computer mediated communication (herein CMC) (Androutsopoulos, 2006;
Kiesler, Siegel, and McGuire, 1984), and is acknowledged to have certain features independent of
spoken talk and conduct. This CMC data is neither co-temporal nor co-locative, so participants are
unable to interrupt other participants’ talk, yet are able to create responses to prior discussions.
Unlike face-to-face interactions, the architecture of intersubjectivity does not rely on an adjacent
turn, but rather an adjacent move. Moves are considered to be an interactional position which might
be taken up by several posts, but which all position themselves within the same adjacent position. If
one Facebook post were to ask a question (a first pair part) then any response which attends to that
question would be a second pair part. However, these answers would all be considered a second

8

This is true for all participants apart from Damien (D). Damien is the author of this PhD thesis,
Nathaniel Mitchell.
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move. Move is contrasted to turn in some of the literature surrounding online poly-logual
interactions (see Kerbrat-Orecchioni 2004).
Within im/politeness research, CMC has given rise to the analysis of issues such as flaming,
trolling and anonymity (Hardaker, 2010, 2015; Jane, 2012; Perelmutter, 2013). Such anonymity is
potentially afforded by all CMC9, coupled with the restrictions of response modes (Bond, 1999; Shin,
2008). Although these features are important in this CMC data set, it is the assigning of
accountability for impoliteness which is the main focus of analysis in this thesis.
As the data comes from a public Facebook profile, the potential participants are potentially
any and all Facebook users. The audience for the Facebook page (Chapter 7) could have included
anyone who had a Facebook account at the time of the fit-mum controversy. The main participants
include Maria Kang (herein MK), the owner of the Facebook page in question, and all Facebook
respondents who engaged with that page during the set of analysed responses. Although the initial
participant is the person whose profile is being responded to, she does not respond in the
comments. Rather, she designed a new Facebook submission as a response to the negative
evaluations she was receiving. This new submission will be referred to as the apology submission.
It is arguable that the ratified participancy for that page’s comments would include all
Facebook users, because the MK page is a public profile. Although Facebook is not a CofP, due to the
lack of “shared sets of practices and other defining features” (Mills, 2003, 2011; Wenger, 1996), the
participants who comment on a public profile page are always engaging in similar social actions
(informings and receipt of informings) within the same social network and using the same mode of
communication. It could be argued that this is an example of a kind of practicing community, which
but not necessarily a CofP as the participancy is potentially massive, and the incumbency to that
participancy is not limited to s set of individuals (as would be the case in a business meeting CofP). It
is hypothesised that this community may display some similar interactional practices in this
communicative space. The FAQ’s and general behaviour of Facebook users may show patterns of
preference (where trolling would be considered dispreferred response design10 ). The data set
comprises of people whose communities of practice norms are not shared intimately, but potentially
shared at a social level (Mills, 2011).
In terms of anonymity and privacy, as MK’s profile and page are a public, all participants are
assumed to accept that all other viewers of the page, and potential viewers, are ratified participants
of the ongoing interaction. That is, both commenters, participants who click the like button, and

9

Anonymity is designedly not a feature of Facebook, although the terms and conditions clearly state
that any member “will not provide any false personal information on Facebook, or create an account for
anyone other than yourself without permission” (Facebook, 2015) (cf. Hardakker 2010)
10
(Binns, 2012; Bond, 1999; Hardaker, 2010; Herring, Job-Sluder, Scheckler, and Barab, 2011)
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viewers are all ratified participants. However, as seen in the data itself, the ratifiability of a person’s
participant status can be negotiated in order to deflect evaluations of impoliteness and claim coproducer footings with MK. The participancy framework becomes a strong analytical model to drive
attributions of accountability for impoliteness in such written data.

4.3.6 Why is this study using different data sets?
One reason for using three different data sets is a focus toward the distinction which Mills
(Mills, 2003, 2009, 2011) makes about communities of practice. A community of practice which is
close knit (such as that in the short message emails data) will “develop ‘rules’ or sets of practices
which the group of individuals implicitly recognise as appropriate for that given context, and which
develop and change over time” (Mills, 2009; 1057-1058). This tightly knit community ought to
display a different orientation to interaction than those who are not intimately linked. As such, the
‘getting acquainted’ data and MK data ought to show different displays of sharedness, rules, sets of
practices and orientations to those practices when compared to the email data. As there is a
difference in the presumed ways that these participants will interact, there may be differences in the
way that they exercise their agency and differences in the ways they orient to accountability for
impoliteness. As Mills (2011) explains, there is a distinction between different levels in society, and
the available appropriateness linked to each of those levels.

4.4 CA analysis in non-co-temporal CMC data
This thesis analyses impoliteness evaluations from a first order perspective. This is achieved
through the indexation of findings from within the EM, MCA and CA ontologies and epistemologies.
This project is therefore being considered as “CA informed” but not as an EM, MCA or CA project on
its own merits. Problematically, it is not clear how these analytical projects inform the analysis of
Facebook or Jezebel posts11, or how they inform the analysis of email messaging. The central claim is
that these forms of communication are all interaction, even if that interaction is at the level of the
move rather than the level of the turn.
Phenomena such as turn taking, adjacency and sequencing display manifestly different in
short messaging email interaction. Ultimately, anyone is able to take a turn at any moment,
relegating the CA-specific analysis of turn taking and transition relevant places (TRP) problematic.
The complete construction of turns means that there is no chance for analysing overlap, as even if a
server were to acknowledge an incoming email arriving at the time that someone else is constructing
11

Jezebel is an “[o]nline magazine focused on celebrities, sex, feminism, and issues relating to women's
empowerment”, see Jezebel.com.
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an email, that second email might not be viewed until after the present email is sent. In emailing, a
single move is manifested as a single email, whereas in the Facebook data, the moves are a specific
orientation to the prior turn. Emailing of this kind (short message emails) is, however, partially cotemporal because of the speed and high volume of the emails received.
Short messaging emailing is not completely a-synchronic. In co-temporal synchronic talk,
interruptions, overlap and repair initiators often intercede in a participant’s turn. Yet with short
messaging email, one email participant is able to produce an entire turn (an email) and send it in full
prior to getting any response or feedback on the production of that turn. With this mode, more than
one participant is able to ‘take a turn’ at the same time. As such, a single turn is not able to be
impacted by the receipt of another overlapping email. Yet, in Facebook commenting, a current
Facebook comment could be interrupted by an incoming comment as the receipt of comments and
production of comments occurs in the same window. Where both emails will receive the same timestamp (as they may enter into the inbox of a recipient at the same time), the comments will not. The
timestamping of these CMC data sources are therefore crucial in the data analysis.

4.4.1 Timestamping in these data sets
Timestamping of emails creates clarity about co-temporality of turns, yet sets the analyst up
for ambiguity in their analysis. Emails are sent and received by a non-participant email server and
client which operate differently depending on the server type. There are three main server types in
common use; POP3, IMAP, and internet servers. In POP3 clients, time stamping occurs at a different
moment to IMAP clients and internet only email clients (like google mail) due to the server function.
In POP3, emails are held in reserve until the client (your email inbox) accesses the server and
retrieves them as bulk packets. In IMAP clients, the timestamp of the received email helps to allot
the email in sequence in the inbox. For google clients, the timestamp could be the time that the
email is sent (prior to it being received). Because of these differences, there is no way to tell when
an email actually becomes an interactive turn for a recipient.
Further, there is no guarantee that the time stamped on a received email reflects the time at
which it was read or actioned. Timestamping across all server types only allocates the server’s
receipt/sending of the email, not the time that the email became part of the interactional record
(i.e. the time it was read). The only claim that an analyst can make about timestamping is to a guess
a relation between the times stamped and the emails read (purely in a sequential order).
For emails and Facebook comments, CA is only available when a response is received. It is in
the response to an email that the intersubjectivity is witnessed and the response design of an email
is assessed. The response is the second turn to any initial email. Similar CA work has been by
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conducted by Harris et al. (Harris, Danby, Butler, and Emmison, 2012) who used CMC data to
analyse counselling sessions. They looked into the way interactive tasks are accomplished in online
counselling between the counsellor and the clients. It was found that emailing (and an interactive
medium) is available for CA methodology, even though the participants are not co-locative, and are
only partially co-temporal (they are only able to see another person’s interaction when their turn
has been completed, and as such there are no interruptions). The finding was that there is a clear
interactive chain of utterances, and it is analysable that first and second turn sequencing is available
even between text-based communication. This clearly gives grounds for an architecture of
intersubjectivity that arises between the participants, even though they are not co-locative and only
partially co-temporal.
In a study of asynchronous postgraduate reading group activities, Gibson (2009) found “strong
similarities between the discourse shown [in the emailing] and modes of interaction found in
synchronous face-to-face communication environments” (p. 4). Unlike the Gibson findings, the
participants of this study are all active; there were no passive participants in the exchange. The
emailing occurs between all four participants, but not all participants are always talking (potentially
due to workplace concerns). In the email data, unlike the Gibson data, there are social sanctions on
participants who are not participating enough. The responses to emails tend to be very quick, and
each email chain happens over a day, which was much faster than interactions over the course of a
week as it is collected in the Gibson (2009) data.

4.5 Follow-up interviews
Follow-up interviews were conducted to elicit participant orientations toward original
interactions. These orientations were analysed for potential alternative evaluations which might
have been interpretable in the initial interaction. These alternatives give insight into the possibility
that the participants are withholding, or leaving off-record, some of their evaluations of each other.
Questions were designed to be as non-leading as possible, each indexing a moment of interaction, a
participant’s recollection, feelings or understandings about what transpired, and did not index any
politeness jargon so as to minimise the leading of assessments. Questions for the email interactions
were similar to those used for the getting acquainted interactions (see section 4.5.1 below). Both
sets of questions were set flexibly in order to allow the researcher to follow-up elicited talk. It was
presumed that some elicited talk may orient to alternative evaluations of interaction and such
instances were queried to gain insight into the participant’s understanding.
The clearest examples of interactants exercising their agency in evaluating others’ input may
come where any informant, during the follow-up interview, makes an orientation to a rejection of
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the on-record evaluations from the original recording. The most interesting of these orientations are
ones which show a negative evaluation of the other interactants, even though those negative
evaluations were not available (put on-line) in the original interaction. Yet, each follow-up interview
is itself a new interactive moment with differing contextual features, degrees of contextual factors
and even different interactants, with differing intersubjectivity (see Pomerantz, 2012). The
interviews therefore need to be analysed as such, keeping in mind that the interaction and
intersubjectivity of the interview is framing that of the original interaction within a new interactive
environment. Using the CA standpoint, the follow-up interviews will be analysed for instances where
there is display of off-record evaluations not made present in the original recording.
Within the follow-up interview data, there has been an attempt to combine elements of CA
analysis and transcription to focus on the evaluations that participants make of each other’s
utterances in interaction. This use of the methodology is not an attempt to isolate post-facto recall
of the original interaction, but to make manifest any alternative evaluations available to the original
participants in regard to particular interactive moments in the original exchange. These interviews
were intended to highlight other ‘possibilities’ (Schegloff, 2006) that never manifested in the
interaction, and to suggest that because other possibilities for evaluating are available to an
interactant, any evaluation they did make is itself potentially an outcome of the exercising of their
agency.

4.5.1 Follow-up questions
The questions for the follow-up interviews were constructed in four main sections. Firstly, a set
of questions orienting the participant to the repetitive nature of the interview and the background
understanding of the interview itself. Two focused questions from this initial set include:
1.
2.

What do you think people should know about these
emails/interactions if they read/saw them?
What do you like/not like about participating in the
emailing/interacting?

These questions were designed to orient the participant to the original interactions in a
general way, and to prepare them for the question-answer sequencing that followed. The intention
was to create a clinical atmosphere around the question-answer sequence so as to focus attention
toward the evaluations that the participant was making.
The next set of questions were constructed around the interactions themselves. As each
recorded moment is revisited, this set of questions is asked again. This re-asking creates a clinical
environment, hopefully removing the impact of the researcher to some degree and to orient further
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the participant to the original recording. Each question was designed without leading the
participant. These questions included:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What do you think X was trying to say here?
Is there any extra meaning that they did not say but you
think is important to understand what they said?
What is your reaction to this conversation now?
What do you think a person off the street would think about
this conversation?
Can you point out anything specifically that someone off the
street might talk about?
This second set of questions was designed to elicit orientations to possibles. By engaging with

intentions and implicatures, the participant is also re-engaging with the original interaction to some
degree. This re-engagement may make manifest new evaluations that were not available at the time
(as assessments) or may induce recall of possible evaluations. Either of these findings will show that
the participant is able to engage with the interaction and come up with an alternative evaluation of
the talk in interaction. By following these re-engagement questions with questions which
extrapolate for non-participants, it is hoped that further possible evaluations may be made available.
Each of these orientations to alternative possible evaluations helps to make a case for multiple
evaluative possibilities being available at the time of interacting. Given these multiple evaluative
possibilities, it can be claimed that the participant may have had access to multiple alternative
evaluations at the time of the original interaction. As such, the participant exercised their agency in
choosing one of those evaluations above the others, and put on-record that evaluation that they
opted into. In parallel to this, the participant opted out of putting other evaluations on the
interactional record. These off-record evaluations might be examples of impolite assessments. In
those cases, the participant has opted out of (chosen not to be) being offended.

4.6 Methodology in summary
This study aims to investigate evaluations of non-politeness (and impoliteness) as a site for the
exercising of agency by participants. It is believed that the analysis of this project will be closer
aligned to the actual participants’ evaluations that are made in interaction, rather than relying on the
academic’s intuition. In using the analytical and data collecting techniques of EM, MCA and CA in
exploring this natural data, the project is situating itself within the first order perspective. The data,
both short messaging emails, Facebook and Jezebel forum data, and face-to-face getting acquainted
interactions, will be analysed using CA techniques to inform claims about the participants’
evaluations.
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In order to make findings about other possible evaluations, follow-up interviews were
conducted with the original participants (but not for the Facebook data), using the original
recordings and transcriptions of data to prompt further evaluations. The questioning of participants
was carefully planned and shown to make available orientations to and occasioning of such possible
evaluations.
The study is further aimed at adjusting the current model of the participant in interaction to
include the potential for them to exercise their agency in making evaluations. It is believed that this
study will find that interactants have an ability to adjust how they project their in the moment
evaluations in such a way so as to hide, suppress, enhance, or obfuscate their original evaluations.
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Chapter 5

Data chapter 1: face-to-face data

A central pursuit of this study is to investigate the interactional achievement of impoliteness,
and whether agency plays a part in making negative evaluations. In Chapter 2 it was shown that the
impoliteness literature focuses on the first order perspective, and that the analysis of data ought to
be accomplished with interactional tools, such as conversation analysis. Chapter 3 showed that the
evaluation of accountability for impoliteness is tied directly to the innate ability to control one’s
actions, known as agency. Then in Chapter 4, it was argued that the collection and analysis of natural
data is one of the better methodologies that can be used to investigate the attribution of
accountability and the individual exercising of agency.
This chapter is the first of three data chapters. This data set comes from video and audio
recordings of strangers getting acquainted, using similar methodological constraints as Svennevig
(1999) and Haugh (2011). Getting acquainted is considered a natural social action which is often
achieved when strangers meet for the first time. As such, the action of getting acquainted between
strangers is a natural source for data because it meets the “dead researcher test” (Potter, 2002), yet
the actual circumstances of these strangers meeting is entirely fabricated in the pursuit of this study.
As such, this data is not contextually natural, but the interactivity that the participants are engaged
in (within that fabricated context) is itself natural. These interactions are tokens of how these
participants perform the act of getting acquainted. This data gives insight into the ways the
participants exercise their agency in doing “being not offended”. It is found that there is a tendency
to not evaluate impoliteness across these recordings, but there are clearly features of problematic
talk where such evaluations could arise. It is shown that several methods of evaluation deflection
are achieved where the accountability for impoliteness is either shifted to another accountable party
(such as society), or is not attended to and left off the interactional record. Although putting such
evaluations off-record can be problematic within interactions, it is shown that it is only in the followup interviews that the negative evaluations seem to be attributed to the original source. This shows
us that there is a different architecture of intersubjectivity in the interview to that of the original
interaction. Overall, it is shown that a general commitment to comity and interactive harmony
supersedes the need to attribute negative evaluations onto participants both in the original
interaction and when recalling that original interactionin the interview.
Initially, Chapter 5 discusses the data set and participants. Then, in Chapter 5, section 5.3, it is
shown that the exercising of agency is achieved in many ways. It is shown that such exercising of
agency is achieved in doing delicate talk, shutting down projected activity, orienting to topical
incongruity, displaying unwanted and inadvertent implicated premises, and dealing with jocular
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mockery and teasing. Section 5.4 deals with a particular case study where the interaction was
riddled with orientation to problems, and where the follow-up interview with one participant
uncovered a feature of cumulative evaluations of impoliteness. It is shown that the participants’
ability to suppress negative evaluations diminishes as the talk becomes more problematic, and leads
to the point where unsolicited negative evaluations of the other participant are given in the followup interview.

5.1 The face-to-face data
5.1.1 Getting acquainted interactions
In Chapter 2 it was suggested that impoliteness may best be described as an interpersonal
attitude, made on-record in response to the talk or conduct in interaction, and that the interactional
analysis paradigms under the ethnomethodology banner were powerful tools to tease out these
nuanced interpersonal attitudes from naturally occurring data. In particular, the analytical paradigm
of conversation analysis was shown to be positioned both ontologically and epistemically as close as
possible to the first order approach to impoliteness. Then, in Chapter 3, it was argued that some
individuals have and regularly exercise agency in their talk and conduct, and thus the search for
impoliteness evaluations might also necessarily include a search for the ways that individuals hold
each other accountable for the meanings of what is said or implied. This suggestion stands in
combination with (not in competition to) a search for preference design features, alignment,
affiliation and stance features in interaction, bolstered by the EM and CA paradigms and surrounding
literature. This search for the attribution of accountability (and ultimately agency) and on-record
evaluations of impoliteness will take place in this data set of face-to-face, getting acquainted
interactions.
One way to highlight agentic actions in evaluations is to use interactional analysis tools like
CA to investigate alignment, affiliation and stance practices coupled with turn design, turn taking,
adjacency, sequencing, preference and repair features. Additionally, these findings will give rise to
interactional sites where deontic or moral order issues are at play, which may also give rise to
impoliteness evaluations. Participants may display alignment with an ongoing interactional
trajectory, which facilitates the action to continue, by receipting that action with an aligned
response, oriented to the ongoing social action proposed by the prior turn, and positioning the
recipient as actively participating in the achievement of that social action. This is an indication of
both an orientation to the agency of the initial producer as exercising their agency, and an exercising
of the recipient’s own agency in aligning with that projected social action.
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5.1.2 Treatment of accountability available in this data
In interactionally focused literature, the first position action projects the ongoing action,
and therefore the agency of the producer of that first position action is somewhat more salient than
that of the recipient. Agency could therefore be theorised to be more salient in first-position action,
as second position responses tend to orient to the project initiated in the prior turn. Yet, in work
that focusses more on the individuals at play rather than the sequential deployment of turns, such as
in discussing the role of prefatory address terms in second-position, Clayman (2013) suggests that
the response turn producer has the ability to design their second-turn in a way that indicates volition
and independence. Therefore the recipient, in responding to a prior turn, signals a claim that they
may not simply going along with the prior project (Clayman, 2013). He suggests;
[b]ecause sequence-initiating or first-position actions normally constrain what should be
done in response (Schegloff, 2007), first position is the prototypical site for the exercise
of agency and social influence (Heritage, 1984), while the sequence-responsive or
second-position is the prototypical site for constraint and social acquiescence.
(p. 290).

In spite of this overall assumption that the first turn may be the strongest site for the
exercising of agency, it may not be the clearest site for the unpacking of interactional achievement
of the attribution of accountability. Clayman (2013) shows that there are several instances in
second-positions where the exercising of agency becomes an observable feature. One such action is
in alternative action selection, indicated through turn initiators oh, look and well. That is, the second
position turn is disaligning with the projected action from the first turn, and the second position
participant is actively shifting the projected action away from the first turn’s projection. This is an
exercising of agency in disaligning with the action trajectory of the prior turn.
This indication of agency becomes manifest because the ensuing (dis)alignment,
(dis)affiliation and turn design of the response turn acts as an indicator of the orientation, status and
stance taking of the recipient. As such, the recipient’s uptake, orientation and evaluation of the first
mover’s projected action and turn design becomes a noticeable feature of their response.
Responding is not constrained by the prior response, but it is necessarily analysed in comparison to
it. These features of response turns, and their relative positioning to some prior turn’s project, are
sites where socially mediated agentic action become salient, and as such the very turn taking and
sequence design analysis (inherent in CA practice) are prime evidence to investigate the exercising
and deployment of agency in interaction. If an individual aligns with a projected trajectory
(especially as it pertains to problematic discourse or impoliteness turns) then that recipient can be
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seen to exercise their agency in aligning with ongoing talk trajectory. Agency is inherent, and
potentially more salient, in the responding second turn rather than the projecting first turn.
Conflated with this second position turn design analysis is the analytical purchase that
agency is built upon: is agency a first order or second order concept? Should the exercising of agency
be considered something that the analyst is aware of? Is agency only something that the participants
are doing in their role as participants? Is it that exercising agency is inherent in action and that the
individual needs to exercise it in all actions that they undertake, or is it more clearly discussed when
accounting for marked behaviour, or only in post-hoc analysis of interaction? It is the contention of
this chapter that the focus of the analyst’s attention needs to be toward the first order evidence
found in interaction which displays the exercising of agency. If the focus is on the interaction
evidence, then the scope of EM and CA is clearly useful to unpick the data to illustrate the
enactment of action by those individuals at that time. Also, it is the deployment of and use of action
which is the focus of analysis rather than the analyst’s perspective of that deployment.
In keeping with the findings in Haugh (2015), this chapter will isolate examples where there
are putative impoliteness claims (from a second order politeness perspective) and investigate how
evaluations of impoliteness arise (or do not) in responses in interaction. Where available, follow-up
interviews with individual participants are analysed to give further insight into the possible
impoliteness characteristics of the “impolite” turns. One key finding of this research is that there
seems to be very limited predictors of people’s response to impoliteness, which gives rise to the
claim that participants are agents and in being agents they have a certain freedom in expressing
their on-record talk. As such, any putative impolite turn may not always be treated as impolite in
that interaction, but may become the site for impolite evaluations in the follow-up interviews. In this
way, this current project follows Mills’ (2003) data analysis of particular interactions supported by
follow-up interviews with participants.

5.2 The data set and participants
The findings in this chapter are separated into two main areas: (1) impoliteness evaluations
which are seen to be in-situ derived, and (2) impoliteness evaluations which seem to be more
cumulative (a case study). This distinction is made because insights into the cumulative effect of
negative evaluations have been found in section 5.2. These cumulative effects of negative
evaluations seem to have a visceral effect on the participant who is making the evaluations, as their
recall about the interaction is very clear in follow-up interviews. This was quite clear, as prior to revisiting the initial recordings the participant expressed very negative recollections which had highly
emotive effects on her during moments of recall.
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5.3 Sensitive social actions: doing delicacy in doing getting acquainted
This section is devoted to in-situ displays of problem orientation. The orientations show
that sensitivity is aroused in the locally situated project due to some prior turn. Sensitivity of this
kind could be a display of “being offended”, but more often is seen as a display of “not being
offended”. The sensitivity orientation on these examples show orientations to delicacy, laughing at,
negative assessments, (putative) complaint sequences, unwanted and inadvertent implicated
premises in questions, teasing and other (non-) seriousness.

5.3.1 Delicacy work in impoliteness12
In this first interaction, Greg and Joanne, two Australian undergraduate students, are
beginning their conversation. Joanne solicits Greg’s field of study and laughing-at Greg ensues
(Glenn, 2003; Holt, 2010). Where laughing tends to project more laughing, ensuring that all
participants are sharing the laughter (termed laughing-with), there are instances where the laughter
is not shared. In some of those instances, especially where the laughable is the other participant (as
in this case) the laughing can be termed non-shared laughter, and further described as laughing-at.
This type of non-shared laughter seems interactively important for this exchange.
Joanne laughs-at Greg (lines 29-30) and expresses emphatic surprise when Greg says that
his field of study is political science.13 By laughing in response to hearing what Greg studies, Joanne
takes a disaffiliative stance towards Greg’s area of study. This case of laughing-at (Bell, 2013;
Glenn, 2003; Holmes, 2006; Holt, 2011, 2013; Norrick and Spitz, 2008) makes available an
evaluation that she is being impolite by disaffiliating with Greg’s choices of study options. As such,
there is a breach of the local moral order where Greg has the ability to evaluate Joanne as
impolite, yet he does not do so on the interactional record.

(1) 8-2-12 JG: 1:30
25 J:
26
27
28

what- what d’ya study?
(0.4)

G:

um:. (.) political sci:ences (.) basically.
(0.5)

12

This data set and an abridged analysis is available in Mitchell and Haugh (2015).
At the time of recording there was significant controversy about ongoing debates about the
leadership of the Australian Labour party (in particular, the ongoing “white-anting” (cf. Haugh 2015) of Julia
Gillard’s leadership by the former leader Kevin Rudd), something which Greg himself alludes to in the followup interview (data not shown).
13
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29

J:

30

G:

31

J:

[.HHhh]oh:::.

32

G:

[°.hh°]

33
34

o:(h)h m(h)y h- h- g(H)odHHHhhe ↑.hh[hh

]

[yea:h.]

(0.8)
G:

nah: if I probably had my time again I

35

might’ve (0.5) I don’t know studied like

36

aviation or something like that [you know¿]=

37

J:

38

G:

=[been] a pi:lot [hh

39

J:

=[wh- ]

40

[£yea:h.£ ]
[wh- what does politica::l, (0.4)

s- is political sci↑ence?

This segment occurs just after Joanne and Greg have self-identified. Joanne opens the
sequence with a typical student-student presentation eliciting question in a getting acquainted
scenario (Svennevig, 1999). They are both students, so there is a membership category being
established (student) with its own set of incumbent behaviours (students take courses) to which
they both belong, and they both know they both belong to that set (see Antaki, 2008; Sacks, 1992, p.
40). It is therefore an agreed, but only implicit, category for this exchange. In asking “what do you
study”, Joanne is performing a category-activity question. In posing a ‘category-activity question’
(Sacks, 1992), Joanne is performing predictable interactional work to get a conversation started, but
it is in her response to Greg’s answer where delicacy can be seen to be done.
In line 27 Greg responds with an um-prefaced token response, “political sciences”, followed by
a turn formulation “basically” (Pomerantz, 1986), which frames the subject of political study as
reduced or minimised in complexity in some way. This shows an orientation on Greg’s part to
Joanne’s position in the participant order (the footing of interpreter and accounter), and also
displays an orientation to an unnecessary complexity of his subject which he simplifies with
“basically” after the summative description “political sciences”. He treats the introduction of his
subject “political science” with hedges “basically” and a bricolage-like stuttering “um:. (.)” and
internal utterance pause (Gardner, 2004a) which make implicit a desire to simplify his topic of study.
Analytically, it can also be argued that Greg might be showing deference (Holmes et al., 2012;
Ogiermann, 2007; Sifianou, 1992b) to Joanne by simplifying the topic of his study. In framing the
subject in this way, Greg also makes implicit some possible inadequacy or trouble in his answer. He
seems to be orienting to the nature of this “new” information as being more complex than is being
represented, projecting an orientation to the informing as a potential trouble source. These turn
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design features show a recounting of fact where the um and basically work to bookend a recounting,
and position it as a news telling.
Joanne’s subsequent turn in line 29 occurs after a 0.5 second delay. It is clear that her
response is mistimed to the end of the prior TCU (turn construction unit); as such the uptake of the
prior turn shows surprise or un-predictability. Her turn begins with a surprise reaction, o:h (line 29),
and followed by an assessment (line 29) that includes a “lexicalized item drawn from religion”
(Wilkinson and Kitzinger, 2006, pp. 151, 154–155), specifically “my god”. This is all interpolated with
laughter tokens indicating a complex surprise response. Also available in the response is a negative
evaluation of the prior utterance indicated by a level of disbelief. The target of the disbelief is
treated as Greg’s choice of studying politics. The study of politics is treated as problematic and
socially inappropriate. This reaction shows not only that Joanne finds the study of politics to be
surprise-worthy (Wilkinson and Kitzinger, 2006), but also that the choice of study indicates a type of
person to whom a negative membership category can be attributed (e.g. an aspiring politician) (cf.
negative member categories in Culpeper 1996). This surprise reaction is treated by Greg as normal.
Greg readily accepts that people have this kind of surprise about his field of study. The surprise
response by Joanne confirms that these “co-interactants likewise confirm for each other a world
[not] held in common with … expectations breached” (Culpeper 1996: 158). Their worlds are not
shared (as is to be expected in getting acquainted interactions) and an expectation has been
breached (that Greg studies politics was unexpected). That this surprise is evidently not shared
works to “partition [the] co-interactants into different (sub)cultural memberships” (Culpeper, 1996;
174). Joanne’s response disaligns with Greg’s status, claiming that his informing is not newsworthy,
and breaches the moral order through acting surprised. The disaligning and breach of the moral
order are increased through the hearable laughing-at (Glenn, 2003, 2010) as Greg does not share in
the laughing, or laugh along with Joanne , even though space is given for such laughing-with (see the
0.8 second pause in line 33) (Glenn, 2003; Holt, 2010).
What is not certain is at what point of the prior talk was the laughing-at and surprise directed
(either the actual study of politics, or the combination of politics with science as inferable through
later talk) or inferably at Glen (Sacks 1992). However, this is not repaired and the topic of the
laughter is unproblematic and not dealt with. The disaffiliative nature of this laughing-at response
“promotes distancing, disparagement, [and] feelings of superiority” (Glenn, 2003: 112). This
disaffiliation is particularly noticeable because the preferred response to self-disclosures in initial
interactions amongst (Australian as well as American) speakers of English is a positive assessment
(Carbaugh and van Over, 2013; Mitchell and Haugh, 2015). Clearly, there are grounds to suggest
that both the design of the turns and the sequential nature of the surprise and laughing-at
constitute a
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moral order breach where Joanne could be held accountable for being rude or impolite (at the very
least). Greg’s response, an un-prompted self-disclosure, does not make this claim.
As discussed in Mitchell and Haugh (2015), Greg makes a claim to a “baulked desire” to have
studied something else (lines 34-36, 38). This claim seems to distance Greg from the target of the
laughing (no matter what the laughable or surprising content was). In this way, Greg affiliates with
Joanne’s affective stance that politics is not a good thing to be studying, agreeing both with the
implicated criticism of politics, as well as conceding the implicated challenge to his chosen field of
study. Notably, however, Joanne responds to Greg’s baulked desire to have studied something else
with a prototypical acknowledgement token “yeah.” (line 37), delivered with smile voice, which in
this case may be indicative of suppressed laughter (Jefferson 2004). In this way, she continues to
treat his chosen field of study as laughable (Holt 2011), thus indicating a disaffiliative stance vis-á-vis
Greg’s attempt to implement an affiliative stance (Greer, Yoshiko, Toki, Hitomi, and Andrade, 2005).
Importantly Joanne also moves to question her understanding of the topic in line 39-40 by
asking directly, “wh- what does politica::l, (0.4) s- is political sci↑ence?”. Such a move unpacks the
presupposition that politics is laughable by claiming an epistemically weak stance for Joanne. This
move seems to act as a self-initiated self-repair orienting to Joanne’s lack of understanding of what
“studying politics” means. This casts Greg in a positive light through positioning him as the one in an
epistemically strong position. Thus, a marking of epistemic incongruence is used to facilitate a
retreat from the prior laughing-at and implicit negative criticism of Greg’s course of study.
This move solicits a long description from Greg about the subject. In thoroughly describing the
subject, Greg is treating the subject as complex, adumbrated with his use of “basically”(line 27), yet
orients to the laughing-at as clearly available to the study of political science. Greg aligns with
Joanne’s stance and treats the topic of politics as socially delicate and a problem source. This is done
by explaining both the subject itself and defending his choice of the field of study. The length of the
response and interpolated hedging and distancing markers also treat Greg as a victim of
circumstance. In such a position, Greg treats his choosing of political science as not his fault. In this
way, he alleviates accountability for this choice through positioning his choice as out of his control,
and weakens his ability to exercise agency in choosing a different subject. In making his agency (or
lack of ability to choose) relevant, Greg negotiates the accountability for choosing to study politics
away from him in person, and directs it toward his circumstances. Greg is using agency as a tool to
mitigate Joanne’s negative evaluation of his character.

(2) 8-2-12 JG: 2:50
70. G
71.

I don wanna be a politician,=I’m too politicially
incorrect
(0.3)
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72. J
73. G
74. J
75.
76.
77.
78.

G
G
J
G

79. J

[hahaha
[I’d get I’d get fri:ed haha
£well- em so you£ >just doing it to< pa:ss the ti:me,
n [cause you find it interesting?
[pass,
basically yeah.=
=[hnn
=[that’s it.=just get the piece of paper like um I’m
goin out to the mines [so um,
[okay.

The formulation of Greg’s interest in politics is of particular importance here. Joanne offers
candidate responses for Greg to align with. Joanne offers a putative candidate response, that Greg’s
study of politics is primarily a way to “pass the time”, and that Greg “find[s] it interesting” (line 74),
to which Greg affiliates in line 76 by saying “basically yeah”, a similar adumbration device as seen
earlier (example (1) line 27). In formulating his study in such a way, Joanne positions politics as a
field of interest rather than a future career goal, putting off-record (although interactively salient) a
casting of Greg within the negatively valenced category of “political students”. Greg makes a partial
aligning and affiliating stance in response with “basically yeah” (line 76). By doing this, he orients to
and reifies the negative attitude toward politics and politicians, yet distances himself from the
membership category “politician” by directly claiming in the prior turns “I don’t want to be a
politician” (line 70).
In terms of impoliteness, this negatively evaluated membership category (Culpeper 1996)
of “aspiring politicians” is treated as a category with which Greg does not want to be associated. In
so doing, Greg positions himself away from the impolite evaluation available to Joanne’s
assessment, and orients to a social understanding about ‘politicians’ as a negative category. This
works to deflect the target of Joanne’s prior laughing-at and negative assessment away from Greg,
and onto the social understanding of politicians as a negative category.
Joanne’s laughing-at and the interactional accomplishment of how it is being treated can
be analysed in several ways. Firstly, it is clear that it is not a case of mock impoliteness. There is no
co-constructed humour (until the shared laughter in lines 72 and 73 above), there is no indication of
teasing work. There are no po-faced receipts (Drew, 1987) or uptake of a teases. Greg positions
himself in opposition to the negatively evaluated membership category and the personalised nature
of Joanne’s negative evaluation, yet manages to affiliate with a pejorative stance on aspiring
politicians. Secondly, Joanne’s move to negatively evaluate Greg’s field of study could be analysed as
a dissociative, or unsympathetic move, or a claim for inappropriate identity markers for Greg
(Culpeper 1996, p. 357). Finally, the strategies could be seen as a scorning of Greg which “explicitly
associates him with a negative aspect” (p. 358).
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What then of Greg’s move to disassociate with the membership category ‘politician’ or
‘aspiring politician’ and the predicates that these category entail? It is disputable that Greg evaluates
Joanne as impolite. Yet, it is quite clear that in the interaction itself, Greg does a lot of work in an
attempt to minimise the negative evaluation of Joanna, moving instead to align with the discourse
that she is highlighting, and orienting to his agency as impinged by his circumstances in such a way
as to validate his claims for non-membership into the negative membership category. This work
seems to all be cast not toward Joanne’s evaluation, but toward the negative implications that that
evaluation makes of Greg. As such, these strategies work to indicate his understanding of the
sensitive social action of claiming negative membership categories, and thus can be seen as clear
examples of Greg doing delicacy in negotiating an unwanted implicated premise.
So, how is it possible that Greg has the ability to create an evaluation of something otherthan-impolite in this instance? The answer lies in his agency. He is positioning Joanne as not
accountable for the impoliteness, instead treating the widely held view of the subject of politics and
the associated membership category of aspiring politicians as problematic. He is positioning her as
aware of and reflective of the moral order, and in this way, he associates the problem with a societal
attitude (moral order) rather than the individual. Joanne is not accountable as an agent of her
actions. She is positioned as a social enabler who is reifying the moral order.

5.3.2 Follow-up interview data with Greg
In the follow-up interview with Greg, he makes particular features of accountability quite
clear. He orients to the fact that there was an impropriety occurring in the interaction, and moves to
defend Joanne. As such, it is clear that Greg is displaying access to a putative impolite premise in the
interaction, yet moves to deflect the negative evaluation of the accountable party. This casting of
Joanne as being not-impolite is evidenced in the way Greg treats her during the follow-up
interviews.

(3) G response 12:17
216 N:

[haha]

217 G:

=and all that sorta thing so it’s it’s .hh (.)

218

↑oh ↑I didn’t ↓I didn’t you know get upse:t

219

or anything or offended like (.) you know

220

it’s it’s sh- um: (.) what she did is (0.4) what

221

a lot of people do like [↑oh] (.) poli- you know=

222 N:
223 G:

[mm ]
=like (.) politics l- okay (.) .hh so expla:in
100

224

that to me or: (.) you know like what she asked

225

so whe:re’s that gonna do: (0.5) take you in

226

terms of job prospects an all that so: (.) .hh

227

↑yeah no her reaction was just completely normal

228

’n (0.5) fine? like it was

229

(.)

230 N:

oh.

The interview section above was prompted with a non-leading question where the
language was not indicative of impolite concerns. However, in leading Greg to review the particular
recording (available in extract (1)) it is acknowledged that there is at least some directive attention
seeking on the interviewer’s part (see Pomerantz 2008; Pomerantz and Heritage 2012) as the overall
action trajectory of the interview is to direct attention to particular interactional instances. In playing
the recording and directing the attention toward the recording, the researcher is limiting available
recall toward a very specific point of talk.
In his response, Greg offers the assessment “I didn’t, you know, get upset or anything or
offended like” (lines 218-219). As impoliteness concerns were not linguistically prompted by the
questioning prior to this claim by Greg, it is reasonably safe to assume that these insights were
offered without solicitation or prompting of such a response. As such, Greg is making available a
putative impoliteness evaluation available in the extract (see (1) above). It is then clear that there
was cause to suggest that impoliteness concerns were raised, even though they were not dealt with
on-record. As such, the concerns were treated as an unwanted implicated premise (Haugh, 2014,
2015) which Greg orients to, yet does not hold Joanne accountable for. Greg designs his talk, both in
this follow-up interview and in the original extract, to attribute accountability for impoliteness not
on Joanne, but on a social norm or the moral order. As such, Greg displays an ability to adjust the
accountability for impoliteness away from the footing of an impoliteness producer (Joanne) and
towards that of an impoliteness principle (society or a moral order). In this way, Greg displays an
ability to not hold the producer accountable for impoliteness. This shows that Greg exercises his
agency in attributing accountability both in-situ and in follow-up interviews.
Additionally, this extract from Greg’s response is indicative of an orientation to putative
negative evaluations. That is, Greg orients to a potential set of negative evaluations of himself due to
his study of politics, and attempts to put these off-record, dealing instead with a general
understanding of political studies as socially frowned upon. Greg’s response deals with the prior
record moments potentially problematic. In making the evaluations “upset” and “offended”, Greg
displays an orientation to the intersubjectivity of the follow-up interview environment. The very fact
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that this extract was used prompted Greg to retrieve implicated newsworthiness about that extractan inherent problem with such follow-up interviews. Also, he makes a clear orientation to a
presupposition that Joanne could have been evaluated as “upsetting” (line 218) or “offensive” (line
219). In making these orientations, Greg shows a juggling of the recounting about the moral order
from the original interaction and an orientation to the moral order of the current interview
interaction. Greg is therefore designing his turn for the interviewer, the audience of this new
interaction. This is further proof that interviews of this kind need to be treated as separate
interactive environments with their own contexts (Pomerantz 1984, Pomerantz and Heritage 2012).

5.3.3 A brief analysis of the interview questions as potentially leading
The interviewer’s two previous questions were both oriented to the points in the recording
(transcript above) where Joanne laughs at Greg. These questions are briefly analysed below for the
potential to be leading or prompt particular responses. These questions come at lines 177-179, and
188-189.
(4) Follow-up interview questions with Greg
177 N
now when w wh
178
basically and
179
remember what
reaction
…
188 N
w wh what did
when
189
she said that
…

when you said political sciences
she kinda had a reaction do you
you thought when she had that

you think about the other person ah

The researcher positions Joanne’s reaction as something to pay attention to, and in doing
so, the researcher orients Greg to features of the interaction which he may not have already been
attending to (Duranti 2014). The attending to something, either through noticing or physically
orienting to it, is itself an example of the exercising of agency by the participants. The interviewer
mentions that Joanne has “kinda had a reaction”, and that may have led Greg to think something
about her response which was not previously salient. This question-answer project primes Greg to
respond with an answer orienting to a remembering, and then proceeding to report on that
memory. Similarly, the question by Nathaniel in 188, “what did you think about the other person
when she said that”, prompted the response to re-visiting of extract (2). The turn design of this
question presupposes that Greg did think something about Joanne and that that was recallable. In
this way, Nathaniel has led Greg into responding that he could recall something about the
interaction in question. However, this prompted response aligns with the analysis findings of extract
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(1) and helps to confirm the analysis and bolster the analytical purchase that Greg chose to cast
Joanne as not impolite even though an evaluation of impoliteness was available.
The particular questioning used in the interview was carefully scripted so as to not guide
Greg toward a noticing of impoliteness. Nathaniel’s questioning did not mention evaluations of any
kind, only prompted Greg to direct his attention to his feelings. It was Greg who offered the
evaluation of ‘not offended’. As it was Greg who presented the evaluations of ‘upset’ and ‘offended’,
and he reported them in such a way as to distance himself from them, Greg acknowledged that
these evaluations were available in that prior interaction. Clearly then, the follow-up interview has
shown that, in both the interview and the original interaction, Greg has exercised his agency in not
making available evaluations of Joanne’s laughing-at political sciences as impolite, yet those
evaluations are salient for Greg.

5.3.4 Shutting down of a projected complaint
The interaction between Frank and Iliana, shown in the extract below, is indicative of
orientations to potential next turns. This is important as the construction of a turn is reflexively
understood to project a necessary next turn. The projected potential response may in fact be a
dispreferred response, and this makes salient an orientation away from a projected impolite
evaluation of Greg as a person.
The following exchange between Frank and Iliana sees a discussion about their shared
lecturer, Karen. Although they both evaluate a potential negative casting of the lecturer, Iliana
moves to shut down any projected complaint sequence. These moves are epistemic incongruity
claims which lead to an eventual affiliative stance taken by both parties, yet the initial disaffiliative
stance stands in contrast to the co-constructed affiliative stance later achieved. Frank introduces talk
about the lecturer by evoking her name while negotiating coherence about which course they were
taking, “with Karen hahaha” in line 36. This is oriented to by Iliana as a complaint projection, and she
moves to shut it down in line 37, disaligning with the projected complaint, and then in line 39
continuing with a disaffiliation with any negative evaluation of Karen saying “she was nice”.
(5) 25 – 01 – 12 Frank and Iliana
32. F
would have been accounting
33. I
for decision making?
34. F
yep
35. I
yeah [did that last time]
36. F
[with Karen haha
]
[projected complainable]
37. I
it was actually like Karen, everyone paid her out but
38. F
you know
39. I
she was nice
40. F
it was a bit hard to understand but
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41.
42.
43.
44.

I
F
I
F

45.
46. I
47.
48.
49. F
50.

[grounding of complainable]
yeah but she tried. She did all she could
yeah. hahahaha [yep yep
[hmm
Na, I mean, I sorta you know you you go along and you
jus listen and if you don’t
get it that’s what the text books for
exactly exactly. I didn’t understand anything until
the last week and I opened my
text book and I was like ahh, I understand this now.
[thank god just [in time
[yep
[yep
How did you go in the exam?

The topic begins at line 35 where the discussion of mutual subjects of study eventually
rests on a particular accounting subject, co-presented in lines 32 and 33 as “accounting for decision
making”. Here Iliana has finished Frank’s turn by completing the subject’s title. This shows strong
intersubjectivity about the ensuing topic and the current sequence design. Frank’s orientation to this
subject is reconfirmed in line 36 using the lecturer name “Karen”. In line 37, Iliana says that she
actually likes Karen, and expands the turn with “she was nice” in line 39. The projectable complaint
seems available through Frank’s evoking of Karen followed with laughter particles, and Iliana’s
acknowledgement of the social norm that “everyone paid her out” (an Australian English description
of negative teasing).
Ilana moves to project a positive emotive evaluation of the topic, saying “like Karen … she
was nice” which brings about a moral order problem of delicacy in the face of potential conflict. If a
complaint is sustained about a topic, but both participants do not co-complain about that topic (that
is, there is no affiliation), then there is a loss of comity in the interaction. This is a potential problem
source as interaction is geared toward comity (Haugh, 2015). Complaints project affiliation or cocomplaining, yet for Iliana, the complainable is being presented as non-complainable, shutting down
any pre-complaint work that was being achieved by Frank’s evoking of the lecturer’s name. For Frank
to continue to pursue a complaint in light of Iliana’s positive stance toward the complaint target is a
moral breach, as this could be seen as not only critical of Karen, but also of Iliana as someone who
likes Karen.
In moving the interactional project away from a complaint sequence, Iliana disaligns with a
potential complaint. This move shuts down the potential complaint sequence in its pre-sequence. In
doing this Iliana presents two complementary stances. Firstly, she acknowledges that there is a norm
for students of Karen to complain about her. Iliana orients to “paying out” as a type of teasing action
directed at Karen, in line 37. This turn also ends in an intonation unit but final particle showing a
clear implication of a left hanging implicit proposition (Mulder, 2006), which is dealt with in the
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following increment “she was nice” (line 39). It seems to be that Iliana is orienting to Frank
mentioning Karen followed by laughing as a pre-complaint which would initiate a complaint
sequence. If Iliana were to align with a projected complaint then she would give a go ahead response
through affiliative stance marking. This could be simply achieved by co-laughing at the mention of
Karen. In disaligning with the projected complaint, line 37, and disaffiliating with Karen as a
complainable, in line 39, Iliana makes relevant a dispreferred stance relative to a complaint
sequence about Karen. This is an example of Iliana orienting to a possibility (the complaint) and
guiding the interactional project away from that possibility.
In turn, Frank adjusts his stance somewhat to allow the progressivity of the work that Iliana
is projecting. In line 38 saying “you know”, Frank shows a hearable partial agreement showing a
partial affiliative stance regarding Karen as not wholly complainable. Yet, he still performs a single
turn complaint casting in line 40 “it was a bit hard to understand but”. This turn design, using a
similar but final particle, not only leaves implicit something left unsaid (the full complaint about
Karen), but also that the complainable is known to both parties. This move adjusts the target of a
complainable from Karen to the course material, showing partial affiliation with Iliana, and orienting
to Iliana’s “like” of Karen. In positioning the individual, Karen, as not part of the complainable, Frank
affiliates with Iliana’s projected shutting down of the complaint, and moves to not discuss the
negative aspects of the teaching. Part of his report, that the material of the course was “a bit hard to
understand”, remains implicative that Karen was accountable for something negative. However, this
was not dealt with in the following interaction, and the negative evaluations cease. When brought
up in the follow-up interview, there were no ongoing negative evaluations of Karen.
This pre-sequence shut down of a projected complaint partially adumbrates the complaint
sequence. In this way, a moral order is exposed where a complaint about a liked or affinitive topic
becomes a non-complainable. Breaching this moral order (by continuing the complaint in light of its
attempted shutdown) might cause negative evaluations to occur directed at Frank for not heeding
the morally implicit shut down of the negative evaluations. We see orientation to this moral order in
Frank’s partial complaint in line 40. The turn is hedged with ‘a bit’ and projects an unsaid but salient
counter turn by using a but turn-final conjunction (Koivosto, 2012; Mulder, 2006) which is not
followed by silence, but rather with a speaker change. Frank presents the stance that, at the very
least, the course of study is a potential complainable. Frank has successfully oriented to the removal
of Karen as a complainable, yet still fulfilled his projected complaint.
In the following interaction Frank shows an affiliation with Iliana’s project, with lines 42, 44
and 49 all showing agreement and alignment with Iliana’s categorisation of other students as bad
students, rather than Karen as a bad educator. Iliana also adds a try marker on behalf of Karen (line
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41), suggesting further that the accountability for the difficulty of the course rests not on Karen’s
lack of trying but rather on the difficulty of the material therein. Frank orients to Iliana’s inference
that Frank is complaining about Karen’s lecturing, and reformulates his troubles telling (Jefferson,
1988). He offers that even though he had trouble with the lecturing, he overcame it through
referring to the textbook. Thus the complaint about the topic Karen is further adumbrated in
realisation of real world knowledge. This move puts the complaining of Karen off-record and treats
the difficulty of the course as associated with the material rather than the teaching method.
Secondly, in marking the projected next turn as a dispreferred next, Iliana projects a
deontic status relative to Karen being non-complainable, that is, implying that Frank has no right to
pursue a complaint about Karen. The interactively co-constructed meaning dealt with in this
segment is that Iliana disaligns with a complaint about Karen, and supports (yet hedges) complaints
about the course material. The try marker is deployed to alleviate accountability for being a bad
lecturer and orients Frank to Karen’s cognitive effort in simplifying the material. We see Iliana claim
affiliation with “yeah” (in line 41) as a typical acknowledgement token to the prior partial complaint,
with reorientation through the use of “but” and the offering of a candidate reason for not
complaining with “she tried. She did all she could”. This sequence shows that the projected
dispreferred complaint sequence may be oriented to as a morally dispreferred, in Iliana’s case, and
that in evoking the effort of Karen in attempting to simplify difficult material, Karen ought not be
complained about.
Of import here is the stance which Iliana is taking relative to Karen, the partial alignment
with an adjustment of stance by Frank (oriented to and constructed as the “norm” stance vis-à-vis
Karen), and the pre-complaint sequence shut down in line 41. This orientation toward the moral
order, through “paying out” on Karen, is receipted uptake by Frank (line 38, you know (yeah I know))
as part of a norm of behaviour for that body of students. Lines 40 to 48 could be topically attributed
to a discussion of Karen, yet is hearable as a complaint about the fellow students. This shows an
orientation to the normalcy of projecting complaints when discussing Karen.
Additionally, both Frank and Iliana can be seen to exercise their agency in the incipient
projected actions and norms of the topic of conversation. We see Iliana exercising her agency in
disaligning with the projected complaint, even though she knows the social norm that students have
of complaining about Karen. The move to shut down the complaint can be seen as a move to
disassociate with these norms somewhat. In disaffiliating with a projected complainable, Iliana can
be seen to be exercising agency through showing resistance to the social norm, and deploying moral
order (through affinity with the projected complainable) as a tool to resist the complaint. Similarly,
Frank can be seen to adjust his stance relative to the complainable by both adjusting the target of
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the complainable (from Karen herself to the course material) and then by affiliating with the
projected bad student membership category. In adjusting his initial stance to partially affiliate with
Iliana, Frank is seen to be aware of the moral order of complaining about a non-complainable, and
that if he were to complain about it he would be in breach and become accountable for disapproving
of Karen. Also, he would be indirectly accountable for breaching the moral order because it is
improper to complain about Karen in light of the knowledge that Illiana likes Karen. In shifting his
stance he shows orientation to a level of accountability for his evaluation as a breach of the moral
order (see the Duranti, 2004 and 2014 definition of agency part (iii)). Clearly, in deploying a stance
shift, Frank is exercising his agency in order to not be accountable for a moral breach.

5.3.5 Topical incongruity projecting impoliteness evaluations
Another area of impoliteness exchange is that of topical incongruity. Here, two participants
are seen displaying affiliative stances that their friends tend to over-presume things about them
relative to their fields of study. Peter studies bio-science and finds his friends over-assume his
understanding of non-related science fields, where Gabby studies IT and has friends asking her to
deal with computer problems, as reported by the participant. The co-complaint sequence shows an
orientation to friends being ignorant of the particulars of their respective fields of study. Initially this
is hearable as co-constructed comity, as not only do both participants agree with this, but they both
have anecdotal evidence of such interactions with their friends. This segment begins at line 194
where Gabby gets to the crux of her story telling. The sequence quickly becomes a one-sided
complaint sequence where Peter moves to complain more, but Gabby offers candidate reasons why
her friends over assume these kinds of things.

(6) s y 4:38.4 fix my computer
194. Gabby: Yeah, it, it’s good in some ways. It’s a bit annoying
in some other ways because I’ll have friends go, you
know, send me links…
195. Peter: Fix my computer.
196. Gabby: Well yeah, that too. I’ve, I’ve trained most of them
out of that by going, “I don’t do hardware,” um, and
they tend to accept that. I think it’s because I’m
female I can get away with saying that.
197. Peter: But you c-, you actually can?
198. Gabby: Oh, to a certain degree. I’m not very good with you
know, if something’s completely stopped working
because you’ve spilt coffee on it or whatever; there’s
nothing I can do. But if it’s just like a programme
being buggy I can possibly have a look at it and try
and fix it.
199. Peter: Okay.
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200. Gabby: Um, but yeah, no, more often I’ll have someone send me
a, a link or an email and go, “You know, what’s wrong
with is?” or, “What’s this meant to do?” Um, and you
know, it’s like, “I don’t know what something is just
because it has a website, really, truly.”
201. Peter: Maybe they’re sort of inferring from your sort to IT
abilities…
202. Gabby: Mm.
203. Peter: …that you should already like be aware of it and then
know everything that goes
204. Gabby: Yeah, that’s great in theory, not always.
205. Peter: So what’s, what’s, what sort of like the latest link
that they’ve, that you’ve been sent?
The prior segment, from 195 to 205, is added here to highlight the comity that these two
participants are co-constructing. Gabby is recounting an issue where friends send her links, and
Peter offers a candidate hypothetical quotation of her friends “fix my computer”. Gabby attends to
this in a somewhat tangential sequence finishing at line 200. Gabby returns to her turn about
someone “sending her a link” in 200 and the ensuing hypothetical citation of her talking to her
friend. Peter offers another candidate response, offering a reason for the friends responding in that
way. By offering such a defending of the friends, Peter is disaligning with the complaint trajectory
and this causes some interaction problem, as it is only partially acknowledged with “mm” in line 202.
Peter increments the candidate defending in 201 with a deontic claim that “you should already like
be aware of [the link]” which in turn is responded to with a token acknowledgement “yeah” and a
counter point as an upshot “that’s great in theory, not always”. Gabby is disaligning with the defence
move by Peter as well as disaffiliating with the epistemic stance that Gabby should already know
everything about IT. This talk about IT sees Peter eventually affiliating and recounting his own
problem from a science background. The interactional trajectory achieves sharedness about the
stance that both Gabby and Peter get frustrated with their friends over assuming things about them
because of their respective fields of study.
In lines 201 and 203, Peter positions their talk around an understanding of the moral
grounds of complaining. That is, their construction of the object of complaint is an attempt to
logically interpret the reason for their lack of understanding of the limits of the study of IT. Similar
features were discussed earlier in the orientation to the moral order of complaints in extract (5). In
that extract, the object of complaint was shifted from the lecturer (Karen) to the other students’
inability to study appropriately.
This interactional work shifts the target of the complaint from a non-complainable target
(Karen) and onto a social norm of how people tend to talk about Karen. This is not only positioning
the non-complainable as recognisable, but also making a weak claim to the deontic right to complain
due to the prevalence of such complaints within the student community. This shows an orientation
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to the meaning of complaining. This is a clear display that an attempt to mitigate the negative
evaluation of the complainers can be accomplished by claiming that the complainers themselves are
problematic to the context of complaint. That is, the complaint implied by Frank is positioned as
problematic because Frank himself does not have the rights to make such a complaint. Here, the
complainer (Gabby) is similarly having the object of complaint negotiated by Peter, suggesting that
there are reasonable grounds on which the objects of complaint (Gabby’s friends) have a solid
reason to presume that Gabby is more skilled than she is. In a sense, Peter is attempting to find
comity with Gabby about the nature of the complainable, as well as negotiate how accountable the
objects of complaint are to the ensuing complaint. The next extract shows Peter problematically
ratifying the actions of the objects of complaint in over-inferring Gabby’s ability to use computers.

(7) s y: So can you hack computers
231. Peter:
so c’n you:. (0.2) hack: compu?ters?
232.
(0.2)
233. Gabby:
no.=
234. Peter:
=>is it< li:ke >in the< movies?=when they do?
it=like. (0.2) >or tee<vee sh[ows?
235. Gabby:
[no.#=↑n:othing
is li:ke in the mo:vies.#=hacking? doeshn?t wohrk
lihke that, .hhh um. (0.5) e:=i-i ↑know a few.
little tricks, >and what<ever.=but. I’ve ne:ver
really been interested in trying #to hack
stuff#.=i-i s’pose im too: >much of a< goody two?shoes? h
236.
(0.4)
237. Peter:
ᵒᵒen. kayᵒᵒ
238. Gabby:
ᵒᵒyeah.ᵒᵒ
239. (1.4)
240. Peter:
>is it< (0.7) e:asy to learn?
241.
(1.0)
242. Gabby:
↑er, to ↑hack↑ stuff.
243.
(0.4)
244. Peter:
eah.
245.
(1.1)
246. Gabby:
↑e::↑ it-you ↑have to? >have a. bit. of. an.<
ap.#titude for it.#
Peter launches a topic in direct contravention of the prior topic. Previously, both Peter and
Gabby have come to common ground on the notion that people don’t quite understand what they
study, and also that people tend to overgeneralise their field of study into other non-related areas.
They suggest that IT students get asked questions about programmes that they don’t know, and that
science students get asked about math and physics. The consensus building in the prior turns at talk
established an agreed negative evaluation of the “people who do not understand what I am
studying”. They both orient to this with short story monologues as well.
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Peter launches a topic in prior talk (line 219) that presupposed that Gabby knows about
hacking, but that she may or may not know how to do it. That particular question sequence is
concluded several lines earlier, but Peter pursues this line of topic, suggesting that for him the
conclusion was not satisfactory. He then pursues the talk in line 231. This question shows a
disattending stance to the prior agreed co-constructed narrative around the “people who do not
understand what I am studying”. In launching this question, Peter seems to knowingly claim the
stance as one of those people. The question response is filled with preferred turn shape, quick
response, no hedging and a straight answer. Latched to the "no" response is an incremental enquiry
which offers stepwise transition from ‘can you hack computers’ to ‘is hacking like in the movies’.
Gabby responds with a short explaination suggesting that hacking is not like in the movies. She does
however add an upshot that she does know ‘a few little tricks’, but finally offers the membership
category that she is not that kind of person because she is a goody two shoes, presupposing that
hackers are not good people.
Most interesting is the following topic loss and increment question about hacking.
Although there is topic atrophy (lines 236 and 239), as both assessments (okay and yea) are
produced in a soft voice in an attempt to shift topic, the addition of an increment continues the
topic. It is here that some amount of irritation can be detected in GABBY’s response. There are
longer pause durations, another initiated self-repair (230 and 232) and a 1.1 second pause prior to a
high e:: pitch beginning of a hedged upshot about hackers. That is, a hacker needs to be inclined to
hack, or have an aptitude for it. This conversation topic continues for some time where Gabby
divulges internet sites that Peter can go to find out about hacking and, finally, about famous hackers.
This interaction shows problems as the topic is in juxtaposition to the prior topic, and there is no
clear uptake of the topic closure hints.
In this extract, disattending work happens in a next turn, which causes a disjunct in the
interactional flow. For the sequence above, Peter and Gabby are discussing the negatives of their
relevant fields of study. For Gabby, everyone believes that since she studies IT, she must know how
to fix computers. This is dealt with as a short story telling that Peter affiliates and aligns with. Peter
then presents a similar evaluation of his field of study, science, and how lay people misinterpret
what he does as well. Again, there is a short story telling and alignment and affiliating. These two
interlocutors are sharing a complaint. The common topic adds to a shared stance vis-a-vis others
(those not studying their field) and seems to manifest in a quickening of turn taking adding an
element of interactional engagement by both parties.
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5.3.6 Unwanted/inadvertent implicated premises in questions
5.3.6.1 Non-serious negative assessments; negatively bound membership categories
In analysing a corpus of impoliteness evaluations, Culpeper notes that binding someone to
an unwanted membership category is often dealt with as an impolite strategy. In this following
extract, Frank and Iliana (the same participants from extract (3), (4) and (5)) are co-constructing their
day to day activities, hobbies and families. In (8), Frank and Iliana move from a family and friends
related topic stepwise (Jefferson, 1984) to a related hobby topic solicited by Iliana saying “so what
do you do in your spare time (.) apart from business”. Frank solicits self-disclosure from Illiana about
her lack of family and friends “at the moment” (line 605), which moves to a jocular response. This
move casts a discovery claim that Iliana does these extracurricular activites “all on your own” (line
611). Iliana elects to extend her self-disclosure to include her current hobbies of “playing indoor
soccer, indoor netball” during the week. In setting the hobby topic, Iliana further self discloses,
including going to trivia on Tuesdays, a common activity held in local pubs. This prompts an
orientation to the moral order of being alone as somehow dispreferred. Iliana orients to and
distances herself on-record from the unwanted implicated premise that she goes to trivia nights
alone (line 625, “not by myself”). A side sequence opens up framed as a tease assessing Iliana as
“nigel no friends”, a clearly negative membership category (line 628).

(8) Frank and Illana nigel nofriends
599. F
°kay°-what about yourself.=have ya: (0.8) much
600.
family:?=o::r,=
601. I
=↑ah::.=I’m >pretty much the only one< in.
Brisbane?=
602. F
=wow.
603.
(.)
604. I
my pa:rents live in Canberra?,=my brothe::r’s,
(1.2)
605.
in:, (0.5) ↑Canada at the [moment?
606. F
[↑wow,
607.
(0.5)
608. I
hmm. (1) ↑yeah.=
609. F
so ha[ha
610. I
[↑just me.
611. F
just youhaha? .hhh all >on your< own?
612. I
$yeah? (.) °yeah°$.
613.
(0.6)
614. I
$nah.=it’s alright$
615. F
nyep
616.
(0.2)
617. I
hey, (0.4) pla:y indoor netball, an indoor soccer?
618.
o[n during the week=
619. F
[↑okay?
620. I
=so. (.) >something to< do:,=[trivia Tuesdays,
621. F
[yep,
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622. F
623.
624. F
625.
626.
627.
628.
629.
630.
631.
632.
633.
634.

I
F
F
I
I
F
I
F

635.
636.
637. I
638.
639. F

nyep.
(0.4)
so that with friends?=or, (0.4) from like (.) n[net-,
[>not by myself.<=
=no.=yeah, haha .hh
(0.2)
£n- nigel no friends i[n the corner? £ hahahaha
[yaah °haha°
(.)
exactly.
yeah
no. ↑yeah no,=it’s good fun,
cool. (.) so do you um: (0.4) like is it jus:t
social
netball?=>or is it like< pro:per (.) comp.=an:
(0.5)
↑we::ll, (0.6) its: (.) for FUN.=but there’s like
different teams.=and you: () [it’s like proper
[yeah

Frank casts an “inappropriate identity marker” (Culpeper, 1996, p. 357) coupled with
“calling the other names” (ibid: 358) which can be associated with a “positive impoliteness output
strategy” (ibid). Important to understanding this strategy is how the identity marker is framed and
how the turn which produced the strategy is dealt with. We see that even though this is dealt with
as a tease turn and shared laughter can be seen (lines 628 and 629), Iliana still distances herself from
the implicated premise with a ‘no yeah-no’ turn projection (line 633). In this occasion, the identity
marker is “nigel no friends” line 628, framed in a jocular and humorous tone through the smile voice
throughout and a bookending of laughter tokens (lines 626 and 629). She is treating the topic of
being alone as non-problematic, yet moving herself away from its implicated premise using the
‘yeah-no’ response design showing partial disaffiliation. Additionally, line 629, there is an
incremental addition to the membership category from 624 and 625 with the upgrader “sitting in
the corner”. This is a casting of a particular identify marker “nigel no friends” with category bound
predicate “sitting in the corner”. Such membership work coupled with jocular framing of the
membership work, works to create comity and shared understanding between Frank and Iliana
about the moral order surrounding “being alone”. Clearly they are working together to frame “being
alone” as a negative and unwanted membership category.
The assessment “nigel no friends” is immediately oriented to by both Frank and Iliana with
shared laughter and a classic uptake minimal response “yeah” in line 630 (Gardner, 2001). We see
therefore that although there is a potentially inappropriate identity marker “no friends”, these
participants are working together to deal with it as non-serious and therefore non-problematic.
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However, there is a shared orientation to the moral order that going to “trivia Tuesdays” alone is
problematic.
The problematicity of “nigel no friends” is oriented to by both participants. It is bookended
with laughter tokens which act as both a supportive humorous framing of the comment “nigel no
friends” and as a shared understanding being carried on from the prior “all alone” comment. The
receipt of the assessment in 629 and 631, “yeah haha exactly” shows an affiliative minimal response
acknowledgement marker, “yeah” followed by two beats of laughter. It is interpretable that the
pause between the uptake “yeah” and the assessment “exactly” might indicate problem work being
achieved but the surrounding frame of the interaction as humorous or non-serious, seems to not
allow such an interpretation.
The shared laughter helps to co-construct the identity marker as appropriate because it is
being framed as humorous and non-serious. Humour of this kind has the ability to be both framed as
jocular while still offering a line of truth (see Kádár and Haugh, 2013; Haugh, 2015). As such, the
prior potentially inappropriate identity marker is being re-constructed as a tease-like move where
Iliana is affiliative of and aligning with it as a teasable. With the supported agreement token,
“exactly”, Iliana manages to further support and affiliate with the stance the she is (at times) alone
(in a negative sense). By leaving unsaid and agreeing with what-was-left-unsaid, the interaction puts
saliently off- record an agreed stance about being lonely, leading to sharedness among the
participants (see discussion in Haugh 2015 about salient off-record impoliteness implicatures).
Frank’s response, yeah (line 632) is a minimal response acknowledgement token showing some
acceptance of what Iliana has said (Gardner, 2001), and Iliana’s further response acts as an
increment to her prior affiliative stance in 631, where the initial no-yeah token both disaffiliates with
a negative stance about loneliness and agrees with the sharedness. Finally, her final utterances, “no
it’s good fun”, show a disaffiliation with a putative stance that trivia Tuesdays might not be “fun”.
Akin to other work within teasing (Armstrong, 1992; Drew, 1987) and jocular framing of
interaction (Decapua and Boxer, 1999; Goddard, 2006; Haugh and Bousfield, 2012; Haugh, 2010a) is
the projection of jocular mockery. This particular interaction uses a typically impolite strategy to
solicit sharedness and intersubjectivity. In terms of agency, Frank’s assessment “nigel no friends
sitting in the corner” casts a clear inappropriate identity marker in reference to the surrounding
discourse. In this way, Frank distances himself from the accountability of “doing being offensive”
and draws on the licenced discourse topic of loneliness. Both participants affiliate with a jocular
framing through using laughter tokens throughout the interaction, further distancing themselves
from the accountability that his assessment may have an effect on Iliana. In this way, he frames
himself not as the producer of the turn’s evaluations of Iliana, but rather as the orator of society’s
evaluation. This
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places him very specifically within the interactive framework in a position which could be
accountable for the casting of an impolite premise, but is discursively constructed as not
accountable for it due to the co-constructed jocular framing. A negotiating of the attribution of
accountability for impoliteness is apparent here, and so both of the the participants’ agency is being
exercised in co-constructing this accountability toward the moral order rather than toward Frank’s
casting of Iliana as “nigel no friends”. Aligning and affiliating with the ongoing project and stance
that nigel no friends is non-serious shows that work is required to conduct this joint project of nonserious teasing.
This extract clearly indexes politeness concerns, and how they can be dealt with as nonproblematic, as long as all parties are co-constructive of it. The participants are jocularly framing
putatively impolite categorisations in order to alleviate accountability for any offence that is
forthcoming. Both parties do work to minimise the potential negative evaluation and maximise the
sharedness that is given rise to.

5.3.7 Unwanted and inadvertent implicated premises in questions
In the next extract, an apology illocutionary force indicating device (IFID) is being deployed
in line 111 in a somewhat unpredictable circumstance, between two males A and B. This use of an
IFID makes relevant some kind of prior impropriety for which an apology is being made (at least as a
token on-record marked apology illocutionary force indication).
(9) A and B 02-12-12 00:54.7
74. A: so >you know< Lara=
75. B: =yes:
76. A: where from.
77. B: I know her: from: <Mandarin? class:?>
78. A: oh.=at UQ.
79. B: yes,=
80. A: =↑ok.=
81. B: =>>yeah yeah yeah.<<=>so I< did that for <about two:
82.
semes:ters:?>=
83. A: =how long a?go.
84.
(0.3)
85. B: ↑a::m: (0.7) a.↑bout? (0.2) >a. little bit,< more
>than a<
86.
year ago.=I think [(really) actually?
87. A:
[↑o kay.
88. B: >>yeah. yeah. yeah<<
89.
(0.2)
90. A: and you still study,ing? at UQ?
91.
(0.3)
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92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.

B: no, no. no.=I never studi*ed a*t U*Q* (0.2) a::.h I::
(.)
>studied at< QUT ac.ᵒtuallyᵒ=
A: =but you:re: tea:ching the ?Mandarin course?[ᵒor::ᵒ ]
B:
[nononono.]
=I: was studying. ↑WITH? La:.ra¿ (0.5) so:: we’re
both
lea:rn[ing Mandarin¿
B
[((downward beating of the hand))
(0.3)
A: hmm.¿
B: a:::h, (0.4) so:::, that was: like.=that wasn’t part
of
like.=that was just >sort of like< u:m. (0.2) a
independent
Mandarin sort [↑of course?
A:
[oh. through IML.
B: yeah yeah ye[ah yeah.]
A:
[gotcha, ]
B: ᵒyeahᵒ. so wasn’t like throu:gh
A: a:[::?h.
B:
[ᵒthe course,ᵒ or anything [like kay¿]=
A:
[ᵒcoolᵒ.
A: =↑ok[ay? no:=>sorry about that<,]
B:
[(yea ).(
)] do you know La:ra?
A: yeah long long time ago we were at uni together
together.

A question naturally arises here about what is being apologised for. It can be seen that it is not
the on-record prior utterance that is the source of the need to apologise, but an inadvertent
implicated premise arising due to the presupposition available in a prior question. This apology
token analysis makes an appeal to the generalisability of speech formulae as a separate
manifestation to predictability. It is recognisable that an apology of some kind occurred (line 111)
due to the construction of a marked apologising device, but the predictability that such an apology
would be forthcoming is far from given. The use of “sorry about that” (line 111) can be heard as a
self-initiated self-repair of some kind (repairing a misunderstanding of information or perhaps a
miss-deployment of a moral sanctioning), however on further analysis, the problem source is far
from salient. In fact, the problem source would not be analysable within Culpeper’s (1996)
constructions of impoliteness. Rather, the implicated premise which could lead to an impoliteness
implicature is more in tune with Haugh’s (Haugh, 2015) ongoing work into unmarked impolite turns
(termed implicated impoliteness).
This exchange sees a clear co-construction of diverging interpreting of ongoing interaction
(Haugh, 2008) due to a difference in orientation to a solicitation to self-disclosure. Such diverging
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interpretation seems to be due to the under-informing performed by B through candidate responses
to A’s attempts to solicit a self-disclosure turn. Candidate responses occur at 75 (yes) and 77 (I know
her from Mandarin class) with post expansions in lines 81 and 92. Additionally, in line 96, there is a
prosodic structure where loudness, stress and intonation contour verge on a single word “with”,
saliently indicating some kind of prior problem and offering “with” as a counter-evidential claim to
that prior problem source. However, there seems to be little response from A to suggest that he has
oriented to the interactional problem, and seems rather confused by what the problem source is,
testing for clarity in further turns (lines 101-102). In fact, A’s lack of understanding seemingly
distances A from accountability for being impolite by not following what B is saying. Yet,
problematically, the source of trouble that the “sorry” in line 111 is designed to repair is uncertain.
The interactional achievement of diverging interpreting seems to suggest that A himself is unsure
what he is accountable for, but that he is accountable for something due to the defensive way that B
is dealing with his responses. As such, A proffers an apology IFID in order to orient to some prior
problem. It may be important to note that B has some physical characteristics of Asian heritage,
though all of his linguistic cues display strong Australian English characteristics. As such, it might be
the case that A is orienting to a potential for B (due to his Asian appearance) to be the teacher of an
Asian language course. This is a meeting of two separate yet interlinked membership category
predicates: appearing Asian, and speaking an Asian language.
This segment opens with A seeking an account of B’s history with Lara (one of the research
assistants conducting the recording event). Similar group identity solicitations are made in each of
the face-to-face interactions toward the beginning of the conversations. The participants perform a
check on the shared knowledge the other participant has, orienting directly to people each other
know. Such seeking of account relies on shared knowledge (whose relationship are you seeking
account for) and projects a topic around which to conduct talk.
In this case, A uses a “so” prefaced turn, line 74, linking it to prior knowledge (or assumed
prior knowledge), and asks “you know Lara”. A solicits an account from B about whether B is
associated with Lara (one of the researchers conducting the recording event), and gives B space to
develop talk around their relationship. B offers a minimal response “yes” with no further
elaboration. It is marked that the self-disclosure is noticeably missing and A immediately moves the
project toward its completion in line 76 furthering “where from”, which essentially re-initiates the
short story summons from line 74 seeking an account of B’s relationship with Lara. The story telling
is interrupted at 78 when it is overlapped with a news worthy uptake “oh.=at UQ.”, but is finally
extended in 81 following a further minimal response “okay”.
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The solicitation to account for relationship to Lara is deflected onto the topic of B and his
study (line 77). The deflection away from a non-present party shows an orientation to a moral order
that, in this instance, may show that only the present company ought to be spoken about, or that
non-present parties ought not be spoken about (especially if it is a negative evaluation). In all there
are three turns where space is given to B to account for his relationship with Lara, each of with is
responded to with either a minimal response or a candidate response (lines 75, 77, and 79). Shared
knowledge is displayed in line 78 suggesting that A knows something about Lara (the location of
study, UQ, would be known to Lara’s friends). Yet this shared knowledge is not strong enough to
imply that both B and A share Lara as a friend. No group identity check or shared knowledge
discussion about the mutual acquaintance, Lara, occurs in this interaction at this time. As such, the
solicitation to self-disclosure falls short and can be seen as a disaligning response by B towards A’s
solicitation attempts.
These disaligning responses show that the ongoing interactional trajectory projected by A
from lines 74 to 94 is different to that projected by B. Where A projects a self-disclosure of the
relationship they share in regard to Lara, B projects a topic of his own history. This difference is
oriented to as interactional difficulty due to the effort in maintaining a sequence of unknown type, a
set of extended repair work (from lines 90 onward), and the constant re-orientation of the projected
trajectory relative to resistance on behalf of B. Additionally, the disalignment displayed by B, though
not reciprocating with A’s self-disclosure questions earlier in the sequence, has a cumulative effect
which points to potential interactional problems ahead. With this sequence showing signs of
interactional trouble early, it is quite likely that such problems may persist.
An additional trouble source is the limited responses and uninforming responses that B
produces in response to A’s questions. In producing limited responses, B aligns with the prior turn’s
project as a question-answer sequence only, but not in a solicitation to self-disclosure. Additionally,
in producing only candidate responses, B leaves open a set of inferable items for each response,
leaving open inferable presuppositions as being allowed to go through. For example, in lines 76 and
77, A asks “where [do you know Lara] from” which is responded to by B with “I know her from
Mandarin class”. Mandarin class is produced with extended intonation and is positioned in the new
information slot (at the end of the turn) pointing toward “Mandarin class” as potentially newsworthy
and topical. A responds with a relevant uptake “oh.=at UQ” indicating that this was old news and
implying that A is aware of Lara’s education history. However, B’s role in that class is left unsaid in
his response.
The need to clarify B’s role in that class becomes necessary, as whether he was a teacher
or a student may delineate extra information about Lara’s and B‘s relationship and social proximity.
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This inference is tested in line 88 when A asks specifically regarding B’s studentship. A asks “and you
still studying at UQ”, leaving open the presupposition that B was a student. Yet, in response, B
directly refutes the presupposition in line 90 saying “no no no I never studied at UQ, I studied at QUT
actually” using interpolated laughter tokens to treat his studentship at UQ as humorous in some
way. The string of no responses at the beginning of line 92 also displays B’s disaffiliative stance
relative to A’s claim that B was a student at UQ (line 90, “and you still studying at UQ”).
There is a strong indication that this constitutes a problematic implicated premise either in
A’s stance that B studied at UQ, or a problematic premise that B is still a student. The laughter
tokens make salient the fact that an implicated premise is unwanted, but do not clarify what that
premise is. What is interactionally achieved is that B’s studentship and/or studentship at UQ are
problematic, resulting in a clear inference that B was not a UQ student, and is not currently a UQ
student. In doing this, B does not attend to a presupposition that his role in the Mandarin class was
as a teacher and not a student.
This is also problematic in line 95-97, similarly indicated with a string of negative
responses, no no no no (line 95) and a clear indication of his relationship with Lara, “I was studying
with Lara” where the co-student relationship is emphasised both with stress and intonation on the
word with. In following the problem statement, B also indicates the upshot of his studying saying “so
we’re both learning Mandarin” using physical, visual and kinaesthetic emphasis (the downward
beating of his hand) to indicate learning rather than teaching as his role in the class (line 96-98). For
A, the stance displayed here is difficult to decipher. Firstly, B has shown that he is not a UQ student,
and now B is professing to be a UQ student. These two facts work in distinct opposition and creates
problems in A’s uptake, hearable in his silence and query token in lines 99 and 100, “hmm.¿”. This is
coupled with a tilt of his head (not shown in transcript) further showing A doing “being confused”.
There is, then, a string of dispreference and production problems in lines 101-103. The turn
has several perturbations, false starts and a pause, what may be termed a bricolage turn (Gardner,
2007) may index some prior problem source affecting the current turn’s production. It begins with
several elongated words, ‘ah, so was’, interspersed with a pause. Then there are several false starts
and rush throughs and another 0.2 second pause before finally adding an increment “an
independent Mandarin sort of course”. Several problem sources are available. The prior string of
four ‘no’ responses to the claim that A is a teacher, or the prior turn itself where A makes a claim
that B was teaching the Mandarin course are both potential problem sources. It is left unclear which
problem source is being attended to, however it is clear that a problem has arisen.
It is here that a projected a need for either a repair or apology becomes salient. At line 111
A makes an apology move through the use of an IFID for apologising, “sorry”. The apology move
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seems to come quite some distance after line 92, where B makes the initial strong denial of his
connection to UQ and with being a teacher. It is apparent that the intervening turns from line 95 to
line 103 correspond to a post-expansion, other-initiated self-repair (Schegloff, 2007). What is not
clear is whether A is apologising for misinterpreting B’s studentship, or for casting some kind of
unwanted membership category onto B. It is hearable (though not evidenced) that A is projecting a
race related category on to B due to B’s oriental features and the fact B knew Lara from Mandarin
class.
As pointed out above, the problem sources, lines 90 and 94, make available unwanted
identity markers (a positive impoliteness output strategy) or an explicit association of the other with
a negative aspect (a negative impoliteness output strategy) (Culpeper, 1996, p. 357-358). Such a
move can easily be defined in terms of impoliteness output strategies. The first problematic identity
marker, “still studying at UQ”, line 90, is dealt with through laughter (line 92), denial (line 92, no no
no), and a clarification (lines 92-93), which all occur in second position. There is a potential that this
could be seen as either a laughing-at (Glenn, 2003), or a moving toward laughter (Jefferson, 1979),
but this laughter is not shared by A. The second problematic identity marker, “teaching the
Mandarin course” in line 94, displays high rising terminal structure indicative of lack of clarity or
questioning intonation. Framing of the identity marker “teaching the Mandarin course” within a
questioning format positions A much closer to a moral order breach than a deferral to a surrounding
discourse does, as a question holds strong epistemic entitlement on behalf of the questioner. This is
clear when B makes a humorous denial of being a UQ student, yet a strong denial of being a
Mandarin teacher (with strengthened intonation contour, stress and emphasis on the “studying
with” claim).
It is clear that these responses are tantamount to B taking offence. These are not examples
of a ‘no-prefaced’ response (Raclaw, 2013) suggesting off-record or covert means of mobilising
response through denial of implications of some prior turn (Bolden, Mandelbaum and Wilkinson,
2012). It is an on-line correction which prefaces the indexing of some prior problem warranted as a
sanctioning of A. The use of a correction in both cases orients A’s epistemic claim alongside the
perceived breach, and strengthens a negative evaluation of A’s understanding. This is further
evidenced when B offers an upshot “we were both learning Mandarin” as further clarifying work. As
such, these denial responses treat A’s claims as absurd, seen in the interpolated laughter response in
line 92, and as an over reaching of A’s perceived epistemic authority, seen in the strong denial,
clarification and supportive upshot response in line 95. According to A, B is offended. Having
oriented to a sanctioning, A then offers an apology in line 111, “sorry about that”. Such an apology,
in light of the fact that A does not know for certain what the apology is for, is an orientation to his
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accountability for having said something impolite. It is also an orientation to A’s perception that B
might be offended.
This orientation to A’s accountability is a clear display of a reflexive realisation of his
agency and the fact that he is accountable for his actions. In impoliteness terms, A’s apology could
be seen as an attempt to undo a potential perception that the prior action warranted some kind of
politeness but did not receive it, termed withhold politeness (Bousfield, 2008). In this view, A is
moving to save himself from seeming to be impolite by offering a blanket apology move.

5.3.8 Problematic orientation to jocular framing of talk
The discussion around jocular mockery, for the most part, is constructed as a mutual
venture. Both the speaker and hearer orient to the jocular frame in order to maintain it. In fact, if
jocular mockery is not co-constructed, it could be dealt with as impolite (Haugh and Bousfield,
2012; Haugh, 2010a). Jocular mockery work then uses effortful resources available to all
participants in order to make it salient and further it as a joint venture.
In this next extract, DD and EE are just beginning a gambit of searching for a topic of
conversation. EE, a rock climber, had just previously offered rock climbing as a topic, and EE orients
to it as a topic of talk as he has “[riden] past it on my bike”. The conversation begins at DD accepting
the topic and projecting a topic relevant question, “is that a night time activity?”.

(10) DD EE 02-12-12
39. DD:
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.

EE:
DD:
EE:
DD:
EE:
DD:
EE:
DD:
EE:
DD:
EE:
DD:
EE:

yeah. no I used to ride past it a:hm on my bike? and
<everything and watch everyone> rock climb=is like
a: (.) a: nighttime? <sort of> activity? or
a: primarily now.=
=yea yea=
=now that it’s summer
oh [ok yeah
[just a bit too hot to climb during the day=
=yea yea yeah
(.)
yea and it’s a time when we’re not working
eh
so
haha=
=hh
uhm an an whereabouts do you work
(.)
a: I work at flightcen’re?

In this extract, EE and DD enter into a self-disclosure sequence (as seen in every face-toface interaction within this data set) in which the forwardness of such self-disclosure is not
forthcoming. The sequence opens with DD asking a question, in line 39, “watch everyone rock
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climb=is like a a nighttime sort of activity? or”. The final conjunctive particle works to equivocate the
epistemic stance that was made in the statement, suggesting that DD does not know whether rockclimbing is a night-time sort of activity or not. This leaves the stance of DD as a “non-knower” and EE
as a “knower”. This type of epistemic incongruity elicits a response from EE which will fill in DD’s
non-knowing state. DD responds with an implicit yes (line 40) thereby aligning with the questionanswer activity projected by DD. There are extra incremental responses to this response. These
extra increments include “now that it’s summer” (line 42), “just a bit too hot to climb during the
day” (line 44) and “yeah and it’s a time when we’re not working” (line 46). The final increment
makes noticeable a jocular mocking of DD, in that EE is stating the obvious “a time when we’re not
working”, and is oriented to as such in line 50 with two beats of token laughter “haha”.
In this extract there is an un-framed ironic statement “it’s a time when we’re not working”
being treated as a source of humour work (as seen in the belated laughter tokens in line 50). The
ironic statement is unframed due to its lack of lexical and meta-linguistic marking framing it as
humorous. There is no smile voice used, no incipient laughter, no shared gaze created to solicit
response and no intonation contour indicating it as an ironic statement. In fact, the only way we are
able to treat it as ironic is due to the statement of fact within its semantic sense, “night time is a
time when we are not working”, and the response token in line 50 which indicates an uptake of
jocular mocking taking place.
To explain the sequence as a whole, the mutual self-disclosure work transitions into a
discussion about rock-climbing, brought about due to the relationship between EE and Nathaniel
(solicited earlier, not shown in this extract). DD attempts comity by displaying an epistemic stance
about rock-climbing as “I used to ride past it a:hm on my bike” giving him prior access to rock
climbing as evidenced by his “riding by”. This is hedged with an equivocality marker “or” (line 39). EE
presents that the activity type construction of rock climbing as a ‘night-time’ activity is evident
because of the time of year, “now that it’s summer” (line 42), and due to the working schedule of
the climbers (line 47). This statement of the obvious acts as problematic, as DD responds with a lack
of uptake “eh” in line 48, before finally orienting to the mockery in line 50 by laughing (hearably
tokens of non-genuine laughter). DD then picks up on the stepwise ‘workplace’ topic from line 47
and the conversation continues. This shows a shift away from the mockery and toward the higher
order social activity of getting acquainted.
It is suggested here that EE’s counter evidential work is disaligning to DD’s original claims to
experiential evidential epistemic stance, and this work could be analysed as impinging on the
interactivity by making available a problematic epistemic incongruity between the two speakers. Yet,
in the following lines, DD offers a laughter token (line 50) which orients to the jocular mockery
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device. Although the statement is not framed in a jocular way with laughter or other work, it is
treated as jocular through “laughing-with”. Dry wit and unmarked humour has been discussed in
Australian interaction (Goddard, 2006), both of which are on display here. However, it can be seen
here that, even among Australians, it may take extra time to orient to and uptake some types of
jocular work.
Subsequent tease work between DD and EE (including jocular framings of talk) are also
available in this conversation and limited durations between tease and uptake can be noted. Just
prior, DD and EE have established their relative work types. DD moves to expand the work
conversation in line 197 by asking DD “what kind of stuff do you do as a software engineer”.

(11) DD EE not confusing at all
197. DD: um but yeah w w so w w w>what kind of stuff do< you
do as a s software engineer.
198.
(.)
199. EE: u:hm >well at the moment< u::m ((lip smack)) virgin
dunno: if you’ve (.) seen the news but virgin had
changed their name to virgin australia?
200.
(0.8)
201. DD: oh okay yea=
202. EE: =from virgin blue?
203. DD: yep=
204. EE: =so::
205. DD: £that’s? not confusing at all£.=
206. EE: =[£noa£
207. DD: =[hahahaha .hhh
208.
(.)
208. EE: so moving from. (1.0) about five or so virgin blue
and subsidiary brands to the one brand?=
209. DD: =mhm=
This extract shows a technical description of EE’s current working life followed by a jocular
comment by DD (line 205). The trajectory of the talk is co-constructed through a question-answer
sequence (lines 197-198) where DD finishes his earlier talk (not shown) to solicit similar talk from EE.
EE presents a storytelling trajectory by giving prior knowledge “dunno if you’ve seen the news but
virgin had changed their name” (line 199). This projects a long turn story telling directed at DD’s
position within the company. An uptake is presented with a newsworthy token, “oh”, followed by
“okay” and “yeah”, two other minimal responses indicating acknowledgment. This shows DD’s
alignment with the projected storytelling sequence. After an increment “from virgin blue” (line 202)
and acknowledgement, “yep” (line 203), EE begins with the next turn of the story telling “so::”.
These turns are latched to each other indicating rapid self-selection by DD which acknowledgment
tokens are known to display (Gardner, 2001). However, in line 205, DD offers an assessment of the
story, “that’s not confusing at all” in a smile voice. The move is affiliated with a “no” response (line
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206), also in smile voice, indicating a similar stance regarding the name change. In the follow-up
interview with EE, however, this turn is singled out as annoying.

5.4. Cumulative impoliteness
5.4.1 Case study: the participants register cumulative impoliteness
In the prior section, the focus of attention was on instances of impoliteness or implicated
negative premises that could have been evaluated as impolite. The feature seen in response to such
evaluable turns included laughing at a negative premise followed by a denial and adjustment of
attribution of accountability away from the laugher, the pre-complaint shut down through the denial
of an unwanted implicated premise on a known third person (coupled with deployment of an
orientation to the moral order in order to deflect negative evaluations), and orientations to
unwanted membership categories being treated as a socially normative constraint, thus treating the
prior speaker as not accountable for impoliteness. As such, the body of data in the prior section has
shown that there are several ways for participants in the next turn to deflect or reduce the negative
evaluations made in interaction and adjust accountability for those negative evaluations.
In this next section, several examples of such exercising of agency can be seen occurring
within a single interaction. The next case study is included specifically because the volume of
potentially impolite evaluations, the orientation to them, and the recall in the subsequent interview
show that a cumulative effect of orientations deflecting impoliteness seem to take a toll on the
participants. This toll is clearly visible in the saliently negative recallable content available to one of
the participants in the follow-up interview. Our case study centres on one face-to-face recording
which was dotted with incidents of impoliteness implications, including audible irritation, disaligning
tease work, and overall problems with intersubjectivity.

5.4.1.1 Audible irritation
One of the indications of the cumulative effect of impoliteness is that of audible irritation.
Initially, in the interaction, A was able to put her evaluations of B off-record. In this way, they
become implicit (Haugh, 2015) yet recoverable. A strong negative emotional response, which was
not oriented to during the interaction, becomes a recoverable emotive reaction to prior suppressed
negative evaluations (not shown) which has a bearing on the future interactional trajectory for A. As
such, the target for discussion about impoliteness need not only be the impolite turns themselves,
but the irritation that affects the future exchange between those participants.
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This extract sees A cut B’s turn off with notably short minimal response in line 238. A is
orienting to B’s description of Lara as “who’s the other person with Nathaniel” as unnecessary, and
responds with very short “yep” tokens in 238 and 240. Such responses are orientations to talk as
being non-newsworthy (Gardner, 2002; Gardner, Fitzgerald, and Mushin, 2009; Gardner, 2001). In
line 241, B begins a self-disclosure which diverges away from the original topic of studying Korean.

(12) 2-12-12 A B (6:57.1)
233. B: yeah=I had um (0.4) Kore:an. in:. (.) there.
234.
(0.5)
235. A: ᵒe.ᵒ=↑oh you studied Ko↑re:?an.
236.
(0.3)
237. B: ↑I did:, (.) >oh well, ↑i did,< lan:guages with a:h
Lara. who’[s
238. A:
[yep=
239. B: =>the other person with Na<tha:?niel.=and we did
Russian. together?
240. A: yep
241. B: ah i did Ge:rman russ.ian but a:h a- I n- had to::
(1.2) my ve:ry: firs yea::r i >really wish i’d
spent< diff’ren’ly:=>i did Spanish instead<.=but. i.
did. Korean. >because i’d< had to find something
else?=
242. A: =yeah=
243. B: .hhh >an i< did>n’ really wanna do< a:: u::m
ro:mance? language?=
244. A: =yep,
245.
(0.7)((swallowing))
246. B: tsk so::. >i went Kore<=and i >ob↑viously actually.<
really. good.
247. A: [ea
248. B: [because it:’s the on:e a:sian lan:g.uage >with a<
<stan.dard ↑al:phabet.>
249.
(3.4)
250. A: ↑al:f:abet.=as opposed te:::=
This particular sequence shows the stances of both A and B relative to an over-disclosure
by B. Initially, the claim ‘I had um Korean in there’ (line 233) is a response to a prior mentioning of a
particular building. This claim is made during a self-disclosure topic where A is discussing her
relationship with the two researchers, Lara and Nathaniel. As such, the social status of the
participants seems to be invoked. That is, how closely are the participants related to the researchers.
B is accounting for his relationship with Lara in 237 and 239, informing A about the names of the two
researchers. A orients to the talk with a minimal response ‘yep’ indicating uptake of talk as well as a
claim that the informings are non-newsworthy due to prior knowledge about the researchers
(Gardner, 2002; Gardner, Fitzgerald, and Mushin, 2009; Gardner, 2001). In presenting with such
uptake midway through a turn, A can be seen to be thrust-projecting their overlap (Jefferson,
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1978, 1984). That is the overlap shows that the overlapping party recognises a potential projected
turn, and overlaps early, prior to that turn being realised. The reason for the overlap is that the
recipient, A, understands what the upshot is and orients to it prior to it being spoken about by the
producer, B. This could be seen to be an attempt to cut short the informing about the researchers in
line 238.
B does not stop the informing in line 239, but can be seen to orient to it as unnecessary in
this interaction through B speeding up the informing content, “=>the other person with
na<tha:?niel.” and latching quickly to return to the original topic. This informing is not dealt with as
problematic, however the second and subsequent minimal responses (getting increasingly shorter)
‘yep’, ‘ea’, indicate irritation by A, possibly due to this over-informing. Initially, the Korean language
is made topical (lines 233 and 235) but is denied elaboration until much later. This irritation may be
an indication that A is pursuant of a topic about the Korean language, but B is pursuant of a selfdisclosure of his studying with Lara. For B, the discussion of other languages is important in the selfdisclosure, but for A, it is over-informing and tangential to the prior topic projection. The topic of
studying languages is maintained by B until line 246 when he returns specifically to the Korean
language. It is here that he eventually delivers an upshot for the talk about Korean (in line 248)
suggesting “[because it:s the on:e a:sian lan:g.uage >with a< <stan.dard ↑al:phabet.>”. In response
to the upshot, we see a massive pause of 3.4 seconds indicating not only are there problems for A
following what B is talking about, but that A recognises that she is having such problems
(dispreferred turn design). The upshot itself is dealt with as problematic, also potentially due to the
disclosure of further informings (Korean is the only Asian language with a standard alphabet). These
informings could be seen as inappropriate as they cast an epistemic incongruity between the two
speakers, B as the knower informing A as the non-knower. The response to the upshot indicates a
problem with this epistemic disparity as well because A directly challenges B’s claim saying,
“alphabet as opposed to”, leaving unsaid the comparison which B is making salient.
The positioning of the yep responses in 238 and 240, and the shortness of the following
responses to minimal responses indicating limited acknowledgement of the prior informing
(Gardner, 2001) and indicate a non-interested stance. The ‘yep’ in 238 is positioned just after a turn
construction unit (TCU) in line 236 where the speaker has self-selected to do an informing about
Lara with the pronoun “who’s” in line 237. The thrust-projecting overlap position (Jefferson, 1984)
shows the ensuing topic is an incremental addition of information about the other researcher, Lara.
The overlap is therefore a move to close down the ensuing informing action. Yet B does not align
with the projection and the shutdown attempt fails. B finishes the turn in line 239, but in orienting to
the interjection, the turn is produced quickly and is rushed through in order to deliver a further next
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increment about studying Russian together with Lara (line 239). All of the following minimal
responses are “yeah” derivatives (yep, yea, ea) indicating minimal acknowledgement and further
projecting a non-affiliative and non-aligning stance to B’s informings. As the turn progress, the
responses diminish to the point where, in 247, A only says “ea” in overlap at a TCU boundary (end of
line 246, after “good.”).
The incremental informing is continued across each transition relevant place (TRP) with
rush throughs, latches and turn taking. Although it represents a storytelling turn, the epistemic
gradient of the talk (Heritage, 2012) indicates that B is informing A rather than just relaying a story.
This is clearly represented in the elongation of vowels and intonation work in line 248, indicating the
upshot of the talk about Korean. Due to the stylised informing structure of this turn, the eventual
story thrust (“[Korean] is the one Asian language with a standard alphabet” in line 248) appears as
yet another point of informing rather than some kind of story telling thrust. The upshot does not
seem linked to the prior comment about studying or language tuition in any way, and so
problematically creates a non-stepwise transition in the talk (Jefferson, 1984). The floor is then
relinquished (line 249) with no attempt to maintain talk for 3.4 seconds. Such a turn relinquishment
projects further talk, using the last topical talk about alphabets. This story telling and limited
response sequence shows strong indications that the ongoing interaction is in jeopardy. A can
therefore be seen to have been selected to produce an interactional turn rather than self-select. This
leads to further trouble as there is no interactional project upon which to do aligning work. B has
offered an informing “Korean is the only Asian language with a standard alphabet” but has not
projected any interactional achievement. The only moves available to A are either orientation to an
informing (through an uptake or a challenge to the informing) or to begin a new project. She elects
to remain topical but project a repair of alphabet.
A can be seen to be going along with B’s story telling through her minimal responses. She is
offering minimal responses in order to align with B’s self-disclosure project, yet her responses also
indicate that she is treating B’s disclosure as problematic. A’s minimal responses become
increasingly short and are always variants of the same “yeah” marker. This marker can be seen as
aligning but not affiliating. A does not offer any feedback markers or information checking, nor does
she posit affiliation through short self-disclosures of her own. Although she is placing her minimal
responses in positions where they ought to be deployed, she is not aligning with the interactional
goal of self-disclosure or getting acquainted. For this part of talk then, A opts out of co-constructing
the interactional project until something is presented that she has expertise in, in this case, a
discussion of alphabets.
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Of particular interest is that this problematic talk never goes on record, yet is clearly
available in the follow-up interview evidence. Instead, A exercises her agency in not holding B
accountable for his problematic work, and deploys interactional strategies to keep him talking. A
allows B to continue to talk about himself. Therefore, A can be seen to be doing alignment work. A is
also leaving off record her evaluation of B and his extended self-disclosure. This is an early indication
that A is dealing with this interaction as problematic. A has begun to orient to B as a problematic
interactant. It is this finding, early in their interaction (only six minutes into a 20-minute dyadic
conversation), which can be seen to be an early site upon which a cumulative effect of further
problematic interactions are evaluated.
In the next section, we will look at tease turns and (non)serious social action where there is
a potential for the participants to claim impoliteness, but tend not to. We will see that there need
not be a co-construction to teases (see Drew, 1987). That is, teases may operate implicitly, and there
may appear very little evidence to suggest that they are interactively salient at all. Where Drew
(1987) would have called these po-faced receipts of teases, I am suggesting that they are only teases
for one of the participants. Such unshared interactional trajectory is akin to the ongoing discussion
of disalignment (see Stivers 2008).

5.4.1.2 Teases and projected (non)seriousness that are not co-constructed
Throughout this case study interaction between A and B there are sites of evaluable
impoliteness occurring. That is, a turn by either participant could be evaluated by an analyst as
impolite if using the formulae for impoliteness developed in Culpeper (1996) and (2011)(see chapter
2), and yet the subsequent evaluations of those turns are not produced on-record. Alternative
strategies to deal with implicated impoliteness exchanges are more often used, suggesting that
there may be a preference for disattending to impoliteness (Hambling-Jones and Merrison, 2012) in
interaction. Several examples of sequences occur where assessments display a negatively valanced
evaluation of some kind and seem to index some prior turn as a source of the evaluation. In CA
terms, the problematic turn projected an evaluation of the turn as problematic and it becomes a
problem source. However, even in these sequences, an impropriety is difficult to isolate in the prior
turns. It is more accurate to see that the implicated premise of some prior turn is the trouble source
rather than a turn of impoliteness per se (cf. Haugh 2007; 2015).
One feature of note here is that way that gaze operates as an interactive resource. Gaze is
a feature of interaction which is only more recently becoming analysable due to the prevalence of
technology like camcorders and mobile phones that make data collection easier. As such, the
analysis of gaze has become more subtle and nuanced than simply a tool for turn relinquishment or
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turn requesting. Analysis of shared gaze (gaze windows) was originally oriented to the solicitation for
someone to speak or a request for a next turn, and as such was often described in terms of turn
taking. Discussion of gaze in conversation (Bavelas, Coates and Johnson, 2002; Rossano, 2013)
suggest that it might be more accurately described as an orientation to the recipient’s next move. As
such, gaze windows are a “mutual gaze situation in which it is not just that the speaker’s gaze elicits
a response, but rather the listener’s response seems to terminate the speaker’s gaze” (Rossano
2013: 316; see also Bavelas et al. 2002).
One such site where impoliteness is evaluable but not readily evaluated as such is tease
work. In the following exchange, A has launched a tease at B, but it is not treated as a tease.. In fact,
B disattends to any teasing move projected by B, treating the teases as fact exchanges, a type of
exchange that he has previously shown to be quite comfortable in performing. There is a diverging
interpretation of the tease projections, leading to a lack of interactional humour and to the
interaction showing atrophy due to loss of tease turn projections.
Although not included in other data, gaze features were included in this extract. The
features are marked with relative positioning of the two participants indicated by the positioning of
their corresponding anonymised letter, A and B. Their relative gaze to the position of the other is
indicated by the line next to that letter. For example, A- -B would indicate that A was looking at B,
and B was looking at A. This is what Rossano (2012) and Bavelas et al (2002) call a gaze window. If
the arrangement is A\ -B, it means A is looking at some object below her normal line of vision, and B
is looking at A. This is an object-centered gaze for A, but a person centric gaze for B. A\ /B shows
both A and B looking toward each other, but not looking at each others’ eyes (a gaze window).
Finally, -A \B shows that A is looking away from B, and B is looking upward. The following example
will include bolded text where the talk is happening, and unbolded text where the gaze is being
indicated.

(13) A B 02-12-12 celtic necklace
123. B: [an:
124. A: [ᵒhmmᵒ.
A\ /B
125. B: that’s re>lated to the< celtic? (0.3)
A:
[[squeezing nose and rubbing it with thumb]]
B:
[[RH point to own chest. circular motion on chest]]
A\ -B
126. B
n[eckᵒlace as wellᵒ? ]
127. A:
[ah:. >↑wouldn’t have] a< clue.=
A:
[[shift hand to handle necklace and rub it]]
A\ -B
A- -B
128. B: =ok,=
B:
[[slight nod]]
129. A: =I. got it frm a fr- good >friend o< mi:ne (0.2)
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A:
130. A:
B:
131. B:
B:
A:
132. A:
133. A:
134. B:
B:
135. A:
A:
B:
136. A:
137. A:
B:
B:
138.
B:
139. B:
B:
140. A:
A:
141.
142. B:
B:
A:
143. A:
A:
144. B:
B:
145. A:
A:
146. A:
147. B:
148. A:
B:
A:

[[gaze break look at necklace]]
A- -B
A- /B, A\ /B
ab:ou::t fif:tee:n years >ago fe< christmas.
[[gaze shift back to B]]
[[eyebrow raise]]
A- BA- -B
↑oh wow↑.=
[[shift back in seat]]
[[drop LH to desk. LH on top of RH]]
A- -B
=she was working? in a jewel.lery store?=
=a [gu:y was hocking them. off? (.) and she thought
[yeah=
[[nod]]
A\ -B
A\ /B
me.
[[strong head tilt forward, gaze to necklace]]
[[RH fingers move to fondle RH earring]]
A\ /B
(.) an >I’ve had it ever since<=
A\ /B
=an it’s been an, awe:some con.ver?sation star.ta.
[[smile. head nod .
.
.
.
]]
A\ -B
A- -B
[[full face smile. eyes squinting]]
(0.5)
[[shoulder and head shift forward, full body
adjustment]]
there. you go?
[[sit back in chair. RH drop to lap]]
A- -B
mm hmm
[[overstylised nod]]
-A -B
(.)
just as well you wore it to?day?=
[[tease turn]]
[[nod]] [[smile]]
[[head back to neutral. gaze lock. smile]]
-A -B
A- -B
=hungh. ᵒ>wear it all<ᵒ the time.=
[[shrug]]
A- -B
A\ -B
=[hehe
[[head tilt with laughter. RH elbow up to desk. lean
on RH elbow]]
A- -B
=[the only time I couldn’t wear it was when=
[[RH fingers tapping on desk]]
A- -B
A- B=the kids was re:ally young.=
=.hh yes (.) yes the little [grabby hands and the=
[.hh
[[touches neck, imitates yanking at
necklace]]
[[over
stylised nod]]
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149. B:
B:
150. A:
A:
B:

A- -B
=yanking an the (.) yes.=
[[imitating yanking. RH drop to lap]]
A- /B[[nod]]
=bet the weird thing was
[[nod. gaze away. fingers tapping on desk]]
[[smile. teeth showing]]
A- B-

Gaze was included in this extract because of the alignment solicitation feature that it is
accomplishing. Gaze was found to occur throughout the interaction between A and B and serve
several interactional functions, including a solicitation to do jocular work (teasing). As suggested by
Rossano (2012), listener response may be solicited through the mutual gaze and mutual orientation
to the topic of talk through continuers or stepwise topic transition. A gaze window, achieved from
A’s talk in line 137 until 139, does not drop until line 145. This is potentially an example of staring-at,
which may show disalignment with the other participant through not shifting gaze at appropriate
breaks in the interaction (Rossano 2012). However, it seems to achieve an acknowledgement of the
ongoing interaction as a discussion of the necklace. A meets B’s gaze (line 137), B produces an
acknowledgement token (“there you go” line 139), then A breaks gaze (line 140). A’s potential
speakership is lost through a gaze drop. By looking away, A is opting out of taking the floor here.
Similarly, mutual object gaze, where both participants are looking at the same object (here topically
the necklace, most notably in line 129, and again in 134) achieves topical continuity, and either party
shifting gaze to the object solicits a mutual object gaze from the other participant, as is the case in
line 134, where A looks at the object, then B meets the object gaze until 137, when B looks back up
at A. Similar object-centric mutual gaze has been identified as indicative of topical continuity and a
clear indication of intersubjective behaviour (Bavelas et al. 2002). However, it is the person centric
gaze window in lines 137 to 144 which is of note here.
The gaze window of note is achieved while B orients to an ironic claim by A (line 137), and
casts a tease turn at A in line 142. Immediately previous to the tease, there is topical attrition in
response to the upshot of the necklace being “an awesome conversation starta”. Immediately after
this assessment, the topic atrophies, signalled by corresponding assessments, “there you go” and its
uptake “hmm” with no further projection of the topical work (Jefferson, 1984). A’s minimal
response "mm hmm", in line 140, orients to the prior comment as a topical closure comment. This
poses a problem for the interaction as the most prior comment “it’s been an awesome conversation
starta” ironically moves to shut down the current action trajectory. B launches a tease at 142 just
after B’s over-stylised nod (line 140), in a move that puts on record the irony of the prior statement
in light of the interactional trouble. The maintenance of gaze from B to A indexes both the jocular
framing of the prior statement, and moves to project a joint jocular reflection of the prior statement
from A as
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humorous. The gaze by B, at A, begins at 137 when B looks at A during the beginning of his turn “an
awesome conversation starta”, and extends until well past the tease turn (line 142) up until A’s
relinquishing of the jocular project with the placement of a laughter token (line 144). The laughter
token seems noticeably absent up until that turn. As it is B who both projects tease work, and
produces the first laughter token, the tease work is in jeopardy. Such a lack of orientation to the
ongoing talk, and the seemingly oblivious nature of B’s tease, leads to a clear indication that the
interaction (at this point) is problematic. A moves the topic onto parent talk, saying “the only time I
couldn’t wear it was when the kids was really young”, to which B latches a response, immediately
aligning with the project and affiliating with the stance that kids break necklaces.
B therefore can be seen to be doing extra interactional work in both projecting joint
projects (a jocular tease) and in quickly aligning with new projected interactional actions. From B’s
perspective then, she is doing most of the work to keep the conversation going using light
heartedness and aligning moves when topically required. This gives analytical claim to a position that
A is not holding up his end of the conversation, leading to a negative evaluation of A. B refrains from
putting this evaluation on record, but it is indicated through the noticeable absence of any laughter
tokens in 144, and a latching alignment of topical transition.
From A’s perspective, however, this particular interaction seems to be an example of
topical incongruity leading to a ranking of assessable objects (cf. Heritage and Raymond, 2005, p. 1718). This ranking puts the tease work at a very low level, but boosts the contextually obvious topic of
the necklace to a high level. This shows that A orients to informing as a main function of the getting
acquainted interaction, where B orients to the interactional accomplishment of social action (jocular
mockery, teasing) as a main function of the interaction. As such, these two participants are oriented
to differing understandings of the interactive project, and are constantly co-constructing
mismatched action trajectories.
This particular interaction is an example of co-constitution of mismatched action
trajectories. The positioning of B’s tease turn (line 142) “just as well you wore it today”, directly after
the topical atrophy makes light of the atrophy and casts a jocular framed tease at A. It becomes
evident that B and A are treating the same turn, “just as well you bought it today”, as achieving
different interactional work (teasing by B, and epistemically incongruous noticing by A). Where B
treats the teasing as a solicitation to intimacy through co-laughter and a sense of shared sarcasm, A
treats it as an incongruous noticing due to the fact that he “wears it all the time”. In not orienting to
the humour and the solicitation to intimacy, A can be seen as opting out of the shared space or
disattending to the incipient “laughing-with”. This disattending may be due to his lack of noticing of
the incipient humour. Yet from B’s perspective, the humour was so obvious that laughter was
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noticeably absent. In this analysis, A has opted out of a sharedness project by disattending to the
prior turn projection. Additionally, from B’s perspective, A is socially unaware both of the irony
within his prior statement juxtaposed with topical atrophy (talking about topical atrophy at a time
when topical atrophy is occurring), and of the jocular framing of interaction through teasing (line
142).
B’s evaluation of A has two noticeable effects for the interaction. Firstly, there is a
noticeable lack of orientation to any incipient action projected by B. The laughter falls flat when it is
replaced by the beginning of a short informing, by A, that “he wears it all the time”. There is,
therefore, no shared humorous frame constructed. Secondly, the ensuing topic is epistemic in
nature, leaving the interaction as a formulaic sequence of informings, much like the previous
example of A’s conversation type. Clearly then, A’s and B’s respective conversation types are not
complementary. This leads participants to negative evaluations of each other’s social aptitude
available quite clearly in the follow-up interview with B (data shown below).
Using current impoliteness research as a guide, this impoliteness would be treated as
either apparent (from a second order perspective) or not attended to and therefore not relevant
(from a first order perspective). However, as the above analysis indicates, neither perspective wholly
explains the nuanced interactional work involved in putting the impoliteness off-record.
Alternatively, the work being undertaken by Haugh (2007, 2008) into impoliteness implicatures
shows that there is a relationship between the implicatures available in interaction and the
interactional achievement of turn, sequencing, and speakership. At present, there are multiple ways
for impoliteness research to view these interactional phenomena, including counterclaiming the
other participant’s epistemic access, disattending to and disaffiliating with a project of shared work,
an orientation to negatively marked behaviour (Locher and Watts, 2005; Culpeper 2008, p. 21-22)
which leads to an ‘exacerbation of the offence’ (Culpeper, 2012, p. 139-152), or a perception of
intentional face-damage dealt with by non-attending to face needs (Bousfield, 2008, p. 132-133).
Each of these analytical assessments would surely be grounds to claim that impoliteness has
occurred. B’s interactional move is therefore particularly striking, as she does not claim offence, but
rather affiliates and aligns with A’s short storytelling and the topic of necklaces breaking. It seems
that B has opted not to orient to an impoliteness evaluation in interaction. In terms of this research,
she has exercised her agency in treating the impoliteness in such a way as to not draw attention to
it. It is off-record and interactionally unproblematic. If this is discussed from A’s perspective,
similarly, A has opted to orient to an informing and short storytelling, rather than holding B’s
epistemic claim up to deontic sanction.
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This jocular framing of an ironic statement, or claim for solidarity and sharedness through a
joint jocular mocking action by B is met with non-alignment by A. This non-alignment shows an
inability to orient to and conduct a shared interactional space with B. Also, a series of informings by
A is met with epistemic incongruous comments by B, leading to further evaluations of non-shared
interactional space. This non-shared interactional space presents a problem. It is implicitly impolite
that A would not want to engage with B. Additionally, a challenge to someone’s claim to epistemic
stance is also a challenge to their interactional status and may be viewed an implicit insult from B to
A’s interactional rights to make such a claim. Both of these seem to give the participants grounds to
claim a stance of being insulted. No matter which perspective is explored (either A’s or B’s), there
are strong calls for impolite evaluations available to both participants. Yet no on-record evaluation is
delivered, but only orientations to a misalignment between the two participants about the general
trajectory for talk. The participants are orienting to the accountability of each other in performing
misalignment and delivering extra work to counter it. Both participants are deploying extra
interactional work to deflect impoliteness evaluations from being made, or exercising their agency in
suppressing negative evaluations of the other.

5.4.4 Answering the phone
Elsewhere in the same interaction, B attempted similar solicitation to do joint jocular work.
Most notably, this occurs just after A focusses on his phone, checking an incoming text message,
which leads to topic loss of the prior topic that B had been pursuing. Such a move could be
considered inappropriate as it shifts attention away from the current interaction onto a separate
one. This inappropriateness is noted in A’s move to do such problematic work, saying “excuse me
just for a moment”, in line 293. This is not oriented to as problematic, though the ensuing talk is
adjacent to this phone answering and displays quite problematic evaluations.
(14) 2-12-12 A B answering phone
290. B:
tsk ah yeah your sort of business or professional mode
and then you know you certainly wouldn’t be hh doing
it differently for grandparents or
291. A:
nope ((phone chimes))
292. B:
or parents or
293. A:
excuse me just for a moment the kids are at the beach
so
294. B:
oh Southbank beach
295. A:
yes I’ll get back to her later that’s ok she’s just
wondering where I am so it’s nothing urgent so that’s
good
296. B:
ok hahah
297. A:
cause they were going to be we were at the water
playground you know the the the kids’ water area they
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298.
299.

B:
A:

300.
301.

B:
A:

302.

B:

303.
304.
305.
306.

A:
B:
A:
B:

got all the little water fountains and that sort of
thing right down this end
oh right down at this end yeah
yeah well the girls when they were younger they loved
going through there
yeah
now they just want to swim tsk so they wanted to go to
the beach and the sand haha so that’s where they were
so
poor wife looking after little ones swimming in the
pool hahaha
she’s used to it so yeah we- yesterday
lots of floaties aha
no there’s not
no

Initially, B is engaging in a long turn discussing the relative behaviours of people depending
on their contexts and interlocutors. This turn is cut short by A’s phone chiming in line 291. The
increment “or parents or” is offered but the floor is taken by B through gazing at his phone, and
offering an excuse request, “excuse me” prior to checking an incoming message.
A orients to a breach of the moral order, producing an “excuse me” which shows that the
incipient action is problematic, and then grounds the action, saying “the kids are at the beach so”
which claims a reason for needing to produce problematic international conduct. The grounding and
excuse giving is not completed as the upshot is left implicated. There is a moment of on-line, spoken
response to the phone text where A says “I’ll get back to her later that’s okay she’s just wondering
where I am so it’s nothing urgent so that’s good” in line 295. This reference to a non-present third
party “she” and the further membership work done through invoking the device “family” (and
relative moral order between father, wife and kids) works to alleviate some of the moral breach
incurred by answering the phone.
The assessment, “lots of floaties” is met with epistemic incongruity. Where B claims in a
jocular fashion that the kids need floaties14, A directly contradicts B with “no there’s not” as well as
the corresponding deontic incongruity surrounding the floaties claim. A makes clear that they
believe that B does not have access to particular information and therefore ought not make claims
that suggest that his kids require floaties. A is orienting to the need for his children to use floaties as
defendable, and hearable as A holding B to account for being impolite in casting unwanted
membership on his children (Culpeper, 1996). Clearly, A is denying B’s epistemic authority in this
case through an on-record disagreement.
A’s response “no there’s not” shows non-alignment and non-affiliation with jocular
mockery. If A had perceived that B projected a tease turn, then this “no there’s not” would be a po14

Floaties is an Australian slang term for the floatation devices that children use to aid in swimming.
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faced receipt (Drew, 1987). If this is the case, then the tease launched is neither oriented to as a
project (non-alignment), nor is it acknowledged as a potential joint stance (non-affiliation). A
produces no indicative laughter tokens nor smile voice, showing no orientation to a jocular frame
and no humorous uptake of the tease. A’s intonation contour is downward reinforcing a claim of
fact, relegating his response to an epistemic incongruity claim. Yet, B’s turns, “poor wife” and “lots
of floaties”, are presented in smile voice with hearable laughter tokens, suggesting that there is a
warrant for a tease. As such, B and A have a non-shared understanding of the meaning of the
ongoing project. They are conjointly constructing diverging interpretations (Haugh, 2007, 2008,
2013). Additionally, even though B presents laughter tokens (lines 302 and 304) to mark a jocular
frame for the talk, A neither acknowledges them nor orients to them as laughter tokens. B’s
production of the “aha” token in line 304, casts a jocular frame onto the claim ‘lots of floaties’,
implying a light-hearted frame in a similar vein to the prior “poor wife” comment in 302. However,
as marked as both of these turns are for jocular framing, both tokens of laughter are oriented to
with claims for epistemic authority and deontic incongruence by A. That is, A is claiming A knows
something that B does not, as well as implying that B is “not within [her] rights” to make such
assessments (Stevanovic and Peräkylä, 2012). It is apparent that A is unable to orient to either his
wife or his children as topics of humour.
This meeting of laughter with counter claims in this way is not part of the work on teasing
responses in either Drew (1987) or Armstrong (2002). This instance shows that if someone deals with
or orients to a tease with an epistemic incongruity claim, they also make a deontic claim such that
the prior tease was out of order for the teaser. In this case either the target of the tease is out of
their rights, or the teasing itself, within a frame of getting acquainted, is out of order. As such, this
receipt of laughter tokens works as a withholding of sharedness and humour, which makes manifest
a breach having taken place. This is another strong site of potential impoliteness evaluations. In this
case, even though all previous tease work, laughter tokens and orientations to impoliteness are left
off-record, suddenly A moves to hold B to account for being impolite.

5.4.5 Salient evaluations in the follow-up interview
As mentioned throughout this chapter, these negative evaluations of B are saliently
recallable in the follow-up interview with A. Most of the scenarios captured above were replayed to
B during a follow-up interview, and these prompted particular valanced evaluations of A. At the
beginning of the interview, the following recollections were made before hearing the original
recordings.
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(15) B follow-up interview: I spoke with some guy
1. N
ok. >so.<=↑do you reca:ll. (0.3)a:h your
conversation:,
2.
(0.3) a:hm (0.6) the conversations that you had. at
the end
3.
of <two: thou:sand n twe:lv:e.>
4.
(0.6)
5. B
.hh ↑ah::↑=some. of them?. (0.6)ah:: I spoke (0.6)
with one
6.
guy: about, (0.2) his, (0.2) n:ame? >and a<bout
his.(1.0)
7.
kids? (0.2) a:::h I spoke to:: a:: (0.9) him also
about- e
8.
his connec?tion with (0.6) you?=or >researchers?<
.hh
9.
ah::m:: (0.9) the gi::rl (0.4) I think? we spoke.
about
10.
flatmates? (0.2) u::m (0.5) and the guy we spoke,
(0.7)
11.
a:bou:t >breakfast of champions.<
12.
(0.4)
13. N
[ᵒhahahaᵒ
14. B
[that’s all I can remember.
15. N
ha ohkayh=
16. B
=mhm? [ᵒ↑hah:::ᵒ cigarette and a coffee=
17. N
[ᵒhahaᵒ

When B describes A as “the guy who she spoke to about his name” she makes salient part of
the topic of talk with him. This means that the membership category created for A is made in
reference to his own actions (membership predicate), “talking about this name”. This means that the
referent A is a salient referent for B in this interview because he was the other original participant,
and also because he is cast with highly recallable, negatively valanced membership predicates. After
the interview, sections of original recording were returned to for specific analysis. Of specific interest
were sections where A talks about names. There are two such sections and both sections show
features of disalignment produced by B.
B leaves unsaid something negative about the way that A spoke about his name. Both the
topic of conversation and the subsequent evaluation of him are saliently withheld in her treatment of
him as “the guy who did x”. This is a clear indication of the context of the interview influencing the
recalling of the participant. More indicators are prevalent, though, because her turn is marked with
several dispreference markers when talking about him. There are several pauses, one of which is a
second long at the end of line 7, several elongations of turn holding markers, such as in line 6 ah::,
line 8 a:::h and a::, as well as an increase in the descriptive content of him relative to the descriptive
content of the other participants. Her recall has a three part grading of assessments available to it,
where she reports that they spoke about his name, about his family (invoked through several
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instances of doing being a parent), and about the researchers. Each step is hearably less problematic
than the prior. Such markers are absent in her reporting of her other participants. B is treating the
recall of A as either problematic or delicate.

5.4.5.1 Spelling of names
Throughout the interaction between A and B, A makes salient a noticing about how names
and places are spelt. These noticings are cast as orientations to “traditional” forms of spelling
names. Below is the first such incident in the interaction. B is performing a self-disclosure about her
current living arrangements, making A aware that her roommate, XXXXX (a specific spelling of a
name, presented in opposition to YYYYY, an alternative spelling of the same name), shares A’s name.
This sharing of names is contested in line 78 and 80, where A claims that XXXXX is not the traditional
nor correct way to spell his name.

(16) 2-12-12 A B spelling names
74. A:
haha
75. B:
um no living with a fella called XXXXX um just
flatmates
76. A:
may I ask how it’s spelt
77. B:
X X X X X
78. A:
yeah they’re not the traditional way
79. B:
the non-traditional way what’s the traditional
way
80. A:
well no the well ok the correct way Y Y Y Y Y
81.
((knocks on table))
82. B:
yep
83. A:
yeah
84. B:
wh- that’d be in more French origin right
85. A:
ah French Celtic
86. B:
yep
87. A:
yeah yeah cause i- it was really weird when I
was in um
88.
Holland we went to Belgium and you went through
the XXXXX
89. B:
yeah
90. A:
which is X X X X X X
91. B:
yeah
92. A:
I went oh that’s nearly me no hahah
93. B:
hahaha
94. A:
so that was interesting
95. B:
did you get a picture of yourself underneath it
Here is one site where the spelling of names (indicated with Xs and Ys) is discussed. This
spelling of names is attended to twice in the interaction between these interactants, and in both
instances are dealt with problematically. This spelling discussion is treated as problematically not
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only because of the claims for “proper” spelling, but also because of the hearable epistemic stance
that A is presenting. This is hearably delicate for B because A is presenting with the claim, “I know
more than you”. This is particularly delicate in Australian interactions because it creates a non-equal
status among the participants, described as problematic in Australian English research (Goddard,
2006)
One potential position for delicacy is the counterfactual claim or counter evidential claim
made by B in line 79. A makes an epistemic move toward the spelling of his name being indicative of
traditional elements. That is, the spelling XXXXX is different to the spelling YYYYY due to one being
more traditional. B responds to A’s claim about traditional spelling, saying “the non-traditional way
what’s the traditional way” in line 79. Although not a counterinforming as per Heritage’s original
definition (1984, p. 312-315), B is “soliciting … accepting or rejecting responses … [by] including
information that facilitates the other’s ability to reconcile speakers’ positional incompatibility”
(Robinson, 2009 , p. 562). This move can be analysed as disaligning to a projected informing by A,
and a presentation of a disaffiliative stance towards A’s claim about “traditional spellings”. B rejects,
or moves to position a potential rejection of, A’s epistemic rights to the claims of traditional spellings
of his name. A orients to B’s counterinforming by offering an alternative spelling, “the correct way is
YYYY” in line 80, implying that such correct spelling evidences his prior claim. B orients to this as
problematic and attempts to move for further evidence in line 84, “that’d be in more French origin
right”, which A upgrades by saying, “ah French Celtic”. Each move of A positions A with epistemic
access, and leaves implicated that B does not have epistemic access to such evidence. Additionally,
in positioning his response to the counterinforming, A upgrades his stance from “traditional” spelling
to a position of “correctness”, leaving his stance as authoritative for this information exchange. It
becomes clear in the interview with B that these kind of non-evidential ‘I’m right and you’re wrong’
claims lead B to “bristle” against A. B also makes clear an evaluation that A continuously corrects
her, leading to further frustration. Evidently then, these instances of counterinformings and
challenges to epistemic access further evidence B’s negative attitude toward A.

5.4.6 Unsolicited evaluations of the other
After an initial elicitation to discuss A, B was able to clearly recall her interaction with A. The
primer for the conversation is included below.

(17) B follow-up with the girl it clicked
21. N
e. is there anything specific? that you remember
about any
22.
of those conversations?
23. B
a::
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24. N
25. B
26. N
27. B
28.

[like how did you felt anything that you were=
[e::: e::: a:::
]=
=wrecall about them about the people or]=
=I remember feeling:: like it clicked with the
girl? like i
thought we had [ a lot (.) y-know that=

Here B overlaps the researchers question in 24 with turn taking markers, e::: and a:::. She
makes a move for the turn, but allows the researcher to finish the question prior to talking. She
latches her answer to the researcher’s question, first talking about the girl (her first participant). This
shows a mis-alignment with the prior recall as she recalls the interaction with A prior to that of the
girl (even though temporally, B spoke to the girl first). Of interest in this extract is the question which
solicits the response using the terms ‘remember’ and ‘felt anything’ and recall about the people.
These questions in the follow-up interview were scripted to limit the amount of orientation to
politeness/impoliteness as much as possible; however, it is clear that there is something to be said
about the interaction with A as the prior recalling was spotted with dispreferred turn design
features.

(18) A follow-up interview: withheld offence
42. B
u:m the second:: interview with the guy the a:m is
43.
kind of the opposite=jus sort of felt that things
were
44.
hard work ahm
45. N
mhm
46. B
that a we didn’t really connect=I felt that he was
47.
maybe a little bit patronising ahm
48. N
hm
49. B
a: I think I’d asked him about his t-shirt and I
think
50.
there might have been comments about a: sort of
almost
51.
like a for me like a sort a smug parent idea=that
you
52.
know you don’t understand cause you don’t have kids
53.
a::m
54. N
ha:
55. B
ha ahm type of idea and um a: and a yea: that there
56.
was a right way and a wrong way to spell his name
and
57.
y-know that’s almost a silly question for me to
ask.hh
58. N
hm
This excerpt is from B’s critical recall of her interaction with A. The prior question from N
(the current author) was “what do you recall about the interviews we did a little while ago”. B recalls
both her interview with a female prior (extract (13) lines 9 and 10, “we spoke about flatmates”,
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extract (14), line 27 “I remember feeling like it clicked with the girl”) and another interview with a
later male candidate (extract (13) lines 10 and 11, “we spoke about breakfast of champions”), but
her recall of the interaction with A comes first, is markedly longer, and consists of several revealing
evaluations of both the interaction with A and evaluations of A as a person. B displays evaluations of
A as ‘a little bit patronising’ (line 42), ‘sort of a smug parent’ (46) and the kind of person who orients
to other people’s questions as ‘almost silly question[s]’ (line 57). This later extends in the follow-up
interview to include an exacerbation of the “smug parent” recollection as an affront to B due to its
“pigeonholing of her as a single person” line 552 below. Points of interest have been underlined for
ease of reference.

(19) B follow-up interview: pigeon holing as single parent
529. N: I'm interested in that bit.
530. B: yeah. people talk to me, no, sorry, I shouldn't say
531. 'people. I felt that he was talking to me, like, because I
532. didn't have kids I had no knowledge of kids. And that, you
533. know, 'B, kids grab stuff, like big earrings and
534. necklaces,' and it's just, like, Really? Haha thanks for
535. telling me, 'cause I didn't know. Even if I didn't have kids,
536. I would probably still be aware of that, having lived in a
537. society.
538. N: hahaha
539. B: haha and he goes on and on and on about the fact that,
540. you know, so I try to make a joke about the fact that maybe
541. she's just not interested in jewellery, that doesn't work. So
542. we're still talking about how, no, some kids just like
543. grabbing stuff, and it's just, like, yep, got it, let's move
544. on. So then I bring the nephew into it to establish that it's
545. just like you know I've met people that are little, um I'm
546. aware that they can grab things, and I'm, you know, this is a
547. boring conversation for me, haha 'cause I'm, you know, citing
548. evidence that, yes, my nephew has ripped my necklace off me.
549. You know, this is not fascinating for me. Um haha desperately
550. trying to find haha some, I don't know, I bristled towards
551. him, ah you know, like, it just felt like, you know, um he
552. had, sort of, pigeonholed me as a single person
553. N: hm
554. B: that had no responsibility, no family life, no kids, and
555. therefore didn't understand any of what was going on with that
556. in terms of how much hard work it is, or you know, the
557. sacrifices that you make, or you know, the the accessories
558. that you might have to change.
This extract from the interview comes directly after reviewing extract (9) about the Celtic
necklace. The leading orientation from N comes in the form of an observation, followed by space for
B to respond or point to her own recall. However, there was no further prompting other than line
529 “I’m interested in that bit”. The rest of this exchange is a complaint turn disentangling B’s
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orientation to A’s membership work. B claims that A was “talking to me, like, because I didn’t have
kids I have no knowledge of kids” (line 531-532), which is furthered by her distinct naming of the
associated membership category “single person”. Such a string of negative evaluation and complaint
clearly presents B’s stance that she often gets treated like this, saying “people talk to me” (repaired
for the sake of the interview to specifically index A rather than society in general). As such, not only
is this an unwanted membership categorisation of herself (Culpeper, 1996), but also she treats this
categorisation of her as delicate. More markers of negative evaluation are available in displays of
frustration “he goes on and on” (line 539), interactional incongruity “yep got it let’s move on” (lines
543-544) and an on-record claiming of how A made B feel, saying “I bristled towards him” (line 551
and 552). It is very clear that B is making A accountable for a set of feelings brought about through
her interaction with him. She is clearly performing a complaint about A’s interactional activities, but
also a claim of dislike for A. Although these feelings do not go on-record during the interaction
(except through a notable off-record orientation to delicacy (extracts 9 and 10) and an orientation to
other possible interpretations) B’s recall displays passionately negative evaluations of A. This is very
strong evidence that B is exercising her agency in the original interaction in order to be “not
offended” despite very strong feelings of offence, the presence of delicate moments that are not
treated as delicate, and an overall mismatch of interactional achievement between the two
participants.
The turn design in the interview data does include minimisers “a little bit”, and hedges
“sort of” and “almost” showing that although these are volunteered evaluations of B, they are all
being produced within an interview context, and separate from the original interaction. Importantly,
B is orienting both to the original recorded event and to the ongoing interview context at the same
time. All of these recallable features of the original recording event are attached to negative
evaluations of A. B offers that her feelings, emotions and personal bias were at play. She suggests
words like feel (line 43), think (line 49) and don’t understand (line 52). B also casts A within a
particular membership category ‘parent’, invoking herself within the opposing binary of ‘not-parent’.
Initially, she recalls that A was her second interview and that it was “opposite” to her previous
interview, which she recalls was easy going. This direct opposition to the prior interaction may help
to strengthen the recallable interaction to some extent. The rush-throughs at lines 46 and 51 allow
her to maintain the floor during her long turn. After both rush throughs, there is a negative casting
of A, “maybe a little bit patronising” and “you don’t understand cause you don’t have kids”, followed
with an extended floor maintenance device, “ahm” and “a:m” respectively. Both of these rush
throughs therefore offer B extra room to extend the negative evaluation of A.
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In extract (3) and respective data, a follow-up reporting by Greg refers to a possible
evaluation of impoliteness. This possibility is an occurrence of interactively established alternative
readings of interactive meaning discussed by Schegloff (2006). Likewise, in this follow-up interview
data, B is making clear the possibility to evaluate occurrences of impoliteness in her interaction with
A, or what Schegloff (2006) terms, “a possible”. As such, in the interview with B, an alternative
variation of meaning construal is being oriented to which is not that which is clearly available in the
original data. Yet unlike Greg (extract (3)), B is putting on record a strong orientation to being
offended being a possibility in prior talk. B makes room for and jockeys for interactional space to
present her evaluations of A within the interview suggesting that she is emotively attached to her
evaluations of impolite possibilities.
As a methodological caveat, the need to deal with these reports in the follow-up interviews
as an alternative interactive space is paramount (Pomerantz, 2005, 2012). These impoliteness
evaluations are being made during the self-reporting of an alternative incident within the interview
context. The hedging could be as much an artefact of the original valanced evaluation of A as they
are an artefact of responding to the guidance of the interview context. Her vying for space to put her
report on record seems to be emotively charged. That is, she is emotionally attached to the prior
interaction and her current response is indicative that that interaction left her with an emotionally
charged memory. More importantly, that emotion (whatever it be) is negatively polarised memory of
the other interlocutor.

5.5 Points for further discussion
There are several concurrent themes in the evaluations analysed in this face-to-face
getting acquainted data. Primarily, the intentionality of the participants is oriented to getting
acquainted. All of the participants show an orientation to getting to know their fellow participants
through asking questions, answering questions, offering opinions, short story telling, and general
comity during the interactions. When delicacy is brought up, for the most part, linguistic markers like
hedges, minimisers and other threat mitigators are used. If there are further problematic
interactions, participants (especially the recipient to a problematic turn) extend their interactional
work to deflect, suppress or mitigate impoliteness, or they work to adjust the footing of the
producer to mitigate their accountability for what was problematic (see the work by Greg in
responding to the laughing-at in extract 3). Importantly, all of these features orient the analyst to
the importance of people’s accountability for their interactional input and subsequent evaluations.
As seen in Chapter 3, accountability for action can be most accurately described as an orientation to
the agency of an individual knowing that they “have the ability to act, knowing that their actions can
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affect others, and knowing that they will be held accountable for those actions” (Duranti 2004, see
Chapter 3). The agency of individuals supports the interactional achievement of attributing
accountability for evaluations, especially where those evaluations appear negative. Several different
strategies of putting these evaluations on-record or off-record are shown in surrounding literature
(cf. Haugh 2015), yet this getting acquainted data tends to only show deflection and suppression
rather than on-record doing “being offended”. The suppression, deflection or withholding of
impoliteness evaluations through implicatures or through pushing such evaluations off-record, as
suggested in Haugh (2015), shows further orientation to one’s own agency and accountability,
suggesting that holding someone accountable for being impolite is itself impolite (Mitchell and
Haugh 2015).
Impoliteness is often achieved over several turns. There are no examples in this data set of
impoliteness being put on-record in the second turn, which implies impoliteness sequences are
initiated by an impolite evaluation, and in turn project particular second pair parts. This means that
impoliteness tends to be achieved as an interactional sequence and therefore is (at the very least) an
example of complex interactional achievement. In this data, the possibility of impoliteness is often
only dealt with in third turn position or later. For example, first there needs to be an impolite turn;
the turn that is the trouble source. It tends to be that the intention of the producer of those turns is
not made interactively relevent (Bousfield, 2007, 2008), but their accountability for producing such
turns is. The next turn tends to be an orientation to accountability, deflecting, suppressing or
negotiating the accountability for impoliteness in some way, leaving impoliteness off-record. These
questions of accountability do not tend to be made manifest on-record during the actual interaction
in which they occurred, but rather may be made clear in follow-up interviews in a temporally,
spatially and interactively separate setting. Due to the separateness between the original
interactions and the follow-up interviews, the only claim able to be made about the negative
evaluations found in the follow-up interview is that such evaluations may have been a possibility
(Schegloff, 2006) in the original interaction. Yet in the case study, it is clear that the cumulative
effect of negative evaluations becomes emotionally visceral and these emotions are easily recallable
in these follow-up interviews. As such, impoliteness tends not to become a part of the public record
of the original interactions, even though it may be part of the record in the interviews.
Only a limited amount of data can be presented here due to space concerns. Within this
limited set, however, there are several examples of analytically (from a second-order analytical
frame) impolite turns being responded to with a great variety of second position moves. For
example, in response to a surprised negative evaluation, a withheld evaluation and defending move
occasioning topical change is seen (Greg and Joanne, extracts 1 and 2). In the follow-up interviews, it
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becomes clear that negative evaluations of Joanne are available to Greg, yet he moves to position
them as “normal” evaluations, and position himself as someone who would not think negative
evaluations of Joanne because it is society at fault for the negative interpretings of politics and not
Joanna herself. As such, Greg is exercising his agency in not holding Joanne accountable for being
impolite, but instead, diverting accountability from the individual and onto some kind of moral
order. Clearly, he has access to negative evaluations of Joanne, but it is clear in both his interaction
with her and in his follow-up interview that he withholds the negative evaluations. He is thus
orienting to the interactive delicacy that claiming being offended may lead to.
The initial findings for this chapter are, therefore, that responses to impoliteness tend not
to be achieved on-record (Bousfield, 2008). Evaluations of impoliteness are deflected, suppressed
and negotiated on-record, showing an orientation to a possibility, yet maintaining the impoliteness
itself off-record. The initial orientation to impoliteness tends to be achieved through an orientation
to a prior speaker’s accountability for being impolite, which indicates a further orientation to their
agency. Individuals have an ability to orient to impoliteness turns and deal with negative possibilities
in such a way as to not disrupt the interactional flow and develop comity. It seems therefore that
orienting to impoliteness as impoliteness, and putting on-record a negative evaluation of the other
participant is dispreferred in this dyadic data set.
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Chapter 6

Data chapter 2: short message emails (SME)

In this thesis, it has been shown that agency is an ability that participants have to act. As such,
agency can be thought of as a link between the source of impoliteness and the attribution of
accountability for the evaluation of impoliteness, because the participant is exercising their agency
in attributing accountability. In the previous chapter, a data set of face-to-face communication was
analysed, showing that when strangers engaged in the social action of getting acquainted, they
tended to suppress or divert negative evaluations away from the source of the negative talk or
behaviour. Also, there was a strong indication that when evaluations of impoliteness are left offrecord or not attended to at all, participants’ evaluations might lead to emotive responses when
recalling the original interaction. This is not to suggest that the memory is salient, but just that,
when reviewing the original interaction within an interview context, a participant’s orientation to
possible evaluations might be indicative of their exercising of agency in displaying one evaluation
rather than another.

6.1. Introduction
This chapter is also devoted to natural data, however, this data is collected from short
message emails (akin to the genre of texting) between four close friends. The participants regularly
engage in these email exchanges as a source of amusement, and as such have created a closed
community of practice (CofP). It is notable that new membership is never sustained, potentially
because of the communicative practices among the core participants, leading to ostracising of any
incumbent member. A particular feature of note for this interactional context is a prevalence for
jocular mockery, verbal jousting, teasing, goading and banter. As such, this CofP displays a norm of
non-serious interaction. The main discussion for this chapter hinges on the exercising of agency to
hold participants accountable for evaluations of impoliteness, even though there is a norm for nonserious interaction. The analysis finds a large amount of variability in the data of evaluations and
finds it difficult to argue that this is because of a norm of being unpredictable in this CofP. Rather,
the variability seems to reflect the individuals exercising their agency in engaging in the verbal
jousting. Even with a norm of non-serious interaction, it is shown that there is a tendency to design
turns that show doing “being not offended”, akin to the tendencies found in Chapter 5.
In section 6.1.1, the SME data is explained more clearly, pointing to the relationship between
the participants and the primary features of interest of the data itself. In section 6.2 it is shown that
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the non-seriousness can be achieved in several ways including within the subject lines of the emails
themselves, the suspension of spelling conventions, and through the non-adherence to formal email
rhetoric15. Section 6.3 and 6.4 examines the features of interaction surrounding teasing and goading.
It is shown that while much of the interaction seems to reflect findings about men’s talk (Decapua
and Boxer, 1999), there is still a formal rhetoric to jocular mockery which needs to be met. Variability
within the verbal jousting is shown to indicate the exercising of agency of individuals, leading to
moments where non-serious turns are treated as serious, if only for a moment.

This chapter investigates a data set consisting entirely of short message emails. The data set
shows partially co-temporal interactions between a closed community of practice of friends, and
shows examples of a specific action trajectory; a type of targeted verbal jousting, akin to teasing,
termed goading (Mitchell, 2015). These emails are being termed “short message emails” as they
display their own unique rhetoric (they do not share all of the rhetoric features of other types of
emailing) that is quite different from business emails or even personal emails. Each email consists of
an extremely short text, much akin to text messaging and often only a single word or phrase, which
acts as an interactive turn in an ongoing interaction. Along with the short length, these emails are
produced at high volume. In some instances, more than 100 emails are sent in a day between the
four participants. Most importantly, the emails serve as an entertainment medium.
A particular feature of note is the amount of verbal inte (such as teasing and banter) that
occurs in this community. In this chapter, these terms verbal jousting, and the subordinate terms of
teasing, goading and banter) is considered a distinct action trajectory (Butler, 2006; Decapua and
Boxer, 1999). Yet all of the subordinate terms are used to describe specific types of social actions
within the activity of word play, verbal jousting or social positioning.
A distinction is needed here to uncouple the terms teasing, goading and banter. Teasing
denotes a single turn of interaction which is situated adjacently to some prior turn, and treats that
prior as a teasable (Armstrong, 1992; Drew, 1987). Armstrong (1992) expanded the definition of
teases by making a distinction about how the teasable prior turn is being treated, and how far the
prior turn was in the past (immediate, or latent social knowledge). A teasable may be treated as part
of the immediately prior interaction sequence, some shared knowledge from the past, or any
behaviour for which the participant who is teased (teasee) can be held accountable for. Teasables
tend to be seen as an overdoing of a particular social action. The tease turn need not be oriented to,
as the teasable can be left un-noticed, off-record or treated as not a teasable turn (a po-faced
15

Formal email rhetoric (design, layout) includes similar elements to formal letters. It includes an
address block, salutation, paragraphing, closing salutation, signature block and (at times) a formal workplace
signature block.
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receipt of tease) (Drew, 1987). Banter is a type of witty repartee (Dynel, 2008) often achieved within
a group of more than two people. In this way, the banter has two recipients; a direct addressee and
an audience. The topic of banter tends to be a non-present third party or thing, and the quips (single
turns of banter) are achieved as witty noticings about that third party or thing. One main distinction
between banter and teasing is that teasing might target a co-present party for an overdoing of some
kind, where banter is more dialogic and works best when others who are co-present are also
participating in the banter. Banter is distinct to goading, as goading is directed at a someone who is
present, and solicits response from the targeted party, and tends to occur over several turns. Each of
these single turns can be analytically described as a tease turn, but a longer sequence of turns
suggests that the social action of goading is somewhat different to teasing. Goading and banter both
require more than one participant to engage in the exchange because an audience is required. As
such these are clearly types of verbal jousting and positioning described by Decapua and Boxer
(1999)
One of the key findings of this data analysis is that even within a closed community of
practice16, the predictability of responses is very low. That is, even in participating in these verbal
jousts activity trajectory, the participants’ individual responses are lexically unpredictable. This
unpredictability arises due to the large volume of shared knowledge from which the participants can
draw their quips, goads and teases. Responses to the verbal jousting are achieved through the use of
jocular mockery, teasing, teasing and goading action trajectories. These kinds of responses show
disaligning and disaffiliating turn shape, yet are uniformly treated as non-problematic. That is, the
responding to a tease with another tease might be considered to indicate a negative evaluation (on
behalf of the initial recipient), but such responses seem to indicate that the recipient is “going along
with” the action of teasing. Problematically, if impoliteness analysis rested solely on the turn shape
of responses, such social action as verbal jousting would always be considered “evaluably impolite”.
However, if the analysis rests on the next turn proof procedure, and on the interactional exchange
between participants, then the activity would be considered non-serious. This alternative
interactional analysis gives insight into both the dialogic construction of teases (Butler, 2006) and
into the power that interactional analysis lends to impoliteness research in general.
Problematically, even the interactional achievement model can lead to false findings within
this data set. It will be shown that participants often enact “being offended” in order to achieve

16

Eckert and McConnell-Ginet (1999) define community of practice as “an aggregate of people
who, united by a common enterprise, develop and share ways of doing things, ways of talking,
beliefs, and values – in short, practices” (p. 186). It is this notion, albeit somewhat static in
construction (Eckert and McConnell-Ginet, 1999, in Mills, 2003, p. 3-4) that is used here to define
CofP.
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entertainment. That is, for this community of practice, being offended is an interactive device
deployed to achieve a higher-order intention of doing entertainment. Clearly then, there is a place
for the analysis of intentions and intentionality within the analysis of impoliteness (Bousfield, 2007a,
2008; Haugh, 2008b, 2009), but that impoliteness itself might not be solely a matter of intentions
themselves. It seems more important to analyse the attribution of accountability for impoliteness as
it is the accountability for “being impolite” which leads to the deployment of any negative evaluative
label, such as rude, disrespectful, and offensive. The aim of this chapter is to show how variation in
evaluations of interactions can be found within the evaluations themselves, and that evaluations
may be thought of as variable. When the agency of participants is accounted for, the variability of
evaluations can be accounted for to some extent. It will be shown that relying solely on normativity
in assessing impoliteness tends to overlook much of the variability in interaction, a claim made clear
by Eelen (2001). It is therefore more appropriate to come to an analytical position by first observing
the variability available within the data (first-order perspective) and then extending the findings to
other instances of the same activity elsewhere. This is achieved through defining impoliteness not as
an implicature, but as an evaluation of interaction (Culpeper, 2011b) and at times impoliteness itself
can be treated as a social action with its own action trajectory.
The orientations of the participant to their own interactive achievement is a cornerstone of
interactional analysis, and informs the CA analysis project. If variability exists within evaluations in
interaction between members of a fixed community of practice (CofP), then the claims for a set of
norms of evaluation may be problematic. That is, the claim that a norm exists is potentially
misleading, as its very existence relies on an average of evaluations (Eelen, 2001). Variability in the
set of moral order norms within a closed CofP throws up a question about what is shared amongst
the participants of that CofP. How is it possible for a set of individuals who frequently perform the
same social action together to have different evaluations of that social action?
This chapter will show that even in the ongoing reduplicated social action of entertainment
through verbal jousting within a closed community of practice, there is variability between the
participants’ evaluations of the jousting. This must mean that the individuals have an ability to
evaluate each other’s social actions in a way that is not solely reflexive of those CofP norms (be they
moral order norms or norms due to common reduplicated action). This variability is not traceable
solely to a speaker’s intentions or to a set of CofP norms, and therefore there must be something
affecting their evaluations beyond the notion of norms and intentions.
It is suggested here that one of the affective factors that lead to this variability is the
individual’s agency. In knowing that they are accountable for their own interactive input, and
reflexively understanding that their evaluations have an effect on others, an individual controls their
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actions. As the majority of the action trajectory in this CofP tends to be non-polite (jousting, teasing,
jocular mocking, goading) it is suggested that the agency of individuals may help explain how
individuals can choose to be (not be) offended. Even though the CofP accepts that the action
trajectory of the main social action is non-polite, the participants have the ability to treat a prior turn
as impolite.

6.1.1 Short message emailing (SME)
This chapter’s data set comes from emailing practices from a closed community of practice of
four Australian English speaking males. The emailing occurs in high density and high frequency
throughout the working day. The participants know each other from non-work related hobbies (A, B,
C and D from rock climbing; B, C and D from playing table top war games; and A and B are both car
enthusiasts). These emails are not their only line of communication as they often see each other
while participating in their respective shared hobbies, but during work hours, these emails tend to
be the only communication between the four. These participants work for different companies
around Brisbane. Due to the high density of the emails coupled with the relatively scant linguistic
material available in the majority of them, this form of email exchange is here termed “short
message email” or SME for short. This emailing tends to lack several features of other email rhetoric,
yet remains true to an underlying sense of turn taking as would be found in face-to-face co-temporal
talk. Emailing, because of the nature of the medium, is considered non-co-temporal, as the
subsequent turn cannot interject in the ongoing turn. As such, the term “turn” may be misleading.
However, there is an underlying sense of partial co-temporality, in that repair can occur between
emails.
The four male participants in this data set exchange email regularly between each other from
their respective workplaces. Although some weeks may have a single SME exchange lasting only a
few hours, other weeks may have SME exchange on a daily basis. The SME data collected was
confined to a fixed time frame of six months as the volume was sufficient for analysis, and it was
suggested by the ethics committee that limiting the data collection will reduce the negative effect of
the study. Even so, the accumulated SME volume equates to more than 1100 single emails (although
the sum total of SME emails is debatable as some emails have no linguistic responses in them). As
some added information about the participants, Damien has never worked with any of the other
three. Brian and Damien would be classed as long-time friends; at the time of this data collection,
they had known each other for just over 18 years. They had never conducted emailing together until
Damien was included in the SME exchange (in 2010). Brian, Chris and Damien share a second hobby
of table top role playing. Allan (the outsider to this topic) terms this hobby “dungeons and dragons”,
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but Brian, Chris and Damien recognise this to be an inappropriate use of terminology (and so Allan is
sanctioned in previous emails). Although there is some talk of table top role playing, it is often
sanctioned as ‘inappropriate’ talk by Allan. Allan and Brian also share a common hobby of motor
vehicle maintenance and driving (a topic on which both Chris and Damien are outsiders). This ‘cars’
topic is sanctioned by Damien, in much the same way as Allan sanctions the other shared topic, due
to lack of interest and outsider-ship. This sanctioning suggests that one ongoing rule for interaction
among these SME is the maintenance of common topics, where solidarity can be achieved through
topic sharing.
The SME in this data set can be grouped into email chains. Each email chain is separated
through the subject line (the line which designates the topic of that email or SME) as those emails
sharing the same subject line are collected into the same email chain. Some of these chains include
more than 100 individual emails (received in the course of a single day), while others are much
shorter, including one example which is a single email, as responses were not forthcoming. Due to
the way that the respective email servers designate and categorise separate email exchanges, there
were some problems with collection. At times, private SME exchanges were entered into where the
researcher’s inbox was not included in the exchange, that is I did not receive these emails. At other
times, long strings of emails sent back and forth between the other participants created email tails17
where each subsequent email was nestled under the previous email as part of the emails’ linguistic
content. These tails were potentially lost when the participants started new emails. However, there
are several examples of these email tails showing emailing exchange beyond that which the
researcher was initially aware of. This means that the initial emails were not originally sent to me.
This results in a difficulty in accurately quantifying the complete email count for this data set.
The participants in this emailing data are all of similar ages, and will all be referred to by their
pseudonyms. Allan was 32 years old, Brian 36, Chris 30, and Damien (the author of this project) was
35. At times the email participants refer to each other only with their first initial of their names. This
was maintained in the transcribed versions that included their pseudonyms.
These emails operate as a thread of interactional input, usually over the course of a few days.
The entirety of each item is sent using the participant’s respective workplace email server. On the
majority, the reply-all function is used, including all recipients of each email within the “To” field of
the reply email. Each email tends to be a short text, often comprising more than one utterances or
turns, termed as ‘moves’ (Bruxelles and Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 2004). Within this SME exchange,
moves

17

When emails are forwarded or replied to, the new email often includes a copy of the prior email. This
copy often appears after the end of the new email text and signature block. This copy of prior emails may also
include a long string of all the previous emails as well. This string of emails (included as a part of the new
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email) is termed the “email tail”.
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tend to be indexed through the use of a new line. That is, a new line in the email (separated from the
previous line through a press of the enter key) corresponds to a different topic, action trajectory and
move. Such a feature makes the analysis of emails challenging, because the units of measurement
are not fixed within each single email.
In summary, this data set is a collection of four-way SME communication between the four
friends from the same language background. Although most of the interaction is achieved as a
polylogue, due to the rhetoric available in SME, there is the potential for any of the participants to
self-select as next speaker. In this way, speaker selection (Sacks et al., 1974) works somewhat
differently. This also is accounted for in the non-co-locative dimension of emailing.

6.1.2 Data collection and handling SME
The re-transcription of these emails attempts to maintain data authenticity at all times. The
transcription involves copying and pasting from the source email to a word document. Subsequent
emails are then copy-pasted in sequential order and this achieves a CA like transcript, complete with
line numbers and speaker/turn. These documents are saved as individual emails, individual email
threads, and also saved into a larger document called "master search file" which is formatted as a
text file for ease of searching. The word documents were titled separately (according to either the
email date or the email signature line). Because the transcription method used copying and pasting
from the source emails, faults and errors are maintained, thus displaying the actual text that the
participants were interacting with rather than the target/intended text. This maintains an
ethnomethodological focus on participants doing participants’ work.

6.1.2.1 Email moves
Rather than treating emailing as turn taking, each email becomes a new ‘move’ within talk,
discussed in the analysis as a ‘line’, although this is only a referential term regarding the text here
and not the interactivity itself (see section 6.1.3 below). A move is a sequentially positioned action
(within a longer activity) but where the prior move might not be the immediately prior temporal
turn. There is a possibility that a single “turn” can spur more than one interactive activity, and each
activity thus spurred may be realised quite separate from the first “turn”. As such, move seems to be
a more appropriate nomenclature for such non-co-temporal turn taking. As there are often
examples where a single email has multiple topics of talk, it is more accurate to deal with moves
(Bruxelles, 2004; Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 2004).
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6.1.2.2 Email timestamps
One extra piece of contextual information inserted in the email transcripts is the time stamp.
Email time stamps are server generated, automatic artefacts that display the time that that email
was designated. Depending on the type of server (POP3, IMAP or internet server or many other
types) the time stamp designation may occur at different instances. Where POP3 servers designate
the time the email was received by the server, IMAP servers designate the time the email was
retrieved by the email account, and finally in internet servers (such as Google mail) the time that the
email was sent from the email producing server. There are four different email servers operating in
this SME exchange, Those of Allan’s, Brian’s, Chris’s and Damien’s workplaces (it is unclear what
types of email servers these workplaces use). As such, there are four possible time stamps for each
email. This time stamping difference could be analytically problematic as they do not correspond to
the moment when the email was produced. To reduce confusion, this transcription uses only the
time stamp designated from the researcher’s own email server, which was considered a uniform
time stamp designation and allowing for comparability between email time stamps. These time
stamps are pivotal for the initial sequential analysis, and sequential positioning of moves
The time stamps were originally included in the transcript to designate the relationship
between the speed of response and a potential preference design feature (Bilmes, 1988; Pomerantz
and Heritage, 2013; Pomerantz, 1984; Rendle-Short, 2015). Initially, there was a hypothesis that
there was a relationship between the duration between emails and preference design akin to that
found by Rendle-Short (2015) in texting interactions. She found that a correspondence existed
between the duration between a text and its response text, and the preferred structure of that
response text. This was suggested to reflect the preference design principles suggested by
Pomerantz (Pomerantz, 1984). Pomerantz (1984) found that a large duration between the first pair
part and second pair parts within a sequence of assessments correlated with dispreferred response
design features of the reply. As such, a general assumption within CA is that the longer the pause
between first pair parts and second pair parts, the more likely the response will be dispreferred.
However, within this data set of short message emails, there may be work related constraints that
impinge on a participant’s ability to respond. It is possible that, if a long duration was observed prior
to their email response, it might not be a clear indicator of a dispreferred turn design, but rather the
contextual influence of their work needs that have created a “gap” in conversation (Mitchell, 2015).
However, when quantified and statistically measured relative to design features, longer durations
may be found to be statistically indicative of some amount of dispreference (cf. Rendel-Short, 2015).
This quantification of inter-email duration is outside of the scope of the current thesis.
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6.1.2.3 Adjustments to the email transcriptions
One difficulty faced in transcribing these emails was the maintenance of the topic thread, and
the claims of adjacency of subsequent emails. It was difficult at times to decipher which email was
adjacent to which prior email. Each email tended to consist of interactive input for more than one
topical thread, showing sequential progress for one (or more) ongoing social projects. Chopping up
single emails into several separate interaction threads obfuscated the surrounding context of the
email thread by removing concurrent threads from the transcriptions. However, by including the
entirety of each single email in each email transcript, the transcripts became impenetrable and
massive in size. The decision was made to make two manual variations to the ongoing emails, in
order to account for multiple concurrent threads of talk.
Each email was initially transcribed in temporal position relative to the surrounding emails
that were received. This arrangement mirrors the order in which the author’s email server presented
the emails. Although simplistic, this temporal ordering gave a semblance of the nuanced interactivity
which would be missing if emails were ordered by other means (eg. solely by topic). Each email was
transcribed with the corresponding time stamp (and a date stamp where email threads continued for
more than a single day). From each email chain, an analysis of the individual topic threads was made.
It became obvious that a topic of talk tended to not extend beyond a single day, but if it did, the
reply all function ensured that the next email response would be aligned with the prior thread.
By using reply all, each subsequent email would share subject headings, and be filtered in the
inboxes as a response to a prior email. Additionally, it was noted that in making a new email thread,
participants chose to start a whole new email with no previous emails attached, rather than using
‘reply all’ to the last email.
It was obvious that the whole chain of emails worked independently of the topical threads. It
was found to be more analytically sound to deal with email threads according to topic, rather than
the entire email chain. These threads could be isolated through topical relevance, the maintaining of
topical reference, and the adjacent placement of a type-conforming response to some prior email
(Schegloff, 1972). This categorising of single emails into several independent threads led to turn
taking, adjacency, repair and turn design findings akin to those found in co-temporal interactions
(Sacks et al., 1974).
The following example will highlight the difference between email chains and email threads. In
the following example, email chain 1 has been unpacked to show one of its email threads 1.1. Note
the line numbers in 1.1 (below) are not consecutive, and show that these subsequent moves/emails
are not the most temporally adjacent ones, but rather the most topically adjacent ones. In reading
this email thread separate from the email chain, the density of talk becomes more penetrable.
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Email chain (1) flavour of BAC?
15. B
(13:57 to line 14) BWHAHAHAHAHAA
16.
Yours is worse than mine!
17. A
(14:01 to line 15) Swap? I’d pick caravan over born again
god botherer
18.
any day
22. B
(14:10 to line 17) What flavour of BAC?
25. A
(14:17 to line 22) That’s like saying what type of animal
are these
26.
poached brains I am about to eat from, at a point the
details don’t
27.
matter anymore
29. B
(14:22 to line 25) More deciding if i could tolerate his
blathering over my
30.
fathers habits.
31.
C has a crush on my father and wished he was his.
33. C
(14:30 to line 29) at least your father has never showed me
pics of him
34.
and his mates in a place of disrepute.
35.
yeah once i get into stories about my father this will no
longer be funny ...
36. B
(14:32 to line 33)
37.
Did you ask Jonno? btw did you know he was Sean and
38.
Bronwyns gardener?
Topical thread (1.1) from within email chain (1) No one’s worse than yours B
15. B
(13:57 to line 14) BWHAHAHAHAHAA
16.
Yours is worse than mine!
19. D
(14:09 to line 15)
I had a lot of laughs at the father
comment... grey
20.
nomad... still funny
21.
and I am sure that NO ONE"S is worse than yours B
23. B
(14:14 to line 19) Be silent or i will male him come to
24.
Emmas Christening!
28. A
(14:22 to line 23) Did you mean Mail there?
32. B
(14:25 to line 28) Mail or make. both wurds fit.

6.1.3 Units of interaction/measure in the email threads
6.1.3.1 Transcription of emails and allocating of units of interaction
This section will look at the problems associated with transcribing emailing, along with the
problems of isolating units of interaction within the emails themselves. This email thread is given as
an example.
There are several points of interest that need to be addressed here in terms of the
transcription of the emails. Each new email is copy/pasted in full here, and the ‘speaker’ is the writer
of that email (one of the four participants, A, B, C, D). Additionally, the time stamp of the emails is
listed in the context brackets at the beginning of the emails. Finally, the prior email is also indicated
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in brackets. This addition of the prior email is important, as it clarifies features such as the topic
schism-like features that appear in line 14.

(2) 08/03/12 quick, unplug it
1. A
(13:26) ((link to picture is of a nissan LEAF, an electric
car, which is plugged into a charging machine.))
2. B
(13:34) Quick, unplug it!
3. A
(13:39) I once saw a Defender with a genny on the roof rack
and a cord
4.
running back to the caravan, I presume to power the
aircon, sitting in
5.
traffic heading towards town once
6.
I hope to one day see the evolution of this, electric car
running down the
7.
road with a genny running on its roof rack
8. B
(13:43) I hate grey nomads!
9. A
(13:45) Yet you are destined to become one
10. B
(13:47) No I am not. Why would yopu say summin hurtful like
that?
11. C
(13:50) Cause we all know you're just like your father
12. B
(13:51) *sigh*
13.
Wheres my towel?
14. A
(13:52 to line 10) Its hereditary, I know, it hurts me just
as much to say it
15. B
(13:57 to line 14) BWHAHAHAHAHAA
16.
Yours is worse than mine!
17. A
(14:01 to line 15) Swap? I’d pick caravan over born again
god botherer
18.
any day
19. D
(14:09 to line 15)
I had a lot of laughs at the father
comment... grey
20.
nomad... still funny
21.
and I am sure that NO ONE"S is worse than yours B
22. B
(14:10 to line 17) What flavour of BAC?
23. B
(14:14 to line 19) Be silent or i will male him come to
Ambers
24.
Christening!
25. A
(14:17 to line 22) That’s like saying what type of animal
are these
26.
poached brains I am about to eat from, at a point the
details don’t
27.
matter anymore
28. A
(14:22 to line 23) Did you mean Mail there?
29. B
(14:22 to line 25) More deciding if i could tolerate his
blathering over my
30.
fathers habits.
31.
C has a crush on my father and wished he was his.
32. B
(14:25 to line 28) Mail or make. both wurds fit.
33. C
(14:30 to line 29) at least your father has never showed me
pics of him
34.
and his mates in a place of disrepute.
35.
yeah once i get into stories about my father this will no
longer be funny ...
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36. B
37.

(14:32 to line 33) Did you ask Jonno? btw did you know he
was Sean and
Bronwyns gardener?

These schism-like features are treated as topically parallel talk co-occurring in the same space,
yet these schism-like interactions are not interacting with each other or the topic thread. They
behave like schisms (Egbert, 1997a, 1997b), but due to the arrangement of the emails as multiple
email threads within a single email chain, the schism-like topics are not produced within their own
adjacent interactional sequence. This means they are found within the surrounding sequence of
moves. These side interactions are therefore not technically schisms per se, but will be termed
schism-like for this analysis.
One way to show these schism-like features more clearly is to separate them into separate
email threads.

(2.1) Its hereditary
10. B
(13:47) No I am not. Why would yopu say summin hurtful like
that?
14. A
(13:52 to line 10) Its hereditary, I know, it hurts me just
as much to say it
15. B
(13:57 to line 14) BWHAHAHAHAHAA
16.
Yours is worse than mine!
17. A
(14:01 to line 15) Swap? I’d pick caravan over born again
god botherer
18.
any day
19. D
(14:09 to line 15)
I had a lot of laughs at the father
comment... grey
20.
nomad... still funny
21.
and I am sure that NO ONE"S is worse than yours B
In separating the topical thread away from the other emails, a more distinct level of
interactivity can be seen. Line 14 related directly to line 10 because (in email terms) it was a reply to
the email that corresponds to line 10 (and so forth). Schism-like features occur in emails when one
participant (here participant A) fails to respond to some email thread for several moves and may opt
to respond to an earlier email (as in line 14). This effectively suspends the emails at lines 11 and 12,
as they are not topically generating any further talk, and yet there were two moves here between B
and C.
Another feature of this type of exchange also appears here in lines 17 and 19, when two
separate participants respond to the same prior email (line 15). This seems to set up a further
sequence of schism-like talk which is dealt with in a very interesting way. Lines 22 and 23 (extract
(2)) are both produced by B, yet each email responds to different prior emails (lines 17 and 19
correspondingly). Similarly, in lines 25 and 28 (extract (2)), A produces similar responses to both of
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the ongoing threads of talk. In terms of speakership for the full email chain of that day, the
speakership (for this section) reads A, D, B, B, A, A, B, B. If the different email threads of talk are
treated as separate from one another, the speakership looks similar to that of face-to-face
communication. For the thread coming from line 17, the speakership reads A, B, A, B, and for the
thread coming from line 19, the speakership reads D, B, A, B. It is clear then that this distinction
between email threads and email chains is necessary in order to disambiguate the potential
complexity of both the topical adjacency and speakership changes.
To make these two styles of transcription distinct, the term email chain will correspond to the
emails that were sent within that day/days’ emailing. Email topic threads will correspond to the lines
of adjacent emails within an email chain. This adjacency can be clearly unpacked through
speakership transition and email responses.

6.1.3.2 Follow-up interviews
Included in the data set for this email interaction chapter are follow-up interviews. These
follow-up interviews are treated with similar caution as those in the previous chapter. Ultimately,
the follow-up interview is a separate interactional landscape with its own architecture of
intersubjectivity, and so findings from the interview only help to inform findings from the email
analysis. These interviews were used to clarify obscure references, gauge orientations to particular
sequences, explore the orientations to the email exchanges within a different context of
interpretation, and elicit possible alternative evaluations of talk and conduct. The questions used in
the interviews were carefully scripted so as not to be leading in regard to such evaluations (they did
not include marked words such as impolite, rude or offence). The analysis of these interviews serve
as periphery to the actual email analysis and will be used to highlight participants’ orientations
where relevant to the ongoing investigation.

6.2. Alternative move design features in SME activity
This section highlights some move design feature within the SME activity which seems novel
for this type of interactional rhetoric. These features include impenetrable, non-shared coding of
referents, email duration (over several days), variability in email length (from single words to several
paragraphs), flaunting of spelling conventions and other missing features which would be feature of
normal emailing behaviour.
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6.2.1 Features of emailing that potentially lead to misunderstanding
Email data, and especially high density SME data, present with several problematic features
beyond those already discussed earlier. Each email is of a variable and unpredictable length. This
means that the volume of email size is unpredictable. Turn taking and turn allocation is not governed
by the SME nor by the features of such email exchanges. This means that the next emailer/speaker is
unpredictable when compared to turn taking analysis suggested by (Sacks et al., 1974). There are
features of speaker selection, where the current speaker selects the next, but it is not the case that
the next adjacent email (temporally) is guaranteed to be produced by that selected speaker. It is
often the case that the selected speaker does not respond immediately. Finally, due to the CofP and
the uneven shared knowledge among the participants (arising due to unshared hobbies and
unshared interactions) the acronyms and internal coding for some topics of discussion (eg. for the
topic of cars) is not always salient to other participants, for example, A and B begin talking about
“Fuji heavy equipment”.

6.2.1.1 Emailing across multiple days
Emails within the SME activity vary in length both in terms of time and in terms of email mass
(i.e. numbers of individual emails). The length of the email itself may be very different from other
emails, and the length of some email chains are very different to others. The following example is
used to highlight the email message length and duration (in terms of days of interacting). This
extract is taken from a short chain of only 12 emails in length which discusses the items that Allan’s
workplace sells.

(5)
13-14/02/12 dude goo
15. A: [13 February 2012 2:01 PM]
16.
Got some 100nb yellow jacket coated and internally epoxy
lined to AGL specs, will that do?
17. B: [14 February 2012 4:00 PM]
18.
seems a bit low spec, can that be buriied?
19. A: [14 February 2012 4:04 PM]
20.
Yellow jacket is what you put on pipe in order to bury it
(unfortunately it is also grey, not yellow)
21. B: [14 February 2012 4:07 PM]
22.
do you use PVA to join the lengths together?
23. A: [14 February 2012 4:09 PM]
24.
Bluetak
25. B: [14 February 2012 4:10 PM]
26.
dude goo?
27. A: [14 February 2012 4:13 PM]
28.
No thankyou
29. B: [14 February 2012 4:14 PM]
30.
i am not giving to you and gluing pipe together with it
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Initially of note is that the email chain spreads over two separate days (between lines 16 and
17). This is uncommon for the email data. If an email chain spreads over consecutive days it is more
common for the final email of the prior day to be time stamped late in the day, and the first email in
the subsequent day to be time stamped quite early. This example is not the case. Line 15 is time
stamped for around two pm on the 13th of February, yet the next adjacent response was not time
stamped until 4pm the following day, quite late in the working day. This is quite a strong indicator
that either Brian’s workplace was quite busy on both the 13th and the 14th, or perhaps Brian simply
did not access his emails until late on the 14th. Either way, there is strong evidence that the
workplace may be impacting on Brian’s ability to respond, or that Brian has had other (potentially
Valentines related) tasks that have taken him away from the emailing activity. The workplaces close
at around 5pm each day, and open again the next morning at around 8:30 am. As such, Brian’s
response from the night before might not be retrieved by the work server until early the next day.
This means that in some instances, the duration between emails might be indicative of the
workplace environment.

6.2.1.2 Email length in number of words
In terms of email length, this SME data features several very short email responses across the
data collected. These are not adjusted for topic or thread, and show the entirety of the email
received. In the example above, there are several very short emails, including only single terms, such
as line 23 “Bluetak”, 25 “dude goo”, 27 or short utterances, “No thankyou”. Short emails are an
indication that there is a strong reliance on both shared knowledge and pragmatic meaning between
the participants. Line 23 works as a response to the kinds of materials used to fix pipes together.
Line 25 is a re-framing of Bluetak as dude goo, bringing up a shared reference for Bluetak as thekind-of-material-that-all-men-use-for fixing-everything. Humorously, dude goo is also co-referential
for male ejaculate, so that the following response “No thankyou” (line 27) may be a disgust marker
as well as a refusal. Most importantly, the interaction is co-constructed and aligned with very short
email responses.

6.2.1.3 Spelling conventions flaunted
Another ongoing feature of these shared emails is the flaunting of spelling conventions. Each
participant emails from their respective work places, and their emails are bound by the workplace
environment in which the participant is in while emailing, the mode of emailing as a genre of
communication, and the rules and limitations that such a mode inherently places on interactivity (cf.
Clark, 2011; Graham, 2007; Mills, 2003; Planchenault, 2010). Additionally, the lack of adherence to
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spelling conventions (line 18, buriied, line 30, lower case i for the first person referent) are indicators
of many other non-conforming spelling and lexicon uses. The individual cases of misspellings can be
seen as a feature of members’ work within the community of practice. Spelling conventions are also
deliberately contravened in order to circumvent the workplace profanity filters. As such, someone
who spells effectively but unconventionally is seen as adhering closer to the CofP than those who
conform more rigorously to spelling conventions.

1.

Examples of adjusted spelling include the following:
enuf (enough), wood (would), fud (food), gurl (girl), woking

(working), Ceptionist (receptionist), sammich (sandwich), hetik
(hectic), eggspected (expected), abvious (obvious), hatering
(hating).
2.

Examples of adjust spelling used in order circumvent workplace profanity filters include:
shvits (shits), s3x (sex), tarded tard ret…ted (retarded), fack

facking (fuck fucking), cr@p (crap), p00ping (pooping), g1mps
(gimps), crup (crap)
3.

Examples of adjusted lexicon include:
dirt (deficate), p.bear pedo (paedophile), stool (faecal matter)

This is by no means an exhaustive list, but it shows the flexibility and creativity used by the
participants in order to use and discuss particular taboo terms. Of paramount importance, the
adjustment of spelling for the use of these terms and words is seen as an orientation to the
omnipresent email server filter that the workplaces have in place. In adjusting the spellings in these
ways, the emails do not suffer from email bouncing (when the workplace server deletes their emails)
and the participants are not held responsible for using their workplace emails improperly.

6.2.1.4 Missing rhetoric
For these emails, there is no use of formal workplace email rhetoric. Features that are
noticeably absent include formal signature lines, sign offs, body text configuration, paragraphing,
greetings or any saliently formal rhetoric features in the emailing that would be ‘formal’ emailing
(apart from an automatic signature block attached by Allan and Brian’s workplace email servers,
something that Allan and Brian are unable to stop being attached). These types of highly informal
emailing are therefore considered to represent a new rhetoric for email exchange, which is here
termed short message emailing (SME).
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6.3 Using emails to tease
6.3.1 Teasing features of interest
As already briefly discussed, this data set shows several instances of teases, jousting and
jocular mockery. The playful banter and word play is designedly impolite but is framed and treated
as non-impolite in most instances. The mockery occurs with high frequency and sees all participants
actively orienting to a preference to maintain the playful nature of the verbal jousting rather than
allow it to atrophy. The playful work in this data can be seen as a type of joking (Kotthoff, 2007;
1996), simulated cooperative rudeness (Kienpointner, 1997; Kotthoff, 1996, 2006, 2007), and a type
of entertainment directed impoliteness (Culpeper, 1996). For a full understanding of the way that
the “tease” turn is treated, the response to (or responses to) the tease needs to be analysed,
drawing from the conversation analysis tradition of the ‘next turn proof procedure’ (Hutchby, 2008,
see section 2.2.2.2). In analysing the tease work in this data, a particular type of playful
entertainment word game stands out, which was termed “goading” in Mitchell (2015), and is
discussed more thoroughly in section 6.4 below.

6.3.1.1 Flooding
Some exceptional emails were found that show a distinct participant understanding of the
medium of emailing. The participants were found to play with subject filtering, a feature of email
servers where emails with similar subject headings were allocated the same space in the inbox,
thereby reducing the inbox volume. Some email chains were purposely adjusted to fool the server
into allocating separate inbox allocations for subsequent emails, thereby flooding the participants’
inboxes with emails. Where some email servers can recognise and avoid this kind of flooding, it was
well known that Chris’s email server at his workplace was not sophisticated enough to deal with it.
As such, Chris can be seen as the target of flooding.
The combined effort to flood Chris’s inbox shows a robust understanding of the technological
limitations of the emailing infrastructure within which they operate, but it can also be analysed as a
type of mockery or teasing using computer-generated restrictions rather than the respondent’s own
words. This spam flooding could be evaluated as negative as it adversely affects Chris’s ability to
operate appropriately in his workplace. Surprisingly, this action is accomplished with all the
participants taking part, including Chris.
The following example shows a flooding attempt takes place on the 23rd and 24th of April,
2012. The email flood attempt was separated into four different email chains within in the
researcher's inbox, showing that even the researcher’s University server had trouble
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accommodating for the flooding attempt. The flooding was achieved through subtle changes to the
subject line in each subsequent email.

(6) 23rd 24th April flood (subject listing)
1. Nerds
2. Nerds on
3. Nerds on a gaming
4. Nerds on a gaming table
A new subject line was created several times throughout the day’s emailing. Each new subject
created a new email chain, and populated the inbox with a new set of emails. The four subjects
indicated above show simple one step changes made to the subject lines of the emails. A similar and
more extensive flooding attempt occurred previously on 16th of December, 2011 where a much
longer string of words was finally produced for the subject. Each subsequent email was produced
with an incremental change to the subject line.

(7) 16-12-11 flooding attempt (subject listing)(changes highlighted in bold)
1. B
(I have *bang* finally sporked *sparkle* out twinkle the
worst *fail* ever.1)
2. A
(I have *bang* finally spanked *sparkle* out twinkle the
worst *fail* ever.1)
3. B
(I have *bang* finally spanked *sparkle* out twinkle the
worst *fail* ever.1)
[no change]
4. C
(I have *bang* finally spanked *sparkle* out twinkle the
worst *fail* ever.1.a)
5. B
(I have *bang* finally splonked *sparkle* out twinkle the
worst *fail* ever.1.a)
6. C
(have *bang* finally splonked *sparkle* out twinkle the
worst *fail* ever.1.a)
The only difference between line 1 and line 2 is a change from “sporked” to “spanked”, a
change of only two letters. Although only six email subject lines are included here, the entire chain
consisted of over 58 separate emails, each being given its own inbox space rather than being
grouped with the previous emails.

6.3.1.2 In-line teasing
One final interactional device among these emails is the use of reposting in-line. The original
email becomes a template upon which responses are added as a form of responding. In the
following email chain, the participants are planning a future camping trip. The responses to each line
occur in-line with the forwarded original email. The email is simplified below so as to indicate the
features of in-line teasing, but not take up too much space. The entire email chain takes up 5 pages
of text, so only a selection is presented below. Lines 1 to 9 are Allan’s initial email, and Brian’s
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responses are underlined in their subsequent moves. This particular email chain corresponds to a
broader activity of planning. The participants are planning for an upcoming climbing trip where the
main organiser, Allan, is giving some insight into the kinds of things each participant ought to bring.

(8) 26/03/12 climbing planning
1. A
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
...
9.
...
21. B
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
...
42. A
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.

Tent
Mattress
Sleeping bag – blankets
Chair
More than 5l water per day
3 days of breakfast
(unless you are C and soft and only staying long enough to
need a Mars bar)
Tent Yep
Mattress Inflated!
Sleeping bag
New and testing
Chair 70kg max capacity stool
More than 5l water per day 20L + 2 camel backs. Tim not to
touch these
3 days of breakfast Continentel not being offered?
Tent Yep
Mattress Inflated! Let down!
Sleeping bag New and testing
Chair 70kg max capacity stool tee hee stool
More than 5l water per day 20L + 2 camel backs. Tim not to
touch these
3 days of breakfast Continentel not being offered? Life is
what you make of it

(All underlined items show incremental addition to prior email’s production.)18
Allan initiates planning in his first email by listing the necessary items for their trip. Brian’s
inline responses show an alignment to the planning work and an affiliation with the stance that Allan
is acting as the coordinator for this trip. Line 9 was left in as it is a clear indicator that even when
planning, Allan uses any opportunity to launch goading, in this case at Chris for not being able to stay
for the whole camping trip. Similar in-line mocking is carried out in lines 43 (inferencing the need to
only inflate a mattress when you are at the intended camp site), 45 (a euphemistic index using

18

Extra spaces have been created for this email extract where they aren’t necessary. These are an
artefact of Brian’s response and his work’s emailing system. In this example, they are left in to
maintain fidelity between Brian and Allan’s responses.
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‘stool’), and 47 (banter around the meaning of ‘continental’). Inline responses by Chris and
responses to Chris show similar mocking work. Chris’s responses are underlined.

(8.1) 26/3/12 climbing planning continued
82. A
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
...
94.

(response to 65)
Tent – Acquired hello kitty?
Mattress - Acquired easy to puncture?
Sleeping bag – blankets - This weekends objective
Chair - This weekends objective
More than 5l water per day 3 days of breakfast - staying 3 days will adjust .
Toiletries, including chloroform to deal with toilet smell
- Chloroform?
So you can knock yourself out before the
smell does

Line 83 sees Allan respond inline to Chris’s response “acquired” with “hello kitty?”. This is an
example of opportunistic teasing where the character of Chris as being somewhat naive manifests in
Allan’s suggestion that he would be the kind of person to purchase a ‘hello kitty19’ tent. Line 84 sees
mocking work implying that Allan will puncture Chris’s mattress when they are camping. Line 94 is
also included to show the adjacency work between the original move “Toiletries, including
chloroform to deal with toilet smell”, Chris’s repair response seeking clarification for the use of
Chloroform, and Allan’s second turn self-repair indicating the reason for including chloroform. The
lines of response themselves all work as a site for sequencing of talk, indexing separate lines of
topics from the other lines. This has the effect of complicating the interactions among these
participants, as even when responses are not found in adjacent position temporally, they use the
next line of talk to index the next topic of talk. As such, the format of the SME itself indicates line
based adjacency awareness among the participants.

6.3.2A warning about the data: men doing men’s talk
Email topics vary throughout this data set. Although they tend to function as either types of
solidarity work or negotiation work, the way that such work is conducted often has mocking or
tease-like characteristics. The actual topics under discussion coincide closely with findings about
male talk. Cameron (1997) suggests that men’s talk tends to show that others “fail to measure up to
the group’s standards of masculinity” (p. 53). The SME show similar features, yet they also show

19

Hello Kitty is a well-known childrens’ anime character. She is depicted as an anthropomorphic white
Japanese Bobtail cat with a red bow
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instances of ‘gossip’, which are typically suggested as traditionally ‘women’s talk’ (Holmes and
Marra, 2004).
Analytically, this ‘mens’ talk’ will be discussed as an indexing of a membership device of
‘gender’. When made interactionally salient, a failure to measure up to masculinity or any instances
of “doing women’s talk” lead to the finding that gender is being used as an interactional resource.
Gender tends to be deployed as a membership device (Stokoe, 2012) used in the recruitment (or
rejection) of a participant into a group status as either in-group or out-group. By claiming that
participants are performing actions which are examples of doing “being male”, or casting of gender
rich categories onto each other, gender becomes an interactional feature worthy of discussion
(Wetherall, 2011). When deployed as an in-group/out-group strategy, gender can be seen as a
membership category used to classify a current group. It is this categorisation predicate, “being
male” which is of interest for this thesis.
As a caveat, the talk in this dataset can be seen as inappropriate by many audiences. After
presenting this data to a CA audience in 2012, and a politeness audience in 2013, several comments
were made about the inappropriate and offensive talk within the data. At times, when sharing
examples of this data set with sets of friends, offence was registered either due to the terms that
these participants use, or through the participants using gender assignment as a tool for teasing
through casting claims that other males were doing “being not male”. People who were offended
tended to be audience members of the presentation, and not participants within the original
exchange. In terms of im/politeness literature, this offence is a second-order offence registered by
an observer of the email exchanges. The footings of these “offended” parties are therefore removed
from the community of practice of the four males, and these offended persons include both females
and males. This suggests that this isolated CofP has generated “men’s talk” in a unique way.
However, these perceived offences are not registered by the participants. When “being offended” is
noted in the data set, it usually achieves the claim of playing at “being offended” rather than
genuinely being offended. These findings come from the rigid analysis of the next turn proof
procedure, and from the way participants orient to the action of “being offended” in the interview
data. This data has the potential to offend, and I apologise if any reader is offended by the data.

6.3.3 The goadable identity
Within this community of practice, teases tend to be treated as latently available for subsequent
tease work. The topics of teases which have been cast successfully at a participating target in the past
can be recruited for further teasing action at any time. Due to the nature of such latent in-group
knowledge, there is evidence to suggest that there are membership categories available to the
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participants of the ‘teasable other’. That is, each participant, Allan, Brian, Chris and Damien, have
particular activities and predicates tied to their ‘goadable identity’ which are latently available as
goadable topics. In using these topical goads, the member is engaging in a twofold piece of
membership work. Firstly, they are casting offensive moves at a present other – an action that has the
potential to be evaluated as impolite, as has been found in the case of jocular mocking and teasing
(Haugh and Bousfield, 2012). Secondly, in casting their knowledge of these goadable identities, the
teaser is indexing, and requesting ratification of, their in-group status. In this way, if such identity
teasing is cast, there is a corresponding claim that in-group face work is also being achieved. Such
analysis of face work is treated as outside of the scope of this present analysis.

6.3.4 Norms of interaction in this CofP
Several reduplicated actions that commonly occur in this community of practice have been
elucidated above (see sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3). These reduplicated actions could be considered
norms of conduct, or CofP norms. These CofP norms include ongoing spelling convention
suspension, verbal jousting and the fact that the activity being undertaken during the emails is
entertainment focused. The ongoing teasing, goading, mockery, jocular framing of interaction,
banter and teasing, are accomplished in order to do solidarity work, for entertainment, and to meet
the norms of the community of practice. Given that teasing uniformly presents in almost all areas of
this SME data, any instance of non-teasing constitutes a marked event. Tease turns that solicit
responses, target ratified participants, and are framed humorously are being termed goads. When a
single goad is cast, but not responded to, then it is treated as a tease. The series of interactions
which follow are intended to highlight general trends in the interaction style of these emails which
are beyond goading, but which may orient in some way to the context of teasing. Some evaluably
(potentially) impolite features of talk and conduct which are common in these interactions include
banter, shared complaining, mocking, goading, teasing, insulting, and chastisements.

6.3.5 Teases being treated as sanctionable
Lines of teasing and banter in these emails show a recipient orientation to a current speaker
selects next turn/move taking organisation, and creates a stepwise transition of topic progress
between moves. These single moves of teasing or banter occur so frequently in the short message
emails as to be considered normal activity. Eelen (2001) discusses these normal activities in two
ways. He suggests that either a normal action trajectory is the moral norm for a group of
interactants, or it is a common and often performed activity. Either way, Eelen suggests that they are
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generally both considered norms. Variation in these norms therefore relies on either an alternative
moral deployment of the associated evaluations regarding these norms, or variation in the sense
that the commonly performed action is not performed (as in the case above where the variability in
not doing mens’ talk is marked).
In the next example (9), the goading trajectory is launched when Brian targets Allan with a
goad in line 43. The goad topic is related to Allan’s weight, one of the omnirelevant goadable
categories available for him in these emailing interactions. Allan makes a claim to be the target of
the goad, taking the stance that he is the unwanted recipient of the goad about his weight. Yet, this
suggests that Allan is playing the part, deploying an aligning role that affords the continuation of the
line of goad work.
Note the terms in brackets below refer to social actions performed as part of the ongoing
activity of emailing. Banter is a fast paced humorous observation of non-participants or situations.
Goading is considered a form of banter and teasing, but where the participant (or target of the
banter talk) is one of the participants. Biting is a po-faced receipt of a goad which moves to stop the
goad action at that turn. On-goading is any action which facilitates further goading. Counter-goading
is a shifting of the goad target back as the original goader.

(9) 16/12/11 devils earwax
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A

I <3 the devils ear wax
[banter]
Eggsplains the waistline
[goad]
Get on the wagon, don’t be a hater
[bite]
Just pointing out the abvious, not hatering
[goad]
The ham, it has a bone
[claiming target]
is it a ham bone or a chicken bone?
[banter]
Not yet checked
[alignment]
may be important to check now
[banter]
Its in the car
[banter]
slow roasting?
[banter]
Better not be if the fridge knows whats good for it
[banter]

In example (9), Allan references latently shared knowledge about vegemite. Allan likes
vegemite, yet Brian does not, which is available in Allan’s move, “I [love] the devil’s earwax” (line 42).
Brian casts an assessment of Allan in line 43 offering that Allan’s ‘waistline’ is commentable, conflating
the assessment with the teasable identity of Allan as fat. This move by Brian is reticent of the “teasable
identies” available in these interactions, showing both Brian’s in-group position, and skill in deploying
teases at the appropriate teasable target, namely Allan’s weight. Where Brian is deploying skilful
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repartee in his move, it is questionable whether Allan is doing the same. Allan seems to be doing
“being offended” in responding with a bite.
In responding, Allan plays the role of being a target of the goad turns. He uses a bite (rather
than an on-goad or counter-goad) to respond to Brian’s barb about his weight. Biting in this way
orients Brian to Allan’s claim that the barb about his weight is a breach of the moral norms (when in
fact, such deployment is a common practice and moral norm for this group). Allan seems to be
deploying “non-shared evaluations” of the ongoing tease/goading. Allan orients to the prior
assessment as inappropriate, indexing a higher moral order that friends should help friends, saying
‘on the wagon’ and ‘not being a hater’20. Thus, Allan is deploying a meta-understanding of moral norms
that seem to conflict with the CofP moral norms. This orientation to the goad work allows for
progressivity of the goad, but claims that Allan is offended about Brian’s comment. Interestingly, the
deployment of “being offended” here still affords the progressivity of the goad and thus aligns with
the prior turn (to some degree) at least as being a tease rather than goading.
This claim about being offended positions Allan in the footing of a target of an insulting rather
than a jocular tease (lines 44 and 46), yet there is no alignment with stopping the tease when offence
has been achieved. This is hearable as a breach of the moral order (Culpeper, 2011) that when
someone gets hurt, the activity should stop. Clearly Allan is indexing the offence, and Brian too orients
to it, but Brian deploys a very different apology strategy, exacerbating the offence rather than doing
apologising. Brian’s next move (line 45) has strong goad like features, recasting goad work toward
Allan. Brian forecasts a self-repair with ‘just’, yet makes the claim that pointing out Allan’s waistline is
unsanctionable as it is “obvious”; claiming that such a casting is simply the truth. He further claims
that he is not doing being a hater, “not hatering” (line 45), and denies that he is being potentially
offensive. Allan then responds by re-claiming the footing of target, claiming to be wounded in line 46,
‘cuts to the bone’, yet affiliating with the claim that his waistline is commentable by claiming himself
to be “the ham”. It is in this turn that Allan can be seen to be playing the part of the target, aligning
with the goad work rather than being offended. This move assists in the activity of goading by aligning
with the footing of a target for goading, affording the goad to continue. This alignment recasts Allan
as a willing goading participant. From here, the target of the goad is directed to a non-participant, and
the goading takes on a banter quality. This aligns with and extends the talk for the rest of the sequence.
This example shows that disaffiliation with goading might not interrupt the progressivity of the
goading activity. That is, even if people disagree with the goad, the goad can still continue. The goad

20

According to urban dictionary, a hater is “A person that simply cannot be happy for another person's
success. So rather than be happy they make a point of exposing a flaw in that person”.
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work may be accomplished through the target playing the part and willingly being the recipient of
goading. This suggests that there may be a hierarchy in preferences toward goading where the
preference to maintain progressivity sits higher than the preference to maintain alignment and
continue the ongoing social activity.

6.3.5.1 Follow-up interview responses
In follow-up interviews, Allan orients to the playful nature of this interaction and suggests that
he “pretends to be offended” (line 44 and 46) when it is “clear that [he] was not”. A similar finding of
pretending to be offended is also found in “American and Australian getting acquainted data” (Haugh
2015, p. 302-303) where a participant orients to the activity, accepting the claim saying, “I guess I’m a
dog”. Unlike the example here, the Haugh 2015 example fails and playfulness was not achieved as
there is no subsequent orientation to the projected action of “playing around”, rather it is responded
with a po-faced receipt (Drew, 1987). In this example, both participants, the one doing being offended
and the offender both orient to the playfulness of the interaction. Brian claims that he understood
Allan was being playful, and that he (Brian) was in no way offended. Most critically, neither Brian nor
Allan make reference to true offence, even though the turn shape of line 44 may be analytically that
of being offended.
Both Allan and Brian exercise their agency here to deal with the variability of response to allow
the goading to continue. They both make allusions to a moral order where being offended is an
unwanted activity response as it shuts down the playfulness. They both make available the potential
that such an evaluation of their interaction is possible, and yet they both play the part of goading and
allow it to continue. In effect, their blinkered approach to maintaining the goad shows a strong
rejection of the any claims to being offended. There is a clear exercising of agency in not ratifying the
moral order here. Rather, there is a deployment of an alternative moral code, in which, by engaging
in these goading practices, participants willingly defer any moral accountability for their actions onto
the preferred social action of doing goading.
It is clear that, by the use of an unwanted negative implication, something negative is occurring
and is available for participants within this exchange. These negative evaluations are available to all
participants. This awareness of and suspension of the moral order leads us to the question of
interpretability of these purportedly humorous jibes as humorous. Brian’s own dispreferred turn shape
(line 45, the use of ‘just’) displays a stance that he is able to perceive either his own utterance as
potentially impolite, or that Allan has evaluated lines 43 and 45 as potentially impolite. The question
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is then, if Brian can perceive that Allan is evaluating his input as an offended party, then why continue
with the goad work?
It seems that, at least in this community of practice, anything is potentially a target for goad
work. Further, this kind of social action (goading) requires actions on behalf of all participants,
including the target, in order to define it as distinct from teasing, as there is a desire to maintain its
progressivity. These analyses question the static nature of norms of interaction and suggest that such
norms are only used to sanction others (Graham, 2007). It is not the case that these norms of
interaction are only deployed in sanctioning moves, but that these norms of interaction work as a
counter point to more societal norms, and as such require extra effort in their deployment in these
email interactions.

6.3.6 Email banter
Banter is initiated with the first email of the chain (email extract (10)) and aligned with the
second email, setting the trajectory for banter or goading throughout the chain. The initial email was
a forwarded internal email from Allan’s office where Allan was named “Andrews” rather than Allan
(an oversight of Allan’s management, but compounded by the engineering staff who Allan works
with). Due to the ethical requirements of this study, that initial email has not been included here,
but it included information about new policies affecting the sending and receiving of emails. The
initial turn in this example (line 2) is Brian responding to the formal tone in the on forwarded email.
The trajectory of talk in the following turn (turn 16, not shown here) is a stepwise topic shift to
television shows that are watched using the internet. This particular email chain continues for three
days, and is one of the few examples of a chain that shows activity by all four participants.
For this particular chain, the duration between the subsequent emails was recorded as well as
the normal time and date stamp.

(10) 27/02/12 being called Andrews
2.
3.
4
5
6
7

B[27 February 2012 10:59 AM] [1hr 14min]
How many times have you been called Andrews?
A[27 February 2012 11:01 AM] [2 mins]
A lot, and usually from Engineers who design stuff to keep
high pressure flammable things contained
B[27 February 2012 12:28 PM] [1hr 27 mins]
you should be thankful they can actually use the email.
A[27 February 2012 12:44 PM] [16 mins]
I would much prefer it if they couldn’t
B[27 February 2012 12:47 PM] [3 mins]
telefax machine still working?
A[27 February 2012 12:49 PM] [2 mins]
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8
9
10
11
12

13

14
15

Its how we talk to suppliers
B[27 February 2012 12:52 PM] [3 mins]
Carrier pigeon is our preffered method
A[27 February 2012 12:54] [2 mins]
Cause they taste like chicken?
B[27 February 2012 13:26] [32 mins]
Depends how you cook it
A[27 February 2012 13:28] [2 mins]
Chicken flavoured pigeon style?
B[27 February 2012 13:32] [4 mins]
a combination of Bacon stock cubes and cayan pepper will give
that chicken taste also.
Make sure you wash the hands before wiping the eyes.
A[27 February 2012 13:37] [3 mins]
I put green pepper in some sauce I was making yesterday and
didn’t get any stuck anywhere it shouldn’t go, was
impressed
B[27 February 2012 13:44] [7 mins]
latest friendship bracelet?
A[27 February 2012 13:51] [7 mins]
Boredom and unusual things on the internet effect people in
different ways
The initial turn, line 2, sees Brian launch a question in response to the forwarded email. The

trajectory for this could be that of teasing or goading, as it is making a noticeable an error on the
other person's part in indexing Allan. As such, Allan could be teased for being not memorable or
some other predicate, however this is not aligned with in turn 3 and goading does not occur. Turn 2
is aligned with in turn 3 as a complainable or teaseable directed at those who were responsible for
the naming error.
The ongoing banter or teases cast at the third party show a stepwise transition of topics. The
stepwise transition moves from a complaint about the ‘engineers’ at work (line 3), their ability to
email, the desire that they didn’t email, offering of an alternative interactional medium (telefax),
affiliation with the alternative, another offer of an alternative medium clearly designed as an
overdoing (carrier pigeon), the transition to the eating of the pigeons, recipe types,
recommendations about cooking with cayenne pepper, an implicit mentioning of a common mistake
in cooking (line 13), a topic shift to the reason for cooking using such ingredients, and an explanation
of the reasons why such cooking was done (line 15, boredom). What is interesting to note in this
thread is the continuation of single topic threads, and several points where the topic has potential
for goad work (targeted banter) but where it does not arise. This seems to be controlled through the
skill in dealing with potential goadable turns done by Allan.
Several moves show potential for targeted banter. Each participant is given the chance to
goad the other, but the recipients skilfully avoid the onset of goading or do not orient to the
goadable. Line 2 is diffused by a transition of target from Allan to the engineers; line 8 could have
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been indexed as an overdoing as is cast in line 9, but is diffused in line 10 by more overdoing
(entering into a discussion of cooking the carrier pigeons). In line 12, Brian makes the claim that he
used spices in his cooking, which is contrary to one of his teaseable predicates where it is known that
he only eats bland food, but this is not taken up in line 13, where Allan instead aligns with a topic of
cooking with cayenne pepper. Similarly, line 14 makes noticeable part of the teaseable predicates of
Allan's teaseable identity (not good at making friends) which seems to be diffused in line 15. Line 13
also has potential for goading in that Allan admitted (albeit implicitly) that getting green pepper
‘stuck where it shouldn’t go’ is a common occurrence for him (signalled with a surprised uptake
marker, ‘was impressed’).
Both of these participants align with the initial trajectory of word play/banter throughout the
exchange. Lines of goading are both skillfully negotiated and diffused (lines 3, 5, 10 and 15) in some
parts of the thread, yet wholly abandoned or not oriented to in others (line 13). This 'selective
orientation to a goadable' marks the activity of the participants as more agentic, less predictable and
thus less readily analysed as following norms in the ongoing frame of interaction. It seems as though
the participants are actively selected diffuse goadables (rather than counter-goading) and in not
orienting to a goadable (not indexing the teaseable identities of the fellow participants). This shows
a marked instance of a string of actions all showing the participants exercising their agency with
respect to potential evaluations of each other's behaviour.

6.4 Goading
The ongoing verbal jousting available through this data set has given insights into the
sequential positioning of such action. It became clear that there was a difference between the
ordinary teasing described by Drew (1987) and Armstrong (1992), and another tease-like activity
where the recipient was treated as a selected next speaker and was solicitied to respond with
further tease-like action. This activity was termed goading. Drew (1987) and Armstrong (1992)
suggested that teasing comes as a second pair part assessment to some prior ‘overdoing’. This
goading seems to present as a social action where the prior ‘overdoing’ is not always treated as a
teasable. As such, these goads sometimes seem to act as a string of first pair parts. Unlike Drew and
Armstrong’s suggestions, goading is not always recognisant of a ‘teasable’. Rather goading indexes
latent knowledge and membership categorisation is a primary tool for sequential deployment of
goads. This type of teasing is omnirelevant, such as in the prior example (2) lines 38 and 39:
38. B
39. A

(13:43) I hate grey nomads!
(13:45) Yet you are destined to become one
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Brian makes a comment about a previous mention of his father being a grey nomad (a retired
aged person travelling on their retirement money). The mention of Brian’s aversion of grey nomads
seems to prompt an orientation to a tease by Allan saying “yet you are destined to become one”.
This is tantamount to a tease (Drew, 1987) or an instance of jocular mockery (Haugh and Bousfield
2012), or what Decapua and Boxer (1999) term “jousting”. Unlike jousting, the thrust of these
interactions is not to “win” against the opponent due to their lack of repartee (Decapua and Boxer,
1999, p. 6), even though winning may occur due to lack of skill of one of the recipients. Rather, as
noted in Mitchell (2015) the thrust of these tokens of tease-like work is to solicit a response and
participate in a type of mutual humorous entertainment.
Similar to other humour games like playing the dozens and sounding (Garner, 1983; Lefever,
1981; Schwegler, 2007), these tease-like moves seem to be very complex in nature and strongly
ritualised. Teases tend to be described and defined in reference to a teasable act (Drew 1987), or
“make reference to some attribute, action or utterance of its victim” (Armstrong 1992). Yet the
teases in this dataset are cast even more generally than is claimed in prior studies of teasing. Some
teases here do seem to be cast at potential attributes of their victim. That is, if the tease goes
through, then the target of the tease becomes a further “teasable” for that victim, and if the target
does not go through, is blocked or is dealt with as problematic, then it might not go on to become
part of the “teasable” attributes of that victim. In this way, their tease work is designed to construct
the set of teasable attributes for a victim, which in turn becomes part of the CofP shared
understanding of the “teasable target” for that individual.
However, most often, tease turns begin without reference to a teasable. In example (1) above
in line 31, B casts a strong such goad at Chris saying:
31.

C has a crush on my father and wished he was his.
The prior talk is not directed at Chris in any way, making this directed targeting of him quite

marked. Here Brian is casting a claim that Chris has a crush on his father. Such a casting of Chris as
having homosexual and/or sadistic (lit. crushing someone crushing someone for sexual gratification)
sexual appetites seems to be an omnirelevant teasing line for him. Chris’s response,

45.

yeah once i get into stories about my father this will no
longer be funny ...
is very much a po-faced receipt (Drew, 1987) treating the tease at face value rather

than entering into the to-and-fro of the associated banter or goading that is solicited here.
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In line 31, the teasable “Chris’ father” is tested for uptake by Chris. In response, Chris indicates
that the topic of his father is problematic and potentially not funny. Such an orientation to the
seriousness of the tease here shows Chris’ po-faced receipt being deployed to sanction or deflect his
father as a potential “teasable” target. Chris is clearly orienting to this tease as a normal tease,
generated in order to test potential “attributes” for future teases. Yet he deployed an inappropriate
evaluation of the tease, suggesting that the problem with teasing his father is that the tease will “will
no longer be funny”. This simple orientation makes a strong agentic move in denying that his father
is an appropriate target. Overall, the tease work is treated as generally humorous in thrust and Chris
treats the tease work as wanted and omnirelevant. Yet in deploying the denial of the father talk,
Chris effectively draws a “line in the sand” showing that there is a limit to the tease work (a feature
that seems to not be deployable on other occasions). In this way, Chris is also orienting to a current
impoliteness evaluation coupled with a potential future impoliteness evaluation which may become
relevant if further father talk is entered into. In response to Chris’ deployment of the sanctioning of
this talk, the thread is abandoned (no further responses to that string of emails is generated). This is
a clear CofP orientation to the need to continue humorous tease work, the unwanted generation of
humourless teases, and the acceptance of the social sanction deployed by Chris.
Such generally accepted orientations to “lines in the sand” among these participants are rare.
These participants rarely indicate that other participants are going too far, or doing something
inappropriate. The move to draw a “line in the sand” does happen, but the uptake of such a line as
accepting a limit to the tease work is very seldom achieved. This makes the particular effort here by
Chris to draw such a “line in the sand” quite a special occasion. It could be that “father talk” is one
such limitation, due to the nature of the tease work.
There is a ritualised nature of goading in that there is a clear need for progression of the goad.
If the response to the goad expands the goad to some degree, either adding another element to the
goad or adjusting the goad to another party, this is termed an on-goad. If the response adjusts the
target of the goad in some way, this is termed a counter-goad (so termed as the target often adjusts
the new target to be the original goader). Sanctioning for not pursuing the goad often takes the form
of teasing (Armstrong, 1992; Drew, 1987).

6.4.1 Sequence analysis of goading
What makes goading distinct from these other forms of non-polite, non-impolite humorous
talk or conduct seems to be the sequential nature of the goad turns, and their solicitation of a verbal
response. Goad work mostly appears as a string of first pair parts, where a response to a goad turn
generally constitutes another goad turn, which is here termed an “on-goad”. Similar aligning
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responses to goads may appear in the form of shifting the target of the goad to another party, or to
the original goader, here termed “counter-goading”.
The example below comes from the same email chain as the flooding attempt described
above. The interaction begins with the description of a climbing related injury that Allan sustained
during climbing the previous night.

(11) climb to suit your shape not hers ((4) 16-12-11 flooding attempt))
1.

A

2.
3.
4.

B
C
B

5.

C

6.
7.

B
C

8.
9.

A
C

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

A
B
C
B
C
B

16. A

I gained mine by putting my shoes on though, then my ovary
fell out from trying to heel hook like 3/4 and I forgot
about it
Get better shoe, and climb to suit your shape not hers.
I thought A wanted to climb her shape?
[goad at A]
He doesn't have the req'd paperwork to do that
[on-goad at A]
Does he need parental approval to do that?
[on-goad at A]
cert iv in mounting
[on-goad at A]
I guess once you've been out of the game for a while you
need to retrain.
[on-goad at A]
It's like riding the town bike I am told, you never forget
If you've ridden the town bike you'll never forget cause
you now have a apply a cream daily.
[on-goad at A]
Maybe I am the town bike
[on-goad at A]
Why isn't there a tandem town bike?
There is ... she's called your mum.
[goad at B]
*yawn* old joke.
Sorry my bad. what's A's mum like? [counter-goad at A]
Only meat his father. Wood rather bang your sister.
[counter-goad at C]
PNL

An initial goad turn is launched in line 3. It has the turn design features of a tease, where the
prior teasable turn (turn 2 coupled with turn 1) can be viewed as making interactionally relevant
topical material from which a tease can be cast. Namely the “climbing of her shape” (line 2). The
teasable content is framed by from Allan’s words, line 1 “trying to heel hook like 3/4” (where 3/4 is a
reference to a known female friend), coupled with Brian’s words, line 2 “climb to suit your shape not
hers” (both 3/4 and her share the same female referent). Then in line 3, Chris uses the idea that
Allan wants to climb the females’ shape as an allusion to sexual activity, casting the goad “I thought
[Allan] wanted to climb her shape”. This is treated as a goad because the receipt presupposes that
the factual content is true, and expands on it. This type of elaborative response is akin to joint
fantasising but where the content is truthful or partially truthful. As Brian has accepted that Allan is
the target of the goad (line 4, orienting to the same referent through pronoun positioning, “He
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doesn’t have the req’d paperwork”), and produced content to elaborate on the initial goad from line
3, the project of goading Allan is continued; this is termed an on-goad.
The target of the goad stays the same as both Chris and Brian are both targeting Allan. Yet the
content is increased incrementally. Brian and Chris work together to produce a set of on-goad
elaborations directed at Allan in lines 4-7. When Allan initially responds in line 8, he hearably orients
to continuing the project of the goad, bringing up the idiom “riding a bike” relating to learning, and
adding a hearably humorous content to it, with “town bike” alluding to sexual activity. Allan shows
an alignment with the goad by accepting the interactional position of the target. The goading is
maintained with Allan as its target. Chris suggests that perhaps Allan needs to “apply a cream daily”
(line 9). Allan responds again, moving to reinforce himself as the target of the ongoing goad’s work,
offering that “maybe I am the town bike” (line 11). This shows Allan is orienting to the goad
attempts an interactional practice for all parties with himself as its target.
This goad work dissipates when Brian offers an alternative trajectory of tandem town bikes
(line 11), to which Chris immediately directs a new tease at Brian using a well-documented
“sounding” syntax (Garner, 1983; Lefever, 1981; Schwegler, 2007), “there is… she’s called your
mum”. In doing this, Chris is selecting a new type of interactional humour in order to play a new type
of word game, but now with Brian as the target. In response, Brian moves both to deflect the new
social action being directed at him, and to disalign with the “your mum” joke (seen to be
asynchronous with the type of word play for this CofP). In not wanting to lose the word play, Chris
launches a new line of banter, offering Allan as a target, “what’s [Allan’s] mum like” (line 14).
However, in line 12, Chris has already produced a teasable in using “sounding” syntax within this
community of practice. Chris is hearably out of touch, or doing the word play incorrectly. This gives
Brian grounds to change the goaded party from Allan toward Chris. This shift of target is considered
a counter-goad as the projected goaded party, Allan, is shifted, and yet the goading is continued. In
this way, Brian could be seen as performing “outspoken” work (Kádár and Cruz, n.d.) in defence of
Allan.
A thorough analysis of all the types of goadable turns in this data set is interactionally analysed
using the next turn proof procedure to make claims about what was (or was not) oriented to as a
goading. In terms of goading, Chris and Brian co-construct a goad of Allan as the kind of person who
always thinks sexually about women (wanted to climb her shape, line 3), needs approval to complete
tasks (“req’d paperwork”, line 4), is a mummy’s boy who need parental approval (line 5), only accepts
particular types of approval (cert iv in mounting, line 6), and has been out of the game for a while (line
7). Each of these topics of teases help to construct Allan as less male, making masculinity and the
perceived category bound predicates related to being male omnirelevant for this community

of
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practice. Each addition to the goad in this example enhances the negative characterisation of Allan,
pursuing a response from Allan through continual goad moves. This is a joint fantasising used in pursuit
of a response is similar to examples found in Glenn (2003) where the recipient’s choice is to bite or
“abandon “serious” pursuit of topic and show appreciation of the jests” (Glenn, 2003, p. 127). Allan
treats this as goading by aligning with the goading trajectory and extending the humour, adding the
category ‘town bike’ (line 8) to his goadable character.
The use of reducto ad absurdum as a humour technique is an indication of the mock or jocular
character of this goading. Interesting to note in the above extract is the lack of humorous markers
available in line 17. This makes line 17 a bite of Chris’s previous goading turn, and an upgraded token
of goading – potentially a tease or social sanctioning of Chris, although in follow-up interviews, neither
Brian nor Chris attend to this line of enquiry. It is perhaps the lack of orientation which makes available
a potential for the tease to have been evaluated as impolite by these participants. In the interview,
Allan termed the line as “Brian being Brian”, attesting a normal character to the utterance itself.
Interactionally, goading work requires several participants. It is not a teaser and teasee
interactive framework, but rather requires at least a goader, a goad target, and an audience. The
target for the goading tends to be a ratified participant, and if the target changes, it does so to
another ratified participant. Also, the incremental work of the on-goading turns shows that there is a
need for the goad to continue until the initial target offers a response. The target is therefore
summoned to respond in order to align with the goading. If the goading fails, the participant makes
an effort to restart the goading (as above in lines 9, 12 and 14).
An individual goad casts a humorously framed mocking remark at another co-participant. A
goad is designed as a first pair part, soliciting a response from the goad target. The goad is not
always an assessment of some prior turn, but may involve an orientation to omnirelevant teasable
features of the participants. The goad of a participant can elicit two types of response: a noticing
that the goad has been cast and a response of some kind that affiliates with the prior goading. The
participant’s skill in goading rests on these two types of response, as any response move that rejects
the goad can be sanctioned or picked up as a teasable.
Salient reasons for engaging in this jousting, teasing or goading by SME is different for the
participants. Yet, the participants all seem to treat the impoliteness as a form of entertainment
(Culpeper, 1996). In follow-up interviews, each participant claims a slightly different goal or higherorder intention for the SME. Particular goals claimed by participants in follow-up interviews include
“entertainment”, “for shits and giggles”, and “just because we can”.
Teases tend to behave as indications to past actions where someone performed an overdoing
(Armstrong, 1992). Tease turns or the teasable may be deemed as something over the top, excessive,
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potentially sanctionable (Drew, 1987), or “a blunder” or “opportunisitc tease”. Unlike teasing, goading
tends to operate like an interactional word game.

6.4.2 Goading as a verbal jousting
In parallel to the observations of goading as a type of banter, or teasing, goading may also be
classified as a type of word game. Johnson and Finlay (1997) suggest that banter among males
“creates an air of the special intimacy which can be shared by all friends, but is a way of talking
particularly characteristic of men”. In Johnson and Finlay’s (1997) data, there is an element of playful
antagonism between two participants, which is employed in order to legitimise racist and/or
chauvinistic remarks. Here, the playful antagonism may be employed to accomplish gender
categorisation and some kind of stereotyping, projecting an assessment of the other as “not male
enough”. Most importantly, such antagonism can be analysed as membership categorisation work
doing insider and outsider casting, and "not male" category work. Likewise, according to Easthope
(1986), banter has an important function for men as the comic aspect allows certain things to be said
that would not be permissible in routine interaction (p.90). For these participants, such banter may
be a way of putting problems into the open without accepting accountability for their potential to
offend. The participants may be mitigating their accountability for offence through the use of this
comic aspect to their interaction. Part of what is made permissible in the goading may be an allusion
to an alternative gender identity or some kind of gender work. Further analysis of other gender
interactions would be required to refine this claim.
Unlike teasing, goading seems to have alternative functions of indexing the shared identity of
participants. Like jocular mockery and other non-polite forms of interaction, goading seems to
reinforce a shared sense of identity, as the participants need to accept both the role of a goading
participant, and the role of the target of the goad. This seems to correspond to findings about other
mock impoliteness types (Goddard, 2006, 2009, 2012; Haugh, 2010, 2011; Haugh and Bousfield, 2012;
Leech, 1983).
In (12), Brian and Allan are discussing how their friendship group is male-dominated. In doing
such talk, they co-construct category actions (predicates) for each other and reify male talk within this
male CofP. One teasable identity ascription that is alluded to here is Allan as someone who wouldn’t
know what to do if he were approached sexually by a woman (line 44). That is, Allan is construed as
naive when it comes to sex and sex-related actions.

(12) 31/10/11 who knows they might oblige
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42. B
43. A
44. B
45. A
46. B

and the ones that do are not the ones you wood want to
[banter]
Who knows, they might oblige and you die with a smile on
your face
[goad]
At least i wood know what to do if they said yes.
[counter-goad]
huddle in a corner and whimper?
[counter-goad]
was more than i eggspected form you actually.
[counter-goad]

Brian makes an initial assessment that the women who go climbing are not their type, writing
and the ones that do are not the ones you would want to (line 42). Allan aligns with the first part of
this assessment of the females, but counters the assessment that they are not their type. Rather, Allan
counter offers an assessment of Brian as the kind of person who does not have a “type”, suggesting
that “who knows, they [the women] might oblige [in having sex with Brian] and [he] die[s] with a smile
on his face”. This is clearly a topic-driven tease directed specifically at Brian in a stepwise transition
from the prior turn. As such, it meets a preference for goading each other, and the need for the
progressivity of goading, and projects the need for Brian to respond, all of which are norms of
interaction in this CofP for these participants. In response, Brian recasts the goad with a new target,
Allan (counter-goad in line 44). This response picks up on the topic of sexual encounters, and also
makes topical Allan’s teasable quality of not currently having a girlfriend. Such a response constitutes
a strong attack on Allan’s maleness through attacking his sexual prowess. Brian makes available the
unwanted implicated premise that Allan is the kind of person who wouldn’t know what to do if a
woman was to approach him, by offering “at least I [Brian] would know”. This change of goad target
is a counter-goad and alters the trajectory of the interaction, yet maintains its projectivity as the
intended action trajectory. As such, such counter-goading is considered a preferred response design
for this CofP, no matter how salient the implicated negative premise becomes. The progressivity of
the activity is seemingly more important than the evaluations of impoliteness (if they arise).
This construction of Allan in terms of his prowess with women has thus become part of his
teasable identity. Within this email data, Allan is often teased along these lines. This re-indexing of
shared knowledge as a goadable (teaseable) is discussed by Armstrong (1992) as teases from the past.
However, it is only those who were privy to previous assessments who are able to claim knowledge of
such ongoing constructions of him. In person (away from the mode of communication that this email
encompasses), it is difficult and sanctionable for other friends to make such a claim. As such, the
knowledge of previous assessments makes a participant able to claim in-group membership with both
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the target, and the author of the indexed assessment but this only works within the medium of the
emailing itself.

6.4.4 Goading as displaying preference for alignment
As mentioned briefly in the analysis above, there is a tendency for the members of this
community of practice to orient to the maintenance of goading as preferred. That is, the appropriate
response strategy for any goading is further goading, on-goading or counter-goading. There are
occasions where one participant plays the part of being offended, or disattends to the goading,
which usually results in the goading finishing. Essentially, this is a po-faced receipt of a tease turn
(Drew, 1987). In terms of preference response, any response turn that stops the social activity of
goading corresponds with dispreferred turn features, and therefore indicates a dispreferred
response. As such, the stopping of goading is a potentially dispreferred response. Stopping of goads
through a disattending response is quite rare in this data set (see section 6.4.6 Noticeably absent
goading)

6.4.4.1 Threat treated as goadable
Often, strategies generally reserved as impolite are used as goads or goad responses. That is,
strategies which are analytically “impolite”, such as deploying a threat, “I will do x to you”, are
deployed within the frame of goading. The following example sees Chris make a threat – a strategy
which can be clearly analysed as impolite (Culpeper, 2011b; Culpeper, Bousfield and Wichmann, 2003)
due to its syntax, illocutionary and perlocutionary linguistic strategy and sequential position. However,
this threat is treated as non-impolite (Haugh and Bousfield, 2012) in line 2 and becomes the site for
launching a goading sequence. Additionally, the threat is treated by both the threatener, and the
threatened participants as not constituting a threat in the follow-up interviews.
The following email exchange (13) begins with a forwarded internal email from Brian's
workplace that B forwards to the group. This has not been attached as it is difficult to maintain content
and anonymity. Importantly, the internal email points to a problem with the workplace outlook email
server that affects people with Chris’s initials. Brian begins (line 1) with a reformulation of that email's
linguistic content that “people are being impacted by an emailing issue with Outlook emails”.

(13) 17/10/11 I’ll impact you in a minute
1.

B

[12:22pm] Sorry C, this affects you
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2.

C

3.
4.
5.

B
C

6.

B

7.

C

8.

A

9.

B

10. C
11. B
12. C
13.
14. B
15. C
16.
17.
18. A
19. B

[12:47pm] Sorry B it doesn't as I don't use outlook.
[bite]
Thanks anyway.
[bite]
[1:58pm] are you impacted?
[goad directed at C]
[2:04pm] I'll impact you in a minute.
[bite/empty threat]
[2:05 pm] tuff talk coming from a dude who vid'd ladyboys 10
pin bowling
[on-goad at directed C]
[2:17 pm] There was no 10 pin bowling involved dude...
[on-goad directed at C]
[2:20 pm] oh, just the ladyboys then was it?
[on-goad directed at C]
[2:21 pm] Heres a shovel C, start digging
[on-goad directed at C]
[2:23 pm] well i thought ‘B’ would appreciated them. considering
he was requesting photo's of men earlier.
[counter-goad directed at B]
[2:24 pm] you have no men in your office as proclaimed in your
email dated 18th of june at 10:38am.
[bite]
[2:40 pm] 18th of June was a Saturday. At least choose a random
date that is a work day.
[on-goad directed at B]
I don't talk about the guys in my office to prevent you
getting too excited and request photos of them, like you did
before.
[on-goad directed at B]
[2:42 pm] you sent it from your i-sheep, whilst on a date with
one of the random mouth breathers from your work
[goad directed at C]
[2:51 pm] sorry to disappoint you dude. I don't date mouth
breathers and my work has class thank you very much.
[bite]
we have a girl who has pictures on the zoo weekly site. if
that's not class then I don't know what is.
[banter]
(Google is your friend don't pnl me on this one, as i'll get
in trouble from current gf as they are good friends but polar
opposite on the personality stakes)
[2:53 pm] you say current like she is a rental car
[on-goad directed at C]
[2:54 pm, response to 15] name not supplied as i tried "mens
magazine girls working with chris" in google and got pics of
tranny's
[on-goad directed at C]

In the extract above, an empty threat (Hepburn and Potter, 2011; Searle, 1969) is produced by
Chris (line 5). An empty threat is a performative activity using words (Austin, 1962) where one of the
felicity conditions requires that the speaker intends to carry out the action which is threatened
(essential condition). If that speaker has no intention in performing the threatened activity, the activity
is considered “empty” (Hepburn and Potter, 2011). In this example, Chris deploys a syntactic string
associated with threatening, a putatively impolite behaviour (Culpeper, 2011a), yet the felicity
conditions are not fulfilled, as Chris is not in a position to “impact” Brian “in a minute” (line 5). As such,
it is an empty threat.
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The empty threat move is treated as a goad by Brian (line 6), initiating the identification of
Chris’s turn as 'tuff talk'21. In lines 10, 12, 13, 15 and 16, Chris attends to a truth telling relative to the
previous turns, disaffiliating with Brian’s prior stances. Questioning the truth of other people's talk in
this way has the potential to be evaluated as impolite or offensive, but such an evaluation does not
become manifest in the talk. Brian can be seen to echo Chris's attending to truth telling in lines 11,
and 14 which might also be evaluated as impolite. In doing truth telling, Chris disaffiliates with the
goads, but aligns with banter by recasting goading toward B at the end of each of the subsequent
turns. Some of Chris's turns present with dispreferred turn shapes (inclusion of ‘well’ and the hedge
marker ‘would’ in line 10, a sanctioning in line 12 starting with ‘at least’, and ‘sorry’ in line 15). These
dispreference markers orient participants to a potential reflexive negative evaluation of Chris's banter,
and to an acknowledgement that Chris may be breaching a social norm of the group. The turn designs
of Brian present similar to extract (2), as Brian casts goads in next position following all of Chris's turns
(lines 4, 6, 9, 14, and 19). Brian also seems to do humorous talk in line 11 and 14 by echoing Chris's
truth telling. Brian can be seen to maintain goading at all times where Chris seems to vacillate between
sanctioning Brian, and doing banter. Banter is deployed tactically here as the target for the humorous
talk becomes a non-participant, rather than either Brian or Chris (or any of the overhearers, Allan or
Damien). The shift in the target may be deployed due to the goading becoming too aggressive or going
too far. This highlights a difference between goading and banter, as the former involves mobilising a
particular preference structure and displays of biting are oriented to as dispreferred.

6.4.5 Disalignment with goading
The following extract (14) shows a goad move being responded to with on-goading and an
eventual bite. Brian introduces a topic of printing a guide book (normally a small PDF document of
pictures and directions for the site and the climbing routes at that site) for a climbing site named
‘Tibro’. Allan and Damien goad Brian due to his failure in printing the guide as a PDF booklet. This
presents initially as a tease, but due to the extended work by both Allan and Damien to target Brian,
transforms into a goading sequence. The second email thread is included in the transcript and is
annotated as a “schism” although technically it is only schism-like. Finally, in response, Brian bites in

21

Although a threatening syntax is used ‘I will do X to you’ (Culpeper, 2011b, p. 135), the move shows
very little intensity (p. 139-145), and is not treated as a threat by the recipient’s next turn. According to Austin
(1962) and furthered by Searle (1969), a threat requires a set of felicitous conditions including a ‘sincerity
condition’ and an ‘essential condition’ both of which are not met in the utterance in line 5 (cf. Hepburn and
Potter, 2011, pp. 102-103).
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line 8, yet maintains the concurrent schism-like thread. This bite then projects the topic of future
goading cast in the next turn targeting Brian again.

(14) 6/01/12 tibro guide printed
1.
2.
3.

B
A

4.

B

5.

A

6.

D

7.
8.

B

9.

D

10. A
11.

12.

13. D
14.
15. B
16.

[10:38am] Tibro guide printed.
[10:40am] Booklet style?
I almost found some cheep Bluetooth headsets but they get
bad reviews
[schism]
[10:44] tried to booklet it but bri1_tra1 carpped itself.
[appeal to machine failure]
WDE!
[schism]
[10:49am] Failure, the hard work is done by adobe not the
printer
[goad of B]
Ill let you look at mine
[schism]
[11:06am] no problem printing booklet. B is tarded
[on-goad of B]
how can you 'almost find' something? what is the bluetooth
headset for?
[schism]
[11:08am] i hope you sneeze when you are p00ping next and
it gets caught!
[bite]
Secret squirrel
[schism]
[11:10am] ...if you squeeze when p00ping, you are doing it
wrong. does your sneezes taste funny?
[goad of B]
how can it be secret, it's bluetooth
[schism]
[11:10am] ((response to 6)) Doesn’t understand electricity
I think
[goad of B]
Almost meaning I found an item that proclaims to meet all
the required specifications at an enticing price point but
in practice doesn’t live up to expectations.
[schism]
Clip to helmet and talk to other person, in this case
climber and belayer, originally made for motorbikes they
are popular in 4wding and other activities where people
need to communicate over a distance
[schism]
[11:16am] ((response to 10)) I am not sure how electricity
and p00ping are related, A
[goad of A]
great idea about the communications. It is important that
you can work without it though. If it fails, you need
another system.
[schism]
[11:14am] ((response to 9)) mid motion sneezing is not
good. atm they do, but that is prolly to do with meds
[banter]
he eggsplanes it better
[schism]

This chain involves two parallel threads, a goad thread targeting Brian in line 5, and a schismlike thread (Egbert, 1997a, 1997b) relating to safety gear, communication while climbing and
purchasing equipment, launched by Allan in line 3. The schism-like thread is left in here as the topic of
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electricity and a general inability to use electronic equipment seems to parallel the goading sequence.
As such, it is difficult, if not impossible, to unravel the topical transitions from the goad turns away
from those being achieved in the Bluetooth topic. The following analysis will attempt to only work
with the goad thread22, but it is acknowledged that the communication here bleeds between both the
Bluetooth topic and the goading of Brian. It is acknowledged that the communication about both the
Bluetooth topic and the goading of Brian are (inextricably) intertwined.
Brian initiates talk in line 1 indexing the topic of the ‘Tibro guide’. Allan self-selects as next
speaker, making a query as to what format the guide was printed in, selecting Brian as the next
speaker. Brian aligns with the question-answer sequence responding in line 4 with “tried to booklet it
but bri1_tra1 carpped itself”. The reference to bri1_tra1 is to a printer at Brian’s office. He thus points
to the printer itself as the problem, indexed through the pragmatic marker ‘tried’ and the blaming of
‘bri1_tra1’ as the reason for the printing being unsuccessful (in line 4). The difficulty of printing a PDF
as a booklet is minimised in line 5 by Allan, ‘the hard work is done by adobe not the printer’. This
response makes implicit that Brian does not know how to print-out things, even though such printing
is easy, opening a line of goading directed at Brian. Brian is cast as inept or unskilled in the use of
printers (later the use of electricity, line 10, “doesn’t understand electricity I think”). Line 5 works as
first turn of the goading sequence, casting Brian within an unwanted membership category, namely a
“failure”, and delivering the upshot that he is “unable to use a computer appropriately”. An on-goad
is produced by Damien in line 6, grounding himself as computer literate (“no problem printing
booklet”), and casting a further unwanted membership category onto Brian as “[re]tarded”. The claim
that is a ‘failure’, in line 5, coupled with the goads in lines 5 and 6, compound the call for a response
from Brian. Brian responds with a bite in line 8. Rather than accepting his role as the target of the
goad, or adjusting the target of the goad in some way, Brian responds with an overdone insult, saying
“i hope you sneeze when you are p00ping next and it gets caught!”. This is framed in a humorous way
as the reference to going to the toilet coupled with the act of sneezing is treated as absurd.23.
This doing ‘being offended’ move is locally dealt with further as another goadable or teasable.
Damien responds to this insult thread with the implicatures that “if you squeeze when p00ping, you
22

As is often the case throughout this email data, the schism-like moves are given a new line during the
typing of the emails. This turns out to be an informal rhetoric where the first line of an email is addressing the
first ongoing topic, and the second (and subsequent lines) referring to the other topics. This particular schismlike thread is treated as information exchange without much jocular framing (except in line 7 where Damien
seems to index a goadable “how can you ‘almost find’ something”) but it is not extended further.
Operationally then, the goading work is only maintained in one of the ongoing lines of the short message
emails.
23
An interesting note here is a similarity between the randomness of line 8 both as the response to a
goad, and the response to the schism. This may be an example of the schism being affected by the humorous
framing of the other line of interaction, but this is not discussed in this chapter.
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are doing it wrong”, having potentially misread sneezing in the prior move. This is an appeal for
repair due to Damien misunderstanding the prior talk. Such an appeal and claim for repair would
normally generate a goad from this group, yet Damien is not held to account for any such social
error. Allan responds to line 6 with an email received at the same time as Damien’s response to the
insult, both received at 11:10am. In responding to line 6 (what is effectively 3 emails prior) Allan
makes the claim that Brian is unskilled with electricity.
A tease is launched by indexing the prior overdoing. This could either be treated as a tease or a
goad, but remains ambivalent in this interaction. The goaded party is a ratified participant, but the
tease turn itself is not seen to solicit a response. Either the randomness of the comment about
sneezing coupled with going to the toilet, or the comical referencing to faecal passing as “p00ping”
becomes the source for the humour, and subsequent tease. Thus the prior tease is lost due to a new
tease turn being cast. Damien indexes the overdoing in line 9 adding an increment to Brian’s prior
comment, saying “does your sneeze taste funny”. Brian then responds to both threads of goading in
line 1524. He attends to the topic of sneezing and p00ping, adjusting the goad to a line of banter by
removing the target (“mid motion sneezing is not good”), but aligns with himself as target in the next
sentence “at the moment they do, but that is prolly to do with meds”. This turn is a complex example
of both aligning with goading (accepting himself as a target) and disaligning (not continuing the line of
goading) in separate threads within the same email. This feature of the emailing is the prime reason
that threads (topics of talk) are here being treated differently to chains (subsequent email sequences).
This shows that even though there is a strong reduplicated norm to do non-serious interaction,
claiming offence is still possible. The participants oriented to the claim for offence through casting
more goading. This raises a problem for the next turn proof procedure, in that the turn shows a claim
of being offended, and yet that claim is treated as a goadable. The suppression of the right to be
offended could be problematic in interaction as it is a suppression of one’s ability to exercise agency
in claiming offence. The next turn proof procedure would not pick up on the deployment of the claim
for offence as it is not treated as a real claim. This is further evidence that participants are exercising
their agency in maintaining non-serious interaction, as a normal feature of this talk, above ratifying
someone’s claim to be offended.

24

Lines 10 and 11 are an independent schism where line 10 responds to 6 and 11 to 10, each dealing with
the goad and schism independently. Even though Brian’s response in line 15 situates itself adjacent to line 9, line
16 (the same turn but part of the schism) indexes line 10. This multiple turn indexation is a feature of SME
communication not present in face-to-face talk.
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6.4.6 Noticeably absent goading
As discussed, teasables come in several forms. One such form, discussed earlier, is that of an
opportunistic tease (Armstrong, 1992). When an opportunity arises, a tease may occur. One such
opportunity is when the topic of conversation is inclusive of what would be considered to be
euphemisms. In this example, such an opportunistic tease (Armstrong, 1992) is not taken up, despite
clearly presenting itself. This email chain starts with a request by Allan about whether or not a
particular item is available from Brian’s workplace catalogue. Allan knows what kinds of items Brian’s
workplace stocks, as they have worked together in the past. As such, Allan has the ability to ask for
specific items by name and in this chain he does. Emphasis (bolding of dysphemistic words) has been
added by the analyst.

(15) 26/10/11 treacle cocks
1.
2.

A
B

3.

A

4.

B

5.
6.

A
B

7.
8.
9.

A
B
A

((subject line)) Are treacle cocks available in 3/4"
((reply shows inventory list for “COCK TREACLE ALUMINIUM
20MM 3/4”))
booo
I have a plan to upset the fatties here
((reply shows inventory list for “DRUM COCK 3/4” BSP
ECONOMY 90D PLAS WHITE”))
wont pass MandM's
((reply shows inventory list for “VALVE BALL… 2 PIECE
20MM”))
wont be allowed to touch without kevlar gloves on
other option was PVC but smallest we have is 1"
could buy a gumball machine off ebay I spose

Line 1 sees Allan initiate a request sequence by referring to the availability of ‘treacle cocks’
from Brian’s catalogue. The following emails from line 2 to line 6 include inventory screen dumps of
Brian’s computers but these are not shown. It so happens that Brian’s workplace is a supplier of
multiple types of equipment, such as the cocks and balls discussed in the email. The request
sequence and ensuing negotiating of and the types and sizes of the items is conducted with no
indexation of any potential for humour. The responses from Brian show complete orientation,
alignment and affiliation with a request sequence, and display a default modus operandi of his
working life. The ongoing planning seems more like an exchange of workplace interaction rather
than the localised banter normally reserved for these email chains.
Each participant orient to the terms treacle cock, drum cock and valve ball as non-teasable and
non-humorous. It is hearable that the participants are playing a separate role of “not playing”. That
is, even though teasables are clearly available and the direction of the teasable elements
corresponds with the highly sexualised nature of the SME word-play and the overall talk of this CofP,
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the participants are doing “being professional”. In this way, this exchange is hearably odd in its lack
of teasing.
This email chain shows the clear use of teasable/goadable/banterable potentials which are
not taken up. The trajectory of the talk does not orient to the potential use of dysphemism and
euphemistic dysphemism (Allan and Burridge, 2006, 2009), rather the ongoing work seems to be
genuine shop talk. Given the ever present 'male' talk in the data, this discussion seems aberrant in
the lack of uptake of the lexis used. All of these terms, cock, treacle cock, drum cock and valve ball
index male genitalia, and are used in pejorative forms in general talk among these participants when
face-to-face, are frequently perceived as sexual terms in everyday talk, and yet do not occasion
these topics in this exchange. The ongoing complaining that both participants are aligning with
(signalled by 'the fatties here', line 3), has the trajectory of a co-complaint. It is hearable that Allan is
casting criticisms at “the fatties” through associating their relative weight with an implicit complaint
about their general hygiene, saying “wont be allowed to touch without Kevlar gloves on”. Although
the ongoing activity type is planning for a non-serious workplace machine (the co-constructed
planning of a 'gumball' machine to dispense chocolates for a particular set of people in Allan's
office), and it is an example of overdoing the criticism or complaint of the “fatties”, the emails in this
chain are noticeably absent of teases, goads or other word play. Participants are exercising their
agency in orienting to talk and in allowing or not allowing the trajectory of talk to control their input.

6.5

Summary

The variability in the locally achieved sanctionables and tease work shows that there are
different ways of dealing with them. This indicates a challenge to analysis driven by an indexing of
norms, especially in terms of evaluations of impoliteness, as a solely norm-based analysis under
analyses the variability of evaluations available here. If analysis shows that such variable evaluative
work is done when a turn becomes available for evaluation, and that such work is part of the
preferred structure of the interaction (as in these emails), why then does sanctioning and teasing
not happen more often?
The social norms of interactions between the participants in the community of practice in
these emails have been shown to be to sanction a sanctionable, tease a teaseable and goad a
goadable. That is, when the possibility for verbal jousting and jocular interaction presents itself,
there is strong tendency to engage in that behaviour. However, these norms are breached in several
examples. This leads to the finding that norms of interaction are not the sole interactionally salient
motivation for responding to impoliteness and word play. This data shows that even in light of
strong norms of interaction, the analyst must be aware of the variability available within the
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interactional evaluations themselves. Also, the analyst must construe that engaging in such work
and not engaging in such work both require the participant’s exercising of agency in performing the
activity.
Goad work in general can be glossed as a type of mock impoliteness (Haugh and Bousfield,
2012) or non-politeness, where the potential for taking offence is available but rarely claimed in this
CofP. Goading may be realised as a type of teasing, however the tease work discussed in the
literature tends to operate over a restricted sequence design compared to that of these examples of
goading. Like a goad, a recipient of a tease may make an assessment of the tease as non-serious, or
as a potential insult. A next turn was almost always followed by an indexation of the tease as
appropriate or not, reinforcing the reliance of participants on the next turn proof procedure.
Goading tends to be realised across several turns where recipients and ratified participants
produce assessments of the goading turn as something like a tease (indexing of something teasable
that the figure/target has done), but the responses build the tease with extra teasing predicates.
When responding to goading, participants orient to an underlying preference principle which seems
to be to allow word-play to continue, and re-direct it to other co-participants where ever possible.
Next turns and adjacently positioned responses to goad work are therefore a mix of affiliative
and aligning (agreeing with the target as a goadable and on-goading), aligning but disaffiliating
(adjusting goading work to a different target, counter-goad), and hearably disaligning and
disaffiliating (playing the part or biting) even though the they are interactionally aligning and
affiliating by playing the wounded party. The responses and next turns for goading exist along a
complex multifaceted cline between alignment, affiliation and disalignment, and disaffiliation
encompassing other tease-like response (po-faced responses, on-goading, playing the part, biting).
Potentially, goading and teasing are both realisations of different types of language play, much like
sounding or playing the dozens. Language play may be thought of as a complex set of social actions
where participants accomplish complex social indexing through playing roles. These participants
tend to align with language play in order to accomplish in-group status.
Within a closed community of practice, inevitably norms of action appear. Within this group,
the norms of action include teasing, goading, verbal jousting, jocular mockery and other non-serious
non-politeness interactivity. Problematically, there are times when these norms are suspended,
even though they could have been met by the participants. This indicates that variability of
evaluations within a closed community abound. This variability can be seen as the individuals
exercising their agency in responding to the social pressure of performing particular social actions.
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Chapter 7

Data chapter 3: on-line polylogal interactions

This thesis has shown that there is a relationship between an evaluation of impoliteness and
the exercising of agency in holding the source accountable for that evaluation. Even though these
two features are seemingly not connected (one comes from a recipient, the other comes from the
source), it is seen that in construing the source as having agency, the attribution of accountability for
impoliteness as a breach of expectations, wants or the moral order, is more easily coupled with the
source. The previous data chapters, 5 and 6, have shown that in co-locative interaction, there is a
tendency for leaving negative evaluations off-record. In Chapter 5, there were several instances
where accountability for negative evaluations was attributed to social norms or contexts in general.
Chapter 6 showed that even in contexts where non-seriousness was a norm, evaluations of
impoliteness were possible. Problematically, the variability of these negative evaluations within
jocular contexts was shown to be very high, suggesting that predictability for such evaluations might
verge on impossible.
In this current chapter, the data set is also computer mediated, however the participants are
not co-temporal. Features displaying negative evaluations abound. The data set consists of postings
to the social media platforms of Facebook and Jezebel. Of particular interest is how participants
claim breaches of expectations, wants and the moral order by displaying an orientation to the
participant order and associated footings. Both the face-to-face getting acquainted data (Chapter 5)
and the SME exchange data (Chapter 6) have shown that the participant order is sometimes indexed
during claims for impoliteness evaluations. Yet, in these online polylogues (Kerbrat-Orecchioni,
2004) the participant order is deployed as a key site for such evaluability. The community of
participants is international, and is seemingly an unmediated population.
Chapter 7 begins with a brief discussion of the data collection, participants and the main
thrust of the topic of these postings, the “fit mom controversy”. Then the participant order is reintroduced to help clarify the model for analysis. In section 7.2, the “fit mom controversy” is
discussed as a sequence of moves. Each move is incumbent of several turns from many different
participants. The main thrust of the data shows that across all domains, there is an ability to claim
“being offended” which is different to those claims in Chapters 5 and 6. It is suggested that these
claims for being offended are an example of participants exercising their agency in many ways.
Finally, in section 7.3, a correlation is shown that exists between the exercising of agency, the
participant order, and the claim of “being offended”. It is shown that in order to achieve such
negative evaluations, the participant (in non-co-temporal CMC) needs to exercise their agency in
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becoming a part of the interaction, in evaluating the source, and in claiming a ratified participant
status.

7.1 Fit mom controversy and the Maria Kang apology
The purpose of this chapter is to explore the link between evaluations of impoliteness and
how participants display their position as an addressed recipient in computer mediated
communication (CMC). Of specific interest is the way that participants (Maria Kang and the
respondents) orient to and use the participant order (participation framework, footings cf.
(Goffman, 1979; 1981) to co-constitute being offended.
This chapter begins by defining current conceptualisations of the participation framework, and
investigates how an interactant orients to their participant status in order to implement evaluativeimplicative actions (offence, criticism and complaint). It then uses data gathered from a specific
incident involving evaluations of impoliteness that arose through CMC. Finally, the chapter analyses
the footings from which the participants orient to the fit-mum controversy, and argues for a
correlation between footings, types of stances that participants take about their production or
recipiency, and ability to hold others accountable for causing offence. A key finding of this chapter is
that a focus on the participant order and footings leads to an understanding of the distribution of
accountability for impolite evaluations.
In 2012, Maria Kang, a self-described fitness motivator, published a submission in the form of a
picture and a comment on her Facebook page. The title phrase for the picture is “What’s your
excuse?”. Within the discourse associated with healthism (Cheek, 2008; Crawford, 1980), this hard
love, no excuses fitness motivation “situates the problem of health and disease at the level of the
individual” (Crawford, 1980). As such, Maria Kang (herein MK) attempts to reposition mothers’
excuses for their lack of fitness (which may include having given birth, not having time, and generally
being unable to focus on themselves) away from their children and plants it squarely in the lap of the
mothers themselves. MK is making the claim that mothers need not be unfit and ought to take
responsibility for doing something about their weight (Kang, 2013a).
The responses to the Facebook submission were emotionally and morally divided. Some
comments involved affiliating with MK’s implicit claims. These responses generally thanked MK for
being motivating. Others were disaffiliative and disaligning, claiming that MK uses sex, guilt and an
airbrushed fake image to sell fitness. They criticized MK for targeting mothers in general, and made
it clear that MK was not entitled to challenge people’s excuses for not being fit. Some of these
responses made the claim that MK had offended people.
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One year later, in 2013, MK posted a new response submission to her Facebook page in the
form of an apology coupled with exactly the same photograph as the initial post. Again, responses
were divided between affiliation on the one hand, and disaligning, disaffiliation and criticism on the
other. Similarly to the first submission, people made the claim that MK had offended people.
In all, the events on the MK Facebook page took the form of five major moves. First was MK’s
original submission, followed by the responses to that submission, which formed the second move.
Third was MK’s “apology”, again with the responses to the apology constituting the fourth move.
The fifth move was the responses to those responses. Throughout the five moves, other sites on the
internet commented on and contributed both positive and negative evaluations of MK’s Facebook
posts. The online meme catalogue site, “know your meme” (Caldwell, 2008; Don, 2013) termed the
whole situation around the Maria Kang Facebook posts, the “fit mom controversy”, a title which has
been adopted for this analysis.
This chapter explores how the various moves throughout the “fit mom controversy” were
treated as (moral) grounds for people claiming to have been offended by MK. That is, how were
respondents able to enact their being offended? The chapter also looks at how the submissions and
comments on those submissions extended their reach beyond the boundaries of Facebook. The MK
submissions were the subject of postings on MK’s Facebook page (termed comments) made on
various other websites and social media including Jezebel, a site dedicated to women’s health and
other issues.

7.1.1 Computer mediated communication as data
The data in this chapter is an example of computer mediated communication (CMC) via social
media (Facebook and Jezebel). CMC as a data source and social phenomenon has been a site of a lot
of recent research. Most of this research analysed the efficiency of CMC based on its cost and
technical capabilities (Bikson, Gutek and Mankin, 1981; in Kiesler, Siegel and McGuire, 1984, p.
1124).
Kiesler et al. (1984) initiated one of the first discussions of the social psychological aspects of CMC,
exploring the extent to which anonymity affects consensus building. It was found that the time taken
for feedback in CMC affected the consensus building speed, and showed that there is “less influence
and control of a dominant person, moderator, or leader” in CMC environments, as well as how CMC
engenders a shifting of attention away from audiences and toward topics (Kiesler, Siegel and
McGuire, 1984, p. 1130). Hardaker (2010), and work by Herring et al. (Herring, Job-Sluder, Scheckler
and Barab, 2002; Herring, 2004; Herring and Paolillo, 2006) found that anonymity may increase the
potential for deception, especially in creating a person’s own identities, but that in contrast, “CMC
can encourage us to feel a stronger sense of commonality with others than we may experience [face191

to-face]” (Hardaker, 2010, p. 223). To date, CMC analysis has described issues including gender
(Gorton and Garde-Hansen, 2012; S. Herring, Job-Sluder, Scheckler, and Barab, 2011; Jane, 2012),
online social action (Binns, 2012; Bolander, 2012; Hardaker, 2010; Herring et al., 2002; Herring et al.,
2011), and morality (Shin, 2008).
This chapter will examine the submissions and submission responses across two main
websites (Facebook and Jezebel), specifically uncovering the way that these sites and their
populations construct negative evaluations. The stimulus used for the discussion on both of these
sites is the MK apology and its sequential position as part of a longer interactive activity. Both sites
support a ‘comment’ function, where any reader has the ability to respond to a news article/blog
post and/or a previous comment. In terms of footings, the websites deploy their technology in such
a way as to afford all direct audience members the ability to self-elect into a footing as a ratified
participant (which include the footings of accounter, interpreter, ratified side participant or target).
The relationship between the technological affordances and the participant order is not a site for
this current research, yet the availability of the comment button makes omnirelevant the potential
for all participants to make a comment.
Complicating the analysis somewhat, the technology for responding on the sites is not the
same. Neither site has an inbuilt ability to quote (other than to copy and paste) as forum pages
would allow (Boicu, 2011; Bolander, 2012). In this way, analysts need to decipher first the turn
taking strategies and adjacency principle being used in a set of comments, as highlighted by
conversation analysis (Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 1974), rather than rely solely on the
adjacent temporal orientation of the comments (cf. Boicu, 2011; also Bolander, 2012).

7.1.1.1 The body of data
This extended case study chapter uses written submissions and comments available on the
social-media platforms Facebook and Jezebel. Commenters across both platforms orient to “being
offended” through various means, and direct the accountability for offence toward Maria Kang’s
submissions. The original submission appears on Facebook and the replies to these submissions are
in direct response to the “offensive material” where those on any other page or site are indirect
responses as they appear on a separate website. The submission on Jezebel is a blog response to the
MK submission on Facebook, as well as a brief summary of a related response found on a third
website, Yahoo Shine. A general feature of the participant order of the interaction on Facebook is
that respondents to the MK page are treated as being more ratified (Verschueren, 1999) and closer
to the source than those on other pages. This finding gives rise to different degrees of ratifiability of
participants (Verschueren, 1999), relative to which source material they are responding to.
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7.1.1.2 Facebook
Facebook is a well utilised, public social networking website. The number of active monthly
Facebook users in 2013 (the year when the data was gathered) was 1.19 billion25. The website allows
an individual to have their own page on which they can submit almost anything from almost
anywhere, including uploaded documents. Submissions can include pictures, videos, links to
websites, or virtually any piece of data which is not pornographic or illegal in nature. The
submissions may be seen by both friends and others who are able to read the individual’s page
(depending on the privacy settings applied by each individual), and can be ‘shared’ or reposted by
those who can see them. These re-postings can also add other links to other pages, pictures, videos,
documents, and often include a comment or observations from the individual. These re-postings can
then also be commented on.
Maria Kang’s original picture (see 7.2.2) was posted on Facebook on September 17, 2012. It
was removed some time later, but details of this removal are equivocal depending on the source.
Maria Kang posted an apology for that original posting, and the apology also appears on Facebook. It
is this page (the apology page) which is being used as the dataset. In terms of interactional status,
this apology page is itself a response to the original submission and the comments on the original
submission. This apology page is the main source material for the Jezebel page.

7.1.1.3 Jezebel
Jezebel promotes itself as the home of “shiny happy ladies”. It publishes its interests as
“celebrity column fashion for women, without airbrushing” (Coen, 2013). The Jezebel submission
which originally discusses the Maria Kang apology was written by Dodai Stewart, under the title “fit,
ab-bearing mum issues faux-pology over judgedy [sic] Facebook post” (Stewart, 2013), and is critical
of Kang. It reposted negative Facebook responses to the Maria Kang apology, and affiliated with
websites which also negatively evaluated the MK apology.
These negative evaluations are not restricted to Maria Kang, but also encompass people who
affiliate with Maria Kang’s position. In terms of the participant order, this can be examined as
treating MK and those who affiliate with her position as co-targets. This footing allows for negative
assessments of one group to spread to the other within the same footing. Findings of these cofooting positions seem to show a productive feature of footing analysis which is as yet underdeveloped (see section 7.3.1. below).
25

Gathered from http://investor.fb.com/results.cfm, earnings statement; published October, 30, 2013;
accessed 7/01/2014. 11:08 AEST.
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The Jezebel submission and comments were chosen as a data gathering site because the
evaluations lie in stark contrast to those on the Facebook page. Jezebel is meant to be a website
about women, for women, and, due to the overwhelming negative evaluations of Maria Kang, seems
to be a site where negative evaluations of her are preferred. That means that the nature of
comments about MK on Jezebel seem to conflict with their general mandate of being in support of
women. In criticising MK, Jezebel seems to be attempting to support its own participants and
remove support for supporters of MK. Seemingly, the preference for negative evaluations about the
target are in contrast to those on Facebook. On MK’s Facebook page, there is a preference for
aligning and affiliating with her. Potentially this difference arises because MK is a ratified audience
member in the Facebook postings, but remains non-ratified as a Jezebel member. Additionally, it
would be expected that people self-select to follow MK’s page most likely because they like her or
affiliate with her views, yet some would do so to follow what she says even though they do not
affiliate with her stance on fitness.

7.1.2 The analytical frameworks and models
Initial discussions about footings came from interactionally focused analysts who suggested
that relying on speakers and hearers as the main participant roles leads to an impoverished
understanding of interaction. Goodwin (1986) suggested that the traditional analysis of speakers and
hearers as individual participants underplays the collaborative nature of interaction. He suggested
that “focusing all analysis on the speaker while treating the hearer as an entity imagined by [the]
speaker is not appropriate” (Goodwin, 1986, p. 206).
Additional discussion focusing on the co-construction of interaction (Schegloff, 1987) clearly
suggests that an ongoing action is not solely a combination of the interpretings of the speakers and
hearers. It is not simply the case that meaning is construed once the speaker and hearer
interpretings are aggregated. Rather, interactional meaning is co-constructed between the speaker
and hearer. That is, the interactional meanings are not attributable to an individual speaker or
hearer, but rather a dyad of communication. This understanding marks the dyad as the unit for
analysing meaning creation (Arundale, 1999).
Alongside this analysis of the participant order and footing structure is an analysis of the
alignment and affiliation of participants relative to the ongoing talk and conduct. This analytical tool
is taken from Stivers (2008). The terminology “alignment” and “affiliation” differs between CA
analysts and at times the terms are co-indexical. In an attempt to discern this relationship, this
project will maintain the Stivers’ (2008) definition (see section 1.2.2), as it adds clarity and nuance to
the interactional behaviour of participants which might not be apparent if these terms were co194

indexical. (Dis)alignment is an orientation to the ongoing social action and projected action
trajectory, where (dis)affiliation is an orientation to stance.

7.1.2.1 The Participant Order
The key work influencing the analysis of this chapter comes from Haugh’s (2013b, 2015) work
that argues for the importance of the participation order (Haugh, 2013b; Kádár and Haugh, 2013).
He extends the participation framework developed by Goffman (Goffman, 1979, 1981a) by
acknowledging the lack of treatment of particular footings for the recipient, and offers an
adjustment of the recipient model which adds footings that correspond to the speaker/producer,
namely interpreter, evaluator and target footings. These adjustments mirror the speaker footings in
previous work (Bell, 1984; Bruxelles and Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 2004; Levinson, 1988; Verschueren,
1999), as well as retaining Goffman’s (1981) footing of “figure”.
Haugh’s model (see figure 7.1.2.1. below) includes the producer footing of figure (the
producer footing where the producer is the feature or figure of the talk), as well as the recipient
footings of target (the recipient to whom evaluations are directed), interpreter or interpreters “who
can develop their own understanding of the talk ... the accounter who (explicitly or tacitly) holds the
principal responsible [for the interpreter’s understandings of talk (and conduct)] ... and, finally, ... a
potential target when the character [of the talk/conduct] is co-present, or when an utterance is
attributed to someone other than the speaker” (p. 11) (emphasis added). Haugh’s (2013) model is
not intended to be exhaustive, but rather acts as an heuristic model for the description of
participants footings vis-à-vis the participation order.
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Figure. 7.1.2.1. Types of participation footings (Haugh, 2013, p. 62)
At times when footings and position in the participant order are treated as problematic,
differing perceptions of people’s footings may be co-constituted. At this point in time, the contested
footings may themselves become a site for disagreement. It is this on-line discussion of the
participant order that gives rise to extra participant status, making relevant a ratified side participant
(the auditor footing). An Auditor is a participant who interactionally audits others’ inputs and
participant statuses. Interpersonal evaluations may be analysed vis-à-vis the “complex array of
production and reception footings, the co-constitution of which is itself a morally implicative activity
type in interaction” (Haugh 2013, p. 11). Haugh’s model is grounded in how the interaction’s
participants orient to their own positions relative to each other and how that participant order may
itself be contested.

7.1.2.2 Affiliation and alignment as analytical tools
The major analytical tool being used to support these orientations to the participant order
come from CA’s discussion of action alignment, and stance affiliation. Although these terms are not
uniformly accepted across the EM, CA or MCA literature, the terms are here used specifically to
identify participants’ orientations to the ongoing action trajectory, and the stance that participants
are taking. The main source of clarity on the difference between affiliation and alignment (for this
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thesis) comes from an article by Stivers (2008) which systematically unpacks a separation between
the terms “alignment” and “affiliation” in order to deploy them as analytical terms. Alignment
describes the way a participant orients to an activity type. If some first turn projects a
question/answer sequence, then the second turn can be said to “align” with the first, if it accepts
that activity type by producing an answer. In answering the question, the respondent can be said to
align with the activity type. Affiliation describes the stance that a participant is making relative to
another participant’s stance. If the first participant makes a claim like, “I like ice-cream”, they are
also taking a stance that “ice-cream is nice”. If the other participant responds with something like, “I
like it too”, they are aligning with the activity of assessments (assessments project assessments), and
they are taking an affiliative stance that “ice-cream is nice”. This affiliation is marked in the lexical
use of the response in the word “too”, and in the anaphoric reference “it”.
In using the phrase, “what’s your excuse?”, Maria Kang is making relevant a very specific social
action, and an associated (moral) stance. The use of a rhetorical question, “what’s your excuse?”
projects a challenge (Koshik, 2005). That is, the stance “expressed is that of the corresponding
negative statement” (p. 39) in this case, “you have no excuse [for being unfit]”. Wh-questions (as in
our case, “what’s your excuse”) are likely to be heard as a challenge if it comes from “a position of
epistemic strength”, where Maria Kang has a knowledge domain that includes “fitness” concerns.
Also, such rhetorical questions tend to “occur in already established environments of disagreement,
accusation, complaint, and the like, where challenging is a sequentially appropriate next response”
(ibid: p. 40). This challenge is hearable as directing mothers to take responsibility for their body
image and their fitness. At the same moment, in issuing the rhetorical question, she is taking a
(moral) stance that everyone ought to take responsibility for their own body image and fitness. The
(moral) stance MK is taking can be expressed something like “not taking responsibility for one’s body
image is bad”, and that because of the use of a rhetorical question in a wh-question syntax, it is
hearable that MK is issuing the challenge from a position of epistemic authority (Koshik, 2005, p 39),
that is she knows something about fitness.
In response to Maria Kang’s challenge and (moral) stance, people making comments can
(dis)align and (dis)affiliate with her social action and stance. In aligning, a recipient must signal
uptake of her challenge, whereas in disaligning they may treat the rhetorical question as a genuine
question, and offer an excuse as a second pair part to a question. Also, in affiliating with Maria
Kang’s (moral) stance, the commenter may appreciate her stance about the need to regulate one’s
own fitness, or agree with MK’s stance in some way. Then in disaffiliating with her stance, recipients
may criticise or complain about MK in such a way as to show a disagreement with her stance. These
are the four key responses that are made to MK’s submissions on Facebook analysed in terms of
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(dis)alignment and (dis)affiliation. These analytical steps are taken throughout the analysis of the ‘fit
mom controversy’ data in this chapter.

7.1.3 The internet’s response to the ‘fit mom controversy’
According to “know your meme”, a website devoted to internet memes and viral phenomena
(Caldwell, 2008), the MK picture was posted on MK’s own Facebook page in September 2012, and
after a torrent of negative comments, MK posted an apology in September 2013, termed a ‘fauxpology’ (Coen, 2013; Stewart, 2013). The apology and responses to the apology prompted various
television and web based news media appearances by MK throughout 2012 and 2013.
MK’s interaction with the online community constitutes five major interactional moves; an
original submission (first move), the responses to that submission (second move), an apology move
(third move), and the responses to that apology (fourth move). A fifth move can be found in the
responses to the responses. The grain size of these individual moves can vary, and it has been
suggested that there are multiple possible moves both in the picture itself (Gardner, 2016 in
conversation), and within the apology action (Merrison, 2016 in conversation).
•Maria Kang original post on Facebook
Move 1 •"what's your excuse?"
•+ve responses to "what's your excuse?"
Move 2 •-ve responses to "what's your excuse?"
Schism

•Internet response to "what's your excuse?"

•Maria Kang "apology"
Move 3 •responding to -ve responses in move 2
•+ve responses to "apology"
Move 4 •-ve responses to "apology"
•+ve responses to "move 4"
Move 5 •-ve responses to "move 4"

Figure 7.1.3. Maria Kang interaction as sequence of moves
Additionally, some responses to the “fit mom controversy” appear on sites other than
Facebook. These strings of comments operate somewhat like schisms to the original Facebook page
(Egbert, 1997a, 1997b) in that they occur parallel to, on-record and within the same interactional
medium to the main interaction. Unlike schism, however, there seems very little evidence that the
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participants engaging in the schism-like talk will ever return to the main interaction (Egbert, 1997a,
1997b). Although these other sites are not responding directly to MK’s Facebook page, they
exacerbate the negative press in the general online community and direct attention to the MK
Facebook page. As such, the schism is still affecting the ongoing conduct within the MK Facebook
page.
For this study, two different internet sites were used to collect data. Facebook, a socialnetworking site, was the original site for Maria Kang’s picture and apology. As it was the original site,
the ratifiability of the comments and commentators (cf. Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 2004; Verschueren,
1999) are much closer to the source (MK herself). It is the apology (as a social action) and the
response to the apology which constitutes the majority of the dataset for this chapter.
As the bulk of initial comments were made on Maria Kang’s own Facebook site, there is a high
possibility of MK actually responding. As the comments are on MK’s own Facebook page, MK herself
is an omnirelevant participant to the interaction and considered either an addressee, side
participant, or at the very least, an auditor to the ongoing exchange. Any post on MK’s Facebook
page must therefore treat MK as a ratified participant.
The discussion on the blog site Jezebel, in contrast, is not affiliated with MK or her fitness
network. They are impartial to MK, claiming to represent women in general rather than any one
specific woman. Any comments on Jezebel therefore position MK differently in the participation
order than those on Facebook. This data in particular was collected because Jezebel is one of the
sites where a submission about the MK apology was posted, where comments were made about the
apology, and where the majority of comments tended toward negative evaluations of MK, the
picture and the apology.
This data collection includes comments from the original MK apology on Facebook, and
comments on the MK apology submission on Jezebel (Stewart, 2013). Alternative media outlets and
websites that have dealt with the MK picture and apology include news sites (DailyLife, Yahoo Shine,
The Daily Dot, Huffington Post, Mail Online), blogs (kaseyedwards.com, mariakang.com,
theinklingsoflife.com), forums (Jezebel, juliedeneen.com, Reddit), and social networking websites
(Pinterest, Twitter).
The “fit mom controversy” clearly had a wider impact than just a single Facebook community
isolated on the MK Facebook page. The MK picture and the subsequent apology submission
prompted a string of discussions on several news and current affair television programs in the
United States of America. The controversy spread to several other online communities (including
Jezebel), the mainstream press, and became a topic of conversation in Australia. Arguably, this
incident became a public debate about what is appropriate on the internet, healthism in its current
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form (Cheek, 2008; Crawford, 1980), and the need for appropriate “apologies” in public forums
(Kampf, 2009). This data analysis only investigates a small portion of the MK incident.

7.2 Analysing the MK apology sequence
7.2.1 The primary data
The data is built up from two Facebook submissions and their subsequent comments.
Secondary data comes from submissions and postings on Jezebel, also directed to the “fit-momcontroversy”. Due to the volume of the exchanges on the submission pages, only a proportion of the
comments were used (200 comments from Facebook and 85 posts from Jezebel). These numbers
were chosen as 200 comments was a representative sample of the volume of Facebook comments,
and the 102 Jezebel comments were ten percent (10%) of the Jezebel discussion, retrieved on the
same date as the Facebook data. Each webpage is initiated by a submission, and the comments
either respond to the submission contents, the author of the submission, or another comment. The
submission and subsequent comments are analysed in terms of turn design, preference design,
surrounding action trajectories (move trajectory), and ultimately focus on orientations to the
participant order and footing of participants and their comments. The comments to the Maria Kang
apology outnumber those of Jezebel. As of 12 November 2013, there were almost 36,000
comments, more than 248,600 likes, and almost 23,000 shares on the Facebook page. The original
Maria Kang picture is claimed to have received in excess of 16 million views, and more than 12,000
comments (Stewart, 2013). Unfortunately, it is not possible to tally these numbers from the original
site, as the view numbers are not shared on the Facebook account in question. The Jezebel
submission received less than 850 comments by the same date. These numbers seem to show a
preference for a response to the source material rather than to the material appearing on the
Jezebel page; however, this claim is speculative as other sites were not tallied for similar numbers.
Comments on both the Jezebel and Facebook pages are traceable to members’ pages. Although
these pages could be faked, this means that commenters can be held accountable for their posts, at
least to some degree. That is, anonymity is limited for respondents on either site as any response
might be traced back to the account holder.
Comments on postings in the CMC material tend to be realised as interactive moves (KerbratOrecchioni, 2004, p. 6-9). Moves are monologal units at a higher level of analysis to turns. This
distinction is necessary because the dialogal “exchange” is achieved differently in CMC, as a single
move “can be composed of several contributions produced by different speakers” (2004, p. 6).
Moves, in this data set, are made up of any of the turns in CMC which orient to the same
interactional position, within an ongoing sequence of interaction, and which may, if topically
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adjacent, form part of a sequence of moves much the same as turns (Sacks et al., 1974). For a first
move, Maria Kang posted her submission page, and as a second move, the respondents posted
comments on that page. Moves can be constitutive of several turns (in this case realised as posts or
comments), each potentially about the same topic, within the same action trajectory and with a
similar sequential positioning, but these turns themselves are not always topically sequential. They
are positioned within a larger framework of moves so as to accommodate the interactional
achievement of online polylogues and the non-co-temporal nature of CMC. Adjacently temporal
responses (which may have some distance between them) may be opposing in their alignment and
affiliation.
The participants show a tendency for affiliating with that website’s commenters, and
disaffiliating with other website participants (available in the comparison between Jezebel’s
comments versus those on the original Facebook page). In order to maintain the data as closely as
possible to the postings presented on Facebook and Jezebel, no spelling adjustments were made.
Any spelling or grammatical faults are that of author of the post in question.
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7.2.2 The initial move

Figure 7.2.2. “What’s your excuse?” Initial move: Facebook submission.
As can be seen in the submission that occasioned the controversy, the figure of Maria Kang
kneels centrally surrounded by three other figures. These other figures are associated with ages, 3
yrs, 2 yrs, and 8 mths. Additionally, as the figures are all incumbent of the membership category
“children”, and that membership category exists within a binary category with “parent” or “mother”,
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it is readily inferable that the three figures are the children of Maria Kang. In this way, the
membership category “mother” is strongly invoked (akin to Sacks’ 1992 lecture, “the baby cried”).
Maria Kang is wearing fitness attire, which strongly invokes a fitness Discourse, and the
surrounding Discourse of “healthism”. Healthism is also strongly invoked in the picture’s catch line
“What’s your excuse?”. Additionally, as Maria Kang represents a physically fit profile, an inference is
available that a physique like Maria Kang’s is desirable. As such, Maria Kang is using this physique to
achieve some kind of meaning associated with the strongly invoked membership category “mother”,
and the surrounding Discourse of “healthism”.
Inferable from this picture, the comment below (“Let’s inspire people everywhere”), and the
catch line (“What’s your excuse?”) is a putative meaning that Maria Kang is challenging unhealthy,
out of shape mothers, or “not fit mothers”. As such, she is construing a contrastive categorisation
“not fit mothers” versus “fit mothers” (Stokoe, 2012). The challenge comes about due to healthism’s
desire that people take responsibility for their own fitness.
In terms of social actions, while Maria Kang is invoking the perlocutionary intent of “inspiring”
or “motivating” others, an alternative activity of “challenging” or criticising is also inferable. MK’s
personal Facebook page and associated public webpage both make claims that MK is a fitness
motivator. As such, a putative intention is available that Maria Kang intended to project the action of
“inspiring” or “motivating” toward intended recipients. As some responses clearly show disaffiliation
with MK’s intention, there is (for some recipient responses) a concurrent “criticism” also being
accomplished. It is therefore necessary to untangle the intended recipients from the unintended
recipients in order to examine what MK’s intended message was.

7.2.3 Responses to the initial submission: second move
The analysis of second move comments focuses on those responses which directly orient to
either MK as impolite, or to other responses about MK as impolite. In following Culpeper’s
(Culpeper, 2011b) definition of impoliteness, the expectations, desires and moral order of the
participants need to be clearly explored prior to an analysis of breaches. In order to set up and
discuss this data clearly, several Facebook submissions (from the Maria Kang Facebook Page) need
to be highlighted.
The initial submission (discussed above) occasioned several negative responses on the day it
was published on Facebook. MK posted another submission on the same day (18th September 2012)
which responded to some of the questions that were posted about the original submission. This
response submission used the exact same picture and included the claim “I’ve given birth in 2009,
2010 and 2011!”, and included a link to MK’s personal website, and a link to the Maria Kang personal
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website. Later that year, on the 18th of December, 2012, MK posted a submission with the same
picture, but a changed headline. The new headline read, “No excuses – starting January 2013. Free
fitness plan, workout and diet guidance from the “No Excuse Mom””. This submission was a call out
for participants who were interested in being a part of a fitness program. Of interest is Maria Kang’s
ownership of the term “No Excuse Mom”.
The focus in this section will be on responses to the original submission and then MK’s
response to these responses, which were posted on Facebook on the 18th of September, 2012

7.2.3.1 Affiliative first move responses
The majority of the Facebook responses tend to display affiliation and alignment with MK’s
social action and stance. Potentially this is due to the type of people who follow her page. This
tendency shows that like the face-to-face data, alignment and affiliation seem to be the preferred
response design. Disalignment and disaffiliation tend to give rise to negative evaluations of the
recipient.
Affiliating and aligning comments are shown below. Each numbered line is a different
Facebook comment in response to the first submission.
1. This is so inspiring!!!
2. thanks for the inspiring words! I messaged you since this is
open to the public lol
3. wowww
4. No excuse!!!!
5. You look gorgeous in this photo! That is my dream tummy! Super
cute boys.
These responses orient to the “intended” message from MK. These orientations are made onrecord by either invoking how good Maria Kang looks, example 3 “wowww”, and example 5 “you
look gorgeous …”, using the term inspiring or inspirational, example 1 “this is so inspiring!!!” and
example 2 “thanks for the inspiring words! ...”, or orienting to the terminology “excuse” which is
echoic of the original submission, example 4 “no excuse!!!!”.

7.2.3.2 Disaffiliative first move responses
Of interest to this project is how disaligning and disaffiliating responses orient to the
participant order and relative statuses within the participant footings. Some responses orient to the
wordage of “what’s your excuse” as morally problematic. The following responses are edited due to
length.
Example 6. Candice Garrett
1. Candice Garrett… After my second son I looked like this. My excuse
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

is that I am in my thirties, and am the wife to a man who works
EMS. I exercise 5 days a week and am a vegetarian. I am older
now and gave birth to a 10 lb baby and the weight did not just
fall of as it did before. I think this woman is very dedicated,
and beautiful, and works very hard for what she has. But I think
her message is wrong. She is not inspiring but judging….Please
don't make it a contest. You are gorgeous, it's true. But so
are many other women who have very diffent body types than
you and the content lies in the character, not the love
handles. Didn't Christ teach you that? If your message is
offensive, rather than defend it, maybe look at the reason
why you are not being compassionate and talk about that. Or
realize that your experiences don't speak to all women. Or
at the very least, understand that your marketing might be
faulty….
October 5, 2012 at 5:29pm

Initially Candice Garret makes a general assessment of MK as “dedicated”, “beautiful” and
“works very hard for what she has” (lines 5-6). This is similar to findings in Davies et al. (2009) Then
the disjunction “but” (line 6) shifts focus toward a forthcoming negative evaluation of MK’s message.
The negative assessment, “She is not inspiring but judging” (line 7) is coupled with a moral breach,
“being judgy”. This launches an appeal for support from the other participants. The appeal is
supported through the indexation of a breach of social appropriacy directed at Maria Kang herself,
saying “please don’t make it a contest” (line 7-8). A further indexation of a moral compass “Christ”
and associated religious moral order are also made, “But so are many other women who have very
different body types than you and the content lies in the character, not the love handles. Didn’t
Christ teach you that?” (line 8-11). The use of “Christ” as an arbiter of moral claims gives strength
and credence to Candice Garret’s assessments, if and only if Maria Kang also shares “Christ” as a
moral arbiter. A final suggestion that Maria Kang has not reached the intended audience is also
made. This suggests that MK’s message “[doesn’t] speak to all women” (line 14). A membership
device, women, is used to suggest that Maria Kang is splitting up the audience into women who are
fit, and women who are not, invoked in order to sell MK’s product, “understand that your marketing
might be faulty” (lines 15-16). This invokes a moral problem due to Maria Kang attempting to sell a
product (i.e. selling her book) through criticising the membership category of unfit mothers.
In terms of the participant order and offence, Candice Garrett takes a footing as a ratified
participant by construing herself as an intended recipient, i.e. a mother with children. She offers a
grounder for her subsequent complaint, saying “After my second son I looked like this… I exercise 5
days a week and am a vegetarian. I am older now and gave birth to a 10lb baby and the weight did
not just fall of as it did before” (lines 1-5). Such a claim to ratified recipiency makes relevant
Candice’s later criticism. As the criticism comes from a ratified participant, this complaint or criticism
makes conditionally relevant a response that is either an apology, account or a rejection of the
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critical element. It is clear then that the ratified participant status is tied to claims for “being
offended” or for the social action of “criticizing”, according to the “social ought” for this interaction
(Culpeper, 2011). This is an example of the “ritual of outspokenness” (Kádár and Cruz, n.d.; Kádár
and Márquez-Reiter, 2015) where Candice Garrett has perceived a moral breach and has self-elected
into a ratified participant status from where she can criticize MK directly. Candice is exercising her
agency in both opting into the discussion (one month after the submission was published on
Facebook), and in commenting (rather than just ignoring the submission) to the submission, rather
than exercising her agency in not attending to the moral breach at all.
Additionally, Candice shifts her treatment of Maria Kang from a bystander (using third person
pronouns) to a direct recipient (using second person pronouns. From lines 5 to line 7, Candice refers
to Maria saying “this woman”, “what she has”, her message is wrong”, and “she is not inspiring”.
Candice’s intended audience is Facebook users other than MK. Though positioning MK as a
bystander, Candice seems to lessen her accountability for being offensive, yet accepts that MK is an
audience member simply through the act of posting to her submission. Candice is claiming the
footings of interpreter and accounter, and casting her evaluations of MK from a ratified participant
status. This shows a correlation between the ratified participant status and the social action of
criticising.
However, Candice subsequently shifts in her treatment of MK from that of a bystander to an
addressed recipient. In the lines following her above negative assessment, Candice directs her
comments at MK using the second person pronoun you to indicate this shift. Such a positioning
treats Maria Kang as a target for the criticism. In positioning MK as a target, Candice is orienting to
the need to deploy the participant order in such a way as to make MK accountable for MK’s negative
evaluations of mothers who do not take responsibility for their fitness. Candice deploys the
participant order to hold MK accountable for being offensive. It becomes clear that the participant
status is a key indicator for evaluations of impoliteness. When the evaluation of impoliteness is put
on-record, it corresponds with a positioning of the offended party as a ratified, addressed
participant, and the offender as the topic and as the one accountable for that offence.
Accountability for impoliteness therefore hinges on the participant order, and in turn on the agency
of the participants relative to their participant status.
Other disaffiliative moves tend to orient to “What’s your excuse?” as a genuine information
seeking question rather than a rhetorical question that challenges the recipient (Schaffer, 2005).
Additionally, the repetition of the question (see Chapter 7, example 1) is hearable as a repair
initiator which draws attention to the original question (the question action-as-a-whole) as a
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problem source (Robinson and Kevoe-Feldman, 2010). In this case, the repetition operationalises
the prior question as a “problem of acceptability” (Robinson and Bolden, 2010; Svennevig, 2008).
example (7) responses indicating problems with MK’s initial turn
1.

What’s my excuse? Cancer. If you really cared to promote health
you wouldn’t need to be half naked. You can show health by being
dressed. The fact you chose attire such as this is that you were
promoting appearance.

2.

Not that I *NEED* an excuse for not working out, but here’s mine
you self-righteous idiot: fibromyalgia.

3.

I can give you many ‘excuses’ to why a woman’s body does not
snap back, or look like yours after having kids. Your comment is
not only judgemental it’s biasly based on your own specific
situation, body type, education, income, etc….

Each of these responses orient specifically to the question-answer sequence projected by the
catch phrase, “what’s your excuse?” Each response either gives a candidate response to the
question, “Cancer” (example 7, line 1) “fibromyalgia” (example 7, line 2) or orient to the moral and
social ought (Culpeper, 2011b; Kádár and Cruz, n.d.) that has been breached by MK in claiming that
an excuse is necessary, “I can give you many ‘excuses’ to why a woman’s body does not snap
back…” (example 7, line 3). Each of these responses orients to MK being both the topic and principal
who is held accountable for the prior move, and in turn orients to the respondent’s participant
status as a ratified participant. In casting chastisement, such as “If you really cared to promote
health you wouldn’t need to be half naked” (example 7, line 1), negative membership categories,
“you selfrighteous idiot” (example 7, line 2) and criticism in general, “…it’s biasly based on your own specific
situation…” (example 7, line 3), each of these participants is claiming the footings of interpreter and
accounter relative to the first move. In directing their responses directly at MK, each of these
respondents is electing themselves into ratified interactional status with MK, orienting to the
possibility that MK will read their comments, or that MK has the opportunity to respond.

7.2.3.3 Schism-like interactions
Another example of a disaffiliative response is included below. This disaffiliative response
orients to MK as an overhearer rather than an addressed recipient. The MK submission becomes the
topic of talk, “this”, and the affiliation token, “I agree” indicates affiliation with other commenters
and not MK herself.
example (8) further response to MK’s initial move
Andrea Kathleen October 6, 2012 at 12:43am
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1. I agree that this is off-putting rather than inspiring.
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This response is included mainly to show a contrast in length of posts compared to the prior
responses. It is not the claim of this study to suggest that length of response is indicative of
dispreferred turn design. Rather it is the content that indicates disaffiliation.
Andrea Kathleen’s response appears one day after Candice Garrett’s response above. There is
only one response between them on the Facebook comments page, and it is affiliative with MK’s
intended message. As such, the move initiator, “I agree” (line 1) positions Andrea’s comment as
affiliating with Candice’s comment. These two comments are positioned sequentially and topically
adjacent to each other, and Andrea’s move extends Candice’s previous claim that “She is not
inspiring but judging”. Andrea Kathleen is therefore positioning herself as a ratified recipient of
Candide Garrett’s response to Maria Kang’s submission. This leads to a schism-like parallel
interaction occurring within the Facebook comments (Egbert, 1997b). Although there is a more
general discussion around Maria Kang’s fitness regime, the side project is a criticism of MK as “offputting”.
Of importance for this schism-like move is the treatment and construal of participant status of
the original poster, Maria Kang. Andrea Kathleen orients to a footing as an interpreter and accounter
for MK’s original submission. She evaluates MK as “off-putting rather than inspiring” (line 1) which is
affiliative with but not in total agreement with Candice’s comment, “She is not inspiring but
judging”. Although they both agree that MK is “not inspiring”, Candice evaluates it as “judging”,
while Andrea evaluates it as “off-putting”. Andrea is not simply echoing the prior assessment, but
rather putting one of her own on-record. This response is therefore an upgraded negative
evaluation, interactionally adjacent to the prior move by Candice. Such schism-like interactions occur
in all instances of comment pages across the “fit mom controversy”.

7.2.4 The Maria Kang apology: third move
This next section will discuss the whole of the original apology by Maria Kang and briefly
discuss the interactional footing she claims through this move.

7.2.4.1 Not an apology
I've been getting an influx of new followers, emails and comments (on my profile pic) recently.
Some saying I'm a bully, I'm fat-shaming and I need to apologize for the hurt I've caused women. I
get it. SO here's my First and Final Apology:
I'm sorry you took an image and resonated with it in such a negative way. I won't go into details that
I struggled with my genetics, had an eating disorder, work full time owning two business', have no
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nanny, am not naturally skinny and do not work as a personal trainer. I won't even mention how I
didn't give into cravings for ice cream, french fries or chocolate while pregnant or use my growing
belly as an excuse to be inactive.
What I WILL say is this. What you interpret is not MY fault. It's Yours. The first step in owning your
life, your body and your destiny is to OWN the thoughts that come out of your own head. I didn't
create them. You created them. So if you want to continue 'hating' this image, get used to hating
many other things for the rest of your life. You can either blame, complain or obtain a new level of
thought by challenging the negative words that come out of your own brain.
With that said, obesity and those who struggle with health-related diseases is literally a 'bigger' issue
than this photo. Maybe it's time we stop tip-toeing around people's feelings and get to the point. So
What's Your Excuse? - Maria Kang
(Kang, 2013b)
Figure 7.2.4. The Maria Kang apology submission: Facebook
Maria Kang begins her apology move with a re-submission of exactly the same, unadjusted
“what’s your excuse?” picture that appeared in the first submission. In this way, this apology is tied
directly to the initial response through the artefact of the picture itself. The only components of an
apology present in the submission are two IFIDs, “apology (i.e. apologize)” and “sorry” which show
acceptance that something was wrong. Apology is found in paragraph one, nested within a matrix
sentence and as such is not the action underway, but only operates as a description of what is to
follow. Sorry is projected at an audience (I’m sorry, paragraph 2) but the actions which the IFID are
indexing are not Maria Kangs’ actions, but those of the audience. There is no acceptance of
responsibility for that wrong doing, nor an offer of repair or a promise of non-reoccurrence (Cohen
and Olshtain, 1981, p. 199–125). The grounding of the apology may seem to offer an explanation
or accounting of the act, but when looking further, this is not an explaining of the negatively
valanced activity.
The topics in the second paragraph are all about Maria Kang’s history. As such, MK is invoking
the footing of figure in order to defend her moral breach. Maria Kang claims to not “go into details”,
but then develops an account of her position, which is hearable as contradictory to her prior claim.
An identical disjunction between the claims for social action and actual projected social action occur
in the same paragraph. MK says “I won’t even mention”, after which she does a mentioning. These
disjunctions orient the reader to MK’s epistemic status as ‘someone who knows what it is like to be
unfit’, and help to position MK as cognisant of what an appropriate apology should include. MK
shows an epistemic incongruous status where an appropriate apology should not include a
defending of the source of the apology, while producing an apology.
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In the written component of the submission, MK begins by orienting to the negatively
valanced comments and emails from new followers. In doing so, MK orients to her position in the
participant order as the principal being held accountable for the first submission, and orients to the
individuals who are accountable for these negative evaluations of her submission. Generally
speaking, in offering an apology, MK makes salient the agency at play in this interactive move. It was
she who posted the initial submission, and it is she who is presenting with an apology response to
negative evaluations. In this way, the principal, topic and utterer of the initial submission has
construed herself as (ostensibly) accountable for having offended people.
MK’s acceptance of accountability for being offensive shows an orientation toward recipient
status of recipients other than those who were a part of the intended audience. Those who were not
offended are treated as the intended recipients, while those who were offended are treated as
overhearers and unratified participants (their interactional input is orientated to as not appropriate
for this context). In this way, the audience for MK’s submission must be larger than just the intended
audience. This reveals that Facebook has an ability to reach unintended recipients, and that
unintended recipients can attempt to self-elect as ratified participants in any public submission
page. An analytical struggle arises about whether those non-intended recipients can be classed as
by-standers (and potentially unratified due to proximity to the original interaction) or over-hearers
(non-ratified participants, either eavesdroppers or listener-ins). Haugh (2013, p 62) deals with this
issue further suggesting that a contextual understanding of any interaction is important to any
discussion of the participation order.
Maria Kang is accepting that in posting on Facebook, the audience for any submission goes
well beyond just her old followers. She also acknowledges accountability for the negatively valanced
comments that have been directed at her. However, in being offended, the recipients display that
they were part of an unratified participant footing.
In the second and third paragraphs of the apology, MK makes the claim that inferences made
about her submission are not her responsibility. She is designedly orienting to the recipient footing
of interpreter and accounter, and positing that unratified participants ought not elect up to
accounter footings because their interpretations were incorrect or inappropriate. It is the
negotiation of accountability, and the ownership of the interpretation which is the main thrust of
MK’s discursive struggle here. As such, Maria Kang must be exercising agency in negotiating
accountability.
The turn design of paragraph two shows several mitigating moves. MK grounds her stance by
defending her history. This gives rise to the presupposition that the negative evaluations of her first
move referenced her past. She defends herself by saying, “struggles with my genetics, and an eating
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disorder, work full time”. She also shifts to account for a lack of informing “I won’t even mention...”,
and admitting to cravings “for ice cream, french fries or chocolate...”. This mitigation signals a need
for grounding for her comments in paragraph four, yet seem in stark contrast to the features of a
standard apology (Cohen and Olshtain, 1981; Liebersohn, Neuman and Bekerman, 2004).
The third paragraph strongly orients to the interpreter footing of the recipients. MK makes the
claim that the interpreters have made their own interpretation of the photo separate from and not
in line with MK’s own intentions. Also, in making a comment on her ‘profile pic’, she makes the claim
that the accounters have not accepted responsibility for the creation of negative evaluations of
Maria Kang. By suggesting “What you interpret is not MY fault. It’s Yours”, MK is negotiating the link
between the negative evaluations and her principal footing. In so doing, she offers a moral
explanation for the accountability of negative inferences, saying “the first step in owning your life,
your body and your destiny is to OWN the thoughts that come out of your own head”. Such
positioning of accountability onto the footing of interpreter relinquishes her as the principal for any
‘wrong doing’. As such, the ritualised outspokenness of the recipients (Kádár and Cruz, in press;
Kádár and Márquez-Reiter, 2015) is framed as a moral breach of the “social oughts” (Culpeper,
2011) in commenting on Facebook posts. This move negates any attribution of accountability for
offensiveness being cast at her, as it is not she who is accountable but these interpreters.
In the last sentence of the third paragraph, MK makes another move, suggesting that any
commenter can either reject or accept ownership of any interpretations they make. She says “You
can either blame, complain or obtain a new level of thought by challenging the negative words that
come out of your own brain”. Such re-casting of accountability onto the participant footing of
interpreter is also an orientation to the commenters as principals that are accountable for their own
comments. Ironically, this sets up a form of cognitive dissonance where MK claims interpreters are
accountable for their own evaluations, but MK claims that she is not accountable for the
interpretation she herself makes of those evaluators.
In her final paragraph, MK shifts the focus from herself as the topic, and makes the claim that
the true topic is society in general. She thereby makes available the following inferences (marked by
the inference indicators +>…<):
+> commentors who make negative evaluations of MK are minimising
the issue of obesity and health-related diseases <
+> these commenters are doing something wrong <
In so doing, MK claims the moral high ground. She makes the claim that any sanctioning of the
commenters is couched in social appropriacy. She also adds a claim to performing the ritual of
outspokenness (Kádár and Cruz, in press), in that society typically “tip-toes” around such issues.
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Although Maria Kang uses a pun to heighten the levity of what is being said, “[this] is literally a
‘bigger’ issue than this”, she recasts the catchphrase “What’s Your Excuse?” and reinitiates the initial
move performed in the first submission. In light of the rest of her apology submission, this recasting
reiterates her initial challenge to the recipients, and implicitly claims that she is free from any social
sanctioning.

7.2.5 Responses to the apology move
One turn design feature of disaffiliative responses to Maria Kang, found on both Facebook and
Jezebel, include the use of format tying (Muntigl and Turnbull, 1998:231 in Bolander, 2012, p. 1608;
cf. Chapter 4, Tying Rules Sacks, 1995). This feature, as mentioned above, is treating the move
“What’s your excuse?” as a question-answer activity. Similar turn design features can be seen
whenever the recipients’ answers include a response of “my excuse”. Candidate excuses are offered
in the same position as a second pair part answer to Maria Kang’s question, thereby self-selecting as
a ratified addressed recipient. Such responses often include a grounding of the excuse as well. These
examples are of the form “my excuse is...”:
1.

I don't know how to use Photoshop;

2.

I don't like kids;

3.

I do research on cancer;

4.

simply that my wife and I don't want to have kids, at least at
the moment. Isn't that okay?;

5.

male and lazy.

Not all answers including the line “my excuse” are disaffiliative with Maria Kang. Some
affiliative responses include;
6.

my excuses right now are shit and I need to get in the gym

7.

“I'm so glad you helped me rid myself of my excuses!”.
In each of these examples, the recipient positions themselves as a selected next (they self-

elect and orient to the prior talk as if it had selected them as a next speaker), affiliates with the
ongoing turn taking sequence, delivers up a candidate response, maintains topical relevance (either
fitness or parenthood), and responds in turn using the mode of responding “adding comment”.

7.2.5.1 Membership category work
Many of the comments on both websites involve membership categorisation analysis work
(Antaki and Horowitz, 2000; Antaki, 1998; Whitehead, 2012). Participants categorise other
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participants
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by using the set categories (bitch, motivator, fattie and unfit mothers) to ascribe qualities to the
participant being described. These reflect the initial suggestions by Sacks (1992) around membership
device deployment. Both the hearers’ maxim, “if two or more categories are used to categorise two
or more members of some population, and those categories can be heard as categories from the
same collection, then: hear them that way” (Stokoe, 2012; p. 9) and the viewers’ maxim “if a
member sees a category-bound activity being done, then, if one sees it being done by a member of a
category to which the activity is bound, see it that way” are at play when these categories are being
used (Stokoe, 2012; p. 9-10). That is, when negative categories such as “fattie” are cast, they are tied
to the group “unfit mothers”. It seems that a “standardised relational pair” (Stokoe, 2012; p. 8-9) is
being formulated throughout the Facebook and Jezebel postings, which link the categories “fit
person” and “unfit person” under a membership device “audience members”. A moral obligation to
‘stop the unfit people from being unfit’ is being systematically tied to the “fit person” category.
The comments categorise Maria Kang, or other commenters, into groups. These groups are
then attacked. The grouping is either created through referring to the actions ascribed to the
individual, or by referencing membership category predicates available for the individual and the
group. That is, the feature of the category, “this kind of person does action A” is attributed to the
individual (use of predicate), or an activity done, as in, “you did action B, and therefore you must be
a member of the category X”. This categorisation work aids in creating inclusivity and exclusivity
throughout the recipient order, further reinforcing a preference for particular alignments within
each website.
In Facebook comments, the omnirelevant participant, MK, is cast as an “attention whore”
through the adjustment of an internet-speak conventionalised meme syntax, “haters gotta hate”.
The adjustment of “haters” to “attention whores” increases the negative assessment of MK.
1.

Attention whores gotta whore!
This response casts Maria Kang within a particular category of ‘attention whore’. The

membership work casts the predicate ‘gotta whore’ to that category. The category is afforded the
category bound action gotta whore, thus casting Maria Kang as both an attention whore and as
doing whoring. By casting MK in this way, the writer of this comment is designedly taking a negative
stance and implicates that MK is the kind of person who always does things like this, fitting the
accountability for the actions onto Maria Kang. This comment is not commented on by any other
respondents, and therefore the membership work being achieved is allowed to go through
unchecked.
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According to work by Hardaker (2010, 2015) such responses could be relegated to “trolling” or
flaming. The response is inflammatory and gives rise to a negative emotional response (Hardaker,
2015). Yet, on this site, as there are no responses, it is relegated as an example of an ignored
utterance. Although it is hearably a case of trolling, it is not treated as such. A trolling attempt tends
to elicit responses, however, when left unregulated, the troll fails in their attempt to provoke the
trolled community. This is hearably a venting of an angry person.

7.2.5.2 Binary posts
A binary post, commenting then commenting again in quick succession, can initiate self-repair
on the prior post. In this example, KW is the commenter. These posts are separated here to indicate
the difference in topical indexing, but also the fact that they are separate comment posts.
1.

2.

KW. I’m so glad you helped me rid myself of my excuses!
I thought for sure I could never work out again and
lose weight with my Disc Herniation! Now that I’m over
that I’m glad my Poly Cystic Ovarian Syndrome
sooperating with me just in time for my low fun...
KW. P.S You’re in amazing shape and look FANTASTIC and I
don’t blame you for wanting to flaunt it, but some
people have limitations and can’t be the same as you.
Genetics also play a role in it
Here, the poster KW comments with a binary post where the first is hearable as a sarcastic

move, the second hearable as a partial affiliation. The first response uses sarcasm to criticise MK for
disattending to the biological make up of different people. The invoking of medical diagnoses “Disc
Herniation” and “Poly Cystic Ovarian Syndrome” shows an overdoing of a supportive move, acting as
a disjunct to the compliment strategy, “I’m so glad you helped me X”, adjusting the action trajectory
and invoking a criticism. The commenter, KW, elects into the footing of interpreter and accounter,
casting a criticism of MK (the principal) as being ignorant. This is reinforced in the second post with a
factual orientation to the implicated premise of the prior comment, saying “people have limitations
and can’t be the same as you. Genetics also play a role in it”. This comment directs accountability for
offense toward MK as the principal and uses the sarcasm as a linguistic or syntactic upgrader to the
criticism.
KW claims that the footing of target for MK’s submission may be taken by anyone, especially
those with medical conditions. By offering medical diagnoses, KW illustrates the moral breach that
MK is being accused of. As such, it is hearable that KW is defending other potential recipients,
especially those with medical diagnoses which restrict their fitness efforts (such as disc herniation
and poly cystic ovarian syndrome).
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The second post involves a compliment adjacent to the criticism. The compliment arises
through positively referring to MK’s physical features, “You’re in amazing shape and look
FANTASTIC”, as well as moving to justifying MK’s actions, “I don’t blame you for wanting to flaunt it
[the amazing shape etc]”. This defending of others is hearable as part of the ritual of outspokenness
and verbal conflict (Kádár and Cruz, in press). This interactional move is done from similar footings
as described before, those of accounter and interpreter, but seems to alleviate the negative attack
on MK as the principal by exacerbating wrong doing through framing MK as ignorant of the other
audience members, and mitigates negative evaluations by framing the second comment as a
compliment.
KW is positioning herself as “being offended” on behalf of others. This is done through
claiming that targets of MK’s implicit criticism may have legitimate excuses for being unfit. This
election to a co-target footing (operating in defense of another) is an example of KW exercising
agency in defending others. The Binary post format helps to operationalise two different turn design
features and complete two different action trajectories while still projecting the same activity type,
i.e. doing defending.

7.2.5.3 Long moves
Longer moves allow participants to shift their footing mid-move. There is no claim here that
long moves are proportional to dispreference turn design as discussed in section 7.2.2 above. In the
following extract from Facebook, the commenter claims that they were offended and socially
sanctions MK. Bolding has been added for emphasis.
1.

Whats my excuse? I dont need one. I have four children,
I'm healthy, I'm happy, I have a man who thinks I am
hotter than hell even if I am a little overweight..and
I enjoy my life and the people in it. I dont choose to
spend all my time in the gym, because I just dont
enjoy it. There is no law that says you have to look
like that to be hot. I'm so tired of society trying to
shame people for not being "enough", whether its
pretty, thin, rich, smart, whatever. I beat myself up
for too many years because I'm 4'10", top heavy and
curvy. Short limbs, big muscles. Finally at 43 I can
say I am who I am. You are who you are. And just
because Im not just like you doesnt mean I have
something to be ashamed of.

In this response, the commenter self-elects to a ratified addressed recipient footing to take
offence. This shows that taking offence correlates with a ratified interactional position, and
specifically to an addressee or target footing. The respondent adds a detailed self-categorisation in
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order to claim membership with MK, yet engages in a strong disaffiliation with MK’s stance. She
does this co-membership through referencing her motherhood “I have four children” and her
relationship status “I have a man who thinks I am hotter than hell”, although caveats this with a
topically relevant self noticing, “even if I am a little overweight”. The commenter then switches to an
informing role (in bold) by claiming “you don’t have to look like that to be hot”, backed up with a
direct referencing of social discourses: “I’m so tired of society trying to shame people for not being
“enough”, whether its pretty, thin, rich, smart, whatever”. In framing this discourse as a moral
breach, the commenter is implying that MK’s submission is also a moral breach. Finally, the
commenter re-topicalises Maria Kang by directing a comment directly at her, saying “And just
because Im not just like you doesn’t mean I have something to be ashamed of”. This shows that a
further moral breach has been made by MK in implying:
+> people ought to look like me or attempt to look like me
In creating this implication, the commenter claims deontic entitlement to sanction MK.
At the beginning of the comment, the commenter uses format tying (Sacks, 1992) in the use of
an echoic structure. By starting with “What’s my excuse”, coupled with an adjacently relevant next
turn upshot, the commenter is claiming a ratified participant footing of addressee and target. In selfelecting to an addressed footing by saying “I have four children”, the respondent is also claiming
access to a footing as an accounter and so legitimises an evaluation of Maria Kang.
Then, the commenter directs a membership category towards herself as being a normal
person. She says “I am a little overweight, I enjoy my life and the people in it, I’m 4’10”, top heavy
and curvy, short limbs, big muscles”. This grounds her implicit claim that her evaluation is in line with
norms of appropriate behaviour. In making a membership category relevant (overweight mother),
the respondent is also invoking the deontic entitlement to cast criticism of MK from within their tied
category of mothers. After having completed this criticising turn, the commenter makes available the
main inference she has made from MK’s submission,
+>anyone not like MK has something to be ashamed of
which invokes a claim to the footings of interpreter, and accounter.
Lastly, in the final two utterances, the commenter claims the footing of producer, selects MK
as recipient (using first and second person) and extends the sanctioning. It is clear in this example
that a shifting of footing and participant status ties to claims of being offended, doing criticism, and
social sanctioning.
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7.2.5.4 Responding directly to the original submitter on Facebook
The Facebook apology and the Jezebel submission were each created by a member of a
community, Maria Kang and Dodai Stewart, respectively. That member represents a mouthpiece for
that community, and thus has the footing of utterer. Responses to their submissions tend to show
alignment and affiliation, thereby invoking a preference tendency to not create negative evaluations
of the original submission. Commenters tend to position the original poster as a ratified audience
member, and more commonly as a default addressee for any comment. As such, there is a
correspondence between the face-to-face data and this CMC data; there is a preference to not
invoke “being offended” in interaction.
Examples from Facebook position MK as an addressed recipient, selecting her as the targeted
next speaker as well as using hedging or other dispreferred turn design features (bolding added).
1.

You may not be fat shaming.....but if you read your comments,
quite a few of your "fans" are, and using this photo as an
excuse to do so. Making honey boo boo jokes, McDonald's
jokes, calling people fat gross and lazy. It would be nice to
see you step up and say "hey, that's not right. That IS
bullying, and that's not what this is about."
This response orients to Maria Kang as a morally obliged recipient of the comments on her

Facebook page. In using hypothetical syntax and indexing MK as the owner of the comments, “if you
read your comments”, the commenter is directly referencing the participant order. MK is positioned
as a having a social order to read Facebook comments made on her page, and a moral order (Kádár
and Cruz, in press; Kádár and Márquez-Reiter, 2015) to stop the “fat shaming” occurring in the
comments themselves. This commenter is claiming an auditor footing in evaluating both the moral
and social order in the Facebook interaction.
Responses such as this are clear indications that MK is treated as an omnipresent, ratified
recipient of any and all comments on her Facebook page. This omnipresent participant order seems
relevant to all social networking sites where members post submissions on their own profile page,
and other members comment on them.
MK’s omnirelevant recipient positioning can be indexed through several linguistic features
(Bolander, 2012; Wortham, 1996). Maria Kang’s responsiveness is indexed through pro/noun use by
the different commenters.
1. I just love how cute your boys are
2. Do your thing, girl..
3. i love your third paragraph... this just makes me think way more
positive and in a different angle whenever something negative
comes around me. YOUR A BIG INSPIRATION! thanx
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4. You are an inspiration. Your apology is one of the best things
I've ever read. Thank you.
5. Well I ain't mad at you I could use a few pounds gone myself
Using second person pronouns positions MK as an addressee, but does not always select her
as a next speaker, as assessments do not always select a next speaker to respond (Goodwin and
Goodwin, 1987). Facebook comments on MK’s page tend not to solicit a response from the original
submitter, rather only cast an assessment or evaluation of the original submission. Maria Kang
seldom submits a response to the posts on her Facebook page26, other than at the beginning of the
discussion, closer to the original posting date. This means that even though the posts are on MK’s
page, MK is not responding, and is thus not affiliating with any of the commenters claims made on
her wall.
An additional form of indexing Maria Kang as the addressed recipient is done through using
her name as a definite reference (Fox, 2008).
1.

Keep up what you're doing, Maria!

2.

... Maria don't apologies for working hard this is all pure
JEALOUSY

3.

Keep doing you Maria Kang, don't let the haters bring you
down!!!

4.

You are control of your own destiny- don't give other people
power over you. Maria Kang good going

5.

Good for you, Maria Kang...

6.

Good job Maria Kang
At times, the strategy of naming is deployed in order to make a claim to common ground with

MK.
1.

Maria, I just saw your interview on Access Hollywood, I just
wanted to say thank-you for talking about an issue no one
seems to take seriously! You said everything perfectly! I
have been fat and before I was fat I was super fit and now I
am working my ads of (literally) to be fit and healthy again
26

No response from MK has as yet been identified in the final 500 responses since 26 November, 2013

apart from the ‘apology’ itself and the ‘clarifications’ mentioned earlier. Although MK is clearly positioned as a
ratified participant to her own Facebook Page, the comments are all from other participants. These
participants have self-selected to cast assessments either as part of MK’s audience (side participants,
affiliatiave responses), or detractors to MK (overhearers, evesdroppers, disaffiliative responses).
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(I'm almost there!). Being fat is a miserable lifestyle!
Being obese is a very serious issues today and it is only
getting worse! Keep up the good work!!!
In contrast, the following use of Maria Kang as a noun phrase treats the direct addressee of
the comment as someone other than MK. MK is relegated to the footing of figure (yet theoretically
still an omnirelevant recipient). This positions MK as either a bystander or an auditor for an
assessment:
1.

Why chop Maria Kang down? Johnson sure not everyone wants a six
pack nor does it mean that your healthier.
Treatment of MK as a bystander is afforded by Facebook, but due to her default omnirelevant

ratified participant status, a lot of mitigation devices are often employed.
This next example shows a comment on Facebook which disaffiliates with MK on several
fronts (full posting edited down), and sees them do politeness work (through an apology) to MK for
such action.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

It's not about hating. It's about Maria Kang saying "I'm
like this, and if you're not then you have somehow
failed." That's a dangerous message. ...Sorry, Maria, but
as much as I would defend your original post and that you
had no idea the picture would get the attention it did,
now that it has gotten the attention I think you should
understand that as much good as you might do for some
people, you do just as much harm for a significant number
of other people. It's not your "FAULT" but it is what it
is and it's really something that has to be managed
responsibly.
The commenter mitigates the putative face threat by claiming that the response is “not about

hating” (line 1). They then make a claim that there is a moral order breach that occurred when Maria
Kang implied “I’m like this, and if you’re not then you have somehow failed” (lines 1-3), followed by
the thrust that “that’s a dangerous message”. Up until this point, the addressed recipients are the
other commenters, but this is adjusted to directly select Maria Kang as the intended recipient
through the use of her name as a vocative (line 3). The commenter points to a moral necessity,
saying that even though MK did not intend to get the attention it got, she was reaching an audience
of unintended recipients (lines 7-9). In doing so, MK is positioned in a social necessity to “manage
[her] responsibility” (lines 10-11). The poster is invoking both the participant order (ratified
addressees and unintended, unratified addressees) as well as MK’s footing of principal, in order to
cast a social sanctioning on MK’s lack of attending to the “harm” she was doing for “a significant
number of other people” (lines 8-9). The participant order is clearly referred to in order to hold
Maria Kang accountable for her actions.
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7.2.5.5 Responding directly to the original submitter on Jezebel
On her Facebook wall, Maria Kang is treated as an omnirelevant ratified participant, but on
Jezebel, the author of the anti-MK submission tends not to be addressed directly at all. Dodai
Stewart’s submission is affiliated with or disaffiliated with though the casting of assessments and
evaluations at Maria Kang (and toward the Facebook community to support MK). These comments
treat MK, her picture, her apology, fitness people and the general healthism in society as topical and
at times problematic. Where MK is the topic of the talk, Dodai Stewart (the original submission’s
author) seems to only be a facilitator of talk about Maria Kang.
Participation in the Jezebel comment thread is achieved through the use of pronouns, naming,
format tying, and quoting prior talk. Although the comments tend to deploy similar shifts in
participant footings in order to claim being offended, the participants are on this separate site
(Jezebel), and are somewhat removed from Maria Kang (Facebook).
Comments on Jezebel are formatted with a tie line to previous comments or the submission.
That is, a response is listed in time order, but all responses must be responses to a prior post (either
the original submission, or prior comment). If someone comments on the submission, the tie line
indicates “from person X to Dodai Stewart”. If the comment is directed at another comment, the tie
line indicates “from person X to person Y”. This tie line indicates the current utterer and the utterer
whose response is being commented on. This tie line also shows a complex interactional
achievement of sequential positioning and adjacency which is devoid in the Facebook technology. As
such, it is much easier to orient interactional responses directly to some prior comment or to the
original submission. Also, this feature alleviates the treatment of the original submission author
(Stewart) as an omnirelevant addressee and recipient to all the subsequent comments.
Some examples of the first few comments’ tie lines are listed below:
1.

OrangeLantern Dodai Stewart

2.

luckymacabre44 OrangeLantern

3.

ChiefmoBaggins Dodai Stewart

4.

luckymacabre44 ChiefmoBaggins

5.

Bethany Simpson luckymacabre44

6.

phipsi1 Dodai Stewart

These first six examples show three responses to the original submission (from
OrangeLantern, ChiefmoBaggins and phipsi1), the initialisation of two tangental topics
(luckmacabre44 responding to OrangeLantern and again to ChiefmoBaggins), and the uptake of one
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of those tangential topics (Bethany Simpson responding to luckymacabre44’s response to
ChiefmoBaggins). In this way, tangential topics are traceable to a primary node which responded to
the original submission (Stewart, 2013). Each successive comment itself has the potential to initiate
a new thread of talk, however, such tangential talk may begin discussing things so far off the original
topic that they are considered ‘off topic’ and are dealt with by the thread’s moderator (and
discussion initializer) Dodai Stewart.
One such example of a discussion that does not treat Stewart as an omnirelevant addressed
recipient is the discussion initialised by IHateGoats.
1.

IHateGoats Dodai Stewart
Honestly? I look at that and it inspires me. I know that's
not a popular answer on Jezebel but I care a lot about my
looks, have gained a size recently, looked at that and
literally thought "my excuses right now are shit and I need
to get in the gym". Wednesday 9:38am

2.

SunflowerSarah2 IHateGoats
Me too. This is why I get irritated with so much of this
site's approach to fitness - it's like wanting to be
physically fit becuase it makes you feel, and yes look, good
is automatically unhealthy or judgemental when it's not.
Wednesday 10:48am

3.

praeclaris IHateGoats
I would really like people to get to a place where, promoting
health =/= fat shaming.
I mean she did it in a brusque and narcissistic way, but I'm
AMAZED at how many people saw it as a PERSONAL attack, dude,
this chick has no idea who you are and where you came from,
she doesn't know your circumstances, how are you making this
that personal? Wednesday 11:57am
These posts centre around IHateGoats’ affiliation with MK’s apology. IHateGoats is cast in the

participant footing of the figure. The indexing of MK’s picture is done though the verb look, the
pronouns that and it, and Maria Kang is indexed using descriptions this chick and the pronoun she.
In the beginning of the thread, IHateGoats affiliates with MK. Where the original poster, Dodai
Stewart is overtly disaligning and disaffiliating with MK, IHateGoats disaffiliates with Dodai Stewart.
In this way, the original submission’s projection (to chastise MK) is disaligned with. Rather,
IHateGoats acknowledges Maria Kang’s ability to inspire, saying “I look at that and it inspires me”.
Commenters respond to IHateGoats’s evaluation as if it were cast at MK’s original picture
rather than as a response to Dodai Stewart. All three respondents, IHateGoats, SunflowerSarah2 and
praeclaris, index the MK picture, apology and MK herself in the third person (see highlighted),
treating her, her picture or the apology in the footing of figure. This indexation makes the target of
the indexing equivocal (the tag line, the use of children in a picture, MK’s clothing) but causes no
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confusion for the participants. In terms of footing, these responses cast MK as a non-recipient
(neither a selected next speaker, nor addressee), but clearly as the figure of talk. In this way, the
footing of figure involves a topical orientation rather than participant status, per se.
In affiliating with the potential inspiration of MK’s picture (and disaffiliating with the
inferences that it was a ‘personal attack’, ‘unhealthy’, and ‘judgmental), the three participants cast
themselves in the footings of interpreters and accounters, and also achieving participant status as
auditors. The commenters position Jezebel itself as a principal for some of the inferences that are
made, saying “...I get irritated with so much of this site’s approach to fitness”. In her comment,
SunflowerSarah2 disaffiliates with an inference that the negative evaluations available from
Jezebel’s comments are automatically unhealthy or judgemental. These three participants,
IHateGoats, SunflowerSarah2 and praeclaris, tend to support a non-popular opinion about the MK
apology and picture. As the majority of Jezebel’s comments are disaffiliative and disaligning toward
MK (but affiliative toward Dodai Stewart), these three commenters cast themselves as outsiders to
the ongoing discussion.
Posting an opinion about MK on a site other than Facebook affords MK to be discussed as a
non participant, a feature not available on Facebook. The commentors, and Stewart, have the right
to talk about MK rather than to her. The same seems to be the case for those on Jezebel who either
talk with, about or to Stewart. The probability that MK will respond is much smaller than Facebook,
although as Jezebel is open access, there is potential for her to read the comments. As such, MK is
cast as a topic of discussion, rather than an omnirelevant addressee. In this way, Dodai Stewart is
treated as a discussion starter and not an omnirelevant addressee.

7.3 Footings, apologising and taking offence
The person who makes a submission tends to be treated as that submission’s producer. The
people who comment on the submissions necessarily elect themselves into ratified recipient status
in order to make comments. Even though the two MK-oriented sites have a large number of
comments (36,029 comments on Facebook, 963 comments on Jezebel), it is clear that there are a lot
of participants who do not comment. This number can be found in the difference between the
number of likes and the number of shares and comments. The Facebook page of Maria Kang’s
apology received 248,968 likes, and 23,022 shares, and the Jezebel site boasts 206,182 ‘new visitors’.
Although these are different metrics, the two sites both generated a lot of traffic over the “fit mom
controversy”. The difference between the number of people reacting to the submission (liking or
sharing on Facebook, visiting on Jezebel) and the number of actual comments, indicates the majority
of participants remained as a listener-in or eavesdropper in the interaction. These non-commenting
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participants are examples of overhearers who do not assert the right to make comments. The point
being made here is that people who read a Facebook page or Jezebel page need not respond. They
opt into the interactional footing in order to participate, but there is no social or moral dictum that
they must comment.
According to Bell’s description of participation statuses (1984), any commenter necessarily
claims the footing of addressee, or at the very least, a ratified participant. In such a claim, they claim
to be a known, ratified, and (possibly) addressed recipient of the talk or conduct in interaction. The
act of responding shifts a participants’ original recipient footing (reader of the submission, listenerin) to something new, potentially more active in the participant order. In making a response,
participants are self-electing to the footing of accounter in order to cast their opinions. Accounter is
a ratified participant footing who has the right to make interactional input and it is from this footing
that participants tend to claim being offended.
How is it that analysts determine the ratified participants in these online modes of
communication. On Facebook, ratified participants of the Maria Kang page are those who are
interested in fitness and are open to motivation (according to MK’s Facebook page and intended
audience claims). Other participants, such as those commenting who are not part of this ratified
category, are still able to make comments, and therefore have an ability (facilitated through the
Facebook functionality) to self-elect to accounter. Less clearly ratified participants may claim ratified
status depending on the design of their comments. This complements the discussion by KerbratOrecchioni (2004) suggesting that online interactions facilitate participant ratifiability differently to
face-to-face communication.

7.3.1 A co-producer footing
Hating is a common discourse thread taken up by several commenters, including Jason Steele
on the Facebook page.
1.

Jason Steele Dodai Stewart
A few people in this comment thread could use a good reality
slap. If the quote doesn't apply to you, move on. It's aimed
at potential customers who are interested in fitness, not
self-loathing whiners who don't like being reminded that they
don't look the way they want to for whatever reason. To the
troll criticizing MK for not breastfeeding: those children
look perfectly happy and healthy, so your argument is based
on a false premise. More than likely you're one of the selfloathing haters who simply can't stand the sight of anyone
who is in better shape than you are.
October 31 at 4:33am
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Jason Steele invokes a membership category “haters”. Haters are defined as those who
“generally dislikes a specific person or thing” or a “negative or critical person” (OED, 2015)
This comment (and many others using the term “hater”) claims an auditor footing. Auditor
footings are a ratified participant whose role it is to moderate the interaction in some way. They
both identify intended recipients, and sanction those who make comments but are not ratified
participants. The “haters” are positioned as a single membership category. Any member of the
category is a hater and anyone seen to be overly negative or critical are considered haters. This
category is therefore deployed as an “othering” strategy. This is not to suggest that Jason is invoking
an outsider/insider strategy, but that they are deploying haters as an “unwanted negative category”
(Culpeper, 1996), and as such are negatively evaluating any participant who is performing hater talk
or conduct. Jason Steele adds to the categorisation of haters, further casting one participant as a
“troll” (cf. Hardaker, 2010), “self-loathing”, and “simply can't stand the sight of anyone who is in
better shape than them”. Additionally, Jason Steele explicates the way that ratified participants are
organized in this forum, suggesting any disaffiliative moves are not welcome, saying "If the quote
doesn't apply to you, move on”. This claim orients to a co-principal footing as Jason Steele is
negotiating who is a ratified participant, and what kind of behaviour is acceptable in this forum. This
co-principal footing is being here named clarifier.
Several affiliative responses on Facebook present with the same clarifier footing.
1.

Josh Leonard I just love it when i see these obese people
telling a fit female she looks unnatural, doesn't want to
look like her etc.
Well double chinners, no one wants to look like you either
and your jelly rolls are what's really unnatural.
I bet these haters also take their kids to mcdonalds because
their too lazy watching Dr Oz's fat burning miracles XD.
October 31 at 5:24am ·

2.

Danielle Rend Honestly, if they're even hating. They have no
excuse. Could've done a 10 burpees ..I used so many excuses
too. Women westo realize there are ways to get fit, admire a
woman with strength instead of bashing her for this
accomplishment. Real women empower each other! October 31 at
5:36am

3.

Ray Garces This is a result of hard work. Just shows what can be
achieved once you set your mind to it. November 2 at 12:50am
·

4.

Doug Fox You go girl - people need to start taking responsibilty
for themselves and stopblaming advertising and restaurants
for their health and weight issues. November 3 at 12:51am ·
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Each of these comments makes available a set of claims and moves in the interaction. They
claim to be able to identify the non-audience participants, such as “double chinners”, “too lazy
watching Dr Oz’s fat burning miracles”, and make frequent references to “them” in opposition to
“us”. They move to sanction non-target recipients’ comments: “Well double chinners, no one wants
to look like you...”, “They have no excuse”, “Could’ve done a 10 burbees...”, “Real women empower
each other!...”, “stopblaming advertising and restaurants for their health and weight issues...”, “their
too lazy watching Dr Oz’s fat burning miracles...”, and generally align with MK’s intended challenge,
“... Just shows what can be achieved once you set your mind to it... people need to start taking
responsibility for themselves...”. The commenters’ evaluative stance shows an ability for participants
to self-elect into a co-producer footing where they can claim intended meaning and intended
audience members. Such self-electing shows that the participant order and relative status gives rise
to deontic entitlements to de-ratify other participants.
Affiliative comments with Maria Kang on Jezebel tend to present with different participant
status than those in the Facebook strategies above. Affiliative responses are in the minority on
Jezebel. Of the sampled responses from Jezebel (n=102 from Jezebel), the percentage of affiliative
responses to MK is approximately 4%. Importantly, MK has been shown to be non-participant on
Jezebel. However, at times, affiliation with MK presents with similar co-producer footings.
1.

ChiefmoBaggins Dodai Stewart
Most missed the point entirely, if you WANT that look, there
are no excuses. If you don't want it, or don't prioritize it,
or whatever, who gives a shit? Of course someone will say, I
want that look but my [insert tough medical diagnoses]
prevents me. That's valid, maybe you should reevaluate your
priorities and pick another goal that is difficult but still
attainable. If you still want that look, then go as hard as
possible and see if you get close, even if you don't get to
that dream level, you still put in your hardest effort and
saw some results. Tuesday 5:37pm

2.

Bethany Simpson luckymacabre44
Right I don't think it means *that specific look.* But if you
want to work out to get to your fittest attainable level, but
make excuses not to... I think that's the person that this
post is speaking to. Tuesday 5:55pm
Here, ChiefmoBaggins and Bethany Simpson direct assessments at the original submitter

(Stewart), which appear adjacent to and indexical of a comment by luckymacabre44. They both claim
the footings of clarifier and auditor by assessing the validity of particular arguments: “. That’s
valid...”, stipulating the target audience (intended recipients): “...if you WANT that look, there are no
excuses. If you don’t want it, or don’t priotize it, or whatever, who gives a shit?...”, and “...but make
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excuses not to... I think that’s the person that this post is speaking to...”. By invoking this deontic
entitlement to negotiate ratified recipients, the clarifiers make salient the inference
+> if you do not want to be fit like Maria Kang, then you
shouldn’t say anything about her submission <
or
+> only some people are part of the intended audience for Maria
Kang <

7.3.2 Audience ratification as a means to negotiate “being offended”
Audience ratification occurs on both Jezebel and Facebook as a strategy to negotiate
interactional rights and obligations. When a participant orients to being offended, rather than
negotiating the offence, it is more common for other participants to negotiate the participant status
of the offended party, and claim that the offended participant is not a ratified recipient of the
message. In doing this, the offended party’s deontic entitlement to take offence is curtailed through
the positioning of them as a non-ratified participant.
1.

Sarah Lui I do not see a problem with this, I just read the
article about the complaints of this photo. Obese women
should and probably do feel bad about themselves. It's
unhealthy. Nobody is telling them to be thin but just to have
an average BMI. Being fit is a plus and it actually does
help. I go running, and it relieves built up stress and keeps
your body feeling good. November 6, 2014 at 10:40am

This Facebook comment from Sarah Lui orients her evaluation of complaints about the MK
photo to a membership category, “obese women”. Similar references to that membership category
treat these “obese women” as non-intended recipients, or construct them as the type of recipient
who ought to be part of the set of intended recipients, but who would probably be offended by the
implicit challenge offered by MK. In this way, this membership category is construed with the
membership predicate “disaffiliating with MK” or “people who will be negative about MK’s intended
message”. Conflated with this membership category is the participant status of unintended recipient
or non-ratified recipient. By casting these “obese women” as non-ratified, Sarah Lui makes the claim
that their assessments of MK are not part of the social action of challenging, and therefore able to
be ignored.
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7.3.3 Social sanctioning of recipients and Maria Kang
The next few examples of comments show social sanctioning in two forms. Firstly, a
commenter displays ratified participancy and then directs sanctioning at other commenters who
“bully” Maria Kang.

1.

Justin MacLeod Don't apologize for shit people these days are to
fucking sencitive and neew to either do somthing for them
selfs or cram it you worked hard for what you got and no one
can take that from you yes some people are beautiful bigger
some smaller if its your choice to be big or small then so be
it but your being a bully towards this girl for being skinny
your worse then anyone I know your bullying her into not
wabting to look good this world is fuctttttttttt
November 6 at 11:47pm ·
This Facebook comment by Justin MacLeod starts with disaligning to Maria Kang’s projected

apology move. He makes a complex disalignment but supportive moral order move, saying “don’t
apologize for shit people these days are so fucking sencitive and neew to either do something for
them selfs…”. He presents with a deontic sanctioning about the need to apologise for “people these
days”, orienting to the projected apology in the Maria Kang apology submission. Justin also moves to
cast a negative membership categorisation of the “fucking sensitive” people who claimed offence to
MK’s submission. Yet, in presenting a disalignment with the need to apologise, Justin MacLeod is
also aligning with MK’s own claim that “what you interpret is not my fault it’s yours” (MK apology).
This attempts to shift accountability away from MK in the participant status of producer and onto
the recipients within the footings of interpreters and accounters. Justin then shifts to a sanctioning of
the “fucking sensitive” people by orienting to a social ought whereby one ought not bully someone
for being skinny. Seemingly, there is an ability for the recipient to adjust the orientation of
accountability away from the omnirelevant producer, MK, and onto the producer of the people
responding to MK. The primary source and the secondary source are both treated with a similar
participant status. Either way, the participant status of producer is being held accountable for a
negative evaluation.
The most common negative evaluation of Maria Kang is a simple deployment of an unwanted
negative category; in this case a self-explicated “bitch”:
1.

Tanya Nicole Galliher What a b@#$@
November 26 at 9:49am
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Other negative evaluations of Maria Kang appear as an orientation to the social and moral
ought “you ought not say bad things about other people”.
2.

Julianne Hofstrom It's better to keep one's mouth shut and let
them think you a fool than open it and prove it, Maria.
November 28 at 11:27am ·

7.3.4 Authorship and the participant status of author in online comments
One distinction of footing as yet not dealt with is that of author. Authorship is an important
footing as it is here that accountability for the uttering/writing of comments gets pinned in a general
sense. Several comments on both Facebook and Jezebel identify some postings’ words as
problematic and sanction Maria Kang accordingly. Work on criticism by Wierzbicka and Goddard
(2014, p. 176–177) claims that such social actions are not typically directed at the problem source.
Contrastively, in this CMC environment, the ratified recipient and problem source Maria Kang
(indexed through second person pronouns) is indeed the recipient of the criticism. It is possible that
this is a feature of criticism afforded by the anonymity of on-line interactions, that is, Facebook and
social network comments; however, in each of the following examples, the author of the criticism
has a member page of their own, and anyone clicking on their name can be taken to their member
page.
Most comments on this topic have a similar footing attached, the commenter is claiming the
footing of an accounter deploying their interpretation, projecting MK as the author (the one
responsible for the way something is said), as well as principal (the one accountable for the
interpretation of their talk or conduct)
1.

beckadonna Dodai Stewart
The problem is in the captioning. Mainly, the word "excuse".
Note how the caption doesn't read "Being active isn't that
hard!!", "You're fitness goals are achievable!", or even
something along the lines of "You can do it!". No. Instead
Kang makes it very clear that there must be some reason,
something wrong with a woman who has recently had a child who
does not look like her, some "excuse" for not looking like
she does. She is implying that there is something wrong,
something that needs to be done about a woman's body postbirth and if a woman is not doing whatever she needs to to
look like Kang, there must be an "excuse". She is stating
that her "look", one that has been standardized and
commercialized, I might add, is the only one that is without
"excuses", the only one that is worthwhile. There she creates
a divide in women and reinforces beauty standards introduced
by patriarchal advertisements and ideologies.
In short, if she had just put a title like "New Moms, it
isn't as hard to meet your fitness goals!" or "New Moms,
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there are exercises for you, too!" instead of something so
exclusive, Jezebel would not have anything to say about it,
because the advertisement would be "pro-woman", much like
Jezebel. Tuesday 6:41pm
This positioning of authorship is of importance on the internet. Authors of catchphrases and
memes are granted social status. The argument by beckadonna above is that MK, as the author of
the clause “What’s your excuse?”, is accountable for the way that the clause is constructed.
Problematic in this claim is that Maria Kang must be the designer of the clause. If it is indeed MK
who was accountable for this structure, and for the memes that include the combination of the
picture and the catchline (positioning MK as the initial author), then other similar picture memes
using the same catchphrase would necessarily be indexing MK to some degree.
The memes below, sourced from a simple Google images search, all display the same catch
phrase as MK’s original submission. Each picture offers a visual representation of a candidate excuse,
and each example is able to be read as a negative assessment of MK’s picture. Crucially, this
negative assessment of MK relies heavily on MK being the initial author of the phrase, “What’s your
excuse?”, and each example would need to be (at the very least) a situation-bound utterance
(Kecskes, 2006) which references Maria Kang’s original submission in order to maintain its meaning.
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Figure 7.3.4. Meme’s from the internet using “what’s your excuse?”
Above are five examples of picture and “what’s your excuse?” memes. If MK is the
accountable author for the phrase, then all of these pictures are critical of her. However, if she is not
the author of the phrase, and is only referencing it in her own submission, then the critical project of
all five of these pictures (and MK’s picture) is a similar social challenge project. In essence, these
social actions, projected through the use of the rhetorical question, “what’s your excuse?”, orient
either to the issuing of a challenge to people to maintain their own fitness, a challenge to not give up
when things become difficult, or a challenge to strive for your best.
From these examples, it can be seen that the author of the catchline “what’s your excuse” is
an important footing to consider. The author is hearable as accountable for the challenge (raised
through the use of a rhetorical question), and for the moral entitlement to raise a challenge in the
given contexts. The contexts in the pictures can be seen as examples of an “overdoing” of these
challenges, reversing the polarity of the challenge from positive to negative. This makes hearable a
criticism. The one being criticised is of importance when discussing the author footing. Either the
criticism is of an apathetic person who does not challenge themselves (the audience member), or as
a criticism of the author. If MK is the primary author of the phrase “What’s your excuse”, and this is
public knowledge, shared by all readers, then the use of the utterance in a meme that shows an
overdoing of a criticism can be considered to be a loaded situation-bound utterance (SBU) (Kecskes,
2001, p. 253 in Kecskes, 2006, p. 223) that is critical of Maria Kang specifically. If, however, the
author of the phrase is unknown, then the phrase is simply considered as a plain SBU which
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challenges the reader. If this latter case is true, then all of these pictures are intended as
motivational, rather than as a critique.
This orientation to the footing of author seems pivotal to the discussion of offence as it is
frequently the case that the author footing is correlated with accountability, rather than just the
principal footing. That is, it is not the submission of the picture on a public Facebook profile that is
offensive, but the use of that expression with that picture which gives rise to offense. The following
examples of negative evaluation of the author are drawn from the Facebook comments to the
apology submission.
1.

Kaiti Glazier It's your use of the word "excuse" that is
offensive. You don't know what other people's situations are.
Their "excuse" could be the death of a child or spouse, a
severe illness or disability, depression, the list is
endless. Having one child a year is in no way healthy for the
body, you've struggled with an eating disorder in the past,
and you're somehow a role model for health and the rest of us
are making excuses? October 30 at 12:00am

In Kaiti Glazier’s comment, there is an orientation to MK as the author, indexed through the
discussion of her ‘use of the word “excuse”’. The assessment suggests that the use of that word is
‘offensive’. This assessment is a criticism of the linguistic elements of the post. Kaiti Glazier’s
negative evaluation of Maria Kang is grounded on the “endless” possible excuses that people could
have for not being healthy. In this environment, anonymity may be a mitigating factor to such direct
negative assessments. However, the claim of ‘offence’ or being offended is unequivocal.
1.

Brooke Kubath My excuse is that I don't have photoshop. If you
would have used a real picture of yourself, instead of this
photoshopped version, it would be a different conversation.
What you did was rude. Plain and simple. October 30 at 8:58am
·

2.

Elisa Taylor While I think you look amazing, you really didn't
have to come off so rude. There are other ways to inspire
people. Just keep that in mind. November 8 at 3:46pm via
mobile
Brooke Kubath orients to the footing of author in a similar way to Maiti Glazier. However,

rather than discussing the catchphrase, the claim is focused on the picture. An evaluation of the
picture as ‘photoshopped’ (a common claim across the comments on both websites) implements a
negative casting of Maria Kang, implying that she is artificial or at least portraying an unrealistic
image of herself. Brooke Kubath, in contrast to Kaiti Glazier, makes the claim that what Maria Kang
did by publishing the image on Facebook was rude. Here, then, authorship accountability is
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extended beyond the act of ‘authoring’ to the social action accomplished through the publishing the
image.
Similarly, Elisa Taylor orients to MK as author, criticising her as “comming off so rude”. The
claim is made that there are other ways to “inspire” suggesting that the commentor is making
available their accounter footing, but also that they empathise with those who perceived MK as
rude. Empathising in this way is a deployment of a co-target footing, and achieves an activity type
akin to defending. It can be seen that in deploying empathy and empathetic claims to the target’s
evaluation, the defender is electing themselves up to a ratified footing within the interaction in
order to cast their assessment.
Alternatively, the footing of author can be deployed to positively evaluate a producer. The
following example shows a Facebook comment that orients to Maria Kang’s authorship to clarify the
difference between an intended meaning and a non-intended meaning. ‘What is not said’ is used as
the device to signify what is not meant.
1.

Marisa Rodriguez The word "excuse" can have many connotations.
And Maria is right from her very unnecessary apology above you're going to register her statement how you want to
perceive it. If you're offended from the jump, then you might
be the person who wants to be in shape but HAS made up
reasons over time to put it off. Her personal results are
hers. Her picture does not caption: "Why aren't you always
bikini ready?!" She's no way promoting superficial beauty by
any means. Maria shares her eating disorder past to be living
proof that starving yourself is superficial, and eating
healthy and working out is the answer to a longer and better
life. I can guarantee most who make the nasty comments toward
her have not taken the time to read her website, etc.
Everyone's looking for someone to put down on the internet,
not to mention, someone who looks good doing what they're
doing. October 30 at 2:23am
Marisa Rodriguez casts Maria Kang as an overhearer rather than a direct recipient of her

comment. This is achieved by referring to MK only in the third person. Yet, Marisa claims access to
MK’s authorship and intended message (potentially claiming a co-principal footing). Her comment is
directed at the population of readers of MK’s Facebook page. In contrast with Kariti Glazier earlier,
this comment balances the negative evaluations which are possible with the relative social status of
those who “want to be in shape but [have] made up reasons over time to put it off”. The claim is still
that Maria Kang is the author of the catchphrase “What’s your excuse”, but re-orients the reader to
a perceived intended message of motivation. An extended claim is made that the authors of “nasty
comments” on MK’s Facebook page have not “taken the time to read her website”. Finally, a claim
to a social norm of ‘putting people down’ on the internet is made. Where Kaiti Glazier uses the
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footing of author to direct accountability for the evaluated offence onto MK, Marisa Rodriguez uses
the same footing to co-construct and achieve an account that sanctions non-ratified recipients. This
strategy of negotiating the offended parties’ ratified status, helps to challenge their deontic claims
to “being offended”. This is a negotiation of footing in order to negotiate the legitimacy of claims to
offence.

7.4 A summary of observations of postings from social media
This chapter explored the relationship between evaluations of impoliteness and participant
footings. It was predicted that, in order to take offence, one needed to orient to a specific footing, in
particular to take a footing as a ratified participant, and thereby cast negative evaluations as a
ratified interactional participant. Such a move orients to the more extended deontic rights afforded
to interactive participants as opposed to the linked deontic entitlements afforded to nonparticipants.
Comments on Maria Kang’s Facebook submission pages tend to treat MK as an omnirelevant
participant. Although her status has been shown to be omnirelevant for Facebook comments on
these pages, this is not the case for all discussion of MK across the internet. Additionally, any
comments on the Facebook pages can only be made by Facebook users. Due to this, the traceability
(and therefore to some extent the anonymity) of Facebook comments is different to that of other
forums (Hardaker, 2010; Kiesler et al., 1984). This makes the degree of anonymity of Facebook
commenters somewhat different to those on sites like Jezebel. And yet, similar features of the
participant order are apparent on both sites.
Comments on the Facebook page either deal with Maria Kang’s apology as implementing a
stance (either affiliating or disaffiliating with it), or cast assessments of other comments and
commenters. Assessments directed at MK’s apology submission are often made using membership
categorisation work and an orientation to the participant status of the commenter relative to that of
MK. Additionally, comments casting assessments of other comments use a variety of membership
category work and footings in making those assessments.
Negative evaluations on Facebook tend to be made from the footing of either the target or of
an accounter. As such, the commenter is electing into a ratified participant footing in order to cast
their evaluations. In order to negotiate or deny such evaluations, it is possible to challenge the
commenter’s participation status. Additionally, it has been shown that the deployment of negative
membership categories (itself an impoliteness strategy) is used to undermine a commenter’s
deontic, social or moral rights to be making claims of “being offended”.
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These comments are distinguishable through their participant practices. The participants use
second person pronouns that index Maria Kang, or those affiliating with Maria Kang. They also use
third person pronouns which tend to situate any move as a critique or comment on Maria Kang’s
actions. As such, there is a hearable difference between the ratified addressee and the overhearer
footings, that is indexed through person reference.
There seems to be a correlation between the footing of target, accounter and interpreter and
the action of attributing accountability for offence onto another interactant. A recipient, in
responding to some prior move, may claim “being offended” from one of these footings. The
commenter seems to be socially required to orient to the original producer as a ratified participant
or addressee for the deployment of offence. The claimed ratified participant status may become the
site of negotiation when an unwanted evaluation is cast. This negotiation seems to occur more often
on behalf of the omnirelelvant principal for that submission and comment, and is done from a coprincipal footing, herein termed clarifier. If the footing of target is not oriented to, and the offended
party does not address the principal as an addressee, “being offended” is hearable as the social
action of criticism or complaining rather than simply doing “being offended”.
There is therefore a relationship between the participant footing and accountability in
interaction. Where a ratified participant footing is required in order to cast an evaluation of offence
onto another participant, the other participant must be cast as a principal for that evaluation. As the
participant footings are mediated by accountability, they must also be indicators for the participants’
orientations to each other’s agency. When someone is cast as a principal, they are also cast as
having agency, otherwise they would not be able to be held accountable for their talk or conduct in
interaction. Similarly, the accounter is exercising their agency in self-electing into a footing from
where evaluations can be cast. It is not the case that all offended parties become participants to the
interactional exchange, but it is the case that, in order to cast that offence, one needs to be part of
the interaction in some way. This relationship between accountability, agency and the participant
order will be examined further in the next chapter.
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Chapter 8

Discussion

intention is a device used to attribute accountability for impoliteness, rather than a device
used to attribute impoliteness itself. from chapter 3 p54
norms of behaviour are also a device able to be used to negotiate accountability, rather than a
device to attribute impoliteness. chapter 3 p55

8.1 Introduction
In the previous data chapters, the relationship between individuals’ agency and impoliteness
has been explored. Generally speaking, it has been shown that a relationship between agency and
accountability exists, much in the same way that Pomerantz (1978) had found. That is, an attribution
of accountability corresponds with casting the source as an actor-agent. It has been shown that this
construal of the source as an actor-agent necessitates the link between the evaluation of behaviour
by one participant, and the actual action itself on the other. There is a link missing between these
two features of interaction, and it is only in establishing that the source is somehow accountable for
those evaluations that they can be construed as impolite (accountable for a negative evaluation of
that behaviour).
In this chapter, the link between agency and evaluations of impoliteness will be more
thoroughly described. This discussion draws on the analysis in the previous chapters to show that
there is a specific sequence required for any evaluation of impoliteness (or offence), and that this
sequence is only possible through the participants exercising their agency in several ways. This
makes manifest the analytical strength that describing agency has given to the impoliteness research
paradigm within the interactive framework. This chapter will not list conclusions. Conclusions and
implications for future research will be left for the final chapter.
The main thrust of this thesis has been to show that individuals respond to impoliteness in
both predictable and unpredictable ways. This predictability likely the norms of an interactional
context, or the moral order/organisation surrounding that interaction (Fox, 2008; Ivanova, 2013;
Samra-Fredericks, 2010), and the moral order/organisation surrounding the context of impoliteness
(Blitvich, 2010; Culpeper, 2011b; Haugh et al., 2011; Haugh, 2009). It is suggested in this thesis that
some degree of unpredictability of evaluations arises due to the socially-mediated agency of
participants. By exercising agency, participants may opt into or out of displaying evaluations of the
talk or conduct in interaction, putting on record or leaving off record potential negative evaluations.
When opting to display evaluations publically, participants exercise their agency in holding other
participants accountable for their talk or conduct. In opting out of displaying evaluations,
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interactants might disalign with ongoing social actions, potentially setting up a new social activity.
This is itself a social action, and requires the exercising of agency. In fact the evaluation of actions is
an example of exercising agency which is so fundamental that it is often taken for granted (Agha,
2007).
One example of exercising of agency that highlights this opting into and out of indicating one’s
evaluations is evaluations of impoliteness. In opting into displaying an evaluation of impoliteness, a
participant attributes accountability for their own evaluation onto someone who is seen as the
source of the impolite talk or conduct. However, as pointed to throughout this thesis, the link
between that evaluation and the participant who is making that evaluation is only made when the
participant is treated as having agency. That is, time and time again we see that the ability to act and
the understanding that one is held accountable for their actions is paramount in both the attribution
of and the acceptance of accountability for impoliteness. More importantly, the participant who is
the source of the evaluation of impoliteness must be construed as having exercised their agency in
performing the talk or conduct which led to the evaluation of impoliteness, and the one who is
making the evaluation is also construed as having exercised their agency in making and delivering
that evaluation. Then, other participants, including the source “impoliteness” doer, can ratify or deratify the evaluation. Only when the source/evaluator are treated as an actor/agent are they held
accountable for their impoliteness/evaluation (see also the discussion of blamings and co-occurance
of actor/agents in Pomerantz, 1978), and only then can the source be held accountable for the
evaluation of the evaluator. Holding a participant accountable for conduct through evaluations of
impoliteness is tantamount to construing the source, i.e. the participant and the self, as having
agency.
Individuals can be seen to exercise their (construals of) agency in several ways. Individuals in
interaction have an ability to opt into (or out of) being offended when feelings of offence arise (see
the SME interactions in Chapter 6 for instances of opting into and out of goading, section 6.3.3, the
goadable identity). Additionally, there is an ability to opt into (or out of) being offended when
feelings of offence have not actually arisen (see Chapter 5, section 5.3.5 Topical incongruity). The
evaluation of impoliteness and the attribution of accountability for impoliteness hinge on the
exercising of agency of both the source participant, and the assessing participant (and recipient
participants who ratify the evaluator’s participation status and/or the evaluation itself) (see Chapter
7, section 7.3 Footings and Taking offence). Impoliteness is a co-constituted evaluation of talk or
conduct which is established by interacting participants.
The objective of this chapter, therefore, is to consolidate the findings from the data analysis
chapters and consider them in light of the notion of agency. It is necessary to re-invoke the working
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definition of agency here so as to maintain clarity. Agency is seen here as the ability that an entity
has to control their actions, knowing that those actions can have an effect on other entities
(including itself), and knowing that they will be held accountable for the evaluations of those actions
and effects of those actions (Duranti, 2004b). As such, agency can be seen as a major theoretical
construct that underpins many construals of social action, especially those social actions where
accountability is distributed across parties. That is, agency necessarily underpins social actions such
as blamings, praisings, criticisms, compliments, complaints (sections 5.3.8. and 5.4.6) and even the
associated social actions of teasing, verbal jousting, mockery and goading (section 6.4.4).
Additionally, if we consider that impoliteness is an evaluation which is attributed in interaction, then
the casting of an evaluation of impoliteness must also be underpinned by agency. Each of these
social actions requires participants to indicate their evaluations of each other’s talk and conduct.
Each of these social actions requires participants to hold each other accountable, termed
responsible by Duranti (2004) and Pomerantz (1978), for their evaluations. Teasing, for example,
requires first the notice of a “teasable” act in some prior talk or conduct, and subsequently, the
recipient responds to the teasing in some way that shows that teasing has occurred, according to the
next turn proof procedure. In order for teasing to not be treated as an on-record negative
assessment, the recipient of the tease needs to orient to the tease as a tease, as non-serious in some
way (Armstrong, 1992; Drew, 1987). As such, it is in both the talk or conduct of a participant and the
subsequent evaluation of that talk or conduct that evaluations of impoliteness are found.
This chapter will show that when these potential impoliteness evaluations occur, interlocutors
are able to divert their evaluations of each other so as to avoid putting that evaluation onto the
interactional record. They can suppress, exacerbate, ignore or simply leave unsaid evaluations as
they see fit, and in so doing, exercise their agency. The focus of this thesis is particularly on
evaluations of impoliteness, rather than specific speech activities. That is, the focus is on any
negative evaluations that arise because of a breach of expectations, wants, or the moral order
(Culpeper, 2011b).
This chapter is divided into four sections. In section 8.1, a general analysis of how “being
offended” is achieved in interaction is presented. The main argument in this section is that in order
to perform actions tantamount to “being offended”, the participant needs to exercise their agency in
several ways. As such, being offended is itself an example of the exercising of agency by an
individual. The individual is shown to need to opt into the interaction and the sequence in question,
attend to the talk or conduct as offensive, show (dis)alignment and (dis)affiliation with the talk or
conduct, and usually design their turn/move so as to show that some kind of delicacy is being
achieved. In section 8.3, the discussion specifically addresses findings regarding the participant order
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and footings. It is argued that claiming offence and negative evaluations correspond to claims for
particular participant status. In section 8.4, the variability in the data of impoliteness evaluations is
discussed. It is argued that norms and intentions seem to be deployed in the data as methods to
attribute accountability for impoliteness, rather than simply being used to define impoliteness itself.
It is suggested that in speech communities where verbal jousting is apparent, variability in
evaluations of talk and conduct abound. Although variability of evaluations is common, it is shown
that any negative evaluations tend to halt progressivity of the interaction, and therefore such
evaluations might be treated as dispreferred. Then in section 8.5, agency is discussed in terms of
evaluations of impoliteness. It is suggested that accountability for negative evaluations are achieved
through the exercising of agency of both the source and the recipient. In the concluding section 8.6,
this chapter finds that the construal of agency is a key feature corresponding to evaluations of
impoliteness in interaction.

8.2

How participants accomplish “being offended”: a user guide

The first section of this discussion chapter will pull together the main findings from the data
analysis chapters to show how “being offended” can be accomplished in interaction. Participants
show that they are offended through several inter-related steps. Firstly, they opt into an interaction.
Next, they attend to some utterance or source (the person who created the utterance, the producer)
as potentially offensive. Third, they (dis)align and (dis)affiliate with the negative evaluation. Then
finally, they show that there is a problem in the interaction usually by displaying delicacy in
responding to the prior turn or move. These steps may be accomplished in a single turn or across
several turns. In each data set these steps manifest in a slightly different way because of the
participation frameworks, variability of evaluations, and activity types involved.
Each of these steps require the interlocutor to exercise their agency in some way. In opting
into the interaction, they exercise their agency in claiming a ratified footing. Attending to the source
utterance requires a specific deployment of attention through the exercising of agency. Next, the
(dis)alignment and (dis)affiliation with the producer’s stance involves the exercising of agency in
producing an evaluation of the source. Then finally, agency is exercised again in the construction of
the turn design which shows that the interactant is displaying that delicacy is required and that a
problem source was apparent.

8.2.1 The context
The data in this thesis has been collected from three quite different interactive contexts. The
first data set was collected from co-temporal, co-locative face-to-face interaction between
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strangers. It consisted of pairs of people performing the activity of getting acquainted. The second
came from emails amongst a group of close friends. The emails occurred with high frequency so as
to suggest that the participants are acting in a partially co-temporal interaction. Participants coconstituted a closed community of practice which showed an interactional norm of verbal jousting in
the form of teasing, banter, goading and other word play, much like that discussed by Decapua and
Boxer (1999). Although there was very little indication of actions of bravado, there was a clear
indication that the four male participants were actively engaging in verbal jousting, and features of a
pecking order might begin to form. Emails are a form of non-co-locative, but partially co-temporal
interaction, which (in this case) display a clear architecture of intersubjectivity (Heritage and
Clayman, 2010a) and as such can be defined as a conversational interaction of a kind. The final
interaction came from computer mediated communication across two social media platforms. The
data was collected from Facebook and Jezebel, as participants responded to the “fit mom
controversy”. The features of commenting on posts is different from other accounts of online
polylogues (Bruxelles and Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 2004; Lorenzo-Dus et al., 2011; Marcoccia, 2004) as
the participants do not constitute a group of friends. Generally speaking, the Facebook and Jezebel
comments tended to show orientations to speaker ratification as an important feature that indicates
the entitlement for “being offended” (Craven and Potter, 2010). If a participant was claiming
offense, their participant status could be unratified by other participants so as to reject the claim for
offence. These comments form an architecture of intersubjectivity which is construed either for
individuals (the self and Maria Kang) or between groups (supporters of Maria Kang, and detractors
of Maria Kang). Thus, while the first two datasets involved interpersonal communicative interaction,
the latter involved a mixture of interpersonal and intergroup communication.
Despite these clear differences, the data analysis has recurrently shown several ways that
participants indicate their construal of each other’s agency. Two main orientations will be discussed
in section 8.2.2. Participants seem to orient to either their (or others’) accountability to act as either
an ability to act, or as not wanting to suppress another’s ability to act. Accountability for evaluations
of these actions is directed at the source of actions, showing a relationship between a perception of
agency and that of accountability for social action. Participants also seem to orient to their ability to
act. If that ability to act is suppressed in some way, impoliteness evaluations might be cast. This is to
say, the two forms that orientation to agency take are firstly, the display of one’s own agency, and
secondly, the ratification of others’ displays of agency.
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8.2.2 Opting into the interaction and into the sequence
Opting into an interaction is achieved through interactionally achieving the participation
order. In order to emerge as a participant, a party must claim that they are a ratified participant. In
order to do this, it has been shown that interactants make a bid for the footing of accounter,
interpreter or target, and from those footings cast their evaluations of offence onto the source.
All of these data sets show that there is a potential to opt into (or out of) the participation
status where offence is being taken. This was especially focused on in the Maria Kang data, in
Chapter 7. This third data set showed non-co-locative, non-co-temporal interaction, where
individuals can (and do) elect into ratified participant statuses in order to claim offence. The people
offended by Maria Kang’s comments and implicit claims, opt into her interaction and chastise her on
her page. Also, those supporters of MK opt into the exchange between MK and the detractors. Both
examples are of people opting into interactions in which they are not ratified participants in order to
claim offence. This can be seen as socially improper and so can be treated as such. That is, social
sanctioning is being done in terms of footing negotiation rather than offence negotiation.

8.2.3 Attending to the offence
In order to make claims about offence being evaluated, interactants (now ratified participants)
need to attend to the impolite nature of the producer’s utterance. For instance, teases are not
always treated as teases. It is not always the case that instances of teases (or instances of
evaluations of teases) are choices on the part of participants, but rather may constitute a lack of
noticing of the incipient tease. Of specific interest to this finding is a similar finding by Throop and
Duranti (2014). They found that the “organisation and regulation of attention [is] a key dimension in
our cultural existence” (p. 2). They consider a model built from a combination of Husserl’s work on
attention and Heidegger’s discussion of “equipment” (Throop and Duranti, 2014; p. 6-8). Of
particular interest for impoliteness research is a category of attention pulling thing termed things
that are conspicuous and cannot be ignored (Throop and Duranti, 2014, p. 8). This category of
attention pulling devices is of interest because it is where the understanding of conspicuous
impoliteness may be addressed. Due to the impoliteness being conspicuous, attention (and effort) is
directed toward it, marking it as attendable and marked (Enfield, 2007). Markedness in this way only
categorises impoliteness that is evaluated on-record. Off-record impoliteness, however, remains
unmarked in the interactional record, and may only be treated as problematic if it is noticeably
missing evaluations which are projected but left off the interactional record.
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Attention pull is designedly agentic in origin (Throop and Duranti, 2014). The construct is
designed to account for the agency of individuals involved in interactional exchange because
attending to something, itself, is an agentic action. As such, in offering discussion around
participants orienting to particular exchanges, the analyst is offering an agentic description of
attention. That is, the participant in question exercised their agency in attending to that utterance.
Agency therefore is not just about responding to social action, but also in the orientation to it, and
the construal of it.

8.2.4 (Dis)aligning and (dis)affiliating with the source/producer
Alignment with actions and affiliation with stances need not complement each other. As
indicated in Stivers (2008), just because a participant aligns with some action trajectory, it does not
mean they also need to affiliate with it. The table below shows the alignment and affiliation
variables and an example of corresponding utterances from the Maria Kang Facebook data.
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alignment

disalignment

e.g. thank you MK. I
e.g. I don’t need an
need to stop accepting my
excuse. I just need to stop
excuses
eating so much shit
e.g.
people
need
to
e.g. what’s my excuse,
disaffiliation
challenge themselves but only
cancer; you fucking bitch
within limits
Table 8.2.4 (dis)alignment and (dis)affiliation within the data analysis

affiliation

In the alignment/affiliation cell of the above table, the example is the utterance, “thank you
MK”. This utterance shows some alignment with the implicit challenge made through the use of a
rhetorical question, as well as an affiliative claim, “thank you”, showing that the participant affiliates
with the stance that they needed to change. In the disalignment/affiliation cell, the indicative
response shows an orientation to Maria Kang’s rhetorical question as if it was seeking an answer,
showing disalignment with the action trajectory of a challenge. However, they are also affiliating
with the stance that overeating is problematic, a complementary stance to the one that Maria Kang
makes about being overweight. In the alignment/disaffiliation cell are the actions of participants
who accept that the challenge is an important social move, but argue that meeting the challenge is
not realistic for all people. And finally, those who disalign and disaffiliate with Maria Kang not only
answer the rhetorical question with an answer, but also cast negative categories onto her,
disaffiliating with the problematic stance that she is taken to be holding.
This typology of alignment and disalignment helps to uncover the ways that participants
operate within social activities and within particular topics of conversation. This identifies if a
participant shares a stance of a particular topic (affiliation) or is operating so as to support an
ongoing social action (alignment). If these are not happening, then the participant is performing
disaffiliation or disalignment. In either aligning or disaligning, the participant is exercising their
agency in attending to the ongoing social action, and also exercising their agency in participating in
its trajectory. Additionally, when either affiliating or disaffiliating with another participant’s stance,
the participant is either supporting the ongoing stance about the topic, or is challenging it. They are
therefore exercising their agency in orienting to or challenging the stance of the other participant.
Alignment and affiliation therefore helps to uncover the way that agency is being exercised.

8.2.5 Doing delicacy and being offended
When a participant orients to their own perceived impoliteness, they may indicate a stance
that what they are saying is problematic. Their turn design might display their orientation to their
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potential impoliteness through features like extended pauses, mis-starts, self-repair, elongation,
hesitation and so on. These features have been described in the CA literature across many domains
such as language learning (Gardner, 2004b; Hellermann, 2009), social positioning (Miller, 2013),
uncertainty and equivocation (Bull, 1996), and dispreference (Pomerantz, 1984; Pomerantz and
Heritage, 2013;). As a general term, when these features indicate an orientation to a problem and
indicate a problem source, they are termed “doing delicacy” (Silverman and Perakyla, 1990).
When such features arise in talk (see the laughing-at which Joanne does in response to Greg in
Chapter 5, (1) 8-2-12 JG: 1:30) there is a clear indicator that the producer is orienting to something in
the prior talk, or in the current talk. In the Joanne and Greg example, Joanne’s own turn includes
such signs. She produces a complex utterance that incorporates saying “oh my god”, interspersed
with a laughing at and associated equivocation or dispreference markers (inbreaths). These features
indicate that Joanne herself is orienting to her own utterance (a laughing-at) as potentially impolite.
She is holding herself accountable for a breach of social conventions in hearably mocking or insulting
Greg’s choice of study, political sciences. The producer of an utterance might orient to themselves as
a problem source, just as a recipient of that utterance may mark a similar orientation. Of interest to
this thesis is that Greg’s response, both in the interaction and in the follow-up interview, diverts any
blame being directed at Joanne, and directs it instead at society. Such a diverting of accountability
for an interpretation of impoliteness shows that Greg need not hold Joanne accountable for her
utterance. This is an indicator of an orientation to the participant order. Joanne is not held to be in
the footing of principal for her negative evaluation of political science. Rather, society is positioned
in the footing of principal. Joanne is just the mouthpiece for society’s values.
The follow-up interview with Greg repeats this pattern of diverting accountability away from
his interlocutor. In the exchange between Greg and Joanne, a delicate situation arose. Joanne
laughed at Greg when he informed her of his field of study, political science. As discussed at the
time, due to the nature of a laughing-at, it is unclear what the source for the laugh-at is, either the
study of politics in general, the idea that Greg is the kind of person who would study politics, or that
the term politics is associated with the term science. Nevertheless, the laughing-at was adjacent to
an informing. As such, the laughing-at utterance was the problem source, and Joanne was its
utterer. In diverting accountability away from Joanne, Greg seems to orient to a preference for doing
“being not offended” in interaction. This is a similar finding to Sacks (1992, p. 702) suggesting that
“pointing out that somebody is impolite may itself be impolite”. A similar feature occurs in the
follow-up interview. The follow-up interview directed the attention of the participant and the
researcher to a single sequence. In indicating that single sequence was noteworthy, the participant
has evaluated extra potential impoliteness in sites where there may not have been any before.
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This poses a problem for the supporting interview data. Alongside the analysis of the natural
data was an analysis of the follow-up interviews with participants. These interviews were not
possible for the Facebook and Jezebel data sets. However the interviews were conducted with some
of the face-to-face participants, and all of the email participants. These interviews were utilised as a
tool to mitigate any researcher/observer effects. Interviews were conducted with participants who
were available, and who showed some amount of alternative or possible other evaluations in the
original recordings. These interviews constitute different contexts of interpretation to the original
interaction, but control of the interview questioning afforded insight into the possibility of
alternative possible evaluations. In one of the interviews, Greg oriented to the interview questioning
in such a way as to suggest that a problem source was possible. However, during the interview, Greg
noted that the other participant was not at fault. Similarly, when interviewing the email participants,
each displayed the evaluation that any potential problem source was just an example of verbal
jousting or jocular mockery. This supported the researcher analysis that the participants were coconstituting a non-serious frame for the interaction.
There is a limitation in using follow-up interviews. These follow-up interviews directed the
attention of the participant and the researcher to a single sequence, problematically undermining
the exercising of agency in attending to some part of the interaction. This method has assumed that
there was something of interest in a specific segment, and therefore the researcher replayed that
segment to the original participants. As such, the participants have been primed to evaluate extra
potential impoliteness in sites where there may not have been any before. This technique of
interviewing, although insightful, is considered problematic for this current research.

8.2.5.1 Being offended in the data sets
Within the three data sets, being offended is achieved in slightly different ways. It is important
to note that all of these social actions are examples of exercising agency, or at least, attributing
accountability for impoliteness onto another participant, which inherently involves treating the
source as an actor-agent.
When a commenter (someone who makes a comment on Facebook or Jezebel) makes a
complaint or criticises another commenter, they tend to self-elect into a non-ratified footing, and
direct the negative comments using the third person pronouns (see Wortham, 1996 for a discussion
of pronouns as deictics to speakers' footings). When they are claiming being offended, they do so
using first person pronouns, and elect into a ratified addressee footing. As such, the social action of
complaining or criticising manifests with different footings being deployed. If the participant is
hearably a bystander or overhearer, they are not entitled to direct their comment directly at a
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target. Therefore, they are not a ratified participant. This indicates that non-ratified statuses work
separately to the participant framework. These statuses only allow for comments and assessments
deployed in a non-related context by non-related participants. This means that in directing criticisms
or complaints, a participant might attempt to mitigate the illocutionary strength of the social action
through claiming a less ratified footing. Footings are therefore deployed as both a mitigating and
aggravating tool relative to a perceivable initial footing for that individual. If the claimed footing is
more ratified than the initial footing, the illocutionary force is aggravated, and if lower, the force is
mitigated. This sets up a scalar understanding of footings akin to that suggested by Verschueren
(1999), which helps to untangle the relative entitlements for casting of accountability for negative
evaluations, and the accountability for such negative evaluations. The ratifyability scale developed
by Verschueren (1999) suggests that some participant footings are more ratified (for the ongoing
exchange under study) than others. For example, the overhearer is less ratified than a side
participant, which is also less ratified than the recipient. I am also suggesting that the auditor footing
(a ratified side participant who audits the talk of others) seems to be realised at a higher ratifiable
position than an overhearer or bystander.
Within the Maria Kang data, the claims for footings are much clearer. In establishing
membership categories such as ‘fat’ or ‘the kind of people who do not do fitness’, commenters claim
a contrastive category for themselves, thereby creating an out-group and an in-group from which
particular solidarity markers can be selected. This category work is also accomplished through the
casting of several category predicates, such as obese, double chinners, haters, having jelly rolls,
taking kids to McDonald’s, lazy, having failings and being negative. Such categorisation is done
during a commenter’s move, and is interactionally achieved by casting the predicate at the
comments of previous participants. As such these categorisation moves are realised participants’
categories, and therefore are not reliant on the analyst’s categories or inferences of language
practices (Stokoe, 2012, p. 283). Although this thesis is not a discussion of the membership
categorising work being done here, it is noted that this categorisation work can be achieved from
any of the recipient’s footings. If cast at MK or another participant (selecting MK as an addressed
participant), the categorising is done from a ratified participant footing, but when it is achieved
about MK it situates her within a non-addressed recipient status.
Additionally, in the MK data, it is not clear whether there is a preference around doing being
offended. In fact, the technology (Facebook) seems to afford and support the activities of being
offended and not being offended (see also work by Bou-Franch et al. 2012; Lorenzo-Dus et al., 2011).
A focus for this thesis is the way in which doing being offended is carried out. In order to claim
offence, one needs to negotiate ratifiability as a participant, a position in the interaction itself, and
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claim either target or co-target footing (alongside interpreter footing) in order to cast and hold
accountable any prior talk as being offensive.

8.3 The participant order and footings
Several features are clearly indicators of evaluations of impoliteness. Foremost among them is
the deployment of the participant order and associated footings when claiming “being offended”. In
the participant order (Haugh 2013) there are two main sets of footings; those of the producer and
those of the recipient. Initially, what is being proposed here is that the producer footings tend to be
separated in terms of their relative accountability to what is said (and meant by what is said),
recipient footings are separated in relation to their affordance to appoint accountability to
individuals, and recipiency footings (ratified participants) are separated through the participants’
rights and responsibilities for producing interactive input in the ongoing interaction. These footings
are not clear cut in this analysis as this research is not using second order analysis that isolates
footings, but rather a first order analysis of the interactive order deployed in interaction by those
participants. As such, it is an ethnomethodological analysis of how participants do participancy,
rather than an analyst’s explication of how it is performed.

The producer footings

accountability

The recipient footings

attribution of accountability and entitlements
(e.g. to take offence)

Table 8.3 (a). Relative differences between the producer and recipient footings
Generally speaking, the producer footings can be deployed to distribute accountability,
whereas the recipient footings are deployed to distribute entitlement for attributing of
accountability. It is being suggested that the participation order and relative footing attribution is a
key site in interaction for the analysis of the orientations to individuals’ agency. Either a participant
is addressing accountability in another participant, claiming that the source is exercising their agency
in producing the source utterance, or they are orienting to their own entitlement to attribute such
accountability.
In presenting these findings, I note that agency (the innate ability to control one’s actions) is
not inherent to all footings. Although there are moves that individuals can take, such as claiming
offence, this is not a claim available to all footings. The footing for this would canonically be the
target footing. There is a relative degree of agency available to all footings, as well as an entitlement
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for each footing, and subsequent entitlements attributed to each footing for claiming offence. That
is, a direct recipient seems to be able to claim being offended more consistently than an overhearer
or indirect recipient does. This seems to show that the ratifiability scale may also correspond to the
entitlement to claim being offended. Therefore, there may be a scale for offence relative to the
participation order of a given interaction.
Overall, it has been found that an individual who claims to be offended need not do so. An
offended party need not make a comment, and could easily remain silent in light of an offending
comment. If the offended party does make a comment and holds another participant or party
accountable for impoliteness, it is possible that this will also be subsequently negotiated or denied
due to their ratifiability as participants to the exchange (as conducted here in the “Fit Mom
controversy”). This denial may be an action by the original submitter or by another commenter
(another recipient). Analytically, the position of offendee seems to be negotiated to some extent
with respect to the ratifiability of footings and the participant order.
It has thus been shown that there is a relationship between the participant order and
evaluations of accountability for impoliteness. In order to claim being offended, the participant
order needs to be construed in a particular way. The participant who is offended needs to combine
an evaluation of impoliteness with an election into an addressed or ratified recipient footing, and
similarly cast the footing of principal onto the producer of the problem source (also as a ratified
participant). This action constitutes a blaming (Pomerantz, 1978) or an attribution of accountability
for impoliteness onto that source participant. Within the CA frame, a blaming is accomplished
through the deployment of responsibility onto an actor-agent and as such, any noticing of a problem
source corresponds to the indexing of an actor-agency for that problem source. If the combining of
these features includes different elements of the participant order, the social activity is hearably
different to a blaming. The social action may be hearable as a complaint or criticism rather than an
example of taking offence or holding the principal accountable for impolite talk or conduct. In the
MK chapter, the issue of “authorship” was seen to be problematic. If MK is construed as the author
of the phrase “What’s your excuse”, then the pictures can be perceived as criticising MK through an
overdone reduplication of her initial utterance. However, if authorship is not attributed (or not
attributable) to MK specifically, then the pictures are hearable as a challenge (deployment of a
rhetorical question) directed at that reader (whoever is reading/looking at the picture). That is, the
deployment of an authorship footing affects the distribution of accountability for impoliteness.
The deployment of the author footing facilitates a concurrent deployment or claim for target
or topic footings for the issuance of a blaming, complaint, criticism, or any type of negative
assessment. In order for such casting of negative assessments to be accomplished, the offended
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party must establish specific participant statuses for both themselves and for the one who is being
held accountable for the negative assessment. The offended party must link the offender to the
principal footing, joined (in some way) to the author footing (here suggested to be the “offender”
footing). The participant order therefore becomes a site for the deployment and negotiation of
offence. This may lead to a negotiation for accountability in a more nuanced way than initially
suggested by Pomerantz (1978).
As seen below (Figure 8.3 (b) the speaker and hearer role can be unpacked into separate
footings.

Figure. 8.3 (b) Types of participation footings (Haugh, 2013, p. 62)
This participant order is only a skeleton model upon which the interactive concerns for
participant status can be built. In order to act on behalf of a producer, a participant needs to claim a
co-producer footing. As seen in the Maria Kang data, a co-principal footing, here termed a clarifier, is
adopted when negotiating intended meanings. When an affiliating member of the MK audience
defends MK’s intended meaning, they elect into a clarifier footing. This footing may be ratified or
rejected just as with any footings. In these examples, the recipient participants seem to attempt to
achieve self-initiated, self-repair-by-proxy. Claiming such a proxy footing is akin to exercising agency
on behalf of another agent.
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Similarly, a co-target footing is claimed when a participant attempts to defend others. This act
of standing up for others can be analysed as a ritualised form of behaviour (Kádár and Cruz, n.d.;
Kádár and Márquez-Reiter, 2015). These examples of claiming co-target footings, seem to be acts of
“offended-by-proxy”. The offended party elects to a co-target footing and claims offence on behalf
of others. As such, the claiming of “footing by proxy” is a key means of distributing agency across
participant statuses, which may give insight into the rituals around standing up for others.
One particular footing, missing from the Haugh (2013), Verschueren (1999) and Levinson
(1988) models, but apparent in the original Goffmanian (1981a) construal is the auditor, a ratified
participant who is positioned as some kind of side participant, and who acts as a mediator for
meaning, intention and misunderstandings. This footing is populated by a known addressee whose
has the purpose in the interaction to attend to these auditing functions. A chairperson of a meeting
holds the footing of an auditor for that meeting, although their footing can shift depending on their
recipientcy status at times. It is suggested that these co-footings seen in the data, the clarifier and
co-target footings, might be examples of the actions of an auditor.

8.3.1 A relationship between footings and being offended
The finding that the footings are attended to in taking offence and doing defending highlights
the need for analysts to unpack the footings during interactional analysis. An insightful finding
regarding footings and accountability is that particular footings are oriented to when doing different
types of accounting activity. These orientations seem to coincide with claims for entitlement to claim
offence and attribute accountability for that offence (Craven and Potter, 2010; Curl and Drew, 2008).
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Figure 8.3.1. Footings and associated ratifiable behaviour
These findings suggest that there is an entitlement indexation associated with the participant
order relative to impoliteness (assessments). Like the initial work on requesting (Curl and Drew,
2008) and follow-up work on directives more generally (Craven and Potter, 2010), It seems that the
entitlement to cast negative assessments and claims for offence corresponded to an orientation to
the participant order. Curl and Drew (2008) noted that entitlement was a means of describing how
the participant displayed the likelihood that their request would be granted. Entitlement for social
actions seems to be different for the different participant statuses. Thus, the election to different
footings gives rise to a hearable entitlement for different social actions, such as the attribution of
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accountability for being offended onto the principal for that offence. This attribution can only be
cast from a footing of accounter coupled with that of target.
In this research, the negative assessments cast in interaction increase in severity relative to
the ratifiability of the footing of the participant, according to the Haugh (2013) figure (see Figure 8.3
(b) above). That is, an eavesdropper casting a negative assessment has a much lower degree of
entitlement to cast that negative evaluation than the same cast from the footing of target, but just
because they have a lower entitlement does not exclude them from making such negative
evaluations. This shows that the ratifiability of participants corresponds not only to their participant
status, but also to their entitlement for the initiating of social actions (such as being offended,
complaining, criticising and other negative assessments). The construal of these derived footings
matches that suggested by Levinson (1988: p171-172). Some footings can be considered to have
access to some features, but not to others. However, a Boolean description, which encompasses a
plus/minus feature tree, cannot be matched to each footing as there is no entitlement for some
evaluations corresponding to some footings (as used in Levinson, 1988). For example, the
overhearer cannot legitimately cast evaluations of offence onto a producer as they are not a ratified
participant, but they can elect to shift their footing so that they can cast such evaluations.
Most importantly, the footings involve accountability for different things. In terms of offence
and impoliteness, the responsible footing seems to be the principal, and perhaps the utterer (at
times), where the footing from which offence is cast tends to be the target. A participant who casts
negative evaluations but does not claim a “target” footing, is hearable as doing a social action
different to being offended, such as complaining, criticising or in other ways casting negative
evaluations of the producer. This shows that the footing that a participant has in an interaction (or
within a social activity) may reinforce or undermine particular claims. The claims that have been
investigated in this thesis tend to be those associated with impoliteness in particular, but it is
suggested that other evaluative activity might have similar relationships to footings. The participant
order (Haugh, 2013b) is a pivotal analytical model from which entitlement for different evaluability
can be grounded.
This unpacking of footings and the participancy order leads to a challenge to the definition of
politeness. Generally accepted throughout this thesis is that impoliteness can be defined as it was by
Culpeper (2011): as a negative evaluation cast because of some breach of a participant’s
understanding of appropriacy (social ought), wants (individual oughts) or the moral order (moral
oughts). However, society is not always held accountable for generalised and normative behaviour.
In the SME exchange data, Chris performs an overdone “your mamma” turn, invoking the American
English word game of sounding or playing the dozens (Garner, 1983; Lefever, 1981; Schwegler,
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2007). This is quickly treated as problematic by Brian, but the accountability is not directed at
society, rather directly at Chris. There is variability in the distribution of accountability, which is left
unpredicted by the analyst when comparing it to the Joanna and Greg example. Chris is held as the
principal for the wrongdoing, even though the utterance “your mamma” is part of a normative social
game for this CofP. It could be that Brian is treating “your mamma” as not part of the repertoire for
interaction of this group. However, this is problematic as seemingly anything constitutes a teasable
for members of this CofP. There is significant variability in evaluations of impoliteness in this SME
exchange data, which leads to a problem in trying to ascertain what norms of interaction are.
Seemingly Chris’s “your mamma” is a breach of some wants or moral order for this group, but in no
way is such word play usually an example of a breach of expectations for this group. As such,
according to the Culpeper (2011) definition of impoliteness, although this utterance has the
potential to be considered impolite (as it is a breach of some kind), and is indeed treated as
problematic (unexpected behaviour), it is not treated as impolite, but only as inappropriate.
Impoliteness therefore must be more than just an orientation to breaches of expectations, and must
also take into account the individuals’ ability to evaluate impoliteness in light of other potential
evaluations. That is, a participant might (but need not) choose to hold another participant
accountable for impolite talk or conduct. This is an exemplar of the exercising of agency in
attributing accountability for impoliteness. A similar feature of variability appears in the sanctioning
of teasing and being offended in this SME exchange.

8.4 Variability
Another feature of attributions of accountability for impoliteness comes in the form of
variability. Each data set shows both a set of examples which seem to show a particular societal
norm at play, and examples which are not consistent with those norms. Within the short message
email exchange data analysis in Chapter 6, section 6.3 and 6.4, it was found that a CofP norm to
engage in verbal jousting was rarely (if ever) flouted. Also, in the face-to-face data, there was an
example where a social norm of complaint was hearably projected at the mentioning of a lecturer’s
name. While complaints like this are allowable (normatively), they may be shut-down. This projected
complaint was indeed shut down, showing an orientation to the knowledge that there was a default
complaint which may arise when mentioning that lecturer’s name, and yet treating that
complainable as inappropriate. Finally, in the Maria Kang data, there are examples where a partial
alignment and partial affiliation are combined with criticisms and negative assessments. A
participant’s concerns for societal norms do not get in the way of them casting negative evaluation
in any way. As such, norms play a role as indicative of how things ought to be, but breaches of these
norms might not always give rise to evaluations of impoliteness. A brief discussion is warranted here
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about the role of norms and intentions in these evaluations of impoliteness.

8.4.1 Norms and intentions
In the responses which orient to an impropriety, appeals to norms and intentions are often
found. In the face-to-face example, where a projected complaint is shut down, an appeal to norms is
made suggesting that it is a social norm, among students, for such a negative evaluation to co-occur
with mentioning that lecturer. In the follow-up interviews with the face-to-face participants, some
appeals to intentions are made suggesting things like “she didn’t mean it”. Both of these instances
indicate that norms and intentions are important to account for in evaluating impoliteness, but they
are not necessarily the crux of those evaluations.
In these data sets, appeals to intentions occur as an aggravating or mitigating strategy. This is
seen to be deployed in order to adjust the degree of accountability any individual can be attributed
for being impolite. In looking into impoliteness from a CA frame, Hutchby (2008) makes several
observations regarding intentions. Most clearly, intentions are only in the view of the analyst when
they “come to the surface for the participants themselves” (p. 226). When intentions are mentioned,
or allusions to intentions, they are found to be deployed when accounting for impoliteness, rather
than when “defining impoliteness or rudeness” (Culpeper, 2005, p. 38; Haugh, 2010, p. 9).
Interactions where intentions become relevant include those that correspond to attributions of
accountability. Greg uses an appeal to intentions, “she didn’t mean to be rude”, to mitigate how
accountable Joanna was for being impolite. As such, the deployment of intentions in this data is
found to not be constitutive of impoliteness per se (Bousfield, 2008, 2010), but rather as a tool to
aggravate or mitigate accountability for impoliteness (eg. Culpeper, 2011b)
Similarly, the interactional achievement of norms seems to correspond with a casting of
accountability, rather than with defining impoliteness per se. As Locher and Watts (2008) point out,
“norms and expectations are acquired over time and are constantly subject to change and variation”
(p. 78). That is, norms and evaluations are discursively disputed (Haugh 2010, p. 9) and so norms
may be deployed in order to attribute accountability for impoliteness (Graham, 2007). In the
examples where norms are interactively attended to, norms are deployed as a strategy to ground
accountability for impoliteness, rather than to define impoliteness for the analyst.
In all of the data in this thesis, norms and intentions are used to attribute accountability for
impolite talk or conduct. Contrary to the surrounding politeness research on norms and intentions,
impoliteness seems to be better described as an evaluation in interaction used to attribute
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accountability for some impropriety. As such, accountability is key to the interactive achievement of
impoliteness, rather than norms and intentions per se.
Within the emails of Data Set 2, it is clear that an interactional, and community of practice,
norm is to maintain non-seriousness in light of any potential problem. That is, all participants seem
to show that the higher order intentions (to entertain) have a broader implication for the
evaluations of talk or conduct. The requirement to be non-serious supersedes any claim for negative
evaluations, and as such within this group, the non-serious evaluation is an omnirelevant evaluative
label which seems to reject the ratifyability of any other labels. This means that even when a
participant exercises their agency in producing an evaluation which is outside of the norms of the
CofP, other participants might invoke the omnirelevant label to suppress the variability. This might
lead to the co-constituting of diverging interpretations of interactional achievement.
This research throws into question the dynamic nature of norms of interaction and suggest
that such norms are only used to sanction others (Graham, 2007). It is not the case that these norms
of interaction are only deployed in sanctioning moves, but that these norms of interaction work as a
counter point to more societal norms. Societal norms are separated from interactional norms by the
scope of the participant order involved in adhering to them. Societal norms are suggested to be
those norms that are relegated to the level of society or language group, and interactional norms are
those that are co-constituted in interaction. It is not within the scope of this thesis to investigate
societal norms because these might not appear in the interaction, and might only be available to the
second order analysis of talk or conduct.

8.4.2 Variability in evaluations
One of the clearer examples of variability in evaluations comes from the short message email
data analysis. It has been shown that the exchanges are part of a partially co-temporal interaction in
which the four members form a closed community of practice. The practice being undertaken was
shown to be a form of interactive entertainment, verbal jousting and banter, where participants
exchange quips and witty repartee in order to sustain an air of playful non-seriousness. However, at
times, participants were shown to orient to the barbs in the teases through negative evaluations.
Examples included when Allan responds to Brian’s barb about his weight, saying “get on the wagon,
don’t be a hater”, Chapter 6, section 6.3.5, (7) 16/12/11 devils earwax. A similar negative evaluation
is seen when Chris launches a tease at Brian, saying “I’ll impact you in a minute”, showing an
instance of threat syntax (Culpeper, 2011a). Accounting for these responses requires both an
understanding of the norms for verbal jousting in this community of practice, but also an
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understanding that the participants are taking a non-serious stance even when their turn design
indicates seriousness. Similar features abound in the teasing and goading between these
participants, and leads to the analysis that this is competitive behaviour, much like that shown in
male banter and bravado in other contexts (Butler, 2007; Decapua and Boxer, 1999).
Variability in evalautions cannot be easily described. They are not solely explained by
perceived norms of practice, but rather that there is a perceived norm of evaluating within
communities. For example, the evaluation of goading generally occasions an evaluation of mock
impoliteness and leads the analysis toward the need to account for variability in evaluations.
Importantly, for the SME exchanges, some of the verbal jousting seems predicated on randomness, a
feature not yet described in male banter. That is, comments which seem random and ungoverned by
relevance are not sanctioned in this CofP, even though their impenetrable nature and the lack of
understanding by the other participants ought to lead to a tease or a goad. These random comments
are treated as part of the ordinary content, especially for Brian, and as such, their variability seems
to be an allowable part of the verbal jousting.
The variability cannot be traced solely to perceived speaker intentions or
misinterpretations/misunderstandings of those intentions. Rather the variability (in this CofP) is part
of the inherent norms at play. Ergo, it is proposed that in some cases, recipients/targets are
exercising agency in evaluating the goads as impolite, even though the evidence suggests that the
source turn might not be goadable. These findings show a need for analysts to immerse themselves
in the environment of the interaction (the context of interpretation) to thoroughly understand the
data and activity as a whole situated within a context, rather than just looking at individual extracts
(ergo a step away from CA). This means that for interactional impoliteness, driving analysis solely on
the back of a thorough conversation analysis underrepresents what is actually occurring in
interaction. CA’s “unmotivated looking” leads to oversimplification of the interactional paradigm.
One cannot simply look at the data and express what is happening in terms of how interaction is
achieved, rather, one must also make a set of claims about what these interactional actions mean in
terms of impoliteness, and whether they are indicators that any variability in evaluations of
impoliteness are important for these participants.
What we see in these three data sets is an omnirelevant social action projecting a coconstructed action trajectory which is for the most part adhered to. In the case of the face-to-face
data, conversation progression and comity are the paramount activity, and are oriented to above
evaluations of impolite talk or behaviour. In the email data, the playful non-seriousness is the
paramount activity, and other evaluations of talk and behaviour are often compared to or defined
against the intentionality of achieving entertainment for the participants. In the Facebook and
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Jezebel data, there are two major activities at play which segregate the participants into two main
camps. The social activities being conducted include the affiliating with Maria Kang, where the party
members tend to work in opposition to anyone who attempts to depose her, and the disaffiliating
activities that participants undertake when they work to undermine Maria Kang’s intended message.
Each of these data sets will be discussed in in the next sections.

8.4.2.1 Variability in the getting acquainted data
The social action of getting acquainted will always involve at least two people who are
strangers. They have a limited amount of shared knowledge, and most importantly, have limited
shared understanding about how each other will pursue interaction. Neither of them is aware of the
history of interactions that other participants have had in their lifetime. Fundamentally this means
that they have no shared Community of Practice (S. Mills, 2011), but rather that they are developing
the “rules or set of practices which [that] group of individuals implicitly recognise as appropriate for
that context” (Mills, 2009, p. 1057-1058) within that context itself. However, as members of a
shared social sphere, there must be a set of shared understandings at play between the participants.
There is an implicit claim here that these individuals share access to the set of strategies from which
those rules or set of practices may be drawn. In this way, getting acquainted interactions are
primordial sites of interaction where rules of engagement are tested and ratified or challenged and
removed.

8.4.2.2 Variability in the short message email data
The SME data set was chosen because the participants are a close knit community of practice
where the social variables tend to be limited to that of a friendship group. Although at times a
pecking order (Decapua and Boxer, 1999) seems to form in these interactions, this hierarchy is solely
reliant on the participants’ interactional skills. The pecking order may thus be destabilised through
the ongoing verbal jousting moment by moment. All four participants are males who orient to being
Australian English speakers, born in Australia, and being ‘Australian’, and who speak English as a
primary language (some have access to other languages but none are fluent). They also engage in a
shared sporting activity together (rock-climbing), which means that their interaction through email
often spills over into their face-to-face communication and vice versa. The SME was begun when
Allan and Brian began working together. They did not know each other before this. The emailing was
begun during work hours in order to “pass the time” (as recalled by Allan in follow-up interviews).
There is therefore some amount of shared knowledge about that workplace. Since that time,
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however, Allan has got a new job in a different company. Chris was employed at Brian’s company for
a brief stint (and became engaged in the emailing), but later left to work at a third company.
An ongoing and saliently achieved social enterprise throughout the SME is teasing. It is
conducted in almost all email interactions (apart from one marked example). Each participant seems
to have a set of teasable characteristics latently available for tease-like work. This teasing therefore
manages to reinforce these goadable characteristics, analytically constructing the membership
category of that individual’s goadable identity. These goadable identities index the shared
knowledge of each participant, making the tease work achieved through this indexation potentially
offensive due to its potential truth value (cf. Haugh and Bousfield, 2012 for elaboration on mock
impoliteness as potentially evaluable as impolite). For instance, Allan is known to be poor with
women, heavy (in comparison to Brian), and fixates on specific information. These features
commonly feature when goading and teasing Allan within the ongoing exchanges in the group. Brian
is known to have very limited food choices (for example, he will not eat rice), is perceived as odd
when interacting, and often overembellishes what he knows to be the truth or claims things for
which he has no proof. Chris is known to work in an environment where there are a lot of women, is
considered heavy (at least heavier than Brian), and is goaded for being a poor climber. Damien is
known to classify people (termed ‘labeller’), be very heavy, and be poor with responding to the
ongoing SME interactions.
At times other out-members are present in the email exchanges, however they are clearly
unable to orient to this latent shared knowledge within the group, and the interaction tends to
become simplified in their presence. These instances of token membership tend not to last long, as
the major four participants continue to email well after the token member has dropped off the
‘reply all’ list. Due to ethical restrictions, an analysis of their input was not conducted.

8.4.2.3 Variability in the Maria Kang data
Similar to the in-member and out-member levels of interaction within the email data, there
are member levels in the Maria Kang (“Fit Mom controversy”) data, but it is not accurate to describe
them as an in versus out dichotomy. Technically, the in-group would be any ratified participant,
while the out-group would be non-ratified over-hearers, listeners-in and bystanders.
Problematically, the social media platforms of Facebook and Jezebel are open to all members. That
means that anyone who has access to these social media platforms could be participants. This
means that anyone who posts a response (whether it is (dis)aligning or (dis)affiliating) is claiming an
in-group status. Within the comments to the MK data, these in-group/out-group statuses are
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challenged directly. For those that affiliate and align with MK, in-group membership is only shown
through further affiliating and aligning. If there is a disaligning or disaffiliating comment, that source
is treated as not in-group and their stance is challenged. Such challenges to stance lead to the
majority of the variability in the MK data.
Other variability in the MK data is apparent in the strategies for affiliation which are deployed
in order to claim mutual stances with the original poster. Within the Facebook submission and
comments, the affiliation with the original poster, Maria Kang, is generally achieved either through
aligning (accepting the original post as a challenge) or disaligning (treating the original post as
anything other than a challenge). In this way, some participants suggest that they do indeed make
excuses for themselves being unfit (aligning) where others claim a clarifier footing and attempt to
sanction negative evaluations of MK. Either way, these participants are claiming in-group status, yet
the strategies deployed to achieve these claims are quite different. Similar variability appears in the
disaffiliating responses. Some respondents answer MK’s rhetorical question with an answer, like
“cancer”, thus disaligning with the nature of the rhetorical question, where other respondents
attempt to sanction MK for her critical stance on the lack of fitness among new mothers. Each of
these participants show levels of disalignment and disaffiliation. It is important therefore to look at
the interactional trajectory of the original post and the orientation to that interactional trajectory in
the response posts in order to determine the (dis)alignment and (dis)affiliation which is shown in
any response. This gives insight into whether a commenter is claiming ratified recipient status or not,
and gives insight into the vast variability available in the responses to these social media activities.

8.4.3 Teasing and verbal jousting
There is a competitive nature to all teasing exchanges. As discussed in Decapua and Boxer
(1999), the competitiveness might be an evolutionary throwback to the competitive nature of males,
akin to a survival instinct. However, this type of competition does not end in one participant killing
the other, but rather, defeating the other (Butler, 2007; Decapua and Boxer, 1999), and thus is
termed verbal jousting. Verbal jousting is most prevalent within the SME exchanges, but similar
action projections are also found to a lesser extent within the face-to-face and MK data. In contexts
where verbal jousting is appropriate, participants are seen to exercise their agency in maintaining
the activity. In other contexts, the verbal jousting was treated as problematic or left
underdeveloped, showing that participants are exercising their agency in suppressing or not
attending to the verbal jousting, showing a tendency to focus on the progressivity of the interaction.
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8.4.3.1 Face-to-face data analysis and teasing
Within the face-to-face, getting acquainted interactions, the teasing turns tended to fall flat
due to po-faced responses. Within the discussion of rock-climbing, it was noticed that the tease, “it’s
a time when we’re not at work” was responded to with a po-faced “haha”, Chapter 5, section 5.3.8,
(10) DD EE 02-12-12 line 47 – two single beats of laughter with no attempt to extend, reflect or align
with the tease. As such, the respondent can be seen to exercise their agency in orienting to the
progressivity of the interaction. Similarly, in the case study, Chapter 5, section 5.4.3, (13) A B 02-1212 celtic necklace, the tease, “just as well you brought it today then” falls flat when no orientation is
developed in the response. The recipient treats this as a singular assessment, and responds with a
claim for epistemic incongruity, saying “I always wear it”. The source of the tease is left to offer the
noticeably missing “haha” particle. The source is seen to exercise her agency in seeking to progress
the tease and light-heartedness rather than orient to her epistemic entitlement for casting such a
claim.

8.4.3.2 SME exchanges and teasing
Within the closed community of practice of SME participants, Chapter 6, there is a social norm
to engage in teasing and mocking behaviour, or in other words, a norm to perform non-impolite and
non-polite behaviour. There is a complementary moral norm that any and all participants in the SME
exchange ought to participate in such behaviour, preferably above all other behaviour. Similar
findings about male acts of verbal jousting and banter were found by Decapua and Boxer (1999).
Importantly, they found that the verbal jousting took on several different types of social actions,
including banter, teasing and mockery, but that also there was an expectation that these behaviours
occurred. In fact, it was observed that anyone who was unable to engage in these kinds of
behaviours was considered part of an out-group.
These norms of interaction within the CofP give rise to a set of evaluable constraints on the
behaviour within that group. As teasing, mockery, verbal jousting and goading are seemingly
expected in the CofP, any breach of that expectation might give rise to impoliteness (Culpeper,
2011b). That is, some behaviour in this CofP of short message email exchanges, is hearable as
teasing, mockery, or banter in preference to anything else. In this way, not only is there a norm of
social action, but there is also a norm for evaluating the actions of others. This shows quite clearly
that there is not only a preference for particular forms of talk and conduct, but also a preference for
evaluating that talk and conduct in particular ways. As such, it is necessary for analysts to undertake
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the next turn proof procedure systematically, while keeping in mind that there may be a preference
for evaluations of non-impoliteness in some cases.
The most common response to these non-impolite and non-polite moves is to treat them as
part of an ongoing social norm, to allow them to continue, and to support their deployment and
progressivity. Yet, there are cases where the responses, both in terms of moral order and in terms of
a majority of response types or social order, show strong unpredictable variability. In order for
someone to engage in this community, that person needs to orient to a uniform understanding of
such talk and conduct as politic (Locher and Watts 2005; 2008). If someone were to evaluate the talk
and conduct as something other than this, they could be indicating their lack of resources or skill to
evaluate such behaviour, marking themselves as out-group members with respect to the CofP, or
demoting themselves on the pecking order due to their lack of verbal jousting skill. That is, in their
subsequent move, if any recipient treats the previous goad as a tease (Drew, 1987) and makes the
claim that someone is the target of ‘teasing’, that orientation would be termed disaligning with the
tease action, and disaffiliative with the commonly understood entertainment value for the teasing.
Such a response to a tease is termed a bite as it halts the progressivity of the potential teasing.
That biting recipient tends to then become the target of further teasing as the bite is a marked
response. Additionally, in biting, the participant shows a lack of skill in responding to the teasing,
which Armstrong terms a blunder (Armstrong, 1992, p. 40-45). Such blunders solicit either a tease or
goad in response in order to maintain the game.
In terms of the underlying moral norms of the SME exchange, the teasing parties each orient
to the teasable as non-impolite, and position themselves as aligning with the trajectory of ensuing
banter, making available a treatment of that teasing as dispreferred in such an exchange. As such, if
a participant makes the claim that they are the target of impoliteness, the issuer of the tease is
obliged to treat the claim as sanctionable. Seemingly, it is therefore impossible for the
offendee/target/accounter to claim that impoliteness has occurred. Given that any impoliteness
claim will be treated as a breach of norms, the appeal for being offended will be superseded by an
omnirelevant non-serious evaluation. This clearly occurs in the instances where impoliteness is
claimed, such as Allan indexing offense at being implicitly called fat, and Chris projecting a threat.
When Allan claims that being called fat is offensive for him, Allan is indexing an offence, and Brian
even though orients to this too, Brian nevertheless deploys a very different stance (disaffiliative),
exacerbating the offence rather than performing an apology. This is an example where the
offender/producer/principal for the source of the impoliteness treats the claim for a negative
evaluation as not legitimate or inappropriate. Brian is exercising his agency in ignoring a breach of
social appropriacy on his own part, in order to maintain an orientation to the ongoing game in
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progress. Allan orients to the playful nature of this interaction and suggests that he “pretends to be
offended” (also in Haugh 2015 302-303 ex. 117).

8.4.3.3 Teasing in the MK data analysis
Problematically, due to an inconsistency which appears in the adjacency between turns of
online polylogal communication, it is difficult to treat verbal jousting effectively in the MK data. The
inconsistency between turns in the social media data comes from the finding that single turns are
not adjacent to the most temporally prior turn. Rather, the turn itself operates within a move. It is
the move which is adjacent to prior moves, and the turn is an example of the higher order move. As
such, the verbal jousting between moves becomes obfuscated, as it is unclear what features of the
turn operate as teases. There is a clear indication that the membership categorisation of parties as
“fatties” or “bitches” is the most common way that teasing is accomplished. Responses to such
membership categorisation work tend to either reinforce the negative member category, or sanction
the source for deploying the negative category in the first place. Participants are exercising their
agency in treating such membership categories as appropriate or not.
Another finding within the MK data is that it is difficult to find trolling turns. There are clear
examples that show a disjunction with the initial activity type. These turns have been classified as
disaligning or disaffiliating turns. Due to the ratifiability of the participant status of almost all
commenters, it is difficult to show that single turns of trolling exist. Such single turns of trolling
would be clear indicators of teasing or verbal jousting. In closed communities of commenters, such
trolling efforts are much clearer (Binns, 2012; Hardaker, 2010; Shin, 2008). In those examples of
closer communities of practice, orienting to trolling (either through biting or sanctioning) is seen as
agentic action.
Additionally, there was a clear indication that the deployment of membership categories
warrants extra analysis regarding impoliteness. Of particular importance to the field of impoliteness
research is the strategic deployment of these members’ categories. When members categorise other
members they make salient both their perception of that other member, and their perception of
members of that category. It is possible that when casting a person into a membership category, the
categorisation itself constitutes offence in terms of inappropriate behaviour. Also the casting of a
membership category onto another member (such as fit mom, fat, and subsequent outgroup
categories) may constitute disassociation with that member, which is open to evaluation as impolite.
Such casting may come in the form of the creation of a category which is not entirely out-group, but
which may be more specifically thought of as a “not-us” category. This category may be deployed in
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an attempt to alienate some participant, yet include other participants. Therefore casting such
exclusive categories can be seen as doing both solidarity work and non-solidarity work.

8.4.4 Goading
A special interactional sequence, goading, is explored in the second data set of SME
exchanges. Goading is a type of verbal jousting where teases, insults, jeers, goads and other
negatively evaluable utterances project further teases, insults, jeers, goads and so on. The goading
turns project further goading in a game like way (Decapua and Boxer, 1999), and as such, goads
make relevant a need to respond. Participants who frequently win jousts may be considered more
skilful, and therefore may be placed higher in the pecking order for that group. In this SME
exchange, a closed CofP with a single gender membership (where participants tend to do a lot of
“being male” work, see Chapter 6, section 6.3.2.), there is a propensity for participants to treat
negative evaluations as non-impolite in order to meet the necessity for comity and progressivity.
Participants engage in turn taking strategies that complement and reinforce the entertainment
value of impoliteness (Culpeper, 2011a), and can be seen at times to engage in joint fantasising
including doing being offended. The evidence for this comes from the overwhelming volume of
non- problematic negative evaluations which are put on-record within the SME exchanges.
Participants orient to negative evaluations in such a way as to suggest that they are common
place in these exchanges. In the follow-up interviews, some participants suggested that the
accountability for impoliteness is not saliently recallable. For example, the participant “Chris” was
unable to ascertain who made which comments in one of the exchanges and suggested that perhaps
it was himself that made the quip. This suggests that common place negative evaluations are
expected behaviour in these exchanges, leading to the inability to direct accountability clearly.

8.5 The nature of agency
The aim of this thesis is to challenge the current models of interactants as simply mediators of
perceived intentions or social norms, and argue for interactants who are more readily able to
indicate evaluations of each other that are not directly reflective of norms of interaction or
perceived intentions. Although the context of an interaction will always impact on how somebody
perceives that interaction, there are no static frames. That is, there is no guarantee that the
perceivable frames of interacting are actually the frames to which the participant is orienting at the
time that the auditor (the analyst) comes to investigate the interaction. As such, a participant
exercises their agency in both indicating their negative evaluation (or not), and also in putting that
negative evaluation on-record (or not).
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Ultimately, the concept of agency seems to be a second order, etic, or researcher-centric
description of activities and phenomena within these data sets. This is because there are limited
examples of lay participants discussing the agency of each other within the data in this PhD.
However, lay interactants are constantly referring to the properties that agency affords for
participants (including themselves) in attributing accountability (Pomerantz, 1978). One example of
agency comes in the form of “try-markers” (Sacks and Schegloff, 1979). As agency is an inherent
feature of participation in interaction, the evidence for the exercising of agency must be available in
participants’ interactional behaviour, as well as their turn design (including word selection). As such,
agency can be analysed as being exercised in-situ by participants. A key finding of this thesis is that
agency can indeed be analysed from a first order perspective if an interactional paradigm is used to
explore the social activity of participants.
The search for agency in impoliteness evaluations is best served by a first order perspective,
focusing on the analysis of a collection of naturally occurring or spontaneous interactional data ito
identify features which participants deploy which indicate the exercising of agency. These features
of responses were found to centre on instances when a recipient orients to some talk or conduct as
an accountable matter and in so doing also holds the producer of that talk or conduct accountable
for impoliteness. As such, this action of attributing accountability for a negative evaluation is
inherently social in nature. The following section will consider the findings in light of the research
questions from Section 8.4.1.1.

8.5.1 Research Questions
1)

What are the implications of an analysis of the agency of individuals for analytical

findings about norms and intentions in impoliteness research?
Accounting for individual agency affects the findings because individuals have the ability to
control their actions. Individuals are not solely reflexive of norms or intentions when casting
evaluations of impoliteness, because they can control their actions and choose to display evaluations
as they see fit. Even if there is a set of normative constraints on the talk and behaviour of individuals
within a context of interaction, there is no guarantee that these norms will be adhered to all the
time. Individuals have the ability to suppress, enhance, attend to or disattend to impolite utterances
as they occur. Participants need not exercise their agency through conflictive actions. They may
adhere to contextually constructed norms of evaluation. The meeting of norms that are already in
play is an example of the exercising agency in the same way that evaluating conflicting
interpretations is.
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2)

How does the analysis of agency of individuals aid in untangling observable

variability of evaluations of impoliteness?
As the analysis of agency hinges on differing interpretations of accountability, it gives rise to a
difference between evaluations of the self, and evaluations of others talk and conduct. In this way,
accounting for agency leads the analyst to a greater understanding of the deployment of actions and
attributions of accountability which are not solely reflective of the norms of a society/CofP, nor
wholly reflective of (perceived) intentions. As such, the full range of evaluations (as im/polite) need
to be discussed relative to the attribution of accountability. However, in instances where there is no
attribution of accountability for impolite (or other interpersonal evaluations) then there is no
empirical evidence that any evaluation has become an issue for those particiapnts.

3)

What are the limitations of the scope of agency of individuals when it comes to

evaluations of impoliteness in interaction?
The limitations of the analysis of agency come from the data collection. Interactional data
gives a greater insight into the exercising of agency and its effects on other participants. Limiting the
data to single turns, single utterances, single turns of phrase will limit any findings of the exercising
of agency. As such, it is crucial that interactional sequence analysis is used to uncover the exercising
of agency in evaluations of impoliteness.
There are, however, two caveats in relation to this overall finding. Firstly, even though there is
agency in the individual’s ability to evaluate, those evaluations may be restricted to a lesser or
greater degree across different social contexts. It seems that the contextual expectations can
suppress the exercising of agency with respect to evaluations of impoliteness in some cases. Only
some evaluations are valid in some contexts. Secondly, the social context might mitigate the
exercising of agency. The social context itself mediates the exercising of agency with respect to
evaluations of impoliteness, due to an interactional preference for progressivity and comity. An
example of this can be seen in Culpeper et al (2003), who discuss the prosodic features of a military
“dressing down”. The context seems to restrict the actions of the more superior officers, or more
accurately, the context restricts the evaluable labels that are attributable in that context. When the
recruit tries to speak out, it is considered “doing insubordination”, rather than “doing defending”.
The action of evaluating is restricted to the point where only one evaluation seems legitimate. This
seems less so for the recruit, but the sanctioned recruit’s behaviour and ability to talk is suppressed
due to the interactional context. So, within institutional settings, for instance, the individual’s rights
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and entitlements for action may be invested with a lower degree of agency, and thus the actions of
those participants become more predictable (although never entirely so).
Additionally, the exercising of agency can only be described if the actions themselves show
agentic action. All action is afforded by the exercising of agency, but there are times when
participants display their evaluations of talk and conduct by fitting in with the norms of the social
context. In this way, the accountability for any negative evaluation is not attributable to themselves,
but rather to the norms of the social context. This limits the scope of agency as participants are
allowing their talk and conduct to be wholly mediated by society. Although this leaves the agentic
action somewhat obfuscated, it is still the fact that the individual has exercised their agency in
allowing their talk or conduct to be mediated by the social context.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and implications for future research

9.1 Attributions of accountability
Examples of attributions of accountability exist in all of the data sets examined in this thesis.
In the face-to-face data in which the participants are getting acquainted, there is an obvious
tendency to not treat potentially impolite talk and conduct as impolite. That is, there is a preference
for the participants not to display that they feel offended or have taken offence. This corresponds
with initial formulations of conversation as having a preference for comity (Sacks, 1986) and the
general finding that there is a preference for progressivity in conversation (Stivers and Robinson,
2006). Negative evaluations and impoliteness evaluations can be considered as a social action that
challenges comity and progressivity. In cases where offence is a possible evaluation, the tendency
for participants to not display signs of offence might be because a display of offence needs to be
attended to prior to any other interactive work. Interactional displays which do not show offence
(when there is a registering of offence) either maintain the negative evaluations off the interactional
record (in the memory of the participant), or disattend the impolite implicatures altogether
(effectively ignoring a negative implication). Both of these situations mean that the evidence for
negative evaluations are not found in the interaction itself. Interestingly, when impoliteness
evaluations appear on-record, they are often treated as jocular, for the most part, possibly as a way
to mitigate such negative implications and maintain progressivity and comity. There are a very
limited number of cases in the co-temporal and partially co-temporal data (Chapters 5 and 6) where
“doing being offended” is attended to as a negative evaluation. There is one clear example between
Joanna and Greg, but few others were found (cf. Mitchell and Haugh, 2015). In the face-to-face
data, it is summarily dis-attended to, and generally only attended in the follow-up interviews (see
Section 5.4).
It is clear that society promotes a moral and social norm of not being offended in face-to-face
interactions, at least in ones in which the participants are getting acquainted, but this is not always
supported in other contexts of interpretation (See Chapter 7, section 7.1.1). Taking offence
formulates problems for the appropriate or inappropriate action trajectories of prior talk or conduct,
and thereby it projects further problematic talk leading to impedances to the accomplishment of
progressivity and comity. Additionally, impoliteness evaluations have the ability to occasion even
more negative evaluations in response. It is difficult to achieve some interactional activity in light of
prior impoliteness, because impoliteness projects its own inserted interactional sequence, and an
explicit orientation to issues of impoliteness seems to supersede any other interactional project.
Agency also enables (dis)attending to social conventions and norms. Individuals can (but need
not) orient to social norms at play when dealing with negative evaluations. Participants can exercise
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their agency in not being offended (keeping off-record any evaluations of impoliteness), in orienting
to a different action trajectory (dealing with the offending remarks as part of a game strategy rather
than as a site for being offended), or even opt into an interaction where they can claim being
offended.
The exercising of agency in these ways affords the transfer of the attribution of accountability
for being impolite onto some prior turn/move and that turn/move’s source participant. The agency
of an individual is therefore arguably a feature for impoliteness research in that it affords the opting
into or opting out of displaying offence. Additionally, an individual’s agency is pivotal in the
attribution of accountability in interaction as it is only the exercising of agency which is seen as a site
where evaluations of impoliteness can be linked. That is, the attribution of accountability is only
directed at those participants who have been shown to have exercised their agency. Therefore,
agency is vital in the theorisation of impoliteness both in terms of distributing of accountability for
impoliteness, and in the variability of the evaluations of impoliteness. It is concluded that
accountability can only be attributed to an individual who has been construed as having exercised
their agency. If it is the case that the attribution of accountability is not directed at an individual as
its source, then societal norms might be held accountable. If a societal norm is held accountable for
impoliteness, then the individual is construed as having limited agency, or cannot defeat that
overpowering social norm. If, and only if, the individual is construed as an actor-agent who is able to
exercise their agency is it possible to hold them accountable for being offensive. Generally speaking,
the role of agency in evaluations of impoliteness/offence is, in part, a function of the ongoing activity
of participants and the participation order inherent to that activity.

9.2 Implications for future research
These findings regarding the exercising of agency have a number of implications for future
research. This thesis finds that the agency of individuals is immanent to the ability to hold other
participants accountable for impoliteness, and suggests that agency is a fundamental resource
directed at such evaluative actions. Accounting for the exercising of agency of participants is
therefore a very important focal point for interactional research.
This exercising of agency also seems to undermine current definitions of impoliteness that
focus on either (perceived) social norms or (perceived) intentions. It seems that defining
impoliteness in terms of such norms or intentions might underrepresent the agency that is
immanent to the interactional achievement of negative evaluations. On this view, social norms or
intentions are interactional resources deployed by participants as appeals to the social order or
moral order rather than as indexing evaluations of impoliteness per se. As such, appeals to norms or
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intentions are not defining characteristics of impoliteness. It is more accurate, given the findings in
this thesis, to say that impoliteness evaluations can be defined more fundamentally in terms of the
accountability of participants. The producer of the impoliteness source is treated as an agent and
held accountable for an impolite production. The recipient of the impoliteness exercises their agency
in attending to the interaction, evaluating the interaction, and ascribing accountability for the
impolite evaluation onto the producer. As such, investigations into the attention of recipients could
be conducted, as well as how they opt into interactional positions from whence negative evaluations
can be cast across different modes of communication.
Through this thesis, I have discovered that there is also a difference in the deployment of
agency in dyadic interactions and multi-party interactions, at least in CMC. The party-based
interactions in the MK data showed that individuals orient to their position as an in-group member
of a party in order to evaluate interaction. Although there is already ongoing research dedicated to
investigating interaction in CMC environments, a potential avenue for further research is public CMC
interactions. This research could encapsulate alternative features of many modes of digitial
interaction, such as non-co-temporal and non-co-locative participation.
I have also found that participants’ interactional input is unpredictable. Individuals are agents.
The directing of their attention, self-positioning in interaction, and their linguistic output in an
interaction are not constrained by the norms, intentions or context of that interaction. Therefore, it
is prudent for impoliteness researchers who are using an interactional first order perspective, to
focus attention on the interactional achievement of impoliteness within a number of different
interactional settings, rather than attempting to predict how participants’ utterances might be
evaluated.

9.3 Conclusions
It has been shown in this thesis that the exercising of agency is a key feature of the evaluation
of impoliteness. Participants can attend to an impolite event occurring, and opt-into or out of,
suppress, enhance, or ignore an evaluation of that impolite talk or conduct. The exercising of agency
comes in many forms, but agency is always a feature of activity. The participant needs to become
part of an interaction, pay attention to an impolite event, evaluate it, and put that evaluation onto
the interactional record in order to make an evaluation of impoliteness. None of these steps are
constrained by the norms associated with a group, nor the intention of the producer in making that
impolite talk or behaviour. However, it has been shown that norms of interaction and an
understanding of intentions can be deployed to facilitate the attribution of accountability for
impoliteness.
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When exploring the written data and comparing it to the face-to-face spoken data, it was clear
that there were more instances of appeals to the participant order when doing “being offended”.
This is due to a preference for doing being not offended in face-to-face talk (at least where
participants are getting acquainted), but also due to the myriad contextual cues available in face-toface talk in interaction which are not are readily available in written communication.
One main finding from here is that the participant order is used in holding others accountable
for impoliteness. Additionally, participants make appeals to ratify their own footings and those of
others. This leads to a negotiation of footings and the participant order which is tantamount to a
ratification of the right or entitlement to be offended (Craven and Potter, 2010; Stevanovic, 2011).
As pointed out in CA literature, blaming and other attributions of accountability for negative
evaluations tend to correspond with a casting of participants as agents (Mitchell and Haugh, 2015;
Pomerantz, 1978). These construals of participants as agents have been shown to be conducted
through an appeal to the participant order in interaction. Some footings seem more regularly
deployed as “agency indicative” footings where other footings are less so. These features of the
participant were made available in the SME data, and to a much lesser extent in the face-to-face
data. One conclusion arising from this finding is that there is more thorough explication in written
modes of communication because other features of the context of interpretation are missing (gaze,
intonation, body movement and so on). Participants might be compensating for less interactive cues
to indicate offence and so on through being more explicit about their evaluations in written prose. In
the Facebook comments, a participant only has recourse to words and other written cues in casting
others as accountably impolite or offensive .
This thesis has shown that agency is a key feature of interaction, especially when it comes to
analysing negative interpersonal evaluations. It has shown that agency is an ability we all share to
control our actions, knowing that we will be held accountable for those actions. It has also shown
that the actions we are held accountable for include talk and conduct which is held to be impolite. In
contexts where participants are essentially co-temporal, it has been shown that there is a tendency
to not display negative evaluations on the interactional record. In contexts where the participants
are not co-temporal, this tendency is not as marked, because of the more complex participation
framework(s) underpinning the interaction. It has been shown that participants are exercising their
agency in holding each other accountable for negative evaluations. These attributions of
accountability reflect the theoretical understanding of agency developed here, as well as the
interactional achievement of social actions. Participants control their actions knowing that they
could affect others (including themselves) and knowing that they will be held accountable for those
actions. Because a negative evaluation (such as impoliteness) is a social action where a participant
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holds someone accountable for some breach of expectations, wants, or some other feature of the
moral order, the evaluator is exercising their agency in deploying negative evaluations. It has thus
been shown that agency is a key feature of the analysis of impoliteness in interaction.
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